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ABSTRACT

New-Modelling English Government: Biblical Hermeneutics, Jewish Polity and
Constitutional Forms During the Interregnum (16-19-1660) represents a systematic
examination of the political use of the Bible in the major works of prominent
seventeenth-century commonwealthsmen. such as James Harrington's Oceana (1656),
Sir Henry Vane's A Healing Question (1656) and John Milton's Readie and Easie H"ay
to Establish a Free Commonwealth (1660). I argue that these early modems ref1ected
vigorously on the polity of ancient Israel and other aspects of the Bible as they drew up
their civil principles and model commonwealths.

The current historiography has tended to marginalize the relationship between
biblical hermeneutics and political visions in the Interregnum by seeking to emphasize
classical and Renaissance influences. It has also pre-judged early modern readings of the
Bible as too haphazard to warrant painstaking investigations of its political role.

I argue that these three commonwealthsmen presented constitutional arguments
shaped by their biblical reading, and can be termed biblical republicans. Their
hermeneutical approaches were more sophisticated, measured and methodical than is
often assumed and their religious arguments cannot be secularized, or separated from
their political models. In this regard, their political use of the Scriptures should not be
reduced to "rag bag" methods, or dismissed as a merely opportunistic move designed to
lure a biblically literate audience to their political agendas.

I conclude that the prevailing secular interpretations of the current
historiography are inadequate at capturing the use of the Bible as a political text among
early modems, that there was no standard republican approach to the political reading of
the Scriptures, and that the English republicanism of the 1650's was both biblical and
classical in its roots and sources. Historians should reconsider how other early modern
figures might be recast in light of their own political use of the Scriptures.
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I - Introduction

locate all of their political principles in the Scriptures, and within a protestant biblical

tradition.

The Background of the Study

The current research momentum in early modern British political thought seems

to witness against the substantial political use of the Scriptures by its reluctance to

explore the dynamic between hermeneutical frameworks. religious views. and political

visions of seventeenth-century religious radicals. Nevertheless. it is difficult to dismiss

the political relevance of the most often quoted text of the seventeenth-century. and this

apparent marginalization may be motivated. in part. by resistance to the religious

dimension of Puritanism. Mark Goldie in his "The Civil Religion of James Harrington"

(1987) claims that the prevailing belief in the autonomy of politics results in modern

scholarship's refusal to make the connection between religion and political thought.

Scholarship in political science tends to be both rewarded and celebrated when it

emerges "from the embrace of theology."} Similarly. George Marsden maintains in his

The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship (1997). that the "separation of faith and

learning is widely taken for granted in our culture," and "for the past century academic

prestige has been closely correlated with the jettisoning of institutional religious

heritages. ,,2

Historians inclined to exclusively locate English republican values in the secular

political theories of the classical and Renaissance eras. and even post-seventeenth

century political commitments, often overlook the biblical political arguments of the

seventeenth-century. These motivations indicate that republican political theology. or

biblical republicanism. is at best. a less inspiring study. at worst. simply irrelevant.

Some scholars have acknowledged the political reading of the Bible during the

seventeenth-century. and concluded. rather precipitately. that such scriptural

employment was haphazard, unsystematic. and even too manipulated tow ards

preconceived political ends to warrant painstaking investigations of its political role.

The work of the late prominent Oxford scholar, Christopher Hill, reflects this

assumption. In his chapter "The Revolutionary Bible:' in The English Bible and the

Scventccnth-Centurv Revolution (1993), Hill concludes that the sevcnreenth-ccntury

political use of the Scriptures \YJS a random. opportunistic enterprise.

I Mark Goldie, "The Civil Religion of James Harrington," in The Languages ofPolitical Theor,
in Earll' Modern Europe, ed .... \. Pagden (Cambridge University Press, 1987), 198 .

• 2 Gcor.;c Marsden. The Outravcous Idea at Christian Scholarship (Oxford Univervity Press,
~ ..

1997). 7. 11.
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But the Bible produced no agreed new political philosophy: it came to be used as
a rag-bag of quotations which could justify whatever a given individual or group
wanted to do. As with the practice of seeking guidance from the Lord by turning
up a text at random, the Bible ultimately contributed to pragmatism. lack of
theory, the rise of empiricism.'

Despite the fact that Hill has written an entire book on this subject. his position. while

containing an element of truth, and echoing Erasmus' complaint that the Scriptures were

read politically "as if they were of wax.T' seems too categorical a judgment on the entire

body of Civil War tracts. This criticism of the use. and hence opportunistic abuse of

Scripture in the seventeenth-century tends to justify a disregard for capturing its political

relevance during the most extraordinary constitutional upheaval of English history.

Thesis Statement

Early modern British historiography tends to overlook the political use of the

Scriptures among commonwealthsmen, either by separating their scriptural references

and readings from their civil models. interpreting them as exclusively devoted to

classical and Renaissance texts, or manipulating the Scriptures to popularize political

theories. These types of determinations seem unbalanced, and tend to discourage serious

investigation of the Bible' s political role. consequently resulting in a vacuum of

scholarship significantly related to biblically derived political ideals.

To demonstrate the need for moving beyond such standard interpretive

conjectures. I argue that these three select commonwealthsmen presented constitutional

arguments that were central to their use of the Bible as a political text. and hence, can be

identified as biblical republicans. In this regard, their religious arguments cannot be

secularized or separated from their political models to make them more accessible to a

modern audience. With this. their hermeneutical approaches are somewhat more

sophisticated, measured, and methodical, and reflect the methods of the pre-critical era.

such as the grammatical historical and the allegorical approaches. Neither did they draw

politically from the Scriptures in the same way. but their variations and differences

cannot be reduced to "rag bag" methods, or opportunistic and subversive approaches tn

satiate a biblically literate audience and popularize political agendas.

Vane excepted, Harrington and Milton employ classical and Renaissance

political ideas in the construction of their commonwealths. but not exclusively. and in

the ease of Harrington, his republicanism shows a significant level of dependence upon

.~ Christopher Hill. The English Bib!e and the Scvcnteenth-Centurv Revolution (London .\ Ilen
Lane. 1993: Penguin Group. 1994). ISS.

~ H.C. Porter. "The Nose of \\·ax: Scripture and the Spirit from Erasmus to \,tilton." TRH..... ~lh

SL'l' .• 14 (November 1l.)(13): 155.
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the Hebrew Polity. The seventeenth-century was marked by an upsurge in Jewish

erudition, and both Harrington and Milton were well versed in the Rabbinics and the

classics. I argue that their resort to non-biblical authors did not entail an epistemological

entrenchment to the classics, but testify to their Christian humanist scholarship. Finally.

these republicans were political artisans who attempted to construct civil models by

wielding religious discourse within a Protestant theological tradition. The Bible was the

frame, fabric, and foundation of their models, rather than mere window dressing to

make them more habitable and attractive, or furbish their political agendas with an air of

scriptural authority.

Historiographic Justification

Some modem scholars have embarked on a similar inquiry, or stressed the need

to recapture the connections between faith and societal reformation among seventeenth

century writers. Jeremy Waldron, in his book God, Locke, and Equality (2002),

persuasively argues on behalf of the religious foundations of Locke's political thought

with the intention of addressing contemporary policy issues on equality. He explains

that Locke, in the First Treatise, explored the Scriptures in detail "for the precise

bearing that it might have on the resolution of quite particular political issues:,5 But

"secular theorists often assume that they know what a religious argument is like."

presume it "should be excluded from public life:' and "conclude therefore that \VC can

have very little in common with John Locke or his interlocutors, who seem to have

made the opposite assumption - that public reason should be conducted more or less

exclusively in these terms." According to Waldron, the religious dimension of Locke's

theory of equality can not be "bracketed out" with the view that "a defensible secular

conception of equality would remain. ,,6 This "hypothesis that we might be able to

bracket out the religious content" to simply focus our attention upon equality

"presupposes that the religious content has a purely' external relation to the equality

principle:' by which he means that such "does not go to the meaning of the principle in

question.:" Locke was "wrestling philosophically with the problem of interpreting

biblical texts:' and, simply because "it is about scripture doesn't make it any the less

philosophical, any more opportunistic or occasional."s

Lea Campos Boralevi in his "Classical Foundational \ lyths of l.uropcan

Republicanism: The Jewish Commonwealth" (2002) argues that the political history of

:i Jeremy Waldron. Cod. Locke, and Equality (Cambridge Uni\ ersity Press. 2002). 16.
6 Ibid .. '+'+_'+:'.
7 Ibid .. .+:"
x Ibid .. 191,
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the Netherlands evidences a tradition of republicanism. despite the clear deficiency of

Machiavellian political influences considered paramount for the English republican

current. Sixteenth and seventeenth century Dutch republican theories were biblically

informed, and particularly prominent was the Hebrew Commonwealth. Boralevi claims

that "proper editions and translations of the Bible:' along with "an enormous quantity of

learned commentaries on the Old Testament, ... - functioned as a bridge between

scholarly elaboration and the great public:' The republicanism of the Netherlands

evinces "a pervasive presence of the political model of the Jewish Commonwealth and

by its peculiar discourse, the 'scriptural idiom'. ,·9

Other noteworthy early modern historians have responded to this scholarship gap

regarding the relationship between biblical hermeneutics, religious views and political

visions in the Puritan Revolution. The multi-authored article "Winstanley: A Case for

the Man as He Said He Was" (1977), represents a reaction to Hill's Winstanlev: The

Law of Freedom and Other Writings (1973). and claims Hill "misconstrues his

intellectual sources and historical significance by minimising the part theology played in

his theories of social and moral change.v'" Patricia Crawford in her article "Charles

Stuart, That Man of Blood" (1977), argued that the Army and Presbyterians used

Genesis 9:6 and Numbers 34:33 to prove that Charles I was a "man of blood," and "one

against whom the Lord had set his face; ..11 critical texts for his execution and trial. l 2

Blair Worden in his "English Republicanism" (1991). states that republicans perceived

their politics as "a supremely religious activity:' though their "religious commitment ...

is easily underestimated or misunderstood...13 Barbara Tuttle examined the I .cvcllers

political use of the Scriptures alongside Milton' s up to 1654. and noted that though the

"margins of the religious and political pamphlets of the early 1640' s were often

crammed with abbreviated references to biblical texts; these were usually deleted from

recent editions of the great Puritan writings," and her chapter was motivated out of a

"curiosity aroused by these italics in fine print. ..l~ She concludes that despite the

'i Lean Campos Boralevi, "Classical Foundational Myths of European Republicanism: The
Jewish Commonwealth." in Republicanism, 0-/ Shared European Heritage, H)1. L Republicanism and
Constitutionalism in Earlv Modern Europe, eds .. Martin Van Gelderen and Quentin Skinner (( 'ambridge

U · . P '00') ,-'" 760mversity ress. _ -, _:",), - .
10 Lotte Mulligan, John K. Graham and Judith Richards, "Winstanley: A Case for the \ 1.111 as He

Said He Was," JEH. ~8 (January 1977): 57,58.
II Patricia Crawford, "Charles Stuart, That Man of Blood," JB,'; 16 (1977): --l1.
l'Ib'd -1 -~- I .. :",:"l .

13 Blair Worden, "lnglish Republicanism," in ThL' Cambridge His!OI:\' otPolitical 1bought 1-150-
roo, eds.. 1. H. Burns and Mark Goldie (Cambridge University Press. 1991). --l7~.

II Barbara Tuttle, "Biblical Reference in the Political Pamphlets of the Lcvcllcr- .1I1d vl ilton.
1638-1 65--l," in stilton and Republicanism, eds., David Arrnit.u;c. Armand Hil1l: and Quentin Skinner
(Cambridge l lnivcrsitv Press, 19951. 63
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maturing "interest In classical political ideals:' the use of the Bible "remained a

potential source not only of religious enthusiasm but also of political commitment."

even beyond the "English republican experiment.?" Warren Chemaik in his article

"Biblical Republicanism" (2000), recognized that "one aspect of seventeenth-century

republican thought which has not been sufficiently emphasized is its religious

dimension," which IS evident "in the polemical writings of Milton and his

contemporaries," where "secular arguments appealing to nature and reason are again

and again buttressed by citations from Scripture and reformed theologians.':" John

Morrill and Philip Baker in "Oliver Cromwell, the Regicide and the Sons of Zeruiah"

(2001), investigated the nature of Cromwell's "attitude to monarchy," by examining his

personal comments in light of "a keener biblical hermcneutic.tV Cromwell's forty-three

letters, from October 1647 to 6 December 1648, revealed from the various quotations

and paraphrases employed, that he read thirty-four biblical books, twenty-one of which

are from the OT, and thirteen taken from the NT. They conclude "there is not a shred of

evidence from this period that Cromwell read anything other than the Bible:'18 as his

"political theory derived exclusively from his understanding of God's willingness to

work with and through a variety of forms as recorded in the Old Testament." To

understand his attitude regarding "what was right to be done about the king in 1647

1649 we must follow him though the Bible and the Bible alone.',19 Finally, Sarah Barber

in "Belshazzar's Feast: Regicide, Republicanism and the Metaphor of Balance" (2001 ),

argues that regicide and republicanism are connected through "metaphors of 'balance, ,..

or a "balance of judgment" in regards to Charles L who had disturbed this balance of

trust between the people and their representatives through his "unparliamentary

autocracy." A commonwealth would restore this "equilibrium.t"' The arguments in

support of this "balance ofjudgment" she claims, were "by means of scriptural parallel."

Since the downfall of the line of the Stuarts took place over t\H1 generations,

"oppressive reigns of father and son," parallel texts for such demise were located in "the

15 Ibid., 81.
16 Warren Chemaik, "Biblical Republicanism, PS 23 (April 2000): Abstract. 147.
17 John Morrill and Philip Baker, "Oliver Cromwell. the Regicide and the St)ll"; of Zeruiah." in

The Regicides and the Execution of Charles I, ed., Jason Peacey (Basingstoke, Hampshire: New York:
Paluravc, 2001), 16. This chapter is also found in David L. Smith, ed., Cromwell and the lntcrregnum
(Malden, Mass.: Blackwell. 2003), 15-37. For more of Morrill's views on Cromwclls political thought,
cspcciallv his typological use of Exodus, see his "\\'illiam Bereton and England's wars of Religion," JB,\

24 (July 19X5): 331-332,
18 Ibid.. 16-17.
19 lbid., 17.
~l) Sarah Barber, "Belshazzar's Feast: Regicide. Republicanism and the vlctaphor PI' Balance, III

The Regicide and the Execution ofCharles I, 94,
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biblical stories of Nebuchadrezzar and Belshazzar.":" The prophetic warnings against

these Babylonian rulers were just as relevant to explain the downfall of Charles I.22

Methodology

This study incorporated an inductive analysis of not only the principal political

tract associated with each author, but also their wider Interregnum writings. and in some

cases, pre-1649 as well as post-restoration tracts to determine a pattern of hermeneutical

and exegetical method. This is especially critical for understanding Sir Henry Vane and

John Milton, both of whom wrote theological treatises. The larger historiographical

context of these political writings was also investigated to determine what prompted the

writer to assert his views, or the political and literary circumstances governing a tract.

In this regard, I examined newsbooks, parliamentary speeches, diaries and

correspondence, state papers. and various civil war pamphlets. Harrington and Vane

clearly wrote anti-Cromwellian treatises. while Milton, an employee of the successive

Interregnum administrations, is motivated differently. It was assumed from the outset

that they would not evidence the same pattern of use. nor highlight equally the same

discrete biblical texts in modelling their proposals.

The following represents key questions addressed to cxarrunc and establish

relationships between their Interregnum reform proposals and their political reading of

the Scriptures:

• Do they evidence organizing principles of interpretation? In other words, do they
emphasize the grammatical historical method. or the allegorical and typological
approaches?

• Did these theorists believe the Bible to be an infallible record divinely authored
by God, or assume its authority equal to that of the classics. or prominent
Renaissance works?

• Was the Bible employed merely as a polemical tool to buttress preconceived
political conceptions to stimulate greater public appeal? In other words. do they
use the Bible ornamentally as a textual accessory, or to constitute part or all of
their political argument?

• What significant role, if any. did their education play in their approach to the
Scriptures?

• Did they seize upon particular texts. and distinct passages as bearing political
authority? In this regard. what political issues are underscored \\ ith regard to
particular parts of the Bible?

• How did they understand the reformational dictum sola scriptural Did they
adhere to the concept of adiaphora. or the view that scriptural silence justifies

the use of reason and prudence?

~1 Ibid .. 95-96.
~2 Ibid.. 99-101.
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•

•
•

•

•

What biblical translations do they regard as authoritative? Did thex consider it
critical to have a working knowledge of the original languages of Scripturt? for
its interpretation?

What was the significance of covenant theology relative to political ideas':
Should the employment of classical and Renaissance sources alongside scriptural
references throw into question a writer's political use of the Bible? If in
borrowing such language, do they direct it towards biblical ends and purposes?
Should their quotation of classical and Renaissance sources be interpreted as a
non-biblical epistemological orientation or more indicative of Christian
humanism?

Was the polity of the Hebrew Commonwealth considered normative, or suited to
Israel's circumstances rather than a paradigm for all time? Were there particular
aspects of Israel's polity that these theorists found attractive? How did they
understand the role of Moses or Israels judicial law? Was Israel's polity seen as
a divine civil blueprint or simply another historical example to set alongside
those of Greece and Rome?

Did any of these authors examine the Scriptures through the Nature/Grace
relationship?

Rationale for Choice of Political Theorists and Outline of Chapters

These particular republican writers were chosen not only because their civil

proposals represent radical attempts to comprehensively overhaul England's ancient

constitution, but they uniquely employ an arsenal of biblical principles and texts in their

modelling. Significant also for my choice relates to the historiographic trends regarding

their civil models. There is much disagreement over the type of classical republican

Milton was, and minimal discussion and scholarship is devoted to Vane's model. and

who is often secularized. Harrington is consistently interpreted as a Machiavellian, with

hardly any serious attention paid to his use of the Hebrew Polity.

The second chapter opens with James Harrington primarily because he is

considered the measure of English classical republican political theorv of the

Machiavellian school. Though he uses the Scriptures, his employment is either

considered pragmatic and opportunistic, or his resort to the Hebrew Polity rarelv

mentioned. It also seemed reasonable to position Harrington first because his Oceana

spawned a constitutional controversy which Vane thought significant enough to respond

to with Needful Corrective, while Milton denounced its larger constitutional outlines in

Rcadic and Easie.

The chapter attempts to challenge the assertion that Harrington's model is purely

classical. and his biblical use inconsequential. by arguing for a republicanism steeped in

Ilcbraic pol itical overtones and principles as evidenced in Oceana and subsequent

tracts. especially his Art ot Lawgiving (1659), In this regard. I discuss accusations or

atheism by a fc\\ of Harrington' s contemporaries as well as a continuous current of
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royalist indictments of his overuse of the Hebrew Polity throughout the chapter. The

bulk of the chapter is taken up with Harrington' s political use of the Hebrew

Commonwealth. which includes a discussion on his rabbinic studies. the political role of

Jethro, the Priest of Midian found in Exodus 18: 19-27 and Harrington's positive

portrayal of heathen counsel, as well as the role of the Scriptures in Oceana' s education

system. I also include a section of his political philosophy. principles of government.

and constitutional design and demonstrate how these are either derived from or

paralleled in Israel' s pre-monarchic government.

Chapter three covers John Milton, who is categorized somewhat similarly as

Harrington, though to a lesser extent, as a classical republican. The historiography is

somewhat conflicting as to the exact nature of his classical extraction, and he is often

accused of being a lesser sort of political theorist compared to Harrington. But Milton

evidences a rather strong attachment to certain aspects of the Hebrew Pol ity, though

dissimilar to Harrington, while maintaining the preeminence of the Gospel in his

struggle for Christian liberty. In this regard, he exhibits a distinctive political use of

Matthew 20: 25-28, which functions as a signature text in his Readie and Easic. but

rarely mentioned in the literature.

The chapter argues that Milton is more a biblical republican than a classical one,

and that his use of classical sources is consistent with his Christian humanist education.

This is demonstrated first by explicit statements regarding his view of the Scriptures and

hermeneutical method in his theological tract De Doctrina. Milton, like Harrington,

underwent an education steeped in the classics, and his tenure at St. Pauls, founded hy

the famous English Christian humanist John Colet, influenced his literal approach to the

Scriptures. In this regard, Milton resorted to Greek and Roman classics for theological

and political illustrations. Moreover, given the pervasive Christian humanism of the

times, neither Harrington nor Milton saw any contradiction in synthesizing pagan

classical works with the Christian text to model a commonwealth. .vtter all. pagan

authors, though harboring a corrupt image of God. could bear witness to moral truths,

and their rhetoric. along with the secular languages of reason, common law, or civic

republicanism, could be infused with religious and theological meanings.

Milton is also interpreted as indulging in literary opportunism in corroboration

with civil authorities uivcn his service as Secretary of Foreign Tongues throughout the
~ .

Interregnum. But his tracts seem to testify against this. and prove that he held to the

same political principles from 1649 to 1660 and beyond. Also relevant for

understanding his bihlical republicanism is his marginalization of the \ losaic Judicials
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and the ascendancy of the Gospel dispensation in his pursuit of Christian liberty. I have

included an extensive discussion of his OT political authorities of Deuteronomy 7:14-20

and 1 Samuel 8: 1-22 in arguing for limited authority of kings. popular sovereignty. and

supremacy of the Hebrew Commonwealth. His key NT political texts of Romans 13:1-7

and 1 Peter 2:13 are also discussed as to their relevant place in establishing divinely

instituted and directed civil authority. But most supportive of his biblical republicanism

is the political role of Matthew 20:20-28 from which Milton derives a language of

gentilism, or tyrannical authority. and in combination with the Deuteronomy and I

Samuel passages, erects a commonwealth model of a standing senate subordinated by

local judicatures.

The fourth chapter is devoted to Sir Henry Vane, who represents the most

difficult political theorist to comprehend, though there is agreement in the literature that

he represents the most "religious" of republicans. But his political ideas, such as limited

governrnent and liberty of conscience. are secularized, and stripped of their biblical

foundations. This chapter is the longest, partly because it considers Vane's short tenure

of service as Governor of Massachusetts Bay from 1635-1636. including his role in the

Antinomian crises. It seemed relevant to cover this period to establish the early stage"

of his theology of union with Christ. critical for understanding his hermeneutical

method. as well as his principles of limited government and liberty of conscience. lhc

chapter explores his role as an MP in the Long Parliament and the Rump Parliament.

especially as it touches religious reform and the bill for establishing an equal

representative. I include a discussion on his recorded speeches and comments related to

the Parliaments of 1659 to profile his last political models.

Vane's A Healing Question Propounded (1656) is an anti-Cromwellian tract. and

incorporate a lengthy section on its historiographical context, in part, to reveal the

affectionate relationship between him and Cromwell. Though this tract is logical.

concise. and direct in its political purpose, as is A Needful Corrective (1658). his

theolouical treatise Retired Mans Meditations is not. Its appearance as a subjective
'--

theological discourse with rambling disconnected chapters advancing towards a radical

millennial reign of Christ with the rule of the saints. has hindered serious investigation

of its contents. Few. understandably. have attempted to tackle this treatise systematically

to tease out Vane' s theology. let alone mine it for political nuggets. .vnd yet it docs

equip readers with forthright assertions of his allegorical hermeneutical method. his

doctrine of union with the spirit. and a chapter devoted to political theology.
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Vane presents some rather difficult political concepts. which are apocalyptic and

millennial in nature, and drawn in large part from OT and :\T prophetic passages, I

attempt to unravel his biblical reading of a "restoration of primitive magistracy:' limited

civil jurisdiction and liberty of conscience. supreme laws for civil-modelling. the right

of representation and legislative supremacy. and limited franchise. Also reviewed is his

understanding of the political relevance of the Mosaic Judicials. and his fundamental

political disagreements with James Harrington' s Prerogative ofPower in regards to his

agrarian, rotation, and the salutary nature of good laws expressed in his Xcedtu!

Corrective.

Historiography: How Early Moderns Read the Scriptures

Early modems approached the Scriptures through various languages and

vocabularies to convey their political views. Anthony Pagden s The Languages of

Political Theory in Early-Modern Europe (1987) concentrates on four that represent

what he describes as "the most important, most easily identifiable languages of political

theory in use in early-modem Europe." These are the languages of the "law of nature,"

which is also referred to as "political Aristotelianism,' "classical republicanism:' as

well as "political economy," and the fourth. the "language of the science of politics."~-'

Harrington. with his "civic humanism" and Milton with his "language of liberty" are

typically categorized under classical republicanism. Milton also employs the law of

nature in his arguments, but not simply within an Aristotelian tradition. As will be

indicated. he believed that all men had been created in God' s image. and despite the

Fall, could still understand truth. J.P. Sommerville explains that ..the law of nature was

God's law since it consisted of a set of instructions which God had imprinted in human

nature at the Creation...24

It might be supposed that the Protestant emphasis on the corruption of
human nature would have led to a rejection of natural law. In fact, Protestants
believed that corruption had not entirely obliterated people' s ability to
distinguish between good and evil. The doctrine of natural law \\ as held to be
compatible with a Calvinist theology of grace. , .. Human nature was totally
corrupted in the sense that on their own people could do nothing to achieve
salvation. Yet nature was not so corrupt that pagans. lacking grace. were wholly
blind to God's laws."

In this regard. there is a Protestant biblical approach to the law of nature argument that

simply cannot be confined neatly to Aristotelian categories.

:' Anthonv Pagden, "Introduction," in The Languages 0/ Political Theory in Earlv-slodcrn

£UI"O/Il'. cd. Anthony Pagden (Cambridge University Press. 1')87),.3.
~.j J.P. Sonuncrville. Royalists and Patriots Politics Lind Ideology in England 1603-16-10. ~d cd

(London: Longman, 1(99), 14.
" . I 7- lbic '. 1 .
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Vane would not seem to fall within any of Pagden s four categories, though he

certainly employed that "language of liberty" like Milton, but which is often identified

with classical republicanism. What this thesis attempts to demonstrate is that there is

also a language of biblical republicanism, whose various vocabularies. concepts and

constructs include relationships between Nature and Grace, Christian humanism. Jewish

political thought, as well as hermeneutical methods established within the pre-critical

era of exegesis. If these categories of biblical republicanism are considered, then our

understanding of the civil models of Harrington, Vane and Milton will be enlarged, and

the manner in which they used the Bible politically more intelligible.

Nature and Grace

According to Arthur Woodhouse this "scheme of nature and a scheme of grace"

was the rudimentary lens from which the world was viewed. If one refuses to

acknowledge this framework, or misconstrues their relationship, then the "Puritan mind

has eluded yoU.,,26

Albert Wolters in his "Christianity and the Classics," delineates five different

combinations of this paradigm with their analogous relationship to attitudes to the

classics.v' Such a taxonomy of hermeneutical positions evidences greater or lesser levels

of continuity and discontinuity between Nature and Grace.

If Grace replaces Nature, or "opposes nature," then the "natural is antithetical to

the spiritual." The newness of life found in the Gospel message is in conflict with the

old sinful man, or "old nature.,,28 This translates into a "resolute rejection" of classical

sources, as "the new life in Christ is simply incompatible with classical culture and must

avoid it." Tertullian's pronouncement '''What does Athens have to do with Jerusalem':'

is a condensed summary of this position/" which would also find agreement among

Fifth Monarchists, and to some extent Vane. But if Nature presents itself as somewhat

deficient in declaring knowledge, then "it cannot come to the point of complete

realization of what it strives for," and is therefore "imperfect" and "incomplete."

Scripture then must come alongside Nature to "perfect" it, and therefore it is

"subordinated to grace." Thomas Aquinas and the teachings of Roman Catholicism

~(, A.S.P. Woodhouse, ed., Puritanism and Liberty. Being the Army Debates (16 ..1":'-9) From the
Clarke Manuscripts 'with Supplementary Documents (London: J.M. Dent & Sons LTD.. 1974).39.

27 My categorization comes from Albert M. Wolters, "Christianity and the Classics: a Typologv
of Attitudes," in Christianity and the Classics, The Acceptance (it a Heritage. ed.. Wendy l lellernen
(Lanham. New York. London: University Press of America. 1989), 189-203. Nature and Grace hav c been
employed to contrast various antithetical realities. I am employing. this paradigm to contrast faith and

revelation with reason.
~R Wolters. "Christianity and the Classics," 194.
~q Ibid.. 195. 196.
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represent this view.
3o

In this regard, "classical antiquity points forward or paves the way

for the advent of Christianity," "the supernatural order completes" the natural realm. and

"natural reason is perfected by revelation." The classics then can be used in a positi ve

and instrumental way. 31

The third category IS that "Grace flanks nature." Here, the natural stands

alongside the spiritual as an independent realm with its own validity:' which "does not

need to be validated or in any sense raised to a higher level by grace." This category

seems to represent "classical Lutheranism. ,,32 If Grace simply confirms Nature in this

regard, then classical literature acts "as a parallel authority" and "the realms of the

sacred and the secular coexist alongside each other." Wolters notes that a common

method depicting this attitude is revealed in the use of classical citations in marginalia to

buttress a biblical text, as it is assumed that "there is great congruence between the

proverbial wisdom of pagan antiquity and that of the Bible." The classics then are

"supplemented" by the Scriptures, "but not in a way which subordinates or depreciates"

them. 33 It would seem that Harrington corresponds closely to this category.

The fourth category is that "Grace restores nature," or "enters into nature III

order to renew it from within, to bring it back to its created purpose.":" Nature is seen as

corrupt and fallen, and must be transformed by Grace. a view shared by Augustine and

dominate in Calvinism. The classics can be legitimately used for Christian purposes."

Milton would tend to find agreement with this category. And Finally. it Nature and

Grace are viewed as "equal." then "all sense of contrast. or even distinction" between

them is "eliminated." This category reflects the view found in "classical liberal

theology.T" and assumes classical literature incorporates Gospel truths in "germinal

form," and Christianity "its natural product or extcnsion.t"

Christian Humanism

Some Protestants, like Harrington and Milton. saw no contradiction in

synthesizing pagan classical works with the Christian text to model a commonwealth.

Since all truth was God's truth, pagan authors, though retaining a corrupt image of God,

30 Ibid.. 194.
1\ Ibid.. 196-197.
1~ lbid.. 194-195.
13 Ibid .. 197-198.
.~l Ibid .. 195.
~-; Ibid .. 198-199.
16 Ibid .. 195.
~~ Ibid.. 199-200.
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could bear witness to truth, and therefore it was acceptable to revitalize their secular

languages and rhetoric with biblical conceptsi"

Margo Todd in her Christian Humanism and the Puritan Social Order (1987).

attempts to de-mythologize Puritan scholarship by suggesting that Puritans exceeded

Scriptural assumptions, ventured "beyond the Bible or their Reformed heritage for their

ideas," and approached both Scripture and theology III a wav continuous with their

immediate Christian humanist predecessors."

Christian humanists contributed significantly to social reform. but did so with

both Renaissance and classical sources in mind. Todd believes "scholars han? failed to

see the puritans as the heirs of a complex intellectual legacy - classical, medieval. and

Renaissance humanist as well as Reformed."

The intellectual development of a sixteenth-century protestant was no more
monochromatic than ours. and they were no better at drawing lines and making
distinctions than most people, contemporary or modem. So we find their social
and political treatises citing Xenophon and St. Paul in the same breath. Erasmus
and Zanchius in the same marginal note. Heretofore. our solution to this
apparent paradox had been simply to ignore half of their sources and insist that
the other half was exclusively formative - of a single. consistent, protestant

. I 'd I 40socia I eo ogy.

Todd maintains that the prominent characteristic of Christian humanism was

"devotion to a biblical reformation of Christendom...41 The contribution of Renaissance

scholarly techniques to Scriptural investigation and hermeneutical inquiry is also too

well documented to be dismissed. "The Renaissance demand for a return to the sources

became for Christian humanists an imperative to apply the critical assumptions and the

exegetical techniques of the Italian humanists to the Christian' s most authoritative text."

Robert Linder notes in his "Calvinism and Humanism" (1975), that "Christian

humanism has one main unifying feature - its historical approach to the classical texts

of the Christian faith ...42 With its appreciation for these scholarly investigative

techniques. Christian humanism demanded "a return to the sources." which

consequently drew attention back to a profound appreciation and investigation of

ancient historical sources. both patristic and classical. But the "text of the Bible itself

was, of course. paramount among Christian humanist concerns...43 This Renaissance

38 This seems to be the conclusion of Peter Leithart in regards to Calvin's employ mcnt of ciccro.
See "That Iminent Pauan: Calvin's Use of Cicero in Institutes I. 1-5," JrTJ 5.2 (Spring 1990): 1-11.

,<J [\ largo Tod~d. Christian Humanism and the Puritan Social Ordvr (Cambridge University Press.
19S7). 6.17.

40 Ibid.. 16.
41 Ibid.. 13.
12 Robert D. Linder. "Calvinism and Humanism: The First Generation.' ('II 44 (June 1975): 16S.
I; Todd. Christian Humanism . .2.2-.23.
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extraction of philological approaches to biblical exegesis. as well as Scholastic textual

methods for that matter. emphasize a mode and manner of scholarship as opposed to an

integration of a new philosophical thrust or tendency. a topic well covered and discussed

by Richard Muller in his "Calvin and the "Calvinists": Assessing Continuities and

Discontinuities Between the Reformation and Orthodoxy;' (l995-1996).~~

Todd comments further that "for Christian humanists the pagan classics were

servants of Christianity," and Erasmus the towering figure of influence. ~5

Their stance was not simply neo-stoic; nor is it accurate to identify it simply with
the civic humanism of Italy. Biblicism, patristic influences. Stoicism and civic
humanism were all tightly interwoven in Erasmianism to produce a thoroughly
distinctive movement, religious, civic. Christian and humanist. With Seneca and
Christ, humanists called for individual self-control; with Cicero. they called for
good government; with the Old Testament prophets, they called for social
justice. The search for practical solutions to real problems in this world came to
be seen by them as the believer's true calling. This amalgam of pious yet
practical social activism should be seen as another hallmark of Erasmian
humanism.46

"Christian humanist social theory was in essence. then, a framework for the reformation

of the commonwealth. wt7

According to Calvin, in his Institutes. the employment of pagan sources was to

be qualified by the Scripture's prominent place as the absolute source of truth.

Read Demosthenes or Cicero; read Plato. Aristotle, and others of that tribe.
They will, I admit. allure you. delight you. move you. enrapture you in
wonderful measure. But betake yourself from them to this sacred reading.
Then. in spite of yourself. so deeply will it affect you. so penetrate your heart. so
fix itself in your marrow. that, compared with its deep impression, such vigor as
the orators and philosophers have will nearly vanish. Consequently, it is easy to
see that the Sacred Scriptures, which by far surpass all gifts and graces of human
endeavor. breathe something divine.~8

Calvin highlighted his own personal regard for the pervasive wisdom that abounded in

the works of the classics. "That admirable light of truth shining in" secular writings can

~~ Richard Muller, "Calvin and the "Calvinists": Assessing Continuities and Discontinuities
Between the Reformation and Orthodoxy.' part one. CT.! 30 (1995): 345-75. and part two. 31 (1996):
1.25-60. Muller takes his audience through ten "Premises of Reappraisa\," in discussing the trend of
"pitting Calvin against the Calvinists and of the Reformation against all things ~(hoLhtlc." This
assessment is also found in his ./lier Calvin: Studies in the Development of a Theological Tradition

(Oxford University Press. .2003).
I' Todd. Christian Humanism . .27.
~6 Ibid., 34.
r Ibid .• 51.
IS John Calvin, Calvin: Institutes o] the Christian Religion. ed., John T \'tC~l·i11. trans.. lord

l.cwis Battles. vol. .20 (London: ~('l\ 1Press. LTD.. ]l)61). BOl)!-- I. 8.2
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"teach us that, the mind of man, though fallen and perverted from its wholeness. is

nevertheless clothed and ornamented with God's excellent gifts.':"

Rabbinic and Jewish Studies in the Seventeenth - Centurv

Another aspect of seventeenth-century political thought was the infusion of

Hebraic literature with its accompanying Rabbinic scholarship, Edwyn Bevan' sand

Charles Singer's "Hebrew Studies in the Reformation and After:' in The Legacy of

Israel (1927) represents a thorough discussion of the history of Hebrew studies in pre

and post-Reformation Europe.i'' lW. Rogerson's "Writing the History of Israel in the

17th & 18th Centuries" (1992), explains that one method of "writing Israel's history:'

was to analyze her civil institutions." Significant for any study of the issue of Jewish

history and Jewish readmission into England in the seventeenth-century is David S.

Katz's Philo-Semitism and the Readmission ofthe Jews to England (1982) and The .Iews

in the History of England, 1-/85-1850 (1994. 1996).52 Most recently. one of the most

significant current contributions to the study of Hebrew history and civil government is

Adam Sutcliffe's Judaism and Enlightenment (2003). Sutcliffe notes that "English

Protestant identification with the ancient Hebrews reached a dramatic crescendo in the

Interregnum period. and is reflected in the writings of Selden, Hobbes and

H · ,,<;1arnngton...

Pre-critical Exegesis

The seventeenth-century is typically understood as the latter end of the pre-

critical age, and hence a dominant hermeneutical approach. In The .tuthoritv ofthe Bible

and the Rise ofthe Modern World (1984). Henning Reventlow highlights in his chapter.

"The Age of the Puritans:' the lack of attention paid to the diverse "church-political

attitudes" of Puritans and Anglicans regarding their "understanding of the Bible," The

reason is that the "history of theology seldom looks at biblical hermeneutics because

hitherto the history of exegesis has regarded this period as a pre-critical age and

·j'llb'd '7'I '. _ .1.

50 Edwyu R. Bevan and Charles Singer. eds .. "Hebrew Studies in the Reformation and After." in
The Lcgacv oflsrael (Oxford: Clarendon Press. I927). 317-37~.

51 .I.W, Rogerson. "Writing the Historv 01 Israel in the t:" & 1,"1'" Centuries:' in ThL' Scriptures
and the Scrolls. Studies in Honour olAS Van Der 11'0 11dv on the Ol'CUSiOIl (1/ His (15th Birthday. cds .. F.

(~arcia 1\ lartinez, A. Hilhorst and c.J. Labuschagne, SUf'f'/l'II/<!nt to I"l'lUS Testamentum, 49 (l.ciden. '\L'W

York. Koln. 19(2). 220.
52 David S. Katz. Philo-Scmitism and the Rcasmission 0/ the Jews 10 Englund (Oxford:

Clarendon Press. 19~2) and ThL' JL'liS ill the History (~( England. 1-185-1850 tOxford: Clarendon Pre-s.

199..." ll)l)()).

''> Adam Sutcliff. Judaism and Enlightenment (Cambridue I 'nivcrvitv Press. 2003). 16. ~ I
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therefore found it somewhat unattractive. ·,5-l Richard Muller and John Thompson in their

chapter "The Significance of Precritical Exegesis: Retrospect and Prospect" in Biblical

Interpretation in the Era of Reformation (1996) explain that the term pre-critical "was

neither coined nor embraced by those supposed to have practiced it." but instead.

"spawned by an era and a method that held these earlier practitioners in some

contempt." In this regard, it "represents a profound (and, one may add. uncontrolled)

bias in the historical literature.t" This "bias" which Muller refers to stems from

proponents of the historical-critical approach, which had been "lionized as the key to

unlocking the past,,,56 and who identify "precritical" \\...ith "uncritical." But as Muller

explains, pre-critical interpreters "were not bereft of method merely because they

followed a different method," nor were they without "standards for self-evaluation,"

Rather, pre-critical exegetes "saw the text in a different light, and employed their own

criteria in examination of the text," and "exhibit substantial differences over against the

methods of 'higher criticism. ,,, To refuse to understand and respect these differences is

nothing short of "chronological snobbery,',57

Pre-critical exegetes were just as concerned with issues of "philology and

context." as historical-critical interpreters. 58 Muller and Thompson identify four main

differences between pre-critical and historical-critical exegesis. First, patristic. medieval

and Reformation exegetes equated the story of a biblical text with its "literal or

grammatical sense." and allowed the text to be "govemed by the scope and goal of the

biblical book in the canonical revelation of God." In other words, they assumed that "a

divine purpose and divine authorship unite the text of the entire canon," Scripture

manifests a "historical and theological unity:' and such unity was brought to bear upon

the interpretation of a passage or book. The shorthand explanation is that Scripture

interprets Scripture. 59 Another common assumption was the belief that the pursuit of the

literal sense of the text was located in "the believing community that once received and

continues to receive the text:' and not simply an "historical community" or a "repository

of the religious relics of a past age." In this regard, the text \\<1S "the divinely inspired

message to an ongoing community of faith." Thirdly. Pre-critical cxegetL's also

:'.j Henning Graf Reventlow, The Authority otthc Bible and the Rise o! the stodern World. trans..
~ .

John Bowden (London; SCM Press LTD.. 1984), 105.
5:' Richard A. Muller and John L. Thompson. "The Significance of Precritical l.xcgcsis." Biblical

Interpretation intire Era otReformation ed.. Richard A. Muller and John L. Thompson (Grand Rapids.
1\ 11; Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1996). 335.

:'hlt'd '''I:)\ ., _'_'no
57 It'J ,,-, '61\ ., _'_')-.'.' .

58 lbid., 339. See also David C. Steinmetz, "The SUperil)rit~ of Pre-Criucu] l.xcgesi-." Tl' ~7

(April 1980): ~7--,S

:") lbid., _'40.
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approached the Scriptures as "sacred text," which directed attention "bevond its original. ~

context into the life of the church.r''" And finally. pre-critical exegetes did not conduct

their scholarship in isolation of the work of their forebears."

Definition of Key Terms

I also readily acknowledge the difficulties associated with makinc definitionalc-

statements regarding the exact nature of English "republicanism" and "republican"

political thought. John Pocock claims that it represented "a language. not a

programme.v'f Worden states that "behind that rhetoric we would search in vain for a

systematic republican theory,,,63 and that "it was not a philosophy likely to produce a

united political platform.v'" Worden does explain that parliamentary republicans did

agree "that all power derived originally from the people and could be resumed by the

people.t''" Jonathan Scott states that "English republicanism cannot be reduced to that

antimonarchical component," or "to a particular language or a particular constitutional

vision. ,,66

Thomas Corns in his "Milton and the Characteristics of a Free Commonwealth:'

has researched the term "republic" and found that it "is infrequently used in the mid

century to describe the constitutional experiments of 1649-60. The more commonly

used word for government in that period is 'commonwealth. though that remains a

deeply ambiguous term.'·67 Corns explains that he concluded this by conducting an

electronic search of "republic.., "republican" and "republicanism" by "scanning all the

material cited in quotations dating from the period 1630-80." He states that the term

"republic" occurs usually in discussions of Geneva or Venice, rather than England."

while during the Interregnum. "Commonwealth" is usually employed to refer to the

60 Ibid., 340-341.
61 Ibid., 342. According to Anthony Thiselton in his New Horizons in Hermeneutics, The Theory

and Practice of Transforming Biblical Reading (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1992). the pre-critical.
or pre-modern age of interpretation, includes the allegorical method. which is sometimes referred to as a
typological approach. \\11 ich seeks to determine correspondences between historical situations. people, or
events. Sir Henry Vane was an allegorist.

62 1.G.A. Pocock. ed., The Political Works of James Harrington (Cambridge University Press,

1977). 15.
63 Blair Worden, "Milton's Republicanism and the Tyranny of Heaven.' in vtachiavelli and

Republicanism, ed.. Gisela Block. Quentin Skinner and Maurizio Viroli. Ideas in Context, Richard Rony.
1.B. Schncewind, Quentin Skinner. and Wolf l.epenies (Cambridge Univcrsitv Press. 1990), 227.

6~ Blair Worden, "Classical Republicanism and the Puritan Revolution." in History and
Imagination. Essays in Honour of H.R. Trevor-Roper. eds .. Hugh Lloyd-Jones. Valerie Pearl. and Blair
Worden (London: Duckworth. 1981). 193.

65 Ibid.
(,() Jonathan Scott. "C lassica I Republican ism in Sn enteenth-Century England and till'

Netherlands." in Republicanism. . / Shared European Heritage, \01. 1. 61.
67 Thomas Corns. ":\Ii1ton and the Characteristics of a lrce Commonwealth." in ,\/illon and

Republicanism, eds., David Armuagc. Armand Himy and Quentin <kinner (Cambridge Univcr-ity Press.
199.:'. I()l)~), 27-28.
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English State.
68

I have taken into consideration Corns' research, and for the sake of this

thesis, I frequently employ the term commonwealthsmen as opposed to republicans. But

my decision is also based upon the observation that this is primarily how they seemed to

identify themselves as a party, while their enemies referred to them as "republicans" in a

condemnatory and condescending way. But. I do use the terms interchanecablv.
'-' .

Delimitations

One other significant figure rarely mentioned in the literature was originally part

of this project, though word limitation requirements would simply not permit his

inclusion. John Eliot's Christian Commonwealth, or the Civil Polity of the Rising

Kingdom ofJesus Christ (1659), presents a rather fascinating political use of Exodus 18.

with its rulers of tens, fifties, hundred, and thousands, for constructing a commonwealth.

Eliot is best known for his missionary work among the Algonquin tribes of

Massachusetts Bay and he modelled his praying towns upon his understanding of the

civil application of the Exodus passage. He wrote his Christian Commonwealth in 1652

after he established his first praying town at Natick, and then sent it to England as a

model to follow, though Livewell Chapman never published it until late 1659. His

primitivist reading of Exodus 18 would have made for an interesting contrast with

Harrington's use of it. and his resurrection of the Judicials as part of his model

commonwealth contradicts the views of Milton and Vane on their applicability under

the Gospel.

Another figure whose political use of the Scriptures would have enhanced this

thesis is the radical Fifth Monarchist John Rogers. His interaction with Harrington,

Baxter and Vane highlights their contrasting uses, and though he is profiled in the thesis.

a separate chapter on him for a larger work would prove interesting,

There is scholarship currently underway which would have served this thesis.

Ruth Mayers, an Assistant Professor of History at Geneva College in Pennsylvania. is

currently working on a biography of Vane as a republican statesman. and Professor

Walter S. Lim of the National University of Singapore is writing a book entitled John

Milton. Radical Politics, and Biblical Republicanism in Early Xlodcrn England. The

publication dates of both their works is still unknown.

Significance of the Study and Contribution to Scholarship

:\ work of this character is meant to contribute to the historical scholarship

alreadv devoted to understanding carlv modern British political thought. hut abo offer a
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timely recognition of the significant place of the Bible for republican thought generally.

In this regard, I hope to demonstrate how a study of the Bible can illumine the political

thought and civil-modelling of the seventeenth-century. It is also my intention to

advance the investigation of biblical political theology further, especially as it relates to

applications of the Hebrew Polity.



CHAPTER II

JAMES HARRINGTON'S OCEANA (1656):
WRITING POLITICS OUT OF ISRAEL -

THE AUTHORITY OF ISRAEL AS PARADIG"lATIC FOR OCEA~A

Oceana, I say, cannot be wounded by piercing the authority of Israel, with which she is armed cap-ia-pie.
James Harrington, Prerogative ofPopular Government (165711

There is a greater light than the sun, but it doth not extinguish the sun; nor doth any lizht of God's 2,ivin2,
extinguish that of nature, but increase and sanctify it. James Harrington on the utility of th: Scriptures in O~eana~
university system. Oceana (1656i

Harrington's Oceana ignited a major constitutional controversy, and historians

continue to debate the ideological origins and influence of his model. The focus of this

chapter is Harrington's reading of the Scriptures, and particularly his reflections upon

and adaptations of the Hebrew Commonwealth in crafting Oceana's constitutional

essentials. The historiography typically treats Oceana as a thoroughgoing non-Christian

classical model, and interprets Harrington's political employment of the Scriptures as

opportunistic to appease a scripturally saturated audience. In this regard, he is often

referred to as an English Machiavellian or a formative thinker presaging Enlightenment

political perspectives. His uses of such classical material notwithstanding, these

standard judgments neglect his considerable detailed analysis of the Hebrew

Commonwealth and its formative place in Oceana. Not only does he positively employ

Israel's polity as illustrative of some of his political principles alongside the classical

models of Athens, Rome, Lacedaemon. and Venice, but attributes to it a singular divine

status. This chapter will argue that the Hebrew Commonwealth played a significant and

prominent political role in Oceana, specifically as a republican constitutional paradigm,

and that Harrington's political use of it was in keeping with his understanding of its

divine status as an authoritative exemplar. and not for purposes of political expediency.

Harrington's interest in Israel's government and the dynamics of its polity is

evidenced by his self-confessed study of the leading rabbinic sources and scholars of his

day, such as Selden and Grotius, to give 1\\'0 examples. The foundations of Israel's

agrarian law, along with the popular establishment of her Sanhedrin and the Jcthronian

Courts, as well as the rotation of her prerogative or congregation, are used

paradigmatically in Oceana's constitutional structure. In this regard, Harrington writes

Oceana out of Israel by recognizing and extending her "authority" over his model. as

opposed to her "power." Most of Harrington's polemical debates entered into with

---------------

I Prerogative, 464.
2 Oceana, J 07.
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royalists after Oceana 's publication turned on disputes regarding his use of the Hebrew

Polity, and his responses testify to its political importance for his republican model. and

the integrity of his use of it as more than merely a religious propaganda prop.

This chapter explores Harrington's political reading of Exodus 18: 19-22 in

regards to the heathen advice Jethro gave to Moses in establishing Israel's local

judicatures, which not only represents his primary political text for popular prerogative.

along with Deuteronomy 1: 13, but secures divine permission to plunder non-biblical

sources for principles inherent within all "ancient" commonwealths. Harrington's

defense against accusations of atheism for resorting to those same heathen and pagan

authors who are given disproportionate attention in modem historiography is also

discussed. His manifest demonstration of a grammatical and historical exegetical

method of biblical interpretation evidences the possibility that Christian humanism

influenced his use of the Scriptures and extra-biblical texts.

Apart from a brief biography of Harrington, the historiography of Oceana, as

well as its historical and literary context, the remaining sections of the chapter fall under

four significant heads. The first relates Harrington's perspective of the nature of the

Hebrew Commonwealth, his rabbinic scholarship and study, as well as the place of the

Scriptures in Oceana's educational system. The second represents a distillation of his

principles of government as found in Nature, or how he writes politics out of Nature,

which includes a discussion of his use of Jethro's advice found in Exodus 18:19-27, his

principles of power and authority, agrarian balance, and the debate and result in a

commonwealth. The third section, the most significant, contains his adaptation of the

Hebrew Commonwealth to Oceana, or how he writes politics out of Israel. Here, I detail

Harrington's rabbinic and biblical scholarship as it concerns Israel's genealogical and

local divisions, including her agrarian law, the authority of Israel as to the establishment

of her Senate Sanhedrin and Jethronian Judicatures, the ballot of Israel. and the rotation

of her congregation, and how he incorporated these orders into Oceana. Ihe chapter

closes with the disintegration of Israel's orders, which highlights his understanding of I

Samuel 8:6-7 and Deuteronomy 17: 14-20.

Brief Biography of Harrington up to 1656

"Harrington," says Toland, "lI'as the greatest ('ommolll1'cu!ths/1Wll 111 the

World," and that "Uccana is, ' . , the most I)(Jlfcct Form of Popular Government that

('\'('r lI'as." 3 He was born of noble birth in Rutlandshire in January 1611. and attended

, John Toland, The ()cCOI/O of James Harrington and His Other Wor~: Som whl'r(:1 lire 111)\1

F ' / Ph!' h'd t' H' O \/ . /s The 'l'll()!" Collected viethodiz d and Review d with ,11/Irs /I IS 1 ( ,rom IS )\'17 I UlilIscnp. 1, rr r u n s: ' '
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Trinity College, Oxford as a "Gentleman Commoner.,. in 1629 where he matured in his

mastery of Greek and Latin, so clearly evidenced in his writings. He would travel the

continent during the Thirty Years' War for approximately five years. including a visit to

Holland, which Toland says inspired him "to make Government the Subject of his

Meditations." He travelled to France, and then Italy where he "preferd r 'enice to all

other places in Italy, as he did its Government to all those of the whole we-u.:'
Harrington returned to England during the initial stages of the Civil War. and

Wood notes that in 1642, he attempted, but failed, to capture a seat in the Commons. In

1647 he was made groom of the King's bedchamber, and his discussions with Charles I

frequently turned on government, though "when they hapned to talk of a

Commonwealth, the K. seemed not to endure it."s Notwithstanding his closeness to the

King, Toland states that Harrington's regal service was with "untainted fidelity. without

doing any thing inconsistent with the Liberty of his Country." Upon the King's death,

Harrington "was obeserv'd to keep much in his Library. and more retir'd than usually'.

which was by his Friends a long time attributed to Meloncholy or Discontent. ,.

Harrington's self-imposed isolation was in service to his Oceana, and is reported to

have said that when "he began to examin things seriously. he had principally addicted

himself to the study of Civil Government, as being of the highest importance to the

Peace and Felicity of mankind.,,6

Historiography of Oceana

Early Modern: a Classical and Renaissance Model

John Pocock notes that Harrington "insisted that the Mosaic commonwealth had

been a true classical republic.:" The term classical though is often considered to have

begun with the Greco-Roman influence with its vast literary milieu of Greek and Latin

Ewe! Account ofHis Life (London, 1700), vii, ix. See also Luc Borot, "The Life of James Harrington," in
James Harrington and the Notion of Commonwealth; With a critical edition of John Toland's. , , of
Harrington, Harrington's Mechanics of Nature, and Proposition in order to the Propo~ing of a
Commonwealth or Democracie. ed. Luc Borot, Collection Astrae 6 (Paul-Valery Univcrsitv -

Montepellier III, 1998), 23-77. Borot follows the 1747 reprint of Toland., _, .
.j Ibid" xiii, xiv. xv. Toland states that Harrington came under the influence ot Chillingworth

while at Oxford, though I have not been able to establish the exact nature of this.
5 Wood, .iO, vol. 2.436.
6 Toland, Oceana, xvi, xvii. Woods states that Harrington attended the King. on the Scaffold. and

"received a pledge of his Majesties affection, From that time always. even when Oliver rai¥ned. he woul.d
speak of the said King with the greatest zeal and passion imaginable. a?d would. often say to his
Companions, that his death guve him so great grief. that he contracte~ a dls.ease"b~ It. and that ;1C\C

1
r

anvthinu went more near to him than the death of that most wise and piOUS Prince. See \\ ood. ,·If . \ 1I

~, ~37. Elazar suggests that Harrington's friendship with Charles I probably "kcp~ him from being. ~I mere
doctrinnaire republican," Daniel Elazar. Covenant and Civil Socictv: The Constitutional M.urix (I

, 1: di 'P litics '01 4 (New Brunswick' London: Tran-uctions lodcrn Dcmocracv. The Covenant ra iuon In 0 I Icc'. \ , '

Publishers, 1(98), 61.
7 J.G.A. Pocock. Machiavellian Moment, Florentill£! Political Thought and the Atlantic

Republican Tradition (Princeton University Press, 1975). 3L)S
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authors, non-inclusive of Hebrew political thought. Some historians though do refer to

the Bible as a classical text, and recognized that early modems like Harrington did as

well. For example, Avraham Melamed in his "English Travellers and Venetian

Scholars," stated that Harrington considered the OT as relevant of a political source as

the other classic texts, but viewed "the ancient Hebrew government no less instructive

about the ideal state than the Roman republic of the Venetian "governo misto ..·8

Similarly in his "Jethro's Advice in Medieval and Early Modem Jewish and Christian

Political Thought," he claimed that Harrington believed the "Jews represented ... the

classical past no less than did the Greeks and Romans. ,.9

But most historians understand classical to exclude the Scriptures. or assumed

that Harrington read the Bible like any other historical text. For example. H.F. Russell

Smith, in Harrington and His Oceana (1914) believed he approached the Bible as

nothing more than the history of the Jews, and "although for these peculiar reasons

important," considered it "subordinate to both classical and modem history." Smith

concluded, that "it was above all to the cities of the ancient world that he looked."lo

Christopher Hill in Puritanism and Revolution (1962) claimed that Harrington "was a

theoretical republican, especially admiring the Venetian constitution," who practiced a

"rational approach to religion," meaning he "treated the Old Testament as a historical

document to be examined and used like any other. and he described the rule of the saints

as a mere oligarchy."!'

Early modem historians are also quick to rest their case for Harrington as a

classical republican who was largely influenced in his political views by the philosopher

Machiavelli. Pocock's The Machiavellian Moment (1975) and The Politica! lVorks oj"

James Harrington (1977) have been a formidable influence on the reading of

Harrington's politics. According to Pocock, the "historical significance" of Harrington's

work "is that it marks a moment of paradigmatic breakthrough. a major revision of

English political theory and history in the light of concepts drawn from civic humanism

and Machiavellian rcpublicanisrri.Y'' Blair Worden in "Classical Republicanism and the

8 Avraham, Melamed, "English Travellers and Venetian Jewish Scholars. The Case of Simone
Luzzatto and James Harrington," in Gli Ebri e Venezia (Milano, 1987). 514 -515. . . .

9 Avraham Melamed, "Jethro's Advice in Medieval and Early Modern Jewish and Chri-rian
Political Thought," JPSR 2, no. 1-2 (Spring 575011990): 20. Sec also Blair Worden. "CIl\ssic~1
Republicanism and the Puritan Revolution," in History and Imagination, Essays 111 Honour of H.R. )'
Trevor-Roper, eds. Hugh Lloyd-Jones. Valerie Pearl and Blair Worden (London;hD~ck\\'orth. 19~ 1). 1So' .

\0 H. F. Russell-Smith. Harrington and His Oceana: A Study o] a /7 Century Utopia 'IIlJ lts

lrfluencc in America (Cambridge University Press. 1914). ~0-21. " . . '. "'::; )
1\ Christopher Hill, Puritanism and Revolution (London: Martin ~lder 8: Warburg LID, 19. S.

Pitman Press, 1962),300.309.
\2 Pocock. Machiavellian stomcnt, 384.
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Puritan Revolution," (1981) also refers to Harrington as "the most distinguished thinker

of English Machiavellianism.t':' Jonathan Scott in "The English Republican

Imagination," (1992) claims that one of the reasons Harrington's Oceana is "justly

famous" is because it represents "the mature and quintessential statement of English

classical republican doctrine," which incorporates "the doctrines of the mixed

constitution, drawn from Aristotle, Polybius and Machiavelli: the model republics of

Sparta, Venice and Rome.,,14 Scott mentions nothing of Harrington's use of the Hebrew

Commonwealth.

Other historians accused Harrington of an undercover approach to the Scriptures.

implying he adopted and adapted religious language to curry favor with his audience.

Charles Blitzer in The Political Writings of James Harrington (1955) stated that

Harrington's readership was largely persuaded by the notion that "any attempt at

demonstration without reference to divine revelation and received opinion was

impertinent, if not actually blasphemous.t'" Blitzer attempted to convince readers that

"on the whole, it seems accurate to conclude that Harrington's undeniable preoccupation

with religion and the Bible was dictated by considerations of expedience rather than by

conviction," and that "he lacked the self-confidence that would have permitted him to

turn his back on divine revelation.,,16 Blitzer's assessment had not changed with his An

Immortal Commonwealth (1970). claiming that "it seems accurate to say that in most

instances, and particularly where the Bible is concerned, Harrington's appeal to earlier

authorities are intended primarily to impress his readers rather than express his humility

before great figures of the past."17 In The English Bible and the Seventeenth-t. 'enturv

Revolution (1993). Hill acknowledges Harrington' s numerous biblical references.

explaining that he. "like Hobbes, is thought of as a secular political theorist, but he

quotes the Bible more often and more extensively than any other source; the Bible and

the history of Israel loom large in all his writings. ,,18 Hill though later qualified

Harrington's use of abundant biblical citations, claiming he, "like Hobbes, found it

13 Worden, "Classical Republicanism and the Puritan Revolution," 18-1-,
It Jonathan Scott. "The English Republican Imagination," in Revolution and Restoration,

England in the 1650S. ed. John Morrill (London: Collins & Brown. 1992), -1-:"--1-6,
15 Charles Blitzer. ed. The Political Writings or James Harrington. Representative Selections

(New York. 1955), xxx. Blitzer may not be entirely correct here as neither \\rcn nor Ferne argued against
Harrington's use of pagan authors. and their own responses contained, an arsenal of clas"ic~1 ~nd

Renaissance learning. lnterestinulv. Harrington would controut them on their employment of non-biblical
~ ~ .

sources.
16 Ibid.• xxix, xxxiv.
17 Charles Blitzer. ,'/11 Immortal Commonwealth: The Political Thought (If James Hurrinvton

(Yale University Press. 1970).277. "
IS Christopher Hill, The English Bible and the Seventeenth-c. cntury Revolution (london: Allen

LlIlL'. 199.": Penguin Group. 1994).21.
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expedient (to say the least) to demonstrate that his argument had Biblical authority."

Oceana, referred to Israel "only incidentally:' but in his subsequent writings, Harrington

took "great pains to show that Israel was a Commonwealth. and that its history

illustrated his doctrine of the balance?" But, he does not seem to be sueuestinz that
~~ '-'

Harrington's use of the Bible was pursued with an authentic appreciation for its political

principles, but rather with a pragmatic prudence.i''

An especially noteworthy exposition of the difficulties associated with the

interpretation of Oceana is Judith Shklar's 1959 article "Ideology' Hunting: The Case of

James Harrington." Shklar illustrates through Harrington the interpretive issues

associated with presuppositional bias, or "the intrusion of ideology on historical

analysis," in support of political agendas." Her point is well proved by her explication

of the variety of political roles writers have assigned to Harrington. Such disparate

interpretations demonstrate "the play of ideology upon history:' by those determined to

read into Harrington their own "political convictions and preoccupations,..22 resulting in

a "Whig" theory of Harrington, as well as a Marxist's "dialectical Harrington.t" Shklar

mentions the religious inclination of his writings, but is dismissive of the Scripture' s

influence upon his political ideas. His "main aim was to get God out of politics. If he

quoted the Old Testament it was as history. When he spoke of Christianity it was only to

show that it was in no way incompatible with 'ancient prudence: ..
24

Felix Raab in The English Face of Machiavelli (1964). acknowledged, like

Shklar, the multifaceted interpretation of Harrington in the historiography, and

concurred with her thesis, as many writers "start with presuppositions about the period

(or about political thought generally) which have little connection with Harrington.?"

As for the presence of God in the politics of Oceana. Raab states that Harrington' s

"point about God is not that he is non-existent. but that he is irrelevant. The theme of

this whole work has been the retreat from God in the realm of politics. and in this

campaign Harrington was an important figure." His "political world is a world of human

reason: a world from which revelation or any kind of arbitrary supernatural intervention

is categorically excluded." Raab asserts that for Harrington, "God appears briefly on

19 Ibid., 192-193.
~olb'd 19'11.. _.
~I Judith Shklar, "Ideology Hunting: The Case of James Harrington," APSR 53. no. 3 ("l'pl~mbl'r

1959): 662.
~2 Ibid., 662-663.
~3 lbid., 666-667.

24 Ibid.. 684-685. - I-O() I d
~5 Felix Raab, The English FUCi! ofJlachim'elli: A Changing lntcrpretation I )(JIJ- ( .on on:

Routledge & Kegan Paul: Uni;ersity of Toronto Press. 196·n 1S5-186.
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stage, where He sets the terms of the action (as author of the Law of 0:aturc ) and then

retires for the rest of the play.,,26 Raab also suggests that Harrington simply employed

Scripture opportunistically as decoration in recognition of a scripturally knowledgeable

readership.

It is true, of course. that in his role of republican polemicist, Harrington could
not afford to ignore the terms in which most of his contemporaries thought. Thus
he is often at pains to convince his readers that his plans bear the conspicuous
mark of divine approval. Butfunctionally~ God's role in human affairs is limited
in the way described above, leading Harrington to a totally secular analysis of
history and politics.r '

Raab concludes that Harrington's "republican preference" was "untheologicai." and

regardless of which "direction we approach Harrington, we shall find ourselves led back

to Machiavelli, for here was the real starting-point of the Englishman' s approach to

politics.,,28 But, Raab's conclusion here might represent a reading of Machiavelli into

Harrington.

Similarly as Smith, Hill and Raab, Luc Borot emphasized Harrington' s

indebtedness to classical and Renaissance sources, suggesting that his "republican

utopia, Oceana," was "inspired by Machiavelli and Livy." as well as ..the Florentine and

Venetian theoreticians of the Serenissima.'·29 Perez Zagorin referred to Harrington as

"the foremost of the republican theorists," and Oceana ..the political ideal of classical

antiquity lived again.,,3o

Daniel Elazar disputed the notion that Harrington employed the Scriptures out of

opportunism or expedience. claiming instead that he considered "the Mosaic polity the

best regime for their England as well as for ancient Israel. ..31

Twentieth-century analysts of Harrington' s thought have claimed that he.
like Hobbes and Locke. used the Bible and religious matters only out of
expedience. because it was expected at the time. but was actually rather
indifferent to religion and in any case did not need biblical or other religious
sources as a grounding for his thought. which was derived from human prudence
analyzed on scientific principles. Space does not permit a thorough examination
of that question. but it can be stated that there is no way ~or. the r~ader to
approach Harrington' s thought without doing so though the biblical pnsm that

h
3)

e presents. -

'6 Ibid t- 1 .• 20,-+,
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.. 206. I I I '")
29 Luc Borot, "Hobbes, Harrington, and the Concept of Liberty." Cahicrs 'E isa ict wins .v.,

(October 1(87): '+9. 50, . _ . " ,_
3D P Z ' I H' t ! PO/I'(I'ca/Tholw!Jt in tilt! Eng/nil Rt!\'o/utlOn (London, Routledu, S:erez agorm, .: IS all' (J 1 , 6 '

Pau!. 195.L Reprint,~Bristol, Enuland: Thoemmes Press, 1997). 13:2.
:11 Elazar, Covenant and ( 'ivil Socictv, 62,
~2 Ibid.
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Other historians concluded that Harrington's empirical approach to political

thought lies in natural philosophy.V and in appreciation for the work of William Harvey.

a leading anatomist of his day. Just as Harvey had investigated human anatomy to derive

the flow and circulation of blood, so too had Harrington examined the course of the

history of commonwealths, transcribing in like manner their inherent principles and

pattems."

Contemporary Criticisms of Oceana

One method with which to investigate the nature of Harrington's employment of

secular writers is through an examination of his personal defense against accusations of

atheism for consorting with them. Harrington's political contributions were

marginalized by Richard Baxter and John Rogers because he employed pagan authors

alongside Moses and the Scriptures. The fact that he never dismissed his debt to

Scripture to defend against such charges testifies against his alleged biblical

opportunism, and reveals his specific use of Israel's Commonwealth for Oceana' s

method of rotation. Confirmation of his use of the Hebrew Polity is likewise found in

counter arguments against the leading royalists Henry Feme and Matthew Wren who

disapproved of his fixation upon it in Oceana.35

The Presbyterian and Fifth Monarchy Reaction

The Presbyterian Richard Baxter, and the radical Fifth Monarchist John Rogers,

condemned Harrington's criticisms of saintly rule and godliness as a qualification for

civil leadership and his commendation of the virtue of good laws and fixed orders to

secure the commonwealth. Baxter devoted part of his A Holy Commonwealth (1659) to

a refutation of Harrington's Oceana, and noted, as one of his primary concerns,

Harrington's lack of securing the succession of "good Governors" necessary for

righteous government.

33 See W. H. Greenleaf, Order, Empiricism and Politics: Two Traditions of English Political
Thought (Oxford Universi~Press, 196~). G.reenleaf is c~nvinc~~ that Harrington.·~ political w~~tings ~a~e
to be seen most satisfactonly as reflectmg m general this empirical style of political thought. See _3_,
William Craig Diamond is similarly convinced that Harringto~'s p~litical thought. is a derivati~'e ~f

natural philosophy, and evidenced in Toland's incl~sion ~~ Harrmgton ~.The Mechanics 01 .\ature m his
Works. See his "Natural Philosophy in Harrington s Political Thought, JHP 16. no. 4 (October 1978):

387-398,
3-t The Anatomical Exercises of Dr, William Harvey Professor of Physick. and Physician to the

Kings Majesty (London, 1653). See also Jonathan Sco~. Engla.n~ '.,:. Troub~~s. ,./~en'l1t~'entl:-CeJ1l1~0'

E I, h P liti I Instabilitv in European Context (Cambridge University Press. _000). _,17-_,41. lor
ng IS 0 I tea . . .. t l' d D\'',' 7"- s I

Harrinzton's references to Harvey, see Oceana. 162: Prerogatn'e. 40-" "t -. an L', _Y . cc a so
Christ;pher Hill. The Century ofRevolution, /603-17 N (Ne~\ York: R~utIeJge. 1961.2(01). 180"

35 Henry Vane would write his Xccdful COfTl'di"l' m ear~y 16)8. a personal letter to Harrington

in response to Prerogative, but which 1discuss in my chapter on \ ane.
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That Mr. Harrington's Oceana, and Venetian Ballot. have no such tendency. is
plain. I. In that it is such a Government as Heathens have been our Example- in.
and in which he thinks they have excelled us, that he propoundeth. And therefore
doubtless he intendeth not that his frame shall secure us the Christian Relic ion.
without which we can have no happy Government." ~

Baxter was convinced that "Venice" was Harrington' s "pcrfectcsr Pattern of

Government," and that the inevitable result of his "Ballot and Rotation" was the rule of

"strangers to Prudence, and enemies to Piety ... and consequently Christianity be

expelled." In Oceana, "the ignorant and ungodly rabble are made the Lords and Rulers

of al1.,,37 Parliament's members will be "fetched out of the Dung-cart to make us Laws.

and the Alehouse and the Maypole to dispose of our Religion. ··~8 In Reliquiae

Baxterianae, Baxter stated that he "perceived that Harrington's Common-wealth \\3S

fitted to Heathenism.,,39

John Rogers dealt similar verbal blows to Harrington in his Diapolitcia (1659).

Rogers expressed high regard for Vane's A Healing Question. but as for Harrington's

July 6 Petition to Parliament, a distillation of Oceana' s constitution, wondered "how

busie some are in this work of refunding, retunding and confounding us in our Cause;

not onley with old Popish Mumpsimus's, but with new Paganish Sumpsimuss and

Idea's exhibited to the Parliament like the CHAOS indeed."·'w Rogers claimed that

Harrington himself struck at the root of the "cause."

In Civils, they have not stated their Aequale cum justitia, neither in
Righteousness to the Cause. nor indeed to the Reasons or Prudentials of their
own Authors; I mean the Heathens whom Mr. Har. most follows, (for they admit
not the Holy Scriptures; or our (heavenly) Politicks ad Theocratiam ~l

Rogers believed Harrington's "New Platforms or Principles Paganish or Popish" were

simply "fetch' d from Athens, or from T'enice, and "would more gratifie Popery,

Atheism and Paganism; than the Platforme of a Christian Commonwealth.,,42 He chides

Harrington further for his opposition to the rule of the saints "who (of all the Rest) saith

. h d ..·nOceana, ... are t e most angerous. .

36 Richard Baxter. A Holv Commonwealth, ed. William Lamont, Cambridge Texts in the History
ofPolitical Thought, eds. Raymond Guess and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge University Press. 1994): 135.
For his complete discussion on Oceana, see 135-144, Baxter indicted Hobbes Lt:\'wf!7UI/ similarly.

referring to him as an "irreligious author."
~ vt Ibid., I36. ~

,S lbid 1'8- 1., _1 •

39 Baxter. RB, Book 1, part 3, 71.
-10 John Rogers, Diapolitcia. .-1 Christian ConcertatiOl_l with slr. Prill. vtr Baxter. .\lr.

llarringtonfor the True Cause ofthe ('ommonvwalth (London. 16~l»), 70.

-II lbid., 73.
-12 lbid., 8:2, . , t '
-I.' Ibid.. 76. Harrington responds to this comment regarding the saints in th,e marl!l!1_ot l1S.-1

. ,,' ~ 'tl h (' " /' vtr R . 'L indon 16"l)) with' N()' find themParallel of the SPirit of the People H'1l 1 t e Sptrtt ~ , r. ogers. \ l . - .

allother wav for liberty of conscience." 758.. .
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There is no record of Harrington's response to Baxter." though he did confront
'-'

Rogers in A Parallel ofthe Spirit ofthe People with the Spirit 01.\/,.. Rogers (16~9) with

plenty of sarcasm and wit which included castigations over his unskilled handling of

Greek and commonwealth authors. Harrington, knowing Roger's resolute determination

to employ Scripture as the single political source for his Christian Commonwealth.

mockingly states "Nor is there much of his quotations out of ancient authors, that is less

mistaken, and it may be out of Scripture." In the marginalia, Harrington defends himself

against Roger' s accusations of atheism.

Mark his art in slandering: he dareth not to call me atheist, because by my
writings all men may know that I am none.'+5

In denying the charge further, Harrington exclaimed. "Mark the ingenuity of these men:

that I have written the commonwealth of Israel, they will take no notice; nor that from

thence especially rotation is derived." Rogers. like other "divines." had demoted

Harrington to the status of "a moral spirit," and denounced him as a "madman or

atheist. ,,46

Their dialogue would continue with Rogers' A/,.. Harrington's Parallel

Unparalle'd (1659), which in part, summarized their contention as a contest over the

nature of the commonwealth. Rogers utilized a Greek language metaphor to stress that

"where the Platformes of Commonwealths are many. let us keep to that which is most

worthy in its Gender. Nature, Case, and number. i.e. a holy, Christian, and Theocratic

Commonwealth; and not a Heathenish nor Popish Platforme.t" The most interesting

aspect of this dialogue. apart from their obvious disparate political uses of the

Scriptures, is Harrington' s defense against accusations of atheism. and insistence that

Oceana incorporated the Hebrew Commonwealth, especially that of rotation.

The Royalist Reaction

Ferne had received a copy of Oceana from one of Harrington' s sisters. and

returned a short critique to her in the form of a letter. stating. "1 conceive. first. that he is

.).) Harrington though apparently did correspond with Baxter in regards to oligarchy. See Rogers.
Diapoliteia. 70 and PSP, 757. In regards to Baxter's commonwealth, Toland states that Harrington
"vouchsaf'd no other answer to it but half a sheet of Cant and Ridicule." The Oceana o] James
Harrington, xxvii. Baxter though reverses the chronology somewhat, claiming that "by Harrington '.\
Scorn (Printed in a half Sheet of Gibberish)," he was provoked to write that Book." See RB, Book I, part
J, 71. James Hickman comments on Harrington's response to Baxter's book, stating "I understand from
some of our inaeniosos that vour holv Comjmjonwealth [(1659] had like to have committed a peccc of
murder on Mr~ [James] Harrington for he thought he had found you quoting l lcrodotus to prove the
rudencsse of the Roman Soldiers & thereupon did fall into such a laughter that caused a del iquiurn out of
which the Phvsitians scarcs!x recovered him." See Baxter. ce, \l11. I. letter 605. -l l l-sl lZ.

,)5 P..~P, 757. lnterestingly, Vane never charged Harrington with atheism.
·1<> Ibid 7'i~ 7'iQI ., . l •..

17 John Rogers. .\11'. Harrington's Parallel Unparalled (London, 1659). 6. I larrincton never

responded.
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not a little mistaken in thinking the Israel commonwealth of government under ~ loses so

applicable unto his purpose as he would make it...~8 Feme's critique of Oceana. and

personal responses to Harrington's queries preserved in Pian Piano, reveal his

assumption that Harrington was making political use of the Hebrew Commonwealth,

which antagonized his royalist opponents and their sympathies for Israel's tradition of

kingship, Feme stated that given the various commonwealths which Harrington resorted

to, the Hebrew Commonwealth "was less applicable" for his Oceana, because "there

was nothing like in that government," of a "senate debating, proposing, or the people

resolving, choosing?" Oceana's main legislative orders. Feme not only disputed

Harrington's analysis of Israel's Polity, but his political use of it as well.

Matthew Wren engaged Harrington in his Considerations (1657) and Monarchv

Asserted (1659), the arguments of which Harrington partly records in Prerogative

(1658), Art of Lawgiving (1659), and Politicaster (1659). Wren, upon examining

Harrington's interpretation and political use of "the Republique of Israel," sought to

establish "how far we are now bound to work after that Original," and understood

Harrington as advancing it "with more authority then belongs to a bare Example," and

reproaching "the Christian World" for its "negligence ... for not transcribing from it.··50

This practice of crafting "laws and modelling a Commonwealth to tread in the steps of

Moses," was valid, unless Israel's peculiar institutions had been "terminated with the

Revelation of the Gospel, or . .. altered by some general or special constitutions of

Christ." But Wren was unconvinced "of any prerogative of Authority belonging to the

lsraelitish more then any other Republiqe: For a Law can only oblige onely those to

whom it is given, which were the children of Israel only." Wren further argued, that it

was not "enough to look at the Dignity of the Legislator." when "considering of Laws

and frames of Government," as due "regard must be had also to circumstances of times,

places, and persons.t" According to P. Avis, ..the mainstream of Anglican reformed

theology is quite unambiguous in holding the judicial law as such to be abrogated, with

the exception of the ban on usury and the doctrine of the prohibited degrees in

marriage."52 Harrington then was dealing with the standard Anglican royalist argument.

.j8 PP, 370. Ferne was an able and effective writer. For a discussion of his writings as \'L'II the
sort of royalist writer Harrington contended with, see Robert Wilcher. TIll' lJ~ritiflg of Royalism I ()~,\'-I M()

(Cambridge University Press. 200 I). 1..J.5-1..J.6. 213-21..J., 204-205. 209 and 2_,0 .
.jl) lbid '7-'1 • j .r.

50 Wren. Considcrations 011 slr. Harrington's Commonwealth of Oceana (Oxford. 1657). 36-.~ ~

51 lbid., 39-..J.0.
"~P. Avis. "Moses and the Magistrate: A Study in the Rise of Protestant Legalism.' JEll. 25. no

2 (April 1975): 166.
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Harrington did not argue against Wren by marshalling an array of biblical texts

to prove the normativity of Israel's Polity. Instead, he focused upon Israel's ascendancy

as a political model, and differentiated between her power and authority. He conceded

that laws do have a special province, but Israel's "were given as to the power or

obligation of them only," whereas "the power ... of a commonwealth and her authority

are different things." Israel's "power extends no farther than her own people. but her

authority may govern others;' similar to the manner in which Rome's ..twelve tables"

were written after that of Athens. Harrington explains "though a man or a

commonwealth, writing out of ancient governments, have liberty to choose that which

suits best with the occasion out of any," if "we consider the wisdom and justice of the

legislator supremely good, or the excellency of the laws, the prerogative of authority,

where the nature of the thing admits, must needs belong unto Israel. That this should go

sore with divines is strange.',S3 But Harrington takes another polemical swipe at Wren

for favoring the pagan Commonwealth of Venice over Israel's.

For while he finds me writing out of Venice, he tells me I have 'wisely put
myself under her protection or authority, ...

But when he finds me writing out of Israel, he tells me that 'he is not aware
of any prerogative of authority belonging to the Israelitish more than any other
republic;' which is to take part with the Devil. 5-l

Wren's response to Harrington's remarks on his Considerations with Monarchy

Asserted (1659) was a reaction against his enthusiasm for the Mosaic Judicialls, which

Wren accused him of reintroducing.

And what if the Romans being resolved to erect a Popular Government, to save
themselves the pains of contriving. were content to borrow their Twelve Tables
of the Athenians? Must We therefore be inforced to have recourse to the Jewcs.
though We neither have Need of nor Roome for any of their Particular
Constitutions? This may give just cause to suspect his Design is to introduce the
Judaicall Law, And that there is nothing to choose between James Harrington

Legislator- and William Medley Scribe."

It is difficult to read Harrington's successive responses to his royalist adversaries

without noticing the antagonisms within their respective understandings of the Jewish

Polity. This hermeneutical dialogue regarding the political role of the Hebrew

53 Prerogative. .+6.+,
51 Ibid.
5) Wren, Monarchv Asserted or the Slate of ,\Iollal'chiall & Popular Government ill Vindication

oj the Considerations (1)'011 str. Harrington's Oceana (Oxford. 1659). 138-13 l
) Harrington wouId

respond to Wren's Monarchy Asserted in his conclusion to The Art ofLawgiving (London, 1659) as well
as in Politicastcr (London. 1659), Wren is probably referring to Fifth Monarchist \\llliam xtcdlev. who
wrote ..I standard set up: whereunto the true seed and saints otthe most High may he gathered together
illto one. out ottheir several [ornts . , : as in the restitution oj' all things. Subscribed Jr \Ied/ey. scribe
(London, 1(57), Bernard Capp notes that Medley (165.+-16S-') had taken part in Venner's plot. signed its
manifesto as "scribe," and even married Venner's daughter. SeC The Fitth ,\/ollarchy \fen: A Study /11

.\'e\'elllL','nth-Celltll1:l' English Millenarianism (London: Faber and Faber, 1972). Appcudi- L ~55.
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Commonwealth in new-modelling, prompted by royalists, represents a sufficient

justification to investigate the exact nature of his use of it in Oceana.

Recognition of the Political Influence of the Bible in Oceana

A few of Harrington's contemporaries highlighted the biblical and Christian

character of Oceana. Toland explained that it was framed in a manner consistent with

that of lawgivers, enlightening readers as to why Solon, Confucius, Lycurgus and

Numa, all included alongside the OT figure Moses, are displayed within the frontispiece

of his title page to The Oceana ofJames Harrington. These figures seem less descriptive

of the sources Harrington mined, and illustrate rather his choice of genre, and possibly

his perception of himself as a type of legislator writing a commonwealth for England.

The Commonwealth ofOceana, a name by which he designd England, as being
the noblest Hand of the Northern Ocean. But before I proceed further. I must
explain from other words occurring in this Book, which is written after the
manner of a Romance, in imitation of PLATO's Atlantic Story, and is a method
ordinarily follow'd by Lawgivers. 56

Interestingly, Toland declared that Oceana was a "Christian Model" of a

commonwealth, as opposed to a heathen one.

LET not those therefore, who make no opposition to the reprinting or reading of
PLATO's Heathen Commonwealth, ridiculously declaim against the better and
Christian Model ofHARRINGTON. 57

In his Aphorisms Political, Harrington qualifies Israels Commonwealth as

having been equal, and compares it to that sort of equality found in a "Christian

Commonwealth" under Christ. Harrington's remarks are useful in understanding

Toland's description.

The highest earthly felicity that a people can ask, or God can give, is an equal
and well-ordered commonwealth. Such a one among the Israelites was the reign
of God; and such a one (for the same reason) may be among Christians the reign
of Christ, though not everyone in the Christian commonwealth should be any
more a Christian indeed, than everyone in the Israelite commonwealth \\ as an
Israelite indeed. 58

Toland was not the only contemporary to conclude a Christian character to

Oceana: so did Henry Stubbe, the noted disciple of Sir Henry Vane, but who had also

been influenced by Harrington and Hobbes. Stubbe admired Oceana, and published his

0\\11 critique of Harrington's use of the Republic of Sparta in The ('omnlOJ1-lfl'ullh ot'

5(1 Toland, Oceana, xii,
,; lbid.. ix.
.'S .i]', 778.
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Oceana Put into the Ballance, and Found too Light (1660).59 But in his The Common

vvealth of Israel, or A BriefAccount ofMr. Prynne's Anatomy of the Good Old t:'awl.'

(1659), Stubbe draws Prynne s attention to Harrington's Oceana to combat his

scriptural political readings in proof of Monarchy with Harrington's analysis of the rise

of kingship in the Hebrew Commonwealth. "God" said Stubbe, "did institute a

Commonwealth in Israel, as Mr. Harrington hath excellently shown, and the rejecting

thereof he calls a rejecting of God, I Sam. 8 v 7." He continues, saying "I desire all

judicious persons to read that Chapter, and consider the preheminence of the best of

Government, viz, Mr. Prynne 's Monarchyi" Even in his An Essay in Defence or the

Good Old Cause (1659), Stubbe stated, "I admire this model, and am ready to cryc out

as if it were the pattern in the Mount." Stubbe did not completely adhere to

Harrington's idea of an "equall Common-wealth," as he disputed the notion that it could

be "imposed upon all." or "how a power can be erected over any men which if not

derived from them," Nevertheless, he found Harrington's model quite attractive if it

incorporated those who were faithful to the cause. He suggests somewhat more strongly

the link between Harrington' s model and Israel's.

I cannot but declare my judgment for the promoting J\I,.. Harrington's model ...
yet as limited to the good people which have adhered to the Good Old Cause;
and I suppose the Common-wealth of Israel may here in. as in other causes.
become our pattern.i"

Some early modern historians have been calling attention to this phenomenon of

interpreting Oceana in isolation of its Scriptural political theology. Goldie in his "} he

Civil Religion of James Harrington" (1987), claims that historians are discouraged from

reflecting on the connection between Harrington's religious views and political ideas by

the prevailing demand upon historical scholarship to pursue a political autonomy.

Goldie contends that scholarship in political science tends to be both rewarded and

celebrated when it emerges "from the embrace of theology.T" which explains the

tendency among historians to elevate Harrington's use of non-biblical. classical and

Renaissance sources. Goldie insists that Harrington incorporated "one of the most

pervasive political languages of early-modem Europe, that of civil religion:' and that "a

s» Henrv Stubbe. The Common-wealth of Oceana Put into the Ballance, and Found too Light or,
All .·IcCOUIlf qltJ;e Republick otSparta with Occasional Animadversions upon .\fr. James Harrington and
the ( rccan ist ical .\ lode! (London. 1660). Harrington's rather short response is found in L\' . X2 8-831.

60 Hcnrv Stubbe. The Common-vvealth of Israel, or A BrielAccount ot .\11'. Prynne's Anatomy IIf

the Good Old ('OUSt'. Bv H.:...... (London. 1659).-l.
hi Henrv Stub·be. . In FSS(~l' in Dctcnce of the Good Old Cause. 01'.1 Discourse Concerning the

Rise £111£1 Extent -o( the Power 0/ the Civil .\lugistrate in Rctcrencc to Spiritual .ittairs (London. 16~l)).
Preface. For an excellent overview of Stubbe's political views. see James Jacob. HcnrvStubbe. Radical
Protestautism and the EU"~l' Enlightenment (Cambridge University Press. 1983).

h1 1\ l.irk C1oldic .:: fill' Civi I Religion of James l larrinuton." 198.
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Christian Reformist vision was integral to Harrington' s construction of the just polity .. ·1:>3

Goldie asserts further that "Christian political thought has alwavs been eclectic. drawinu. ~

upon the secular languages of Graeco-Roman culture:' and "reformed political thought

redeployed this eclecticism on behalf of the laity and civil state ..·6-t Since radical puritan

thinkers of the 1i h Century were saturated with "classical republican ideas as with

Hebraic and Apocalyptic ones" alike,65 James Harrington may simply not be the

"canonical 'modern" prevailing scholarship demands he be.66

Cedric Brown in his chapter "Great Senates and Godly Education" (1995).

identifies the nature of the debate over the political use of the O'T polity which occupied

Harrington, Milton and others, as hermeneutical.

The model of the Sanhedrin had often been used to authorize non-monarchial
forms of government by different groups during the revolutionary period. In
the many tracts of the republican James Harrington. for example. some of them
interconnecting with Milton' s writings of 1659/60, the Mosie .senate' forms a
basis of definition. Indeed, those of different persuasion sought to appropriate
the Jewish model. so that many of the debates entered into in Harrington's tracts
are conducted on the basis of biblical interpretation concerning the various
systems of government of the Jews.l"

Adam Sutcliffe in his Judaism and Enlightenment (2003) reveals that

Harrington, like Hobbes. though with more heightened passion. was "fascinated with

Hebraic politics," and that he "read the Old Testament as a fundamentally political text.'

Like Hobbes, Harrington "intended his hermeneutic act as an explicit challenge to the

clerical orthodoxy.t''" though possibly less obnoxiously and with more deference to

orthodox society.

Avraham Melamed suggests that Harrington was influenced in his scriptural

reading of Exodus 18 by "Abrabinel." otherwise known as Don Isaac Abravancl. a

Jewish scholar of Portuguese descent, who, after having been expelled from Spain under

Ferdinand, resided in Venice. While in Venice. Abravanel wrote his Commentary on

Exodus, and interpreted the Jethro passage through the Venetian constitution. reading

63 Ibid., 199.
(>-I lbid -'0-'1 ., __ .

h5 lbid -'0'+1 ., _ .

6h Ibid., 198.
(l7Cedric Brown. "Great Senates and Godly Education: Politics and Cultural Renewal in SlllllC

Pre- and Post-Revolutionary Texts of Milton." in Milton and Republicanism, eds. I)~I\ id Annitauc.
Armand Himv and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge University Press, 1995: 19981. '+7. .

«s Adam Sutcli ftc. Judaism and Enlightenment, 5I. Goldie's chapter is also relevant tor
understandinu scvcntccnth-centlll\ anti-clericalism, an attitude held by Harrington. For a brief discuvvion
on the replacement of "Priestcr~ff' with civil religion by commonwealthsmen,. see Justin Champion,
"'l\la\ the Last King be Strangled in the Bowels of the Last Priest': Irreligion and the !'l1gllsh
EnIiuhtenmcnt." in R;dicalislII i,; British Literary Culture, 1650-1 ~L~O: From Revolution ((I Rl'\'o/u(;oll.

l'ds. ~rimoth: Norton and Niuc l Smith. (Cambridge Univcrsitv Press. 200~), 29-.+.+.
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into it a radical republicanism.f" Harrington lists Abravanel or Abarbinel. am ') hil ng IS

Jewish sources, whose commentaries he would have had access to through the Latin

translations of 1. Buxtdorf Jr s, which Melamed claims were circulated quite widely in

"humanist circles.,,7o He argues that "Abravanels views on the ancient Jewish

constitution, which influenced Grotius, among others, may have influenced Harrinuton s

interpretation of the ancient Jewish state as well.,,71 As for Harrington's dependence

upon Machiavelli, Melamed notes that he failed to follow his Renaissance mentor in all

things, and refers to the following Latin passage in Machiavelli's The Prince as proof of

their differences. I have quoted from Henry Neville's English translation of this section

of Chapter VI, "Of Principalities Acquired by Ones Own Proper Conduct and An11S.··

which Melamed refers to. Machiavelli is discussing the political advancement from a

private station to that of a prince, claiming that those who

have advanced themselves to that Dignity, I say, that the most renowned and
excellent, are Moses, Cyrus, Romulus, Thestus. and the like: And though Moses
might be reasonably excepted, as being only the Executioner of God' S

immediate Commands, yet he deserves to be mentiond, if it were only for that
Grace, which render'd him capable of Communication with God. But if we
consider Cyrus, and the rest of the Conquerors and Founders of Monarchies, we
shall find them extraordinary; and examining their Lives and Exploits, they will
appear, not much different from Moses, who had so incomparable a Master.

72

Melamed read Machiavelli as reducing Moses, that he "was but one among a host of

ancient first legislators," and that he treated Moses' "divine mission ironically."

Whereas "the political thinkers of the Reformation and English Puritanism:' like

Harrington, read Moses as "the foremost ancient legislator. .. his Divine mission with

utmost seriousness," and "the Mosaic constitution as the first perfect model ."
73

The Historical and Literary Context of Oceana

England's Failed Commonwealth and the Tyranny of Cromwell

Harrington met with some difficulties in publishing Oceana, as the text was

confiscated at print and conveyed to Whitehall. To retrieve it. he graciously approached

one of Oliver's daughters, Lady Claypole. apparently his favorite. and after playing with

her daughter, quite cryptically compared his temptation to steal her. out of "revenge.'

69 Melamed. "Jethro's Advice." 8-17.
70 Ibid.. ~3-~4: Prerogative, 520.
7\ Ibid.. 24. .
"c Niccolo Machiavelli. The Works ofthe Famous .Vieolas vtuchiovel. Citizcn an.lSccretarv ot

Florence Writtcn Orivinallv in Italian, andfrom thence IlCH'~\' andfaithfi"~\' translated into English,. ,.

Translated hv Henrv Neville. (London. 1675).205.
73 i\'1clamed. "Jethro's Advice:' 21. Sec also 25. See also his. ":--'lachi~l\c1li on the .vncicnt

Ilcbrcw Leaders - Prototype for Political Leadership:' in Proceeding» of the Tenth World Congress (?I
Jewish Studies, Division C vol. I (Jerusalem. .vugust 16-24. Il)Sl)): 338-344 Hebrew.
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for her own father's theft of his "child that he has stolen." She was taken in by

Harrington's charming demeanor- and he received his book back after having convinced

her that it was "a kind of a Political Romance, so far from anv Treason against her. ....
Father.,,74

Oceana was entered into the Stationer's Register on the 19 September 1656. and

published during the first week of November after the sitting of the second Protectorate

Parliament. Harrington claimed in his "Epistle to the Reader." that Oceana was "but a

rough draft," which occupied him for at least two years." He intended his proposal to

be received with all seriousness, especially by Cromwell. though it nevertheless

represented "a republican tract attacking monarchy," or "Cromwell, the man who might

have been tempted to institute a monarchy either by arms or a nobility.v'" As Pocock

notes, some members of the army were simmering under "increasing discontent" with a

Protectorate "which showed no sign of establishing the frequently elected parliaments

called for since 1647 and had placed the army under the control of the Protector as chief

of the executive power." This, along with the attempt by some "protectoral grandees" to

transform the Protector's office "into a hereditary monarchy:' as well as create "a

nominated "other House," seemed far too reminiscent of the "historic constitution," and

nothing short of a betrayal of the principles of "the good old cause." 77

Oceana describes a "civil history of the sword and civil history of property"

rendered within the imagery of a "fictionalised England" which Harrington proposed to

transform from an unequal commonwealth of "independent freeholders" to that of a

republic." Harrington's solution to England's settlement crisis rested in recognizing her

transition to a popular balance of property relationships, which required a corresponding

constitutional shift to a republican form of popular government to match this ncv

79arrangement.

Toland explained that Harrington's immediate concern in crafting his mode I

related to England's "groaning under a horid Usurpation," rendering him duiv-bound

"as a good Citizen to offer a helping hand to his Countrymen and to shew 'em such a

Model of Government as he thought most conducing to their Tranquility, \Vealth. and

7-1 ...
Toland, Oceana. XVIII-XX.

75 OC('(/I1(/. 156. "
7{l Andrew Sharp. "The Manuscript Vcrsions of Harrington s Oceana:' H.I 16. 110 2. (June III 7.'):

237.
77 Pocock. ,\lachim'ellian Moment. 383-384.
"S Pocock. Works. 43. See also stachiovcllion ,\Iollll'l1l. 38-+-38:'
79 Ibid.
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Power.,,80 According to Toland, he clarified in his examination-confession, conducted

while imprisoned in the Tower, that the kingly pretensions of Cromwell motivated him

to write Oceana.

I did not write under a Prince, I wrote under an Usurper. OLIVER. He havinc
started up into the Throne, his Officers (as pretending to be for ~
Commonwealth) kept a murmuring, at which he told them that he knew not what
they meant, nor themselves; but let any of them shew him what they meant by a
Commonwealth (or that there was, any such thing) they' should see that he
sought not himself: the Lord knew he sought not himself, but to make good the
Cause. Upon this som sober men came to me and told me, if any man in England
could shew what a Commonwealth was, it was my self. Upon this persuasion I
wrote. 8l

Toland even likened Harrington's motivation for publishing Oceana with Paul's

Gospel-preaching at Athens. Like Paul, he "indeavor'd to make known to the People

what they ignorantly ador'd," by demonstrating "that a Commonwealth was a

Government of Laws, and not of the Sword."82 The general political crisis and

destabilization of the commonwealth, coupled with Harrington's perception of the

"Tyranny of OLIVER CROMWEL,,,83 provided the general and immediate contexts for

Oceana. Interestingly, its publication was also timed as a recommendation for

England's readmission of the Jews.84

The Superiority of the Hebrew Commonwealth, Rabbinic Scholarship
and Education in the Scriptures in Oceana

Though Harrington resorts positively to pagan source illustrations for his

commonwealth modeL the superior and exalted status of Israel's political experience is

sustained throughout Oceana and his subsequent writings, attesting circumstantially to

its significance for his commonwealth model. As Sutcliffe notes, though Harrington

"presents a wide range of exemplary models for this polity, ... The commonwealth of

Israel, however. is singled out for unique attention.,,85 Melamed notes similarly

claiming that though "Harrington was not a dogmatic Puritan, he considered the ancient

Jewish state to be the first ideal commonwealth, endowed by Divine providencc.T''

so Toland, Oreana, xix. It is legitimate to ask if Toland presents a reliable source for such an

assertion, which I include with caution.
SI lbid., xxxiv.
S~ Ibid.. xviii.
s; Ibid.
Sl Oceana, 159.
S.' Sutcliffe, Judaism and Enlightenment. 52.
S(, Melamed. "Jethw's Advice." 23.
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The Political Role of Machiavelli for Harrington

Harrington refers to Machiavelli as "the only politician that hath gone about to

retrieve" ancient prudence, the "learned disciple" of the "ancients," ..the only politician

of later ages," and "that sole retriever of this ancient prudence.':" Clearly he held

Machiavelli in high political regard, but modem scholarship's historiographic nostalgia

for Machiavelli contradicts Harrington's higher esteem for the political relevance of

Moses. After discussing God's authority of proposition to Israel. in his

"commandments" which he "wrote . . . in two tables," Harrington mentions pagan

examples of proposition among the Romans, Athenians, and Venetians, but reserves a

special place for Moses since the proposition of God to the people of Israel passed

through him. With this, "Moses," states Harrington. "was the first writer in this kind:'

but who "shall be pardoned, but Machiavel, the first in later times that hath revived his

principles or trodden in his steps, is deservedly pelted for it by sermons...ss Harrington' s

respect for Machiavelli is based in his perception that he was that singular latter-time

disciple of ancient prudence, not the original, like Moses, who is more eminent.

Harrington refers to Machiavelli as one who actually resurrected Moses' "principles.'

and walked in his political steps, explaining why he refused to submit to the view that

quoting him was tantamount to athcism.f"

Oceana as a Natural and Unique Commonwealth Model

Oceana incorporates the organizational elements of the Hebrew and pagan

commonwealths but retains a unique application of their principles. Harrington never

maintained that Oceana was wholly Roman, Athenian, Venetian, Lacedacmon, or

Hebrew for that matter. 90

By what hath been shown in reason and experience it may appear that
though commonwealths in general be governments of the senate proposing. the
people resolving, and the magistracy executing. yet some are not so good at
these orders as others, through some impediment or defect in the frame. balance.
or capacity of them, according unto which they are of divers kinds. 91

Harrington claimed that Nature demonstrates the fundamental principles of a

commonwealth, which are also provable out of Scripture, and confirmed in the political

experiences of pagan commonwealths. This "art" of observing the political significance

of Nature, involves "the skill of raising such superstructures of government as arc

870ceal/a, 161, 16:2. 178.
88 Ibid .. J9:2. .
89 For a sense of how the Scriptures were read as supporting \lachia\cl.~i> p~inclples. Sl'C :ctcr

Donaldson, "Biblical Machiavcllism, Louis Machons .vpologie pour vlachiav cl. 111 his .\ftllhwwlll and

s lvstcrv ofState (Cambridge University Press. 1988), 186-:2~~

. . ,jo Oceana. 180.

'>I lbid., 180.
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natural to the known foundations.t''" Such "art:' Harrington equates with "Policy:'

which signifies "the observation or imitation of nature," which in tum represents ..the

providence of God in the government of the world." If one "proceeds according unto

principles acknowledgeth government unto God," but one ..that proceeds in defiance of

principles attributes government unto chance." which is tantamount to "denvinz the true. '-'

God or introducing a false one," and hence "the highest point of atheism or

superstition.T" Oceana represents Harrington's attempt at reasoning ..the principles of

an equal commonwealth" from Nature, as opposed to an historical simulation or exact

replica of any ancient model. Not even Venice "arrived at the full perfection of

equality.Y' Harrington even chided Wren for alleging in his Considerations that

"Oceana is but a mere transcription out of Venice.,,95 Rather. it represented the first

equal commonwealth, a quality he never attributed to Venice.96 The uniqueness of

Harrington's natural model is clarified in a response to Wren's misunderstanding of it as

a model in fact.

For the model is not proposed to show the truth of fact. or that there hath been
any such exactly in practice, but to show the truth of nature, or that such a model
is practicable: wherefore he needeth not to have alleged that it hath not the truth
of fact, which we all know, but was to show where it faileth of such truth in

d .. . bl 97nature as can any way ren er It impractica e.

Though it cannot be denied that the Commonwealth of Venice exercised tremendous

political influence on Harrington.

The Divine Nature of the Hebrew Commonwealth and the Advice of Jethro, Priest
of Midian: Exodus 18:19-27

I h98 ' ) .The preeminence of the OT Hebrew Commonwea t In (CI.!([!l([ IS

demonstrated by Harrington's reading of it as more than simply political history and

"ancient prudence." It represented a unique and divinely inspired institution. a claim he

never attributed to any other commonwealth. Harrington claimed that the Scriptures

contain the "original of a commonwealth." whose "legislator" was "infallible:' and hy

whom her "laws" were delivered. Not even the Sanhedrin, who administered God's

92 Ibid ""()"lI ', __ .

<).1 Prerogative, ~90,

<).j Oceana. 181-182.
95 Prcrogutiv«, 485. See Wren. Considerations, 9~.

l)(, Oceana. 180-181; Art, 69~.

97 Art, 693-694. See Wren, .\lonarchy Asserted. 177-178.. .
<lS I will be employing the term Hebrew Commonwealth and Pollt~: as opp()~('d. ~t) le.\\ Ish

(, 'omrnonwcalth since Harrington hirnscl f differentiates betwe~n them. as \\ III be d"'Lu"''''L~ be~~m:

II inut states I'll PP that he believes himself to be the tirst to actually employ the tam IhLarrIng on S <I LS '- . .
commonwealth of Israel." SL'e ~7_'.
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laws, immediately improved upon them, or modified them. "in regard of the fulness and

infallibility of the law already made. (Dueteronomy. 17: 9.10.11).,,99

The ancient commonwealth models employed in Oceana differ somewhat in

their institutional peculiars but share core civil components utilized by Harrington to

prove that God's natural providence instructs all men in commonwealth principles. As

Blair Worden observes, "It would be a mistake to call Harrington's approach secular. for

God is at the root of his thought, and he believes the movement of history to be guided

by God's providence," which involves "secondary agencies, through the "human

prudence"," imprinted in Nature and available to all. 100

Evidence of the Commonwealth of Israel's prominent and exceptional place is

first found in the political linkage of her commonwealth with ancient pagan models

through the heathen judicial counsel of Jethro, the priest of Midian, to Moses, who was

also his father-in-law. Harrington read Jethro's heathen advice to God's legislator for

Israel as scriptural permission to consult "human prudence" within the histories of

heathen commonwealths, and an endorsement for inquiring into their "written" political

counsel. Heathen histories are relevant political sources because the God of the Hebrew

Commonwealth, "the original of a commonwealth made by the same hand that made the

world," created the natural order from which pagans extracted principles for their own

models.i'" In "the Council of Legislators" the Lord Archon took counsel . of the

commonwealth of Israel as of Moses, and of the rest of the commonwealths as of Jethro,

framed the model of the commonwealth of Oceana:· 102 signifying the figurative

authority of Jethro's counsel for all subsequent political advice found In pagan

commonwealths. Melamad stated that for Harrington. "Jethro's advice solved the

problem of viewing ancient Israel as a republic based on "human prudence"."

Jethro, being a Midianite and, therefore, a gentile and heathen, could not have
been prophetically inspired directly. Since. however. "human prudence" \vas
defined as man' s legislative intelligence. and since God could not act and found
a commonwealth but upon reason, Jethro' s advice to Moses was an expression of
Divine will, even though not prophetically inspired directly, , ..

The Lord. then. was acting not only through the prophetically inspired
Moses. but also through the rationally motivated Jethro. The M idianite. in
advising the Hebrews how to found a commonwealth. stood at the point at which
prophecy joined with human prudence. 103

I)l) 77Oceana, 176-1 .
100SIair Worden, "James Harrington and the Commonwealth of Oceana. 16:'6. In Rcj-ublicanism.

Libcrtv, and Commercial ..Society: 16-19- r-6, cd. David \\Ol)tton (Stanford. C\ I 99-l). X4

. 101 Oceana. 177. Sec also 21O.
102 Ibid.. 209. SCl' also "To the godly man," in Pre!'! Jgo,iw. 496: ..11".61 ()
10, Melamed. "Jethros Advice," 2-l.
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Other aspects of Harrington's use of the Scriptures rests in their capacity to

confirm what Nature displays. Pocock notes that "Harrington has interwoven studies of

ancient Israel with those of Rome and Venice, with a view to proving that the former

was a republic of the same order as the two latter. and that the principles of government

are known to us through reason and revelation.T'" Further testimony of her unique

status is found in Harrington's sequencing of his political illustrations, as well as his

rankings of commonwealths utilized in Oceana. Those civil principles extracted from

the universal progression of heathen commonwealths faithfully fo110\\· initial appraisals

of the Hebrew model, the first commonwealth fruits in a series of ancient prudence. The

classical commonwealths, as well as Venice, though utilized positively, were ordered

out of Israel's example, and thus highlighted secondarily, a pattern of illustration

retained throughout his political writings. 105 His subordination of classical and

Renaissance republics to the divinely inspired Jewish one seems to demonstrate a

greater dependence on biblical material than is typically asserted, and suggests that the

Bible's political function is not supplemental in deference to other ancient

commonwealths. The Scriptures contain "the original whereof all the rest of the

lth t b . ,,106commonwea s seem 0 e copies.

Harrington's arrangement of commonwealth authority is found in the

introductory paragraphs to Oceana. He explains that the "Lord Archon" who, "being,

from Moses and Lycurgus" is "the first legislator that hitherto is found in story to have

introduced or erected an entire commonwealth at once," and hence required more

political tools of construction than was presented to him by the Council. Harrington

augments "what was wanting in the promulgated epitome" with "three remarkable

testimonies," the first extracted from Israel. then Lacedaemon, and finally Rome 107 all

of which convey advice for crafting a commonwealth from its foundation. Harrington

highlights Israel's unique civil place among the other two.

The first is taken out of the commonwealth of Israel. So Moses hearkened
unto the voice of (Jethro) his father-in-law. and did all that he hod said. And
Moses chose able men out of all Israel, and made them heads over the people:
tribunes as it is in the vulgar Latin, or phylarchs, that is princes of the tribes,
sitting sellis curulibus. saith Grotius, upon twelve thrones,. and judging the
twelve tribes of Israel; and next unto these he chose rulers of thousands. rulers
of hundreds, rulers offifties. rulers of tens. which were the steps or rise of this

101 Pocock. Works. 70.
105 I recoanized Harrinaton's arrangement of his political illustrations. though J. \\ .. (,pugh does

draw the same c~mclusion. S~e J. W. Gough, "Harrington and Contemporary Thought." PSQ .-l~

(September 1920): 398.
lOb Oceana, 205.
107 Ibid .. :210.
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commonwealth, from her foundation or root unto her proper elevation or
accomplishment in the Sanhedrim and the congregation. already opened in the
Preliminaries. 108 •

Harrington reveals that the Exodus 18 passage represents a prominent textual authority

proving Israel was a popular commonwealth, though here he splits the text to indicate

two different groups of magistrates. The first part of the text relates to the heads of the

tribes judging Israel. while the other half informs the popular foundation of the

Sanhedrin, subordinate rulers or Jethronian Judges. and the congregation. But the

testimony out of Lacedaemon, with its Delphic Oracle. does not approximate the

human/divine revelation.

The second is taken out of Lacedaemon, as Lycurgus (for the greater
impression of his institutions upon the minds of his citizens) pretended to han?
received the model of that commonwealth from the oracle of Apollo at Delphos.
the words whereof are thus recorded by Plutarch in the life of that famous
legislator. 109

Interestingly, Wren enlarged positively upon Harrington' s reference to the Delphic

Oracle in settling the Lacedaemon Commonwealth. explaining that Lycurgus attempted

to impose the "Agrarian of Lacedaemon.' to "drive in Exile Riches. and the Effects of

the Luxury and Debauchery:' and not "equality in the Frame of Government." Which,

Wren states. "would have been impossible had he not wisely attained Response from

Delphos. . . . after which all Resistance would have been downright Impiety' and

Disobedience to the GodS.'·IIO Harrington responded. countering with a reiteration of

the privileged place of the Scriptures in crafting a commonwealth. and demonstrating

his anticlericalism.

The Bible then is not so good an oracle as was that at Delphos. But this
reflection hath a tang with it that makes me think it relates to that where he says:
'I know not how: but Mr. Harrington hath taken up a very great unkindness for
the clergy'. He will know nothing: neither that the oracle of the Scripture is. of
all other. the clearest for a commonwealth: nor that the clergy. being generally
against a commonwealth. is in this below the priests of Delphos. who were more

III
for Lycurgus than these are for Moses.

Harrington accused Wren and clerics in general. of being disloyal to their own

divine oracle. He relates other statements suggestive of the divine initiation of the

Hebrew Commonwealth never used to qualify pagan models. and evidence of its place

for him politically. In Pian Piano. he clarifies his understanding of the role of Isracls

108 Ibid. Pocock notes in footnote I that Harrington cites in the marginalia I xodus 1St and
Numbers 1: 16. With this. the reference to Grotius is from Annotationcs ill E\'(JlIgl'lilll1l secundum

Mathacum , 19, 28. .
io» lbid., 210-211. I found this wording rather interesting in light of the charge that Harrinuton

was an opportunist in his use llr the Scriptures.
110 Wren. Considerations. 80.
III Prerogative, -l66,
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Sanhedrin by arguing against Ferne's claim that he was "mistaken in thinking the

Israelitish commonwealth or government under Moses to be so applicable to my

purpose as I would make it," and asserts that "the laws of the commonwealth of the

Hebrews" were "all made by an infallible legislator, even God himself." and therefore

the "senate had no laws in the beginning to propose:·1 12 Harrington also contended with

Peter Heylyn in The Stumbling-Block of Disobedience and Rebellion (1658) over the

nature of Israel's monarchial origins.

There is nothing more clear nor certain in Scripture than that the commonwealth
of Israel was instituted by God; the judges and the kings no otherwise than
through the imprudence and importunity of the people.i':'

As for the Roman Commonwealth. Harrington cites a passage from Livy relating

the division of the people "according to the institution of Romulus," '!" but explains that

these particular commonwealths, Israel's included. will be referred to for "frequent

reflection,,,115 a subtle indication of his own political dependence upon the Hebrew

model. As Melamed observed, in Harrington's attempt to locate the "sources of "human

prudence" in the first legislators of human societies, he should have turned, by classical

norms, to the likes of Solon, Lycurgus, and Romulus." Instead. he "located the first

source of ancient prudence in the commonwealth of Israel." 116

Harrington's Jewish and Rabbinic Scholarship

Entire segments of some of Harrington's works are exclusively devoted to

explicating the Hebrew Commonwealth against his royalist opponents, which also

include acknowledgements of his reliance upon Jewish Rabbinic sources. Harrington

displays an interested, involved analysis of the Scriptures, indicative of an exegetical

skillfulness in handling original biblical languages and historical contexts. This sort of

in-depth, intricate approach to Israel's Commonwealth testifies more to a radical use of

the OT as a political text. as opposed to simply a passive engagement to buttress a

political agenda. In his rather intense interchanges with Henry Ferne. Harrington

demanded he reveal exactly who the authorities were regarding the nature of the Hebrew

Polity, to which Ferne complained that "gentlemen ... are too bold with holy things.'

such as "the commonwealth of the Hebrews. the form that God then anointed." But

Harrington reminded Ferne of its scholarly neglect by the "Divines." as "nobody hath

112 PP, 374. .
IIJ SB, 0:.76. By "judges" here, he is not referring to the lethronian Prefects, but those JUJ~l''''

elected after the settlement in Canaan.
11.1 OC('O/lO, 211.
11' Ibid" 212.
116 Mclmad. "Jethros Advice ... 24
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written in this kind, but Carolus Signonius, Buxtorfius. Cornelius Bertramius, Hugo

Grotius, Selden and Cunaeus, all which were gentlemen or such as \\ ere not in

orders."II?

Harrington summarizes Prerogative as "In which two books is contained the

whole commonwealth of the Hebrews, or of Israel, senate, people. and magistracy. both

as it stood in the institution by Moses, and as it came to be formed after the captivity ...118

Harrington reveals here as well his historical sources for investigating the government

of the Hebrews, which conditioned his analysis of many of her political particulars.

especially that of popular suffrage.

The authors or writings I use by way of paraphrase upon the Scripture are the
Gemara Babylonia, Midbar Rabba, Sepher Siphri. Sepher Tanchuma, Solomon
Jarchius, Chiskuny, Abarbinel, Ajin Israel. Pesiktha Zoertha, these and many
more being for the election of the Sanhedrim by the ballot. I might have spoken
them more briefly, for the truth is in all that is Talmudical, I am assisted hy
Selden, Grotius, and their quotations out of the rabbis, having in this learning so
little skill that, if I miscalled none of them. I showed you a good part of my
acquaintance with them. 119

Harrington's next major political treatise. The Art of Lawgiving (1659). reveals

his significant erudition on the Jewish Polity invested in six chapters "Show ing the

frames of the commonwealths of Israel and of the Jcws.'·120 His treatise contains a

history of the Hebrew Commonwealth, which was divinely established by God, and the

Jewish Commonwealth. which depicts her political degeneracy. Sutcliffe maintains that

The Art represents the "political history of the Hebrews." and "Harrington recast the

decline and loss of divine favour of the JC\\S as an essentially political narrativ c of the

corruption of their republican institutions.Y''"

Toland states that Harrington wrote this treatise after "BEING much importund

from all hands to publish an Abridgement of Oceana." Of the three books of The 0,11'1,

Toland comments that the second contains "a full Account of the Commonwealth of

Israel with all the variattons it underwent, Interestingly, he claims that Ilarrington,

was one of the first to unfold its intricacies. stating, "Without this Book it is plainl.

impossible to understand that admirable Governrnent concerning which no Author wrote

117 PP '8 ....,-~ -' .
118 n " 89[ rerogall\'e. -' . ... '
119 Ibid .. 520. Harrington states after this passa~c that. '?';o~ am I \~edded unto Grouus PI Sl'lde~:

\\hOI11 sometimes I follow and sometimes I leave, making usc ot their learning but out pI my 0'\ 11 reason.
Scc also PP, 375-376. Selden's works on Jc« ish l.aw are De succession in (JUIIU DL:/WIC[I''',um ad '-L',l!.l'S

Eh (16 ' I) D ... .si ni in Pontiticatum EhruL'urum (1636), Dejure naturali et (Tl'nllWlI j uX[u.raeorum .', e .\UL (1.'.\.\ ( , .., "

Ii 'nli Eb (If, '0) and L'\,()}· Ebr.tica (1()4()) Sl'lden's De Svnedrii- (16:<~-..,-t) contains his
( ISOP lJ](lm raeorunt lH • ", ' . > • > ' , , , .., I .' 'i ')
scholarship on the Jewish Sanhedrin and courts which Harnngton relied upon. ~u: Pococ k. 10' ks, j .9_.

120 Art, 599.
12\ Sutcliffe. Judaism and Enligh!L'J1111l'JIl, 54,
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common sense before HARRINGTON, who was persuaded to complete this Treatise bv

such as observ'd his judicious Remarks on the same Subject in his other \\'ritings.··I~~

The third book contains a model of Oceana proposed both "notionally and

"practicably," the latter containing thirteen parallel's with the civil. religious. military

and provincial parts of Israel's Commonwealth. He closes his "parallel." by "appealing

to the present or the next age, whether throughout I have not had God himself for my

vouchee.,,123

Sutcliffe notes the major works related to the new political genre of the Hebrew

Polity published between 1546 and 1710. Extremely influential was Carlo Sigonios

Respublica Hebraeorum (Bologna, 1582), and even more noteworthv was Petrus

Cunaeus' De Republica Hebraeorum (Leiden, 1617). who, according to Sutcliffe,

"exalted the political organization of the Mosaic republic. admiring in particular the

equity of its agrarian laws and its institution of the Jubilee'"I ~-l It might be possible to

conjecture that Harrington derived his agrarian emphasis in part from Cunaeus, whom

Harrington notes, along with Sigonio, as one of his rabbinic sources, not to mention

John Selden and his De Synedriis & Praefecturis Juridicis Vetcrum Ebraeorum

(London, 1650-1653).125

Oceana's Appeal for Readmission of the Jews

The seventeenth-century witnessed an increased interest in Jewish political

studies among European political theorists. and Oceana's publication coincided with the

debate over readmission of the Jews into England. Harrington' s confessed dependence

upon Jewish sources and scholarship for his study of the Hebrew Commonwealth has

been closely scrutinized by S.B. Liljegren in Harrington and the ]C\I'S. (Lund.l932), It

is important for the purposes of this chapter to highlight his findings since the) do

support my assertion that Oceana is not a thoroughly secular political treatise.

Liljegren claims that Harrington and other early moderns took an "extraordinary

interest .. , in the history. traditions. and institutions of the Jews..·l~6 and in the

"Introduction" to Oceana. Harrington addresses the instability of Ireland (Panopea) by

proposing that she be colonized by Je\\"S. "Oceana" says Harrington. should "hav c

disposed of this province, being both rich in the nature of the soil and full of

commodious ports for trade.... by planting it with Jews, allowing them their own rites

122 Toland, Occ.ina. xxvi. xxvii. , . ,
12.; Art, 664-684. 692. Harrington notes the parallcls in the margin. which WIll be discussed

below.
1.'1 Sutcliffe, Judaism and Enlightenment. 44.
I." rr. 3~U: Prerogative, 520.
1.'<> S.B. l.ilicurcn, Harrington and the Jell's (Lund. 1932).65,
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and laws." He believed that such a policy would encourage Jews to gather "suddenly

from all parts of the world, and in sufficient numbers" while their agricultural skills.

evidenced "in the land of Canaan," and merchandizing would benefit Panopea. and

financially profit Oceana.
127

Liljegren explains that Harrington's proposal for re

admission was born out of his "predilection for everything connected with the Agrarian

law.,,128 The fact that his advocacy of their resettlement in Ireland included the

institution of their own laws testifies to his positive acknowledgment of their political

efficacy.

Though the controversy of re-admission was intensely rehearsed in the English

pamphlet literature, Liljegren claims that the most compelling attraction for the Jews to

return to England was "the increasing Hebraism of English religious thought, as

represented by the Puritan movement.,,129 But this was not the only reason. Menasseh

ben Israel was the critical figure promoting readmission of the Jews, beginning in 1654.

with a personal letter in October 1655 to Cromwell, which included various points

favoring their return. 130 As a result of this letter, Cromwell convened the famous

Whitehall Conference on readmission of the Jews on 4 December 1655. and Henry

Jessey recorded the proceedings in A Narrative of the Late Proceeds at Whitehall

(1656), which includes ben Israel's petition.t" Among his points, he claimed that their

readmission would be "for the profit" of England, meaning economically. 132 Harrington

was most obviously aware of the readmission issue and of ben Israel himself, and

though it cannot be asserted that Oceana was published in anticipation of the Whitehall

Conference, but well after, it can be concluded that its publication was timed to coincide

with the controversy and provide a positive policy alternative to their inclusion in

Ireland. This historiographical context, and Harrington' s continuous resort to the

1270ceana 159. Harrinzton's complete passage on the Jewish question seems somewhat negative
actually as to the J~wish mann:r of inhabiting lands, which makes more sense po~sibly o~ his assertio~
that they populate Ireland only. See also Melamed, "English Travellers and Venetian Jewish Scholars,

511-521.
128 Liljegren, Harrington and the Jews, 66. , ., '
129 Ibid., 68. Liljegren relies upon Lucien Wolfs Menasseh ben Israel S ,\fISSIOn 10 (JII\'er

Cromwell, Being a Reprint of the Pamphlets Published by .,\1enasseh ben Israel 10 Promote the Re-

Admission ofthe JeH'S to England, /649-1656 (London: Macmillan, 190I), .
130 To His Highness the Lord Protector ofthe Commonwealth ot England. .\cot/~m~. and Ireland.

The Humble Address ofManasseh Ben Israel, a Divine, and Doctor o] Physick. III behalj (If the Jewish

Nation (London, 1655). _ .
DI Henry Jessey, A Narrative ofthe Lall! Proceeds at .Whitehall (Lon.don, 16:--6l. Pos~scrJPt. "
D2 Ibid., Postscript. 9. His Humble Address covers this rather ~\ten~1\ ~I~ ~ though the .letter 1'0

. h ., F' II nt history of the Jewish question S~~ David ~, Katz. I'IlIhh\C11I11IS".1Wit out pagmation. or an exce e ' - 90 d TJ J
~ C d: CI d P ess 19S') I"8-1 an t ne cws tnand the Reasmission ofthe Jell'S to England (Oxford: aren on r , l -. -

theHisIOI:\'ofEnglml~1. f.l85-1850(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994,1996).
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Hebrew Commonwealth, indicates he had more than a passing interest in their laws and

civil polity.

Liljegren states that though Harrington was clearly dependent upon "Talmudical

literature , , , for his constitutional ideas," it was not an unusual practice among

"contemporary pamphletists," to "illuminate by means of a reference to Rabbis:· 133 He

cautions against attributing to Harrington, and others for that matter. the same sort of

scholarly familiarity with Jewish traditions which Selden displays. claiming that ..to

suppose that they knew the sources even superficially. is beside the mark:' Even some

of Harrington's own Talmudical references are "difficult" to verify. and probably

because "forgetfulness has fallen on many a handy work of reference of his time. ,,134

Harrington on Bible Translation and Religious Education in Oceana

Further testimony of Harrington's use of the Scriptures as a unique divine text is

found in the consternation he evinced over mistranslations of passages bearing political

import.
135 In the seventh query of Pian Piano, Harrington and Ferne's sparring oyer

translation issues reveals not only Harrington's contempt for clerics but respect for the

integrity of the Scriptures. Ferne states "these latter times make exceptions against our

translation, delight in some notions of words in Scripture, vent new interpretations,

make strange inferences, . . . , from notion or origination of ecclesia to infer

democratical government of the church:-l36 Harrington. convinced that the Scriptures

supported such popular suffrage, complained that Ferne and his fellow di vines "never

lay any blame upon the translators, but upon them that find fault with the translation. as

if it were less impiety in divines to corrupt the Scriptures than in others to \ indicate

them from corruption.t'r" Harrington's respect for sound English translations based

m Liljegren, Harrington and the Jews, 91. Melamed explains that Harrington's acquaintance
with Jewish sources was "generally indirect." and that his "references, .. were mainly based on Selden's
extensive research on the ancient Jewish state." See also his "Jethro's Advice:' 23,

11.l Ibid. See also 85. Liljegren has sourced many of Harrington's phrases and Rabbinic
quotations. See his James Harrington's Oceana (Heidelberg: Carl Winters Unive:sitatsbuc~andlung..

19:24). For a more thorough analysis of Hebrew scholarship in EU,rope before and after the Re.torn~atron.

and includinz England, see Edwyn R. Bevan and Charles Singer. eds. "Hebrew Studres 10 the
Reformation Period and After: Their Place and Influence." 31:'-37:'. and 1.\\' Rogerson. "Writing the
Hist01Y ofIsrucl in the 17'" & /S(/, Centuries." For an exce llent treatment of Dutch schola,rship ofthe
Hebrew Commonwealth. includinz the greater European interest. See Lea Campos Boralev I. "Classical
Foundational Myths of European Republicanism: The Jewish Com.monwealth." in Republicanism. . /
Shared European Heritage, :2 vols .. 1\ lartin van Gclderen and Quentrn S" mner. eds. \'01. 1 (Cambridge

Univcrsitv Press, ~OO~). ~47-:26 I, . ,
I;' One example in Occun« comes from the book of ~.udges. ,where Harrinuton ~ISp~Ite ... the

, ti f "ki "t' ""'I II, )'" 1/"" there \\'(/\ 110 kina ill Israel. assertmu that the proper Enulish termmser Ion 0 'Ill!.!, or ("l «.,. 'Co ~, ~.

I Id I b ~" ' d .. The "translator." 11e savs "abused \(HI so much: seeing that the dictatorS lOll lave een no )11 ge. " ~ . -, . -. , .' , ~ . . .. .
( d I I ' d f I I) or tile dictatorian power beinu 10 a sinulc 11 l ' rSt1 11 . so little dittcr-. froman SlIl'l as t re ju ge 0 srae ' . c- -

m0I111rcl1\ (which followed in that)," Sec ~:'4.

'1'6 rr. 383,
Ll7 11'o ,~t)1 .,.' o-e ,
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upon the original languages is also evidenced in Prerogative where he attempted to

demonstrate popular suffrage from various translations of Acts 14.138

Harrington identified an interpretive abuse of the Scriptures among clergy bent

on asserting the political superiority of a monarchy over a commonwealth. and exposed

contradictions in their own hermeneutical method. He rebuked Wren in Policastcr for

his use of heathen authors in support of monarchy.

Tell me not in this place that Doderus is as good a book as the Bible: nor let
divines (for a thing that I know) run here as they do from the Scriptures unto
heathen authors. It is confessed that Diodorus Siculus, Aristotle. Cicero. Sallust
and Trogus say that in the beginning of things and of nations, the power was in
monarchs. But then the heathen stories know nothing beyond Nimrod, or his
successor Belus, which is no excuse to you, while the Scripture is so much a
more ancient record; much less to divines, at least such of them as preach against
the squaring of government according to the rule of heathen authors. 139

Harrington accused Wren, and divines in general, of hermeneutical equivocation in their

political use of the Scriptures to prove monarchy a superior form of government.

Should "a commonwealth be described out of heathen authors," states Harrington, "they

will undertake to prove that of Israel to have been a government of king, lords and

commons." But "if a commonwealth be out of this of Israel described unanswcrablv

otherwise, then they run to Aristotle. Trogus, and the rest of the heathens for the

antiquity of monarchy.t'<'" While inferring that Oceana was drawn from the Hebrew

Commonwealth, Harrington seems to have caught the clerics in their own opportunistic

use of the Scriptures.

The Scriptures are also significantly ranked in Oceana's university system.

which, educationally. "answers unto religion." Moses. "the divine legislator." is

rendered as a model for learning because he was educated "in all the learning of the

Egyptians," and "took into the fabric of his commonwealth the learning of the

Midianites in the advice of Jethro." Moses then established the "foundation of an

university. laid in the Tabernacle and finished in the Temple." which "became the

pinnacle from whence all the learning in the world hath taken wing." e\ en "the

philosophy of the Stoic from the Pharisees. that of the Epicureans from the Sadducees:'

as well as "the learning of the Jews, so often quoted by our Saviour and fulfilled 111 him,

the Christian Religion."!"

138 Prerogative, 558-559. The Bible translations Harrington refers to are on 55S-55Q, including

Pocock's further elaboration of them.
l.1

l

) Politicostcr, 71-t.
110 Ibid.
1·11 O '"\() -C('(lI/O, -' ).
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Harrington also advocated a civil religion in the interests of liberty of conscience

and favored establishing regular benefactions to a national ministry to preserve it. He

considered a national religion, if established correctly, as a non-coercive institution. and

a means of "leading" as opposed to "driving" the public "in divine things, or in the

worship of God." In this regard, he advocated that the universities be sufficiently

furnished financially for the education of the ministry. After all, according to Isaiah

49:23, "magistrates ... ought to be nursing fathers and nursing mothers unto the

church," and Christ, in John 5: 39, commands "to search the Scriptures." Harrington

explained that such steps by the state would guard against "ignorance or interest as.

through the infirmities or bias of translators, interpreters and preachers," and enhance

the "acquisition of such light as is by the command of Christ to be attained or exercised

in searching the Scriptures." The learning of the Levitical cities even provided

Harrington with an educational model to follow, and Israel's system of tithes might be

an appropriate means to attain this end of benefaction and support. His educational

parallel between Oceana and Israel is found in the "excellent learning of the Levites" as

a model of erudition, whose "forty-eight cities were so many universities," and whose

revenue surpassed England's universities. 142

Harrington also praises the study of the "Holy Scriptures" in their original

languages of "Hebrew and Greek" by juxtaposing the relevance for such training

alongside the need to understand the "circumstances. persons, things. times and places,"

among speakers of the same language for effective communication. let alone those of a

different language or era. 143 The following passages probably represent most clearly

Harrington's humanist hermeneutics, with its emphasis upon an analysis of the linguistic

and contextual particulars of the Bible, or any ancient text. An approach he does agree

with the clerics on versus the more radical Puritan spiritists.

Wherefore to the understanding of the Scripture, it is necessary to have ancient
languages and the knowledge of ancient times.... We are commanded (as hath
been said more than once) to search the Scriptures: and whether do they search
the Scriptures that take this pains in ancient languages and learning. or they that
will not. but trusting unto translations only. and to words as they sound unto
present circumstances (than which nothing is more fallible or certain to lose the
true sense of Scriptures). pretend to be above human understanding. for no other
cause than that they are below it,?144

142 This is what Harrington argues for in that part of his Art "Containing the Religious Part of
This Model Proposed," 678-682. See also his "Certain Maxims" at the end of his DSS. 752. In regards to
tithes, Harrington states that it "cometh up so close unto the orders of Israel as in our days may sho« that
a commonwealth may come too ncar that pattern to be liked," This is the ninth parallel. Sec 680.

14, Occana, 306.
1·lt It'd 'O( - '0711 .• _' ) -' .
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It is in this context that Harrington subtly reveals his view that Grace, or that Scriptural

revelation confirms Nature, or natural reason.

But in searching the Scriptures by the proper use of our universities, we have
been heretofore blessed with greater victories and trophies against the purple
hosts and golden standards of the Romish hierarchv, than anv nation: and
therefore, why we should relinquish this, upon the presumption of some that
because there is a greater light they have it, I do not know. There is a greater
light than the sun, but it doth not extinguish the sun; nor doth any light o{God's
giving extinguish that of nature, but increase and sanctify it. 1-t5

These initial observations of Harrington's regard for the Scriptures indicate that

the Bible, for him, was more than just one historical text among many. Rather, he

revered it as divine revelation requiring translational and interpretive care. As will be

shown, the methodical effort with which he defended his analysis of the Hebrew

Commonwealth indicates an epistemological commitment to its political viability as

opposed to his employment of it as mere decoration and ornamentation to rally a

religious audience to his commonwealth cause.

Harrington's Natural Principles of Government:
Writing Politics Out of Nature

The complexities and intricacies of Harrington's model republic will not be

rehearsed here, as it is only necessary for my purposes to present his political principles

and constitutional outlines which evidence the formative influence of the Scriptures, and

more particularly his political use of the Hebrew Commonwealth.

The Hebrew Commonwealth as the Exemplar of Ancient Prudence

In the 'Preliminaries' of Oceana, Harrington categorizes his principles of

government as political knowledge sourced in ancient and modem prudence, distinct

eras of paradoxical political philosophy culled from Giannotti's historical

periodization.i'" He claims ancient prudence was "first discovered unto mankind by

God himself in the fabric of the commonwealth of Israel, and afterward picked out of

his footsteps in nature and unanimously followed by the Greeks and Romans:,1-t7 who

made subsequent discoveries of the same political material. Harrington though explicitly

established the ancient primacy of the Hebrew Commonwealth.

14~ lbid., 307.
146 For further discussion on Harrington's contrasts between ancient and modem prudence. see

397-~01. In Politicaster, 711-71.2. Harrington disputes Wren's argument against his use of Giannotti.
147 Oceana, 161. 1.iljeurcn explains that th is passage is found in the Preface of xcldcn' s De jure

naturali & gentium. Sec James Harrington's Oceana, .235.
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Ancient Prudence in the Advice of Jethro: Exodus 18:13-27 - Harrmztnn's
Hermeneutic of Heathen Counsel b

Harrington derived the biblical basis of ancient prudence from the

commonwealth advice given to Moses by his heathen father-in-law. Jethro of Midian.

found in Exodus 18:13-27. The historical interchange between Moses the divine Jewish

lawgiver, and Jethro. the pagan Midianite ruler, represents Harrington's fundamental

warrant for putting the Hebrew Commonwealth to political use and probing pagan

sources.

That part of this commonwealth which was instituted by Moses upon the advice
of Jethro the Priest of Midian (Exodus, 18), as I conceive an heathen. are unto
me a sufficient warrant, even from God himself who confirmed them to make,
further use of humane prudence wherever I find it bearing testimony unto itself.
whether in heathen commonwealths or others. And the rather because so it is.
that we who have the holy Scriptures, and in them the original of a
commonwealth made by the same hand that made the world, are either altogether
blind or negligent of it, while the heathens have all written theirs, as if they had
no other copy. 148

Harrington considered the Hebrew Commonwealth as the exemplary model, and given

his analysis of the divine endorsement of Jethro's advice. understood God as sanctioning

it with his divine imprimatur as a political prefiguring of the natural discoveries of the

ancient commonwealths. Moses' unqualified acceptance of Jethro's advice permitted

Harrington to mine ancient prudence for commonwealth principles reflected in the

biblical text, but which were not discoverable in modern prudence. His comments do not

seem to suggest that he resorted to non-biblical material for political purposes after he

discovered the Exodus 18 passage. Rather. given his emphasis upon God's creation of

Israel's Commonwealth, the world, as well as pagans and Christians alike, he believed

God deposited the same political principles and natures in both, which further supports

his general hermeneutic of Scripture confirming Nature. As Pocock notes:

Even at Sinai, however. the republic had not been a simple matter of
revelation. Harrington insisted that the orders of civil society. which it developed
and embodied, were accessible to human reason, and that God did not act
contrary to the intelligible natural order.1~c)

In The Art, Harrington considered it legitimate to compare "heathenish"

legislators and commonwealths with Moses and Israel. because "Jethro. bcinu an

heathen, informeth Moses of the orders of his own commonwealth. which also was

148 Oceana, 177.
149 Pocock. ,\lach/mA/ian Moment, 398-399. Harrington did not believe there was a fundamental

difference between the governance of Christians or heathens because both had the same natural frame.
"As the natural bodv of a Christian or saint can be no other, for the frame. than as hath been the natural
body of an Israelite 'l)(" of a heathen; so the political bodies or civil governments of Christian" or saints can
be ';0 other. for the frame, than such as have been the political bodies or civil governments of the
Israelites or of the heathens." See AP, 776. C\'.
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heathenish." Though Jethro's advice hardly qualified as direct revelation from God, but

merely civil guidance from Midian s own political experience. "in Scripture is both

Jethro joined with Moses, and the commonwealth of Midian with the commonwealth of

Israel." If Scripture links the divine commonwealth with a pagan one. then \\hy. asks

Harrington. "cometh it to be irreverent or atheistical, as some say. in politicians ... to

compare ... other legislators or politicians. as Lycurgus. Solon, with Moses. or other

commonwealths, as Rome and Venice, with that of IsraelT,I5o Harrington not only

employed Jethro's advice as a textual authority for his use of heathen politicians and

commonwealths in Oceana, but also as the basis for Israel's lower judicatures, which

"were transcribed out of another government, though heathen, as namely that of

Midian."I5I He reiterates the influence of Midians political structures upon Israel in

Prerogative, stressing that "neither God nor Christ ever instituted any policy whatsoever

upon any other principles than those of human prudence." Israel's "inferior courts, ...

were transcribed by Moses out of the commonwealth of Midian, upon advice of Jethro

his father-in-law." I52

Orders of Oceana: Natural Political Observations of the Ancients

Harrington demonstrates the governmental principles of a commonwealth by

illustrating the manner in which natural political reflection proceeds in deriving them, I~3

and proceeds to prove that his principles of power and authority. the agrarian balance

and rotation are intrinsically inherent and discoverable in God's natural order.

Principles of Ancient Government: Power and Authority

Harrington purports to proceed beyond the ancients, "To go mine own way" as

he states. to trace the two-fold nature of "the principles of government." but which

nevertheless "follow the ancients." These are authority. which represent the internal

"goods of the mind," such as "natural or acquired virtues," and power and empire.

which represent the external "goods of fortune" such as "riches" as well as goods of the

"body. as health, beauty. strength..·154 Domestic empire is established upon dominion

defined as real property in land. money. and goods. while the proportioning of lands

defines the balance of dominion, and hence the nature of an empire, or its go\crnment

150 I' f. ')9.: It. ~L .

151 Ibid., 6,:i2.
15~ Prerogative. ,:i.n. See also Politicastcr. 713. Harrington infers that the advice Jethro imparted.

to Moses meant that Midian practiced a similar judicature. 1\ lclarned highlights the historical e\C~CS1S ot
lxodus 18:13-27 and Deuteronomy I: 12-17 as to their political readings. Sl'C "Jethro's Ad\ icc." 3-41

153 01.'('01/0. 162-163, Hartington contrasts his understanding of the three civil forms. monarchy.
aristocracv. and democracy. \\ ith thatof Hobbes. stating that "Lev iathan is positive, ' , that there is no
other !.!.o\~rnment in nature than one of the three:' referring to monarchy.

~ 151 1b 'd 1("1I., L.
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This property balance leads to either an "absolute monarchy:' or a "government of

servants," an "aristocratical monarchy:' which is a "government of subjects:' or a

"commonwealth," which represents a "government of citizens:' like "those of Israel, of

Rome, of Holland.,,155 A sole proprietorship of land, or its possession consigned to a

few. overbalances the people in their ownership, and defines the empire as either a

monarchy or mixed monarchy. But, if the people retain ownership of the land. the

balance of dominion is united with them, resulting in a commonwealth.l " or. an

"empire" that "is popular.,,157 Government, which is most "natural" to the foundations

of any empire, rests entirely upon the division and allocation of property or land

distribution. 158

Power: Agrarian Balance and Equality In the Foundation of a
Commonwealth

Harrington explains that an empire must establish a law fixing the balance in

lands, called an "agrarian," in order to sustain its existence, as without it a

"government, whether monarchial, aristocratical or popular. hath no long lease." The

agrarian's primary power is its stabilizing quality in effecting the longevity of

governments. This law, he claimed, was "first introduced by God himself, who divided

the land of Canaan unto his people by lots," and was "of such virtue that, wherever it

hath held, that government hath not altered. except by consent: as in that unparalleled

example of the people of Israel, when being in liberty they would needs choose a

king.',159 Harrington seems to suggest that an agrarian law. by its very nature, is God

inspired. evidenced in his administration of it for his own people. which in tum,

prolonged the Hebrew Commonwealth until their remarkable request for a king.

Harrington hints at his reading of 1 Samuel 8:19 as evidence of a negative alteration in

Israel's government, and nothing short of a civil blunder. Even his poem. "On the

Political Balance," from An Essay Upon T1I'0 of Virgil's Eclogues (1658), alludes to

Israel's rejection of God, and hence her original balance. In the marginalia, Harrington

records, "As when the balance was popular. I Samuel. 8:7. When monarchial. Jeremiah.

27:9, 10, 11'-,"

Nature is that preservd which God began:
The soul of empire and the soul of man
(Though each of heavn be the diviner seed)

1" P . ttl.. rcrogattve, '-t'-t ,

1:'60ccllna, 163-164.
1'7 I - ~l. Prerogative. '-t)'1. ., ..

I'S Ibid.. .:'6'+-.:'6.:'. According to Toland. Harrington's most critical contribution to political
philosophy \\as that "cmpircjollows the Balance ofPropertv" Sec ()Cl'U'W, \\ iii.

I'" Occ.ma. 164.
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Bodies by various temper shape and feed.
Where elements are strong, or where they faint,
'Tis life or death, be thou or wretch or saint:
Who other steps through blind ambition trod
Invaded not the throne of man but God. 160

Harrington is not suggesting that any sort of agrarian law is desirable. though as will be
---

seen, he did believe that Israel's was the most effectual because it established popular

government. In an allusion to Psalm 115: 116, Harrington states that "seeing God hath

given the earth unto the sons of men - that of a sole landlord (as Turkev) is not so

natural in the cause or foundation (as the timars).,-161

An agrarian law balances power, but authority must also be balanced, and "the

legislator that can unite in his government" this principle "with those of fortune. cometh

nearest unto the work of God, whose government consisteth of heaven and earth." Such

aspirations of unity are likened with Plato's remark, "when princes should be

philosophers, or philosophers princes, the world would be happy." and Solomon's

observation in Ecclesiastes 10:5-7, which, interestingly, Harrington merges with a line

from Tacitus' Germania 44 taken from Grotiuss Annotationes in T'estus Testamentum,

which also refers to Solomon's text.

There is an evil which 1 have seen under the sun, which procccdcth from the
ruler. Enimvero neque nobilem. neque ingenuum. nee libcrtinum quidcm armis
praeponere regia utilitas est. Folly is set in great dignity and the rich (either in
virtue and wisdom, in the goods of the mind, or those of fortune. upon that
balance which giveth them a sense of the national interest) sit in low places. I
have seen servants upon horses, and princes walking as servants upon the

th 162ear .

Harrington interprets Solomon's words as "sad complaints:' because ""the principles of

power and authority, the goods of mind and of fortune, do not meet and 1\\ ine in the

wreath or crown of empire!" In other words, Plato's philosophers are not princes.

Solomon's disparagement relates to an "evil under the sun," which is "the mire of

private interest."

From those principles of power which, balanced upon earthly trash, exclude the
heavenly treasures of virtue, and that influence of it upon government which is
authority. We have wandered the earth to find out the balance of power: but to

160 FE, 581, See Pocock's footnote 1.
161 Prerogative, -UJ. For further discussion on the Agrarian, sec also -W4--W7, and 459~4n The

passage reads in the NASV as "The heavens are the heavens of the Lord; But the earth He has ~I\l'n to the

sons of men,"
l(o~ Oceana. 169, Sec Pocock's statement here in footnote I. where he notes Liljegrl'n's comment

that such lise of Grotius "is hig,hly revealing of H's methods of composition," Harrington though Jl)('S

note Grotius name in the margin, Liljegren states that the Latin part of the quote above is .m C\,llt

quotation from Grotius accompanied by the words "Sic Tacitus in Germanin. Ol'l'OI1", :2 14
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find out that of authority we must ascend. as said, nearer heaven. or to the
image of God which is the soul of man.l'"

Harrington's reading of Solomon relates to his integration of power and authority

through debating and resolving.

Authority: The Debate and Result of the Commonwealth

Unity between power and authority rests in the elevation of the common

interests of man over the private interests of individuals and parties. Harrington divided

man's soul into the rivals of passion, whose reign results in "vice and the bondage of
'-

sin," and reason, which "is virtue and the freedom of soul." 164 He assumed that man's

soul (any man, not simply a saint), bears the image of GOd,165 which resides as the

empire of reason and not passion. Consequently, an empire of laws, or rule of common

reason, is to the liberty of a commonwealth as the reign of reason is to the liberty of the

individual. It is here that Harrington discusses his principles of debate and result in the

commonwealth, or how common reason brings forth virtuous laws.

Now government is no other than the soul of a nation or city; wherefore that
which was reason in the debate of the commonwealth, being brought forth by the
result, must be virtue; and for as much as the soul of a city or nation is the
sovereign power, her virtue must be law. 166 .

The political difficulty lies in "how the debate or result of a commonwealth is so

sure to be according unto reason, seeing they who debate and they who resolve be but

men.,,167 Harrington identifies this perplexity as an issue of interest or reason, which is

either private, and identified with rulers, or common, and associated generally with the

people. He links the common interest of mankind to laws of nature by resorting to

Richard Hooker's Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity (1594-1662), and Hugo Grotius' De

Jure Belli ac Pads (1646). Hooker described a natural law among senseless creatures

as that which "directeth them, ... to their own perfection," and another "w hich toucheth

them as they are sociable parts united into one body:' and hence a "law which bindeth

them each to serve unto the others' good, and all to prefer the good of the whole, before

whatsoever their own particular:'168 Grotius explained that though "creatures arc

naturally carried forth unto their proper utility or profit:' some "abstain ... , either in

163 Ibid.
164 lbid., 169-170.
165 SP, 837. Toland produced this tract from Harrington's original manuscript still in hi"

possession on 28 December 1661 at the time of his arrest. See Pocock, Works, 118-119. and Toland.

Oceana, xxvii.
166 Oceana, 170. Pocock inserts a footnote indicating the first occurrence of "L!lhate" dilL!

"result."
167 lbid., 171.
It>S Ibid. From Richard Hooker's the [mrs oiEcclcsiastical Polity. I. iii. 5.
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regard of those of the same kind, or at the least of their young." From these. Harrington

understood a "common right. law of nature. or interest of the whole. which is more

excellent, .. , than the right or interest of the parts only ..·169 concluding that since man is

hardly "less just than the creature," surely he is able to "acknowledge also his common

interest to be common right.,,17o

Harrington defended his use of Hooker and Grotius against Wren s objections.

and in part, through I Timothy 5:8 and Matthew 7:7-12. Wren's assertion that "action in

Beasts is so different from the emanation of human Reason. that the Inferences from one

to the other must needs be very weak.,']71 Harrington accused him of deliberately

confusing "natural affection." which Grotius meant in regards to the sensation of

creatures towards their offspring, with "human reason," stating, "Doth it therefore

follow that the eminent degree of reason, wherewithal God hath endowed man, must in

him deface that natural affection and desertion in some cases of private for common

good, which is apparent even in beasts?" Marshalling I Timothy 5:8 to counter Wren

further, Harrington provokes him to consider whether or not one ""worse than an infidel

that provideth not for his own family:.\72 A commonwealth exemplifies a "great family:

and a family is a little commonwealth." Even beasts endanger themselves in "providing

for their families" and in doing so, "their whole commonwealth." Harrington is not

proposing a cause and effect relationship between animals and men. Rather. both man

and creatures share the sacrificial tendency to die to private interests to benefit

relationships. Since "we see it is with the creatures in this part, so we find it to be with

man. And that so. and more than so, we find it to be with man (who though he he evil

gin's good things unto his children. will work hard. lay up. deny himself, venture his

life for his little commonwealth) is thus farther demonstrated.' 173

Harrington confesses that man's proclivities towards private interest do not

consistently confirm a natural tendency towards choosing the common good. Persuasion

will not rid him of this propensity. which instead. requires "deposing passion and

advancing reason unto the throne of empire," 1N achievable by establishing "orders of

government as. like those of God in nature..·l75 These orders are that of dividing and

169 Ibid. From Grotius, De Jure Belli cu: Pacis. Prolegomena (Amsterdam, 1646). Sec Pococks

footnote -"1 on I71 .
170 Ibid. .
171 Wren. Considerations, 21. Harrington quotes Wren in Prerogative. but inserts his verbal

irritations into the text.
172 Prerogative. 414.
\7.1 Ibid. ,\ partial reference to Matthew 7:7-1.2.
I--t Ibid.. 4 I':=;.
I~'i Oceana, 17.2.
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choosing, which represent natural civil capacities Harrington claims God distri outed

among men.

To demonstrate these orders, Harrington resorts to an unlikely illustration of a

private and simple division of a cake between two girls. though both have an interest in

acquiring as much of the cake as possible.!" He is persuaded that if they can agree from

the outset that one will divide the cake and the other choose a piece. that both will

receive an equal portion, since regardless of who initiates the division. the parts will

surely be equal. If one girl divided the cake unequally she would most certainly forfeit

the greater portion since it would be in the interest of the other to take the larger piece.

An equal division insures that both parties will receive what is in their best interest. and

hence common right, to which Harrington exclaims "0 the depth ofthe wisdom of

God!" and "by the mouths of babes and sucklings hath he set forth his strength," 'n

Harrington believed this simple illustration clarified "the whole mystery of a

commonwealth, which lies only in dividing and choosing:·1 78 and part of God's natural

ordering:

Nor hath God (if his works in nature be understood) left so much unto mankind
to dispute upon as who shall divide and who choose. but distributed them for
ever into two orders. whereof the one hath the natural right of dividing. and the

h h . 179ot er c oosmg.

Constitutionally, these natural functions of "dividing and choosing. in the

I f h I h . db' d 1"'\80 P kanguage 0 t e commonwea t, IS e ating an reso vmg. or, as ococ

summarized, a "method of mechanizing virtue. of distinguishing and distributing the

elements of the decision process so that men were obliged to act disinterestedly ..·181

Harrington claims that "the debate of the few:' represents "the wisest debate:' and "the

result of the many ... is the wisest result." God himself. "who doth nothing in vain."

actually "divided mankind unto the few. or the natural aristocracy. and the many. or the

natural democracy." 182 These natural orders translate institutionally into an aristocratic

senate that debates and proposes laws and a democratic assembly that resolves and

enacts them,I83 Harrington exclaims that "there is not that order in art or nature that can

176 Harrington explains that his choice of illustration was intended to aV,oid offcn-c. thoug~ Wren
was somewhat put off by the figure. and emphasize the principle of equality and l'l)(1l1l1011_ interest
resulting from these two orders. and not those parties dividing and choosing, See Prerogative. 4\:".

~ 177 Oceana. 11'2. Harrington quotes sections of Romans II :33 and Psalm 8:2 though he docs not

identifv these references.
- n Ibid.

I~<) Ibid.
180 Ibid.. 174; Prerogative, 416.
181 Pocock. .vlachiavcllian Xlomcnt, 39-l.
IS2/>rerogatin'. -ll(); Oceana. 173.
IS; Ibid.. 417; OCL'O!/o. 174.
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compare with a popular assembly. The voice of the people is the voice of God.' After

all, even "Solomon and Machiavel agree that "in a multitude of counselors ... there is

h ,,184 H b . f1 .strengt . e comments ne y upon the executive order and then summarizes the

essence of a commonwealth.

The commonwealth consisteth of the senate proposing. the people resolvinc. and
the magistracy executing, whereby partaking of the aristocracv as in the senate.
of the democracy as in the people, and of the monarchy as in the magistracy it is
complete.18S . ' '

Harrington's model commonwealth represents an empire of laws. resting upon a

balance in the dominion of property and mind, with the common interest of the whole

secured through two fundamental orders of dividing and choosing or debating and

resolving. He claims to have "transcribed the principles of a commonwealth out of

nature," which contains no other orders, and submits the precision of his analysis "unto

God and to the world. Unto God in the fabric of the commonwealth of Israel, and unto

the world in the universal series of ancient prudence.".J86 This transition to analyzing the

Hebrew Commonwealth first within the tradition of ancient prudence. seems to confirm

a hermeneutical inquiry of the Scriptures which reads them as confirming what Nature

demonstrates politically. 187

Oceana as an Equal Commonwealth Structure: Equal Agrarian and Equal
Rotation

Harrington stressed the uniqueness of Oceana among commonwealths, even as

compared to Israel's, in that it is equal in its entire constitution, or "equal both in the

balance or foundation and in the superstructures," meaning her "agrarian law and in her

rotation.,,188 Together, they represent "the fundamental laws of Oceana, or the centre of

hi I h ,,189t IS commonwea t .

The agrarian law establishes the foundation of a commonwealth, and considered

"equal" if it is "perpetual" in nature, by which Harrington means it settles. safeguards,

and perpetuates "the balance of dominion." Such an equal balance secures a popular

land distribution by law. prevents the dominion from being established \\ ithin the

authority of "the few or aristocracv,"·190 and maintains "cquality in the root.,,191 Rotation. .

IXI Ibid.• 391. Harrington alludes to Proverbs II: 14 and 2-L6 in regards to Solomon.
IX';

. OC(,([I1£1. 174.
1Xt'lbid.
187 Ibid. Harrington immediately launches into the manner in \\ hich Israel l'YIlk'lh cs his

observations. which I take-up in my next section.
IXX Ibid.. 180.
IX') Ibid.. 23 I.
190 Ibid.. 180. Sec also .·/r/. 609.
\')1 Ibid.. 23 I.
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485.

relates to the successive elections of magistrates, or alterations in the composition of

rulers in the superstructures through popular suffrage and ballot. and ~!Uards against a
~ ....

"prolongation of magistracy. ·.192 Popular suffrage through "an equal rotation" transfers

the equality established through the agrarian into "the branch, or exercise of sovereign
,,193 H . . 0power. arnngton summanzes ceana as an equal commonwealth.

An equal commonwealth . . . is a government established upon an equal
agrarian, arising unto the superstructures or three orders, the senate debatinc and
proposing, the people resolving, and the magistracy executing by an equal
rotation through the suffrage of the people given by ballot.'?'

Harrington concludes that his "reasoned" commonwealth. Oceana. represents ..the first

example of a commonwealth that is perfectly equal," and states quite categorically that

history does not evidence the existence of such a model. Israel lacked rotation in her

Sanhedrin because her rulers were established for life. As for Venice's role in

constructing his equal commonwealth, ..though she come the nearest. ... , is externally

unequal." Venice is not quite Harrington's exemplar model which early moderns

understand it to be.

Nevertheless Venice internally and for her capacity is by far the most equal,
though she hath not in my judgment arrived at the full perfection of equality:
both because her laws. supplying the defect of an agrarian, are not so clear nor
effectual at the foundation, nor her superstructures by the virtue of her ballot or
rotation exactly librated, in regard that through the paucity of her citizens, her
greater magistracies are continually wheeled through a few hands.l'"

But whether a "commonwealth be equal or unequal." it incorporates ..the three ~enL'ral

orders, ... of the senate debating and proposing. of the people resolving and of the

. . .. 196
magistracy executing.

The constitutional outlines and political mechanisms of Harrington's model

republic are thoroughly detailed throughout Oceana's thirty orders, summarized in the

"Epitome of the Whole Government," and elaborated on further in Book III of The

:11'1. 197 Harrington also published condensed versions of his larger model such as Brief

. 198 . h
Directions (1658). The Rota (1660), and The Hays and .\leans (1660). to eit er

address requests for clarity, or engage later interregnum debates on new-modelling the

govcmrnent.

I')
2 lbid., I8 1. . . 474

1')1 Ibid.. 2.3 1. See also Prerogative, 472. Harrington discusses six t: pes of rot.iuon trom -

\9.t lbid., 181. Sec also Prcrovutivc, 424 and .'/rt. 613 for similar definition- of an equ.i]

C0l11111011 \\L';J Ith.
11)<; lbid., 182.
1% Ibid.. 184
1'17 lbid., 333-_,.37; Art. ()()2. 664-668.
1')1' BD. 590-597; Rota. 809; 11'.\1. S]4-S2().
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Harrington's Republican Model:
Moses' Model Commonwealth - Writing Politics Out of Israel

Harrington proceeds to confirm his natural orders scripturally from the Hebrew

Commonwealth, and Israel's testimony to his copy is detailed meticulously in chapter 2

of Book 2 of The Art, titled "Showing What Commonwealth Israel \\'as:,199 What I

attempt in this section is to explain Harrington's reading of Israel's Polity. which

includes his rabbinic research, and then demonstrate how he incorporated its

constitutional particulars into Oceana. I conclude that the nature of his use is

paradigmatic, and in part, based upon his differentiation between Israel's power and her

authority as a civil exemplar.

Orders of the Hebrew Commonwealth: Division of Israel

Genealogical Division: Popular Assembly of Israel

"All political methods," Harrington states, ..that are collective of the people must

necessarily begin with a distribution or division of the people"'~oo He locates Israel's

method of genealogical tribal division in Exodus 1:1-4, and her detailed rankings within

the tribes from Numbers 1:1-2.

Harrington understood from Numbers 1. that Israel was first divided hy ..ten

tribes. houses or families," with all the first born positioned as tribal princes. excepting

Levi. given its unique service before the altar of God.201 Israel's genealogical divisions

demonstrated "certain ranks, qualities or degrees." as evidenced by the census taken in

the wilderness upon her immediate departure from Egypt. These internal hierarchical

divisions included "phylarchs,' who ranked as "princes of tribes," and "patriarchs," who

were "princes of families ..,202

When Moses called for Israel's census III Nurnbers 1:18. he ordered the

"congregation," or as Harrington referred to it. "the political convention of the people:'

to assemble "after their families by the house of their fathers, according to the number

ofthe names, from twenty years old and upwards.' He conflates the list of tribal heads

or princes of Numbers 1: 5-15 with the number of military men counted within each

tribe from Numbers 1:20-43. and arrives at the census tally of603.550 of Numbers 1:46.

Harrington referred to Israel's military population as the "muster-roll in the twcl ,c

II)!) 1 will be transitioning in my discussion on the Hebrew Commonwealth mainly between

OCl'(/f1(/ and Art.
coo I' ('")1"II. L ,

cOl OCC(l1w. 17--l-175,
'Ill"' ....., 1- -/r/. 6_ ,
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tribes.,,203 The phylarchs then led Israel's "armies of the commonwealth," into battle.

which were divided further into "four brigades" containing three tribes. all surrounding

the tabernacle as they proceeded.i'"

Harrington delineates the second category of Israel's genealogical division from

Numbers 26:5-50, noting the twelve tribes with their various and numerous families or

patriarchs. He clarifies that he does not believe the text equates patriarchs with sinule

families, but rather with a "lineage or kindred," and that those families listed were "the

greatest about the plantation of the commonwealth." 205

Local Division: The Land of Canaan and the Agrarian Balance

Israel's next division was geographic, or local. and by lots in the land of Canaan

among the twelve tribes.i'" an order of division which Numbers 26:53-56 and 33:54

indicate Israel was commanded to execute before she entered Canaan.i'" From Israel's

local order. coupled with the popular division of Canaan according to families.

Harrington concluded the establishment of popular government in Israel. 2011 The

institution of an agrarian law for Canaan, known as the Jubilee land law, fixed the lands

allotted to families such that they "were immovably entailed upon the proprietors and

their heirs forever." But should land be transferred, through sale or otherwise. the

Jubilee Law required it to be returned to the original proprietor after fifty years.

Harrington states that the only indication for a lawful accumulation of land \\ as through

"casual inheritance," or by "marriage with an heiress, as in the case of Zclphehad, or his

daughters. ,,209 He condenses this aspect of Israel's agrarian.

The whole people of Israel. through a popular distribution of the land of Canaan
among themselves by lot, and a fixation of such popular balance, by their
agrarian law. or jubilee. entailing the inheritance of each proprietor upon his
hears forever. was locally divided among the twelve tribes.i'"

20, Ibid., 621-622. Harrington itemizes each of the tribes along with their princes and numbered

men.
201 Ibid., 623. The pattern and order of the march is in Numbers 10: 14-28. and tho~g~ Judah.

Reuben. Ephraim and Dan are all designated as standard bearers with three can~ps each, the ?Ibllcal tnt
makes no mention of a Lion, Man. Ox. or Eagle as representative of these brigades. Harrington mo-t
likely observed this in Grotius' Opera Omnia Theologica. See Pocock's footnote at 3 and -l ~)(1 623.

20S lbid., 624. This Numbers passage actually represents the second census Liken att~r the plague
of God upon Israel for committing idolatry and fornication with 1\ loab and \ 1idian. ,1I1d ~ncludes the
second totaling of Israel's rnilitarv capacity. But what differentiates the Numbers I passage tram chapter
26 is that specific families arc ind'icated through which Canaan was to be divided

20l! Oceana, 174-175.
207 -irt ( "' I.l' . )_.
20S lbid ()",'"
2[1') n.,;d:: ()"'~. The exception indicated in regards to the daughters or Zl'lL1phehad is found in

Numbers 36.
21il Ibid.
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These genealogical and local divisions represented the "assemblies of the

people," who were gathered together in the wilderness on specific occasions "by

trumpets (Numbers, 10:7) unto the cougregation.':"! When the "congregation of the

people of Israel assembled in a military manner (Judges, 20:2 ):. she "had the result of

the commonwealth, or the power of confirming all their laws. though proposed even by

God himself, as where they make him king (Exodus, 19).,·212

Royalist Reponse to Harrington's Agrarian Division

Henry Feme contended with Harrington's agrarian balance, claiming that it

cannot "stand so steady in his form as in a well tempered monarchy:' and characterized

it as "some other levelling order," which required man's nature "first to be new

modelled" before it could be realized.,,213 Harrington responded by proving Israel's

popular balance through a detailed elaboration of the division of Canaan from Josephus'

Against Apion, whose accounting concluded that approximately three million acres

could have been divided between the 603,350 numbered military men as listed in

Numbers 1:46. 214 A four acre allotment to each man totaled at least two million four

thousand acres, with a remaining five hundred thousand acres reserved "for Joshua's lot.

Caleb's portion, with the princes of the tribes, and the patriarchs or princes of families."

This proportion of land allowance between the people and rulers demonstrated that

Israel's agrarian was a popular balance, since the rulers "holdeth not above a sixth part

in the balance with the people.',215 Harrington argues similarly for Israel's popular

balance in The Art, where he reiterates the geographical analysis of the division of

Canaan.r '"

Wren not only accused Harrington of overemphasizing Israel's agrarian m

Oceana, claiming "the examples of an Agrarian are so infrequent that Mr. Harrington is

constrained to wave all but two Commonwealths, and can find in the whole extent of
. . ., 11 217

History only Israel and Lacedaemon to fasten upon," but nusmterpretmg It as \\\.' .

Wren's argument against the applicability of Israel's agrarian reveals the extent to

which he understood Harrington's use of it. though he stressed its legitimate

~II Oceana, 175.
~12 Ibid.. 175,
~13 PP. 370. _
21-1 lbid., 379. Harrington is actually referring to Abderites analysis. though the tl~al een:us

- . . ~ ducti I b d nen 'll't .r the plague to be that l1! 60 I. 7,()taken in Numbers ~6:) I indicates a re ucuon III t ie num ere I .u ic c-

~15 Ibid. . di ., I I
216 .irt, 63~. Harrington did not believe that the law was applied so cvenl~' lor Ih~ .~\ 1"lon II l ie

land. Accordinu to his understanding of Josephus' account. the surveyors entered 1111l) their lot-book ,1Il

estimated l!.llCS; of the proportion each tribe would receive. ,
~I~- Wren. Considerations. n Harrington quotes this text in Prerogative, 460.
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interpretation must be understood through the context of Abraham's obedience to God

in departing his native country for Canaan. God rewarded Abraham and his "posterity"

by granting them Canaan, and though the Israelites kept faithful records of their lineage.

when it was time for the "impletion of the Promise. There was no Man that was able to

make out his descent from Abraham by Jacob, but had an unquestionable Title to the

Possession of the Land, and consequently it was necessary to divide the Land viritim

among the people of Israel." 218 Harrington, states Wren, "thinks not upon the promise

of God to Abraham, but considers the Division of the Lands as a politick constitution

upon which the Government was founded, though in the whole History of the Bible

there be not the least Footstep of such a Design." To argue that Israel's agrarian "was

meant as Fundamental to the Government" was tantamount to ignoring the

government's ""45 year" existence prior to the agrarian's establishment. In other words,

"the Constitution of the Jewish Government by Mr. Harringtons compute ... bears date

before the sending the dozen spies to discover the Land, but from that Action to the

Division of the Land was 45 years, Jos. 14.10 .' ,219

The Agrarian Land Law of Israel: A Political Foundation of
Oceana's Government

Harrington responded to Wren's arguments regarding his use of Israel's agrarian,

stating first, that he had indeed written of all the commonwealths, but that Wren actually

attacked "three of them," that is "Israel, Lacedaemon and Oceana..·220 As for \\'rcn's

assertion that the Scriptures failed to reveal the political nature of Israel's agrarian, or

any land law for that matter, Harrington demonstrates that "footsteps of such a design do

exist" in the Scriptures. He argued that not only was Israel's agrarian political, but

fundamental to her government by identifying three methods of dominion in Scripture,

one of which he claims to have incorporated into Oceana.

The footsteps of God, by the testimony of David, may be seen in the deep
waters; much more. by the consent of the whole Bible, in the land or in the
foundation of empire, unless we make the footsteps of God to be one thing and

• Y) I
hIS ways another."

His first biblical proof of an agrarian performing the political function of a

popular balance is situated in Canaan's division, when "God. by the ballot of Israel ... ,

divided the land" of Canaan by lot and thus "intended popular government." The second

represents the alteration of the popular balance in favor of the nobility, and affected

218 Ibid.
~ II) lbid.. 77-7'<'_
"ll .-- Prerogative, 461_
~~l Ibid" 4()~_
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when Israel requested a king in I Samuel 8:14. God commanded Samuel to demonstrate

to Israel "the manner of the king," who "will take your Jields and your vineyards. and

your olive-yards, even the best of them, and give unto his servants." He will also "lake

the tenth of your feed, and of your vineyards, and of your sheep:' and Israel s

"daughters shall come to be his cooks and confectioners. and your sons to run before

his chariot." According to Harrington. "from the balance to the superstructures. a more

perfect description of a monarchy by a nobility," cannot be found. His third example is

derived from Joseph's role as Egypt's administrator with his attempt to resolve the

famine crisis presented in Genesis 47:19-20. The people approached Joseph saying "Buy

us and our land for bread, and we and our land will be SeJTWI!S unto Phuroah"

Joseph's subsequent purchase transformed the balance to that "of a sole landlord or

absolute prince, with the miserable and yet necessary consequence of an enslaved

people. ,,222 Given these three scriptural instances, Harrington unequivocally states that

the commonwealth of Oceana finds its agrarian exemplar in the commonwealth of

Israel.

Now, the balance of governments throughout the Scriptures being of three kinds
and no other, the balance of Oceana is exactly calculated unto the most approved
way, and the clearest footsteps of God in the whole history of the Bible: and
whereas the jubilee was a law instituted for the ~reservation of the popular
balance from alteration, so is the agrarian in Oceana, _23

That agrarian which Harrington considered "the most approved way" which he

integrated into Oceana, was that established by God through the ballot of Israel, and

permanently fixed through the Jubilee land 1<.1\\. He believed the Scriptures proved that

empire followed property, and his other examples of the people's choice of a king. and

the self-inflicted slavery of Egypt, were indications of this. But Israel's government \vas

secured as a popular one through the agrarian law, which by its nature. establishes "the

balance of a government, in such a way that it cannot be altered." The popular division

of Canaan, which was ordained by God, proved that Israel's dominion wa« popular.

while the establishment of the agrarian as a law. also divinely ordained. secured it. God

therefore desired popular government for Israel. England transitioned to a popular

balance which now required an agrarian law, in the manner of a Jubilee land law. to

secure it. and therefore establish popular government. It \\as the effectiveness or an

222 bid '6') 1('"I11 .• -tL--tL'. I
223 Ibid .. 463. I assume Christopher Hill meant the same when he "(,I!L'd that ." ,~nlllC:(\lll was

., d II d I ~ Bibl .al jubilee which preservedcareful to point out that hIS agranan law W,IS exactly mo e e ~)n t 11.: Ill,'. ,1.:,. ' I"
'the proper balance of property' ..' See The English Biblc and the Seventeenth-s: In/lin Rc \ 01,,/1011, I{ .
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agrarian law in establishing popular government. already divinely sanctioned. which

Harrington extracted from Israel in his attempt to fix the balance in Oceana.

Harrington was hardly adopting any sort of leveling agenda or program. and

explained to Wren that "the agrarian of Oceana doth no more than pin the basket. which

is already filled," meaning that the property currently in possession is not "stirred. but

all entirely left as it was found.,,224 Oceana's balance will not be initiated like Israel's.

which was "introduced at the institution" and "by God, or Moses.' Rather. Oceana

experienced an "alteration in property," which "changed from aristocratical to

popular.,,225 Given "the voluability of the balance being apparent," legislators need to

discern the sort of agrarian law to implement to secure the "balance of government.'

Israel's law was characteristic of "entailing the lands upon certain families. \\ ithout

power of alienation in any case.',226 Oceana's agrarian law does not 1'0110\\' Israel's

method of entailing lands. Rather, Harrington' s method is "by the regulation of

purchases," whereby a "man's land shall not exceed some certain proportions - for

example, two thousand pounds a year." But should he surpass this amount. he is to

"divide" it in a "descending" order to his "children as soon as, being more than one.

they shall be capable of such a division or sub-division, till the greater share exceed not

two thousand pounds a year in land, lying and being within the native territory.,,227 It

was not the method of Israel's agrarian which Harrington extracted. but rather the law

itself as a political constitution.

Harrington states again in his argument with Wren, that "property '" in (keana.

"is taken as it is found, and not stirred an hair." Oceana's division is not related to

God's promise to Abraham regarding the division of the land of Canaan, which was

"made," while Oceana's is "found made:' and "each according unto the- law of the

government." The division of Canaan for Israel was a unique act of divine institution. It

would seem Harrington extracted as a fundamental constitutional principle from Israel

the very point which Wren contended against - that Israel's agrarian was intended to

establish the "foundation of the government.,·228 In other \\0 rds. it was a political

mechanism by which to establish popular government, "and whereas the jubilee was a

law instituted for the preservation of the popular balance from alteration. ~o is the

. . 0 ..1~l)
agrarian 111 ceana.--

))·1 It'd I c o• - 11., -t:"o.

~25 Ibid 1 "qI _. -t _ .

2~(, Ibid.
227 lbid., -160.
2~S I I . I I ~)Il _, -t(l_.

)"1 Ibid I '.- I .. -th.'.

Sl'C also .--/rt, 664 .
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Harrington is not suggesting that the exact nature of Canaan's division as to

specific land dimensions is modelled in Oceana, but rather the divine and natural law of

the agrarian as to its constitutional essence. Israel's agrarian law was paradigmatic. or

the original pattern and prototype for Harrington's popular balance in Oceana. It is also

important to stress that Harrington believed Israel was equal in her aurarian.230 meaninu
~. ~

that the popular balance would be preserved. Further proof that Harrington was after the

effect of Israel's agrarian law and not her particulars is found in the "Civil Part of the

Model Proposed Practicably" in the third book of The Art. which represents Oceana's

"first parallel" with Israel.

The balance of the commonwealth of Israel, through the distribution of
lands at the introduction of the same, became popular and, becoming popular.
was fixed by the law for the jubilee. That which l1'as sold shall remain in the
hands ofthem that bought it till the year ofjubilee,' and ill the jubilee it shall go
out, and he shall return to his possession, The ways in Israel and in the
commonwealth proposed. where the balance is not made but found. are divers:
but the agrarian laws in each, as to the end. which is preservation of the balance.
are of like effect.23\

The application of Isreal's agrarian represents a political parallel between Oceana and

the Hebrew Commonwealth, and one example of how Harrington was practicing the art

of writing out of Israel.

Orders of the Hebrew Commonwealth: Authority of Israel and System of Courts

The Senate Sanhedrin: Numbers 11:10-16 and Deuteronomy 1:9-16

Harrington considered the Senate or Sanhedrin of the Hebrew Cornmonwcalth.

inaugurated in Numbers 11:10-16. as the locus of authority. and according to

Deuteronomy 1:9-16, originally elected by Israel.v" a text of popular suffrage which he

would refer to as "the rule of Moses..·233 Harrington likely equated the election of the

Sanhedrin with this passage because of the reiteration of Moses' complaint of judicial

oppressiveness first found in Numbers 11: 10-16. His royalist opponents would debate

him on his use of it for a popular prerogative. as they read the creation of the Sanhedrin

from Jethro's advice in Exodus 18. Harrington also referred to the Sanhedrin as "the

supreme. and a constant. court of judicature.T''" \\"11Osc status \\as unique and

exceptional among common\'v'ealths because her legislator "\\as infallible," \\ ho

fi b It d b n -n." In this regard. Israel' s ~L'nlltcdelivered laws "as were not It to e a ere y I L: • -

',0 O I Q I_. ('t!(/J/(/, o't.

~.'I Art, 665. Harrington quotes from L.C\ iticus 25:28. "l'C footnote I.

~3~ lbid., 176, . . I" 1('-'
~3, DC:,,'. 7.'l) This will be discussed further below, but lIarrmgton rctcrs In I 1I~!l'\ wrce

~31 (h'('UIW, 294,
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originally operated in an "executive" capacity. or as an administrator of preexistinu law.

or "law made (Deuteronomy. 17:9, 10, 11 ).'~235

Jethro's Judicatures: Exodus 18:17-26

Israel's judicatory also consisted of lesser magistrates who. upon Israel's

settlement in Canaan, administered courts of law consisting of twenty-three elders who

sat at city gates throughout the land. These represented "that part of this commonwealth

which was instituted by Moses upon the advice of Jethro the priest of Midian (Exodus.

18)," and constituted the "executive magistracy subordinate unto the Sanhedrin..':~36

Harrington referred to these local judicatures as the "inferior courts." or branches. as it

were, of the Sanhedrim,,,237 and even the "lesser Sanhedrim.Y"

Harrington defined the members of the Sanhedrin and lower courts as the

"ordinary magistrates" of Israel's Commonwealth, whose "institution and election"

proceeded through the proposition of Moses to the "congregation of the Lord."

According to Deuteronomy 1:13, Moses proposed that the people ..take ye H'ise men.

and understanding, and known among your tribes, kai katastaso and I will make (or

constitute) them rulers over yoU.,,239 Harrington emphasized the Greek term to

"constitute:' which he did not equate with the authority to singly appoint rulers, to prove

that Moses' authority modelled that of a lawgiver, like Solon. as opposed to that of a

king.

Harrington believed that the ongm of these lesser courts pre-dated Israe l s

genealogical and local divisions, and were a consequence of Moses having to bear the

entire burden of the judicatory. After Jethro observed Moses' judicial procedure, he

advised him to institute a new approach. and "chose . . . able men out ofall Israel, and

made them heads over the people, rulers of thousands, rulers of hum/reds, rulers n]

fifties. and rulers of tens.',]AO Jethro counseled that their judicial activities should be "at

all seasons:' and their jurisdiction should extend only to "en',y small matter" to "bear

the burden with" him, who would decide "e\'e,y great matter" submitted from these

courts. Harrington read Exodus 18 as inaugurating two judicial authorities: )'Ioses

singularly acted as a court of appeals, while the prefectures would administer the burden

of lesser judicial matters. Harrington believed these judgeships were instituted when

Israel was an army, but which, according to Deuteronomy 16:18, continued when Israel

'1,· 6 177- lbid., 17 - .
216 lbid., 177.
'17 It'd ""7- 11 .• _X .
'18 n . -.."
_. I rcrogattvc. )-.'.
21') .irt, 6~X, I have transliterated Harrington's Greek terms.
2 III Ibid.. «~8-6.'2l) Quotation from Exodus IS ~-l-2:;,
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transitioned into a commonwealth: "Judges and officers shalt thou make thee in all thv

gates, which the Lord thy God giveth thee, throughout thy tribes; and they shall judge

the people with a just judgment.t'"

As for the formation of the Sanhedrin, Harrington did not interpret its

establishment as a service to aid an overburdened Moses. as some of his royalist

contenders assumed, but only to assist him in the appeals process, Judicial

apportionment through the lower judicatures had already relieved Moses of the lesser

court function. But, Harrington did not understand the appeals process as proceeding

according to Jethro's advice, which he believes explains Moses's statement in Numbers

11:14, that he was "not able to bear all this people alone:" to which the Lord responded,

saying "Gather unto me seventy men, of the elders of Israel, whom thou knowest to be

elders of the people, and officers over them; and bring them unto the tabernacle ot the

congregation, that they may stand with thee.' God's command that they "stand" with

Moses was symbolic of their judicial equality, and not evidence of Moses as a monarch,

as "crowns will have no rivals." These seventy would "bear the hun/en ofthe people

with" Moses, so he would not "bear it not alone,' as a monarch would. Moses then

"went out, and told the people the words of the Lord (which a monarch needed not to

have done) and gathered the seventy men ofthe elders ofthe people ...242 The Sanhedrin

shared "a joint political capacity" with Moses, who "was no king in their sense." In this

regard, Harrington read Numbers 11: 14-16 to prove that the Sanhedrin acted as an

appellate court alongside Moses, who was no monarch, as such would neither share his

crown, bear the burden of judgment with others, or propose to the people for their

consideration.

According to Harrington's understanding of Deuteronomy 17:8-12, the

Sanhedrin represented those "priests and Levites" to whom Moses directed the people in

their appeals over difficult controversies, and not an example of the Sanhedrin referring

cases to him, and hence proof of their political subordination. The Sanhedrin was only

authorized to stand with Moses, and thus "their power could be no more than was that of

Moses." Since Moses' own authority "were never more in the matter of lawgiving than

to propose unto the people." the Sanhedrin's authority was limited likc« isc: Scripture
'4,

never indicates that the Sanhedrin created law apart from the people, - -

Harrington's interpretation of Numbers 11:l-J.-l() is also found 111 his The

Stumblinv-Block oj" Obedience and Rebellion. where he argues ~U.2~11l1 that \ IOSl'S',,, .

~.JI Arl. 629, Quotation from Deuteronomy 16:18
~.J2 Ibid.
'.J1 Ib 'd (')0- I " L ,
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authority was not monarchical, and chides Heylyn for confusing Jethro' s advice in

Exodus 18 with the institution of the Sanbedrin.'!' But to demonstrate further to Hevlvn

that the Sanhedrin operated as a court of appeals alongside \loses when Israel was a

commonwealth, he resorted to Deuteronomy 17: 8-9 as he did in The Art.

'If there arise a matter of controversy within thy gates' (which plainly is
addressed to the Jethronian courts) 'too hard for thee in judgment. then shalt
thou come unto the priest and the Levite' (by which in the sense of all authors.
Jewish and Christian, is understood the Sanhedrim) 'or to the judge that shall be
in those days' (the suffes of dictator) 'and they shall show thee the sentence of
judgment;' whence, by the clear sense of Scripture, all matter of appeal in Israel
lay into the Sanhedrim.t"

Harrington argued similarly with Feme in Pian Piano. who also assumed that l\ lOSeS

instituted the Sanhedrim upon the advice of Jethro, and stood as "chief in the whole

t
,,246govemmen.

Orders of the Hebrew Commonwealth: Rotation and the Ballot

Harrington delineates the exact nature of Israel's complex election methods

through the assistance of the Talmud, as well as Grotius and Selden. the latter of whom

Harrington referred to as "the ablest Talmudist of our age or any ..·2.n

Harrington claimed that "Israel, from the institution of Moses to the monarchy.

was a democracy or popular govcrnment.t'<" because her agrarian law was fixed and

therefore equal. But her rotation was unequal and irregular in the Sanhedrin because its

members were originally elected for life. though her electoral method was subsequently

altered from a popular vote to ordination. This shift in electoral approach occurred

"without any precept of God," during the period of the Judges, and progressed through

to the captivity of Israel under Babylon, eventually influencing the election of church

leaders of the New Testament Christian era. Harrington would differentiate between the

Jewish Commonwealth and that of the Hebrew Commonwealth. in part. based upon

differences in election procedures.i"

~.j.j ':B '\7'"'1, , - -'.
~.j5 Ibid.
~,l<, PP )7'\-'" 77.. _.) .
~17 Prerogative. 531.
~IX Ibid.. 5.2 8. .
~l" For Harrington's analvsis of the shift in Israel's election procedures, sec Book II ()j

Prerogative. ":\ Political DiscourseConcerning Ordination," written in response to H~I~1Jllnnd ". I Lt.'I/l~r
. " .P L" / Cl . '11 ! England (London 16"") and ,",e,lnLIl1 So! Resolution to ..\1\" Ouarcs. o] resent se 111 I It' 1711 c (I ,. _.' .

'.., , ~ ., I R r, d CI . ,/ ,. d P' I -stant Divines from .\/f\rl'!Jrl'StlntatlOl/\
J indication oj the Judgment of t Je £'.,01'11/(' 1711 l I( ,\, an 10 c. , . , , 0 • >' ,

" "H d (I d 1647) Harrinuton claims the-e hunb wereConcvrning Ordination. and Laving on of an s ~on on. .' z- _. '
.' • 0 o' .. <. I' CI ,"111 Vl fBook 1\ )t'Th' ·In ()~()-6"". \ ,UC(\I1CIsent to him "b, wav ot objection. Sec a so iaptet S - 0 c ( l... 0,.

. . '. .," I I d II ' J 'wish Comrnonwc.ilth IS tound ()(lcontrast bctw ccn the models ot the Hebrew <. Om111011\\ l,j 11 an ic e
6.3~-(3) dnd 6~X-6~l).
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Election of Israel's Sanhedrin and Lesser Magistrates

Israel's senate was unique given its divine commissioning and reception of

revealed law, established life-membership, and predominantly executive function.

Harrington believed it never practiced its authority of proposition until after its return

from the Bablyonian captivity.v''' But when Israel operated under her original orders

before her fatal transition to monarchy, the people, or the tribes, represented the basis of

popular suffrage.

Deuteronomy 1:12-17 provided Harrington with his Scriptural mandate for the

popular election of magistrates, a process which proceeded first through Moses

proposition to the people to "take ye wise men, and understanding, and known among

your tribes, kai katastaso and I will make (or constitute) them rulers over yoU.,,25 I

Harrington makes minimal mention of the electoral dynamics of this method in Oceana.

stating that it is "intimated" from Numbers 1L rather than demonstrated. For its

intricacies, he relies upon the Jewish scholarship of '"Talmudists.,,252

The Suffrage of Israel: Chriotonia, Kathistana and Psemphisma

Harrington's discussion of the nature of Israel's electoral process reveals his

exegetical method of examining extra biblical sources to determine the lexical

intricacies of word meanings which evidence his claims of Israel's popular government,

and method of debating and resolving.v" For my purposes, it is critical to establish the

lexical differences between two Greek terms which Harrington emphasizes as bearing

electoral import; that of chirontonia and chirosthia. He devotes the first chapter of his

'"A Political Discourse Concerning Ordination" in Prerogative to an analysis of their

distinct renderings from historical sources to compare with their biblical instancinu.t"

Chirotonia denoted a suffrage expressed through the holding up of hands, which

Harrington considered the more popular approach to the election of magistrates. \\ hile

chirosthia, or the laying on of hands, represented the more aristocratical method \\ hich

Israel adopted outside her original orders, the preferred method of ordination in the

"0_. Oceana, 176.
~51, 6,0

:11'/, ~()"

~5~ OC('OI/o. 176.
''i; Ibid 1(")--,- I., - ) _. th. ,""., " .
2'1 I'rcrovativ«. 50.2-506. Harrington resorts to the 12 century Greek l.cxicographcr SUllLIS In

, '. ". d th d f " lar suffrauc." ('\ idcnccd Inhis Lexicon. who explained that chirotonia represente a me 0 0 popu ~ , " .
Athens "bv the holdinu up of hands," and in Rome and other commonwealths through verbal

I I d' P'k' I d . f t l ... tes rcuardinu his use of I rasrnus and the \ \~ll'l\.nO\\ e ument. ococ' Hl C u es numerl1US 00 I (, ".' c- ~" -
" ~.. .: . I .,' - t' he d·t't',· 'r1C' - betw .cn these two term" throuuhILtrl"lngton also otters a rather extensive ana >SIS 0 t L I LIt: lS II .

Roman histories and accounts.
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Jewish Commonwealth, and "conferred by one man or a few men ..·2:':' He established

these same textual differences through an extensive exegesis of Acts 11:19 through

Chapter 14 with the aid of the Christian humanist exegete Erasmus. and his "In Acta

Apostolorum Paraphrasis per Des" in Opera Omnia (Basle, 1540).256 \\'ith this. he also

resorted to Livy, Strabo' s Geographica. and Cicero' s De Natura Deorum to prove

popular government in the Roman provinces.i'" He even claimed to have demonstrated

out of Ephesians his textual findings from Rome, concluding that those particular

Roman cities and provinces visited by Paul and Barnabas under popular government

influenced them in their implementation of ecclesiastical election practiccs.i" As Jethro

was to Moses, so Rome was to Paul and Barnabas.

To demonstrate the existence of debating and resolving III Israel. Harrington

adds to his word study discussion an analysis of kathistana, which "signifies to

constitute or ordain," and relates to authority and proposition. and psephisma, defined as

"a decree or law" which "always implies the suffrage of the people" in respect to

"popular government.,,259 He arrived at these definitions by marshalling an array of

extra-biblical sources such as Dionysius of Halicamassus. Demosthcncs. Pollux. the

Constitution of Athens as well as the role of Romulus in Rome. 26o Harrington concludes

with a rather revealing comment on the role of studying pagan sources for determining

word meanings:

Have I not also discovered already the original right of ordination, whether in
civil or religious orders? This will be scandalous. How! Derive ordination as it is
in the church of Christ. or as it was in the church of the Jews. from the religion
or rather superstition of the heathens! I meddle not with their religion. not yet
with their superstitions, but with their ordination, which was neither, but a part
of their policy. And why is not ordination in the church or commonwealth of
Christ as well a political thing as it was in the churches or commonwealths of the
Jews or of the heathens? Whv is not election of officers in the church as \\ ell a
political thing as election of officers in the state?261

255 lbid., 50:2. It is important to note here that Harrington is disringuishingthc Jew ish practIce PI'
" ..' II f he d e of popular election under the IIchrcwordination within the Jewish Commonwea t 1 rom t t: proce ur

Commonwealth.
'''h lbid -(), -06.- I .• .) --) . . I
257 lbid., 506-516. Harrington even inserts correspondence between Pliny and Trajan ttl pnl\ c t ie

popular nature of some gtlvemments in Asia 1\1inor.
'''S bid - I t - I --, I 1 .,) "'t-,) .).

259 Ibid.. 516-517.
2hO lbid ~ I«.~ 19I ., _ \.) - .

'hi I' I - 19- I )Il .,.) .
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Harrington even claimed Philo "expressly said" that ). roses "introduced the

hi . ,,262 H li hi I . Ic zrotonza. e now app res IS exica research of these three key terms to their

respective uses in the Scriptures, and hence election of Jewish magistrates.

All ordination of magistrates, as of senators, or elders of the Sanhedrim. of the
judges, or elders of inferior courts, of the judge or suites of Israel, of the kine. of
the priests, of the Levites, whether with the ballot or "ira nJce. was performed
by the chirotonia or suffrage of the people.i'"

Harrington refers back to Numbers 11: 16, 24 and Deuteronomy 1: 9-16 to prove

that Israel's election method employed the chriotonia. kathistana, and psephisma. :\t

the inception of Israel's Senate in Numbers 11:16, 24. God commanded Moses to

"gather me seventy men of the elders ofIsrael, and Moses went out and told the people

the words ofthe Lord," which Harrington understood as proof that Moses "proposed the

dictate of the supreme legislator unto the chriotonia of the congregation." In

Deuteronomy 1:13-15, Moses proposed that the people "take H' ll'ise men, and

understanding, and known among your tribes, (kai katastso autos eph human

hyoumenos humon.) and I will constitute them rulers over you..' as further proof of the

people's chirotonia, adding:

Now how the people could otherwise take or choose these rulers of magistrate
thus proposed than by their chirontonia. let divines show: or notwithstanding the
constitution of Moses. both the senate of Israel and the inferior courts were
decreed by the chirotonia of the people.i'"

Dueteronomy 1:14 indicates that the people gave their consent or psephisma, for they

"answered and said, the thing which thou hast spoken is good/or us to do," to which

Moses, (katestasa autous hyeisthai.i constituted or ordained them governors,"

Harrington concludes that "you have the three words, or the three things, again. nor as to

the things, is it or ever was it otherwise in any cornmonwcalth.Y'"

Election of Competitors for the Sanhedrin and Jethronian Judges

Harrington described the electoral process of the Sanhedrin through the

assistance of Selden and his De Svnedriis. while Deuteronomy 1:13 provided the

election template. Every tribe "elected among themselves by their suffrages six ll'ise

men and understanding, and known among them.' Their names were subsequently

written and "delivered each in a several scroll unto i\ loses.' who gathercd the names of

"seventy-two competitors:' two more than required. i\ loses then "took two urns" and

~b2 Ibid. In footnote J, Pocock noll'S this reference III Philo's observation as being from his The

Special Laws, iv, xxx. 157.
26.' Ibid.
~(>l Ibid.. 5~O.
~(,' Ibid. Sec also 5_~O.
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into the one urn "cast the seventy-two competitors" presented by the people. and into the

other, "seventy-two scrolls, of which two were blanks. and seventy were inscribed with

the word 'presbyter'." Once this was finished, "the whole congregation prayed:' and

then "gave forth their lots." Lots were chosen simultaneously out of the "urn of the

competitors" and the "urn of the magistracies," and magistrates were chosen when their

name matched with "presbyter." But two candidates would choose blank lots. whom

Harrington believed were Eldad and Medad, which explains \vhy they "went not up into

the tabemacle.,,266

In that part of The Art which proposes the religious aspect of his mode I.

Harrington relates his "tenth parallel," which is Moses' institution of Israel's senate

through the electoral template of Deuteronomy 1:13. and mentions again the failure of

the lot to fall to Eldad and Medad. Harrington explains that the Apostles practiced the

"senatorian office" similarly, by requiring the congregation to make a choice of 1\\0

apostles to replace Judas, and where the "lot of apostleship fell upon Matthias."

Harrington concludes that this method of ordination which was first "instituted bv

Moses, and the prime of those which were taken up by the apostles. is both Mo-nical

and apostolical." Oceana will provide for similar ordination.26
7

Harrington concludes his lexical study by recalling those terms which evidence

popular suffrage in Israel. "Moses the legislator katestasa. constituted: the people

chirotonised; and that which they chirotonised was psephisnia. their decree." 268

Harrington expressed exasperation that his reasoned historical study and lexical analysis

contradicted what he called "times that are coifed with such opinions that to show

scripture to be reason is to make it lose weight with them, and to talk of the Talmudists
. f ,.169
IS to pro ane It. -

Thus, if this place in Scripture admit of no other interpretation. so much as I
have cited out of the Talmud (though otherwise. for the most part but a fabulous
and undigested heap) must needs be good and valid. In this manner. one or more
senators happening to die, it was easy for each tribe. choosing one or more
competitors accordingly out of themselves. to decide at the urn which competitor

~(,(, Ibid., 512. Pocock notes in footnote I that the "modem reader may need reminding at this
point how elaborate are the interpretations of the scriptural text by which H. arrives a~ t.his picture of t~e

Venetian ballot beinu carried out in the wilderness." Harrington though claims rabbinic scholars as his
source. He docs though qualify this by pointing his readers to Seldens De Svncdriis, ".' i\: 6-7, which
seems to have assisted him in his understanding of the election process for the S~lI1lJeJnn. ,-,eL' ~Iso Art,
(128. The passage which Harrington refers to in regards to Eldad and Mcdad is :\umbers ll~h For mo!c
on this process. and Harrington's understanding of the responses of Eldad and \ ledad, -cc ()d'W1l1. 1 I h

and PI', 3X-L ., . . . . . '. . . .,
~(,7 '/1'/ 681. l larrinuton refers his readers to his dlSCUSSll11l of apostolic ordination III BOllI-;. - .

. ~ b _ . _"") __ ,

chapter X. which cannot be in ./1'1. Prcrogutivc discusses this in book two, chapter v '-'L'C ".,S·"" ..
~(,x f) ..:;: ') ')rcro I!. (/I 1\ 'c', .' __ .

~(>') Ibid.
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so chosen should be the magistrate, without partiality or cause of feud: which. if
a man consider this constitution, was not perhaps so readil v to be done
otherwise.V" .

Harrington explains that the ordination of the "lesser Sanhedrim or inferior

rt " "1 t th f h S 271 TCOU s, was smu ar 0 at 0 t e enate. 0 prove Moses' authority of constitution.

he resorts to Deuteronomy 1:15-16, where Moses "took the chief ofyour tribes, llise

men and known, kai katestasa, and made them heads over you, captains of thousand,

and captains ofhundreds, etc." These became the Jethronian judges who sat in Israel's

cities who Moses "charged, , , saying, hear the causes and judge righteol/s(v,"272 In

The Art, Harrington again states that the election process for the Sanhedrin in regards to

the lot and urns was the same for these judicatures, as "the like, no doubt, was done for

the inferior courts, save that such elections (the commonwealth being once settled) \\ ere

more particular, and performed by that tribe only in whose gates that court \\ as

sitting.,,273

Harrington addressed the advantage of popular government as contrasted \\ ith

that of a saintly oligarchy in his Discourse Upon this Saying (1659). a response to the

Army's 11 May 1659 Humble Petition, and with this Deuteronomy 1: 1~ passage in

mind, which he referred to as the "rule of Moses." In his attempt to emphasize popular

government, he reminds his readers that the Bible plainly states, "Put not your trust in

princes," but "doth not anywhere say the like of the congregation of the Lord, or of the

people." Harrington then resorts to the Deuteronomy 1: 13 text, explaining that [\ lu"cs

commanded the people to choose "wise men, and known among your tribes, which he

would constitute over them as rulers, which meant that the people "were supreme both

in matter of religion and government." Proof, said Harrington, that by both God' s

command and Moses' example, "you have the spirit of the people trusted with all

matters either civil or religious.v " Among its various proposals in new-modelling the

government, the Army requested that those "entrusted, (with power or authority) be

such as shall be found to be most eminent for godliness, faithfulness, and constanc y to

the uood old cause and interest of these nations." Harrington understood their appeal to
b

exclude the people's prerogative, and quotes the Deuteronomy passage again. stating

that if the people are made "judges, without which it is impossible there should be anv

270 Art, 6:28. Pocock Illltcs in footnote 3 that it is difficult to know for certain which one ll! the
" . ." I b L'\', tates that this explanation of Israel's electionJewish writers Hamnuton IS referring to iere, ut I jcgren s ~ " , (

ofthe Sanhedrin is found in xcldens l i.: ..··..'vncdriis II. 4. 6f. Sec James Harrington's Occ.ina. :2-t
l
)

'~I . -..,- Prerogative, ):2_,.
272 Ibid .. ):23-):2-t: .-/1'1. ()~9.
,~ .
. ' .irt, ():2S
271 n; ':,;. ix«
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well-ordered commonwealth." there was no other "rule" by which to proceed, ..than

according to Moses: Take ye wise men, and understanding, and known among your

tribes." Qualifications of "godliness" or "faithfulness to the good old cause:' as a test of

leadership would not usher in a "free state." Rather. it was sufficient to "leave the

people according to the rule of Moses. unto their judgment in these cases..,275 The

political importance which Harrington attached to the Deuteronomy text is instanced by

his use of it three times in this tract alone. He even refers to it again in his Aphorisms

Political:

Not the party which cannot govern without an army, but the party which can
govern without an army, is the refined party, as to this intent and purpose truly
refined; that is by popular election, according to the precept of Moses and the
rule of Scripture: Take ye wise men, and understanding, and known among your
tribes, and I will make them rulers over you.276

Though Harrington read the Exodus 18 passage as the popular election of Israel" s lower

judicature, he never referred to it as often as the Deuteronomy 1 text. He even explains

in Oceana that Israel never practiced hereditary succession in the Sanhedrin...though

there be little question but the 'wise men and understanding. and known among their

tribes.:" were those "which the people took or elected into those or other magistracies.

and Moses made rulers over them (Deuteronomy. 1:13).'·277 The reason for choosing the

Deuteronomy text may be found in its divine import: the Exodus 18 passage

incorporated Jethro's advice. and hence was not completely divine, while Deuteronomy

1: 13 represented a clear command from God to Moses to proposition the people, or

direct them to a popular election of their senate.

The Authority of Israel for Oceana's Superstructures

Harrington accused Wren, and other "divines" of attempting to "overthrow the

commonwealth of Israel," but claimed nevertheless that Oceana was untouchable. He

demonstrated that the political aspects of Israel's commonwealth were integrated into

Oceana.

I will give them my word they shall never be able to touch that of Oceana.
which, except in the hereditary succession and dignity of the princes of the tribes
and the patriarchs, and that the senate was for life. differs not from the former:
for as to the divers working up of the superstructures in divers commonwealths
according unto the diversity of occasions, it comes unto .no accounta?le
difference: and much (l conceive) of this carving or finishing 111 IS,rael (\i'~ICh
had it been extant would perhaps have shown a greater resemblance) IS lost.

275 It id 7~91( " . '

276 ,IP. 763, SCL' :XV.
'77- Oceana, 260_
'7S '1(' '6 I_. Prcrogativv ..... 1.1- .........
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Harrington's terminology of companson and connection between the two

commonwealths is important, and relates to his previous discussion with \\'ren

regarding the differences between power and authority, Oceana "differs not" from

Israel, despite the exceptions mentioned. Neither is there "no accountable difference" in

their manner of construction and architecture. And. had Isreal's model actually existed.

the similarities would have been starker. As further evidence of Harrington' s usc of

Israel's model, he explained that the numerical differences between her senators and

Oceana's are inconsequential given their populations, as Oceana's "three hundred ...

exceedeth not that of the seventy in Israel." It was not necessary for Oceana to retain

"the succession and dignity of the princes of the tribes and of the patriarchs" which were

only "ordained for the preservation of the pedigrees," which Christ's coming rendered

unnecessary. Neither was it constitutionally imperative to model Israel's senatorial

terms:

And that the senators were for life derived from a former custom of such a
number of elders exercising authority in Egypt (though not that of the senate till
it was instituted by God). from the descent of the patriarchs into that land. who
being at their descent seventy persons and governing their families hy the right
of paternity, as the people increased. and they came to die, had their successors
appointed in such manner that the number of seventy in remembrance of those
patriarchs was diligently prcscrved.v"

He comments similarly in The Art regarding the unnecessary transposition of the

exact numbers of senators from Israel to Oceana, which represents his "fifth parallel"

between them.

To dismiss this whole senate with one parallel: the institution of the seventy
elders in Israel ... , for their number, related unto an accident and a custom
thereupon anciently introduced. The accident was that the sons of Jacob who
went into Egypt were so many: these first governing their families by natural
right came as those families increased to be for their number retained a~d

continued in the nature of a senatorian council, while the people were yet lI1

Egyptian bondage. So we. haying had no like custom. have as to the number no
lik . d 2801 e In ucement.

To consider the original number of the senate' s members as an "accident" seems to

contradict his other contention that God had ordained it, and the Numbers 11 passage

includes the amount of "seventy" as part of that inspired process, But l larrington

stresses that the quantity of Senators is irrelevant, given historical dissimilarities and

population differences. Neither \\as it necessary to follow the pattern of division in

Canaan.

27') Ibid.. 464.
~Xll 7'..Ir/.6 .'.
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Again, the territory of Canaan amounted not to a fourth of our countrv: and in
government we are to fit ourselves unto our own proportions. ~or can a senate
consisting of a few senators be capable of so many distributions as a senate
consisting of more?81

In The Art, Harrington relates Oceana's system of courts to that of Israel's in his

"third parallel." He proposed the construction of various courts under the authority of

magistrates of tribes, "along with twenty justices elected at the hundreds," to function as

a "court for the government of the tribe called the phylarch." Harrington then instances

Deuteronomy 16:18: "Judges and officers shalt thou make thee in all thy gates which

the Lord thy God giveth thee throughout they tribes, and they shall judge the people

with just judgment." These were Israel's courts which consisted of twenty-three elders

who sat in the gates of Israel's cities, and who could render appeals to the Sanhedrin.

Similarly, Oceana's phylarch's would have "a court or two of appeal, eligible out of the

senate and people.,,282

Finally, Harrington states In his "seventh parallel" in The Art, that Israel's

"Sanhedrim made no law without the people, nor may the senate in the model." But

Israel's "Sanhedrim with the congregation might make laws; so may the senate in the

model, with the representative of the people. ,,283 It would seem that Oceana and the

Hebrew Commonwealth are political correspondents, and not uniform replicas in their

particulars. Harrington jettisoned Israel's cultural baggage as wholly unnecessary for his

model and possibly because they represented categories of power exclusive to its

governance. Harrington concludes his comments in Prerogative that ..these things

rightly considered, I have not varied from the authority of Israel in a tittle, there being

neither any such necessary use of pedigrees nor uninterrupted succession of elders for

life in Oceana." He highlights his term .'authority," a subtle indication that he is not

referring to Israel's power, or her sovereign province in Oceana's political and leual life.

Rather, Israel's prerogative over Oceana, or her authority, governs and directs (kl'ana's

constitutional framing as to structure and fundamental laws. such as rotation. the

agrarian, and the main orders of the commonwealth. Again, Hanington cxc laims that

"Oceana, cannot be wounded by piercing the authority of Israel, with \\ hich she is

d ' ."") x.+ ~ h d t tarme cap- a-pie, - or rrom ea 0 oe.

'KI .- Prcrcwutivc, 46-L .
2K2 Art, 6()8. It might be possible to conclude that Harrington choose his twcnr, -third IlrJL'1 til be

the establishment of these courts to match lsracls jlld~es.

2K; Ibid.. 67~.
's I .. ' Prt.'I"( I,\!' auvc, ..J64.
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Israel's Prerogative and Rotation in the Congregation - 1 Chronicles 27

Harrington, in his polemic against Rogers, claimed that he had "\\ritten the

commonwealth of Israel," and "from thence especially rotation is deriYcd"'::s~ Apart

from extracting the actual function of Israel's prerogative. it would seem that the

rotation he carved out for Oceana related to her very local tribal method of choosing this

24,000-member prerogative monthly, and out of which her local magistrates in the

senate and lower judiciary were chosen. Also, Israel's representative rotated through

the population annually. The correspondent seems to lie most particularly at Oceana' s

first level of election, or the parish.

Harrington understood Israel's prerogative to have consisted of a congregation

of military men numbering 24,000 combined delegates, or 2000 from each of the twelve

tribes, who sat for one month terms?86 1 Chronicles 27: 1-15 lists the twelve tribes as

standing monthly along with their commanders and officers, followed by a division of

24,000 under their command. Verses 16-22 include the tribal heads or princes whom

Harrington explained remained in their separate provinces as judges, and from where

they sent the required military reinforcements. His understanding of the complexity of

the prerogative's rotation from I Chronicles 27 was influenced by his reading of

Grotius Annotationes (1641).

Now the children of Israel after their number, to wit, the chictfathcrs and
captains of thousands and hundreds, and their officers that served the king in
any matter. of the courses which came in and well/ out month by month,
throughout all the months of the year. Cl'elT course, ll'ere twenty and jour
thousand. 2X7

Israel's congregation functioned as a military body, where ..thev were the

constant guard of the country," and as representatives, "in which they gave the vote of

the people at the creation of their laws and election of magistrates - ... monthly,··288

These men only stood for one month terms, and over the course of a year. Israel's

military population was completely rotated. Harrington concludes this discussion by

stating that "these things rightly considered, there remains little doubt but \\C have the
. . .. 289

courses of Israel for the first example of rotation III a popular assernbl y,

Harrington instances the law-making function of the prerogative from I

Chronicles 13: 1-3, which relates King David's desire to convcy the .vrk 0 f the Covenant

~X5 PSP. 758,
~x(> Art, (),,-l-()"5; Prcroc«:in'. -l7-l-47 5; AP. 77 I. L.\.\ I.
'x' G ' h f his Annotations as proof of this
-, I Prerogative, -In. l larriugton cites ronus ere rom

assertion. SL'l' Pocock's footnote ".
~X8 Ibid.
~xq Ibid .. 475.
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from Kiriath-jearim to Obed-edom, but who nevertheless propositioned the people

before proceeding with his plans. He inserts his parenthetical emphasis into the passage

to stress the King's authority of proposition and the people's prerogative.

And David consulted with the captains of thousands and hundreds, and with
every leader. And David said unto all the congregation of Israel, if it seem uood
unto you, and it be of the Lord God, let us send abroad to our brethren
everywhere (the princes of the tribes in their provinces) that are left in the land
of Israel, and with them also to the priests and Levites, which are in their cities
and suburbs, that they may gather themselves unto us: and let us brine azain the
ark of our God to us; for we inquired not at it in the days of Saul. And all the
congregation (gave their suffrage in the affirmative) said that they would do so:
for the thing was right in the eyes of the people. (Nulla lex sibi soli conscientiam
justitia sua debet, sed eis a quibus obsequium expectat. ) 290

In The Art, Harrington explains that this passage reveals that the nature of King David s

authority was not absolute, since he did not establish "any law than by the proposition

unto the people," and made "the people judges what was of God:' And though they

were "unanimous in their result" in favoring his proposal. their agreeableness should not

be interpreted as if "they could do no otherwise by a king, for they did not the like by

Rehoboarn.Y" whose kingship they rejected.

Harrington also claimed from 1 Chronicles 25: 1 that the representative capacity

of the congregation extended to the election of "priests, officers and magistrates," as

"David and the captains ofthe host separated to the service otthe SOilS ot Asaph. and 0/

Heman, and of Jeduthun, who should prophesy with harps. with psalteries and with

cymbals," Even King Solomon and Zadok the priest were established in their offices
. ~9~

through the congregation of Israel. - -

The Rotation of Israel's Prerogative Paralleled in Oceana

Like the agrarian, rotation represents a fundamental law of Oceana, and intended

to supply equal changes and shifts in the magistracy to insure a smooth succession of

rulers. It also attempts to include the entire body of people in the process, though "by

parts:':~l)J to insure that the common interest of the people is maintained.

290 Ibid. Pocock states Harrington inserted a marginal reference of "Grot e. Tcrtul" t:l1r "ga\ L'
their suffrage in the affirmative:' while the included annotation at the end is also trom Grotius. ~L'~

Opera Ol1u'tia Theo/. , I. 178. See also DL S. 736.
'I) I
- Art, 6 I9. , I I k hi
~,)~ Prerogative. '+75, Though I Kings I:~3 indicates that Solomon recL'lvc.l t 1C Ings tp as a

C • d hi ' t\bnth'lr the priest Iresult of the rebellion of Adonijah, while Zadok replace IS co-conspira or.' c '. "

.. ' " d I . of turninu the kinsdom over Il) his sonChronicles ~8 indicates that David actually inmate t 1e process :=- .• eo. • , " ,
. ' ., I Tid' ' ed into the \\ illinunc-'- l1t those 111 theSolomon with instructions tor building t ie emp e. an mqurr l .:=- .' 'I I

~. . -.; I l' th .n elected Kill" ot sracasscmbl, who would consecrate themselves to ItS construcnon ' Ll Lll110n xv: '0. L , c- ..
- I I I' ,/' , , ' J1 I I J 10k to hi' priest b\ the"tlu: second time," and anointcd . , , unto the Lore 10 1(' C III gm (I liar, ,1 ( ,( ( • .

congregation. who were propositioned to the \ ore by King Da\id.
~')1 (h'('UIW, I SI,
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Harrington instances six types of rotation in Prerogative related to the

. d I 294 B h .magistracy, senate an peop e. ut e discovered no rotation in Israel's Sanhedrin, as

her members were originally elected for life. After explicating the various differences in

rotation among Israel, Athens, and Venice, Harrington relates a sixth type which solely

describes Oceana, and when "a commonwealth goes upon it in all her orders: senate,

people, and magistracy. Such an one, taking in the many and being fixed upon the foot

of a steady agrarian, hath attained unto perfect equality.' He claims that "of this

example there is none, or you must accept of Oceana," whose rotation consists of "two

parts;" the electors are rotated annually, and those elected. triennially. 295 Oceana s

electors choose the other magistrates. but not all at once. but in "three steps." The first

step Harrington explains, is "at the parishes, where every fifth elder is annually elected

by the whole people," and which seems to find its parallel with Israel. Harrinuton

qualifies this step in parenthesis with "there is no doubt but there was some such order

in Israel whereby the monthly rotation of her congregation or prerogative, by election of

two thousand in each tribe, was preserved." Harrington's correlation of this "order in

Israel," and Oceana's local "parish" level of election, seems to be the manner in which

elected officials rise equally and directly from the people, and for Oceana. eventually

make their way into the assemblies. In Israel, choice was made of 2..LOOO to stand every

month in a representative capacity. which positioned an equitable amount from each

tribe through a well regulated process, but just how this occurred, Harrington does not

explain here. 296 But, Israel's local process of election which extended the elected into

the prerogative monthly, with annual cycles through the entire body, seems to represent

this parallel. Israel's method of rotation. which Harrington adopted from the example of

her congregation, was its local monthly tribal establishments of the representative.

Valerius and Publicola sheds more light on this connection between Israel and Oceana.

as Publicola attempts to explain the local electoral role of the people in establishing their

senate, as opposed to the representative assembly. and resorts to Deuteronomy 1:13.

They would not derive so immediately. nor rise so equally from the people. as
chosen in the precincts; because this way. every shire cometh necessaril- to ha~ c
a share in the senate; besides. wise men and understanding arc better known 111

their tribes than they can be in an assembly out of their tribes. especially while
they are newcomers: now will the popular assembly afford so good choice as the

. 197
whole people.'

.:")1 Prerogative, 474-486.

.:"):i Ibid .. 486.

2% Ibid .. "+86-487.
.:")" I 'P. 791.
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Harrington proposed that Oceana's territory be divided into fifty shires. or parishes. the

smallest electoral unit, and hence akin to Israel's tribe. her smallest electoral unit. The

shires elected officials not only to their representative assembly, but also to the senate.

and the judiciary, just as he claimed Israel's tribal representative elected all her

magistrates as it cycled through its monthly rotation?" With this, every military man

who participated as a ruler left the prerogative experienced. and readv to stand acain at
• b

another point in the cycle, like Oceana.

The senate and the prerogative, or representative of the people. beinu each
of like constitution, drop annually four hundred. which in a matter of ten ~\ears,

amount to four thousand experienced leaders, ready upon new electi~ns tt)
resume their leading.i'"

This relationship in rotation seems to square with his "fourth parallel" in The

Art. It is after his discussion of these three levels of rotation where he instances Israel's

local tribal level of elections, but with more particulars,

The representative of Israel collected monthly by the two thousand out of
each tribe, if we consider what method must have been used in the like elections.
is such as may infer, first, that there were subdivisions unto that end in each
tribe, perhaps of the nature of our hundreds and parishes. Secondly. there \\ ere
qualifications in those elections as to the patriarchs or chief fathers. and as to the
people with their captains of thousands and captains of hundreds: which is
enough thus far to embrace and encourage the foregoing propositions.i'"

The electoral capacity was then lodged in tribal segments. akin possibly to the

"hundreds," and "parishes," in Oceana. His "seventh parallel" also seems to indicate a

relationship between Israel's monthly rotation with Oceana' s method. the connection

here being that both incorporated this method of moving elected officials out of and into

office. Whereas the "congregation of the people being monthly. and the representative

proposed being annual and triennial, they are each upon courses of rotation," Israel's

congregation consisted of "twenty-four thousand - in which the whole number of

princes of the tribes of the families, amount not I might say. unto one hundred. but will

say unto one thousand." From this. Harrington reasoned that in Israel. "the lower sort in

the congregation of Israel held proportion unto the better sort above twcntv to one." But

in Oceana, "the lower sort hold proportion unto the better sort but six to four.'·3
il

! .. \s

the conurcuarion of Israel was held either by the princes in person. with their Su\ L'S and
~ '-

~l)S The most succinct rendition of his model is the Rota. See 809 for the electoral .uuhority of the
parishes. I indicate above his other pamphlets which distill the essentials of his model as well.

'l)l) t
- Frl'rogall\·c.49"t.
300 Art, 669. .
_,01 Ibid .. 675. Pocock notes in footnote .2 that Harrington indicates in the errata that "t

1! the
people" should altered to "of Israel," but which Pocock SU~~L'st is an error. SIl1CL' Harrington ~'~I~ .

. I' . i tl t both w -re l)J1 rotation It make" "LlhL thatcomparing Oceana's representative to lsrae s. stressrng ia . l. L .

l larrineton would want to make the switch to avoid any ambiguuy
=:-
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standard of the camp, or by the four and twenty thousand in military discipline: so the

representative proposed is in the nature of a regiment. ··3112 To conclude. the parallel

between these two commonwealths is equal vicissitude in rotation at the most local level

ascending into the superstructure, or the senate, assembly. and judiciary.

Disintegration of Israel's Orders: Period of the Judges and :\Ionarchy

Dissolution of the Sanhedrin and Jethronian Judges

Harrington's disregard for monarchy is evidenced III his analysis of Israel's

careless neglect "of the excellent orders of their commonwealth, given by God.' namely

that of the senate and lower courts. In his rebuttals to Feme's insistence on the

advantages of monarchy in Pian Piano. Harrington explained that Israel abandoned

these orders after the death of Joshua and the elders of the courts. Judges 2:7 indicates

that "the people served the Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the days oi the elders

that outlived Joshua," but from which time the Scriptures are silent as to their existence

until the reign of Jehoshaphat in 2 Chronicles 19 when they restored. Harrington states

that because "a commonwealth without the senate must of natural necessity degenerate

into anarchy," that of the Hebrews' deteriorated into dictatorial judgeships. and civil

anarchy. This state of affairs, coupled with the corrupt judgeship of Samuel' s sons,

"was the true cause why the people chose to have a king and so fell into monarchy.

under which they fared worse:·303 Harrington also believed that Israel's failure to

completely rid Canaan of their enemies weakened their commonwealth foundations,

"which came now to fail also in her superstructurcs.T:" Without an elected senate.

Israel's tribes lacked "any common ligament:' which resulted in tribal leagues and

intertribal war, and provided fertile ground for a ruling figure such as the "judge or

Israel:,305 The frequent phrases in Judges that "there 11'(/.\ no king in Israel: LTe/}' man

did that which 1I'as right in his Oll'n e)'es. simply meant that "there was neither

Sanhedrim nor judge in Israel; so every man, or at least every tribe. go\erned herself as

h I d ",06
S e pease ..

God: Israel's Original but Rejected King

Harrington's position on Israel"s improvident institution of monarchy intersects

with his republican interpretation of I Samuel 8:6-7 and Deuteronomy 17:1'+-2U. Wren.

302 Ibid.
;0; PI" -'78,
;(1·1 I ( ., 8Arl; ).) ,

30' Ibid.
;()(, Ibid .. 639,
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in his 'Preface' to Monarchy Asserted, summarized the nature of their diverse readings
"-

of similar biblical texts and recorded histories.

THAT Mr Harrington who undertakes to vindicate the reason of Popular
Government and I who have professed my selfe a Friend to Monarchy, should
from the observation of the same Naturall Causes, and of the same Actions in
Historie, forme different Judgements, is no more a wonder then that two Men
viewing the same Object by various lights, should judge it to be of various
Colours. But it seems a little strange that even in such things were TFe both make
use of the same light, and where it is my interest to be of his Opinions. our
Judgements; should not be reconcileable.t'"

Harrington insisted that Exodus 19:5 established God as Israel's original King,

not Moses, "his sole legislator," whom he instructed to propose unto the people, saying,

"Thus shalt thou say unto the house ofJacob, and tell the children of Israel. . . . Xow

therefore ifyou will obey my voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then you shall be unto

me a kingdom ofpriests." All of Israel "answered together (gave their suffrage, nemine

contradicente) and said, All that the Lord hath spoken we 'will do; and Moses returned

the words (that is, the suffrage, or result) of the people unto the Lord." Harrington

concluded that "God was the king in Israel by covenant, which he proposed or his

servant Moses, and resolved upon by the people.,,308 He augments his argument for

God's original kingship by comparing it to Christ in the church. Just as "Israel was

God's chosen people, and God was Israel's chosen king.... In like manner the church

is Christ's chosen people, and Christ is the church's chosen king." As the Father

propositioned Israel, so Christ "upon his proposition or those of his apostles, sent by

him as he was sent by the Father, resolved to obey his voice and keep his covenant." and

so "she hath chosen him her king.,,309

His reading of I Samuel 8: 6-7 evidenced Israel's subsequent rejection of their

original King, given their choice of another. and proved their prerogative of power to

repudiate proposed law, even which they had "resolved" upon. If they could reject God

in this manner, then "the people must have had power to have rejected anything that was

proposed, and not confirmed by them.,,310 And, if such a privilege extended to all laws

which God proposed, then God's response to Israel's rejection of his authority modelled

her power of result to depose of earthly magistrates as well. God imparted "no such

example unto a legislator in a popular government as to deny or evade the POWl'f of the

people, which were a contradiction: ... But to reject him. that he should not reign over

307 Wren Monarchv Asserted, Preface., .
308 PP, 374. See also Oceana, 175.
309 Prerogative, 538-539.
310 PP, 374.
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them, was as civil magistrate to depose him." Israels rejection of God "leaveth little

doubt, but that they had power to have rejected any of those laws confirmed by them

throughout the Scripture. ,,311

Feme claimed, on the other hand, that Moses was "chief in the whole

government," while Aaron "the chief in the priesthood, and after Moses Joshua."

Subsequent to their deaths, God "still raised up single persons to judge his people.v"

Harrington countered Feme by resorting to the example of Gideon, who proclaimed

neither he nor his son would rule over Israel; instead, "the Lord shall rule over l'OU,"

Given Gideon's example, "monarchial government, even in the time of the judges, was

in this commonwealth to the rejection of God." 313

Harrington interpreted Israel's kings as limited monarchs who ruled under God's

law rather than by divine right. While contending with Peter Heylyn in The Stumbling

Block over the nature of the Israelite Monarchy, Harrington exclaimed that "if divine

right be derived unto kings from these of the Hebrews only, it is most apparent that no

absolute king can be of divine right." According to Deuteronomy 17:19. Israel's kings

were under law, "as they could neither multiply horses nor wives, nor silver nor gold,

without which no king can be absolute; but were 'to keep all the words of this law and

these statutes'." Consequently then, Israel's kings "were regulated monarchs ...314

Wren challenged Harrington's interpretation of Israel's prerogative, and rejected

the logical conclusion that her authority extended to discarding the Decalogue.f '? Wren

claimed that "if we should admit of Mr. Harrington's Position that the people of Israel

had the power of confirming all their Laws, so that without their consent they had not ..

. been Laws, We must abate much of the precedent Proposition." Wren stated that if the

people "had a liberty of dissenting by which they might have exempted from those

Laws," which are the Ten Commandments, and if the "people of Israel need not have

been subjected to them without their own consents, there is no reason but we should

enjoy the same." He concludes that "Mr. Harrington proves an huge benefactour to

Mankind; for he hath with no greater expence then the withholding their consents

asserted them into the mighty Liberty of being free from the whole Morall Law.' 31h

Harrington once again accused Wren of confusing authority with power. Unlike

Moses, the "Almighty God" is not a "mortal legislator. .. but bears "another nature which

.III Oceana. 175. See also 178, n6: Prerogative. 413: SB, :'74.

.112 PP, 377.
313 Ibid. See also Art. 638.
31~ SB. 576.
315 Prerogative. 420.
31t> Wren. Considerations. 37-41.
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unto him is peculiar, from whom, as he is the cause of being or the creator of mankind.

omnipotent power is inseparable." Nevertheless, "so equal is the goodness of this nature

unto the greatness thereof, that as he is the cause of well-being by way of election. for

example in his chosen people Israel, or of redemption, as in the Christian church.

himself hath preferred before his empire his authority or proposition. ··317 Just as God

prioritized his propositioning authority over his omnipotence, and hence never asserted

his power to command Israel, neither did "Christ in the like, who also is king after the

same manner in his church." Christ himself was rejected by the Jews, "that he should

not reign over them," and therefore, "the law of the gospel came not to be the law of the

Jews." Harrington reasons, "if the Ten Commandments came to be the law of Israel. it

was not only because God proposed them - seeing Christ also proposed his law. which

nevertheless came not to be the law of the Jews - but because the people received the

one, and rejected the other.,,318 In other words, God offered and proposed his Law to

people, but did not impose it upon them. In this regard, the people exhibited the right of

choice through their consent, and hence popular sovereignty.

Wren was unconvinced, and addressed the issue again in Monarchy Asserted.

though he was reluctant to delve deeply into an analysis of Israel's Commonwealth.

Israel, said Wren, was unlike any other nation, since she was God's "more particular

Concernment, And did by an express Declaration of his Will to and by Moses, both at

first enact their Lawes and Modell their Government, and reserve to himself the Result

f h . . Affai ,,319o t err most Important rairs,

Conclusion

According to Wood, Harrington organized a gentleman's club called the Rota in

1659 at Miles Coffee House, where "their discourses about Government and of ordering

of a Commonwealth, were the most ingenious and smart that ever were heard," in

comparison, the "arguments in the ParI. house were but flat." But the Rota dissolved

itself the 21 February 1660 upon the restoration of the secluded members and the return

of General Monk.320

I II H . t oached bv an "eminentAfter the restoration of Char es . arnng on was appr .

Royalist" to draft something by which the king might best govern, and though he

answered the request, his composition was rejected. He then set to work on his Political

317 Prerogative, 421. Pocock states that "Wren's view of Jewish history is markedly more

secular and antitypological than H' sown." See footnote .5.
J 18 Ibid., 422 .
.119 Wren, Monarchv Asserted. 64-65. , . . .. .
.120 Wood, ..to, vol.·2. 439. See also DSB, vol. 24. eds. Leslie Stephen and ~ldnL~ II.L (London.

L Smith, Elder. & Co .. 1890).434-436.
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Aphorisms, the ideas of which he also shared with friends and acqu . t b h' ham ances. ut w IC

led to his imprisonment in the Tower, either on the 26 November or 28 December.

1661.
321

Harrington was accused of conspiring to alter the government. and eventually

sent to Plymouth Harbour where he suffered delusions. He would die of paralysis. and

was buried on 11 September 1677 at St Margaret's Church next to Sir Walter Raleigh. 322

Christopher Hill in his Puritanism and Revolution includes a poem Harrington

wrote while in prison, which seems to capture simultaneously his despondency over his

state of affairs, as well as hope for what the future might hold for his work.

Bee there a writing nere so high,
The writer while he lives may die,
Blasted by scorn of envy bitten;
But if hee die for what is written,
The pen how lowe so ere it bee
For ever lives, and so doth hee?23

Interestingly, Harrington's model would provide the constitutional draft for the little

known French political theorist Theodore Lcsueuer.Y"

The historiography on Harrington generally classifies him as a classical

republican of the Machiavellian strain, that he approached the Scriptures as he would

any other historical text, and that he was somewhat pressured to outfit Oceana with

scriptural language as a method of accommodation and concession to capture the

attention of a biblically literate audience. Modem historians have also described

Harrington as a secular thinker, while his contemporaries called him an atheist and

referred to his model as a heathenish platform of government. But what this study seems

to suggest, given his eclectic use of sources, is that Harrington' s republicanism is also

biblical because it is sufficiently grounded in the Hebrew Polity by way of civil parallels

with Oceana. Harrington's own claim that he had written out of Israel contradicts the

prevailing assertion that his republicanism is only classical in nature. This study also

suggests that he was somewhat of a Christian humanist in his scholarly techniques.

321 Biographia Britannia (l ~-I7-1766), vol. 4 (Hildesheim: George Olms Verlag, 1970).2536.

Wood claims the November date. See ..10, vol. 2.439.
322 Wood, AD, vol. 2,441. . ' .
323 Hill Puritanism and Revolution, 299. Hill indicates that this poem was "w ntten 10 a

Moscow copy of-the first edition of Oceana, quoted by. Yu. ~:..Saprykin in Sredlln'e, Jdu, 1,\' p. 381."
3:!-t Thedore Lesuer: A French Draft Constitution (~/l v: .\fodelled on JU~IIt1 Harrl11~{(in .\

O b Th d, L ed S B L iljegren (Lund' C \\' K Glecrup, 193~) 10 Skritter L/~I\'IIU .,1\'ceana V J' eo ore esueuer, ..," => • • . . . -. ' .

Kungl. H~manistiska Vetenskapssamfundet I Lund 16-17. Liljegren states that verY,httle IS known III

Les~euer. but when the French National Convention met in early Novem.ber I?9~. hiS. draft m~del S~'L'I1lS
to have been handed over to a committee. and later printed in the Acts ot the ( onv entl~n on I .:vpril
1793. For Liljegren's commentary regarding Harrington's influence on Lesueur. see Sll-IO\. The I rcnch

text of the modeI is found on 162.
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First, Harrington's use of the Hebrew Polity as a republican paradigm. coupled

with his continuous interchanges with leading royalists regarding his application of it.

does not suggest biblical opportunism. He even catches the clerics, \\'ren in particular.

in their own hermeneutical expediency. In his response to Rogers. Harrington denied

atheism by countering with his Biblicism - that he had indeed written out of Israel.

Rogers, and Baxter for that matter, like his royalist opponents, were writing politics out

of the OT differently, indicating that their political battles with Harrington were

hermeneutical in nature. With this, his multiple acknowledgements that Israel's

Commonwealth was the divine original, and his assigning it primacy of place among

those of Athens, Rome, and even Venice as the authoritative exemplar. also confirms

that his ambitious application of it was not merely motivated by political expedience.

nor was it simply a religious accessory to enhance his model. The educational priority

he gives to instruction in the Scriptures in Oceana's university system. including

mastery of her original languages and history. coupled with strong appeals for sound

and faithful translations, and his call for a nationally funded ministry. underscore his

genuine regard for the Scriptures as a divine text above texts. And finally, his timing of

Oceana's publication was targeted to respond to the Jewish readmission issue; his high

regard for Jewish laws and patterns of productivity. and his suggestion they be settled in

Ireland and allowed to establish their laws, confirm not only an interest in. but

appreciation for, Israel's Po lity.

Harrington believed that Nature attested to the fundamental principles of a

commonwealth, but that Scripture confirmed them. In this regard. Grace does not

swallow Nature, or overwhelm it; rather, it authenticates and corroborates man' s natural

political reflections as written in the ancient commonwealths. With this, Harrington's

use of the Exodus 18 passage represents a unique political reading. He understood

God's divine sanctioning of Jethro's advice to Moses as permission to seek out political

discernment in all ancient commonwealths. In this regard, he employs it as a

hermeneutic of heathen counsel that legitimized his political searching be: ond the

Hebrew Commonwealth to include all ancient pagan models. .vnd though he finds

abundant justification to write out of either. Israel's Polity would bear more authority a"

the divine original republican exemplar.

The study also demonstrated that the phrases "writing out of." and term- -uch a"

"parallel," and "authority:' identify Harrington's political usc o l the I lcbrc»

.., . . I 1 ... . . d I' 111l)l1 'Is Oceana after Israel bvCommonwealth as paradigmatic. n t 11S regur . II c . "

recognizing and extending her "authority" as opposed to her "power."
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Oceana's parallels with Israel include the popular nature of her government and

her agrarian. Israel's contribution is found in her popular division of the land of Canaan

with its family allotments secured through the Jubilee land law. Since the divine

division of land allocations held largely with the people and then secured by the

agrarian, Harrington concluded that God ordained a popular government in Israel that

had been fixed until the establishment of monarchy. He believed that Scripture

confirmed that agrarian laws perform political functions. and considered the example of

God's division of Canaan to secure a popular government as superior to the other two

methods of dominion he discovered. He then incorporated Israels agrarian land law

into Oceana as a political foundation, or fundamental law. As God established the

Jubilee land law to preserve its popular balance, and hence popular government. so

Oceana established its agrarian. He was after the laws purpose, which was the same in

both commonwealths - the preservation of the popular balance.

The Hebrew Senate found its way into Oceana via its lcgislati vc function and

electoral method. Leaving aside Israel's hereditary succession of princes and patriarchs.

her number of senators with their life terms, Harrington incorporated the Sanhedrin' s

authority by adopting her legislative function of debate; as the Senate of Israel

established law with the congregation, so too would Oceana's Senate function

legislatively with the representative assembly in making laws. Even Israel's local

judgeships, established out of Exodus 18 through Jethro' s advice, and later developed

into permanent courts throughout Israel's cities, provided Oceana with its model of

phylarch courts with the authority of appeal to the Senate. With this, Deuteronomy 1: 13

represented Harrington's electoral "rule of Moses:' whereby the people, as

propositioned by him, would chose "wise and discerning," leaders, to sit in the

Sanhedrin and lower courts. This text functioned as Harrington's scriptural proof of

popular prerogative for all levels of magistracy and even confirmed that proposition and

resolution took place in Israel" s Commonwealth. Harrington' s employment of this text

three times alone in his 1659 Discourse Upon this Saying reinforces its place as his

scriptural text for popular suffrage.

Out of Israel's congregation, Harrington extracted her legislative authority of

result and confirmation. But also significant is Harrington's usc of Israel's rotation. and

his confirmation to Rogers of this continuity between them clarities its important

political role. Apart from the agrarian. rotation \\'as a fundamental lav, of Oceana, and

. . ' . 1 . . t' . trate- l'Of the common intere-tincorporated to insure equity 111 t te transiuon 0 magis L t:~

through a method that included the entire body of the pCl)plc. as lsra...l' s did, Israd' s
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method of rotation at the most local tribal level whereby 2000 military men were chosen

monthly to establish a 24,000 member representative corresponds to Oceana' ~

constituency of representatives chosen at the local level of parish elections. \\"ith this.

just as Israel, through her popular body of armed men, elected mauistrates at every level.
~ .

and therefore established the civil superstructures. so too does Oceana's through a series...
of coordinate electoral steps beginning with the parishes. who chose "wi ~c and

discerning" leaders into the superstructures. In this regard, Oceana' s parish system.

which Harrington suggested could consist of fifty total, was akin in electoral status to

Israel's tribal level; the numbers were irrelevant just as they were in regards to the

amount of senators. The parallel then between these two commonwealths is equal

vicissitude in rotation at the most local level ascending into the superstructure. or the

senate, assembly, and judiciary.

Harrington's explanation of the disintegration of Israel's orders reveals his

republican readings of 1 Samuel 8:6-7 and Deuteronomy 17: 1'+-20. Not only did the

Mosaic Law limit Israel's kings, but also that original dynamic of proposition and result

turned on God's kingship and the people's consent to covenant with him as their ruler.

Harrington even extended this governing authority of proposition to include Christ's

kingship over his church through the Apostles' resolution to obey and keep his

covenant. But. because Israel's prerogative was also evidenced in her rejection of God

as their king. which he consented to by preferring his authority to his power. then their

prerogative extended to deposing any earthly magistrate as well. The Jews had even

rejected Christ, but because neither God nor Christ asserted their divine authority as

rulers in spite of this rejection, the popular right of sovereignty remained with the

people.

All these political points of contact seem to suggest that Israel and Oceana were

commonwealth correspondents, whereby the authority of Israel is found throughout the

fundamental laws, framing. and superstructures of Oceana.



CHAPTER III

JOHN MILTON'S READIE AND EASIE WAY TO ESTABLISH A FREE
COMMONWEALTH (1660): A COMMON\VEALTH OF CIVIL A:'\D

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY - THE JEWISH POLITY, LA:\GUAGE OF GE.\TILISJ/
AND PERPETUAL SENATE

For Milton as for most Protestants the Bible is the authoritative source of all wisdom. Since it is the
Word 0: God, eve.rything i.n it must be res.pected. N~vertheless, the Bible is a large book, incorporating
many.different p01n~s of VIew: naturall'y different SOCIal groups selectively emphasized different parts of
the BIble. Texts which were uncongemal could be ignored, or explained away,

Some of what strikes modem readers as the less attractive aspects of Milton's thouaht are due to his
deliberate and dedicated faithfulness to the text of the Bible. ~

Christopher Hill in Milton and the English Revolution'

John Milton (1608-1674) was a prolific English author whose literary talents

extended beyond poetry to encompass political and religious-liberty topics. The crisis of

England's civil settlement motivated Milton to direct his efforts toward reforming the

constitutional relationship between rulers and ruled by arguing forcefully for a

republican model to replace the monarchy and House of Lords, and in part, from the

Scriptures. His distinguished political tract, The Readie and Easic Way to Establish a

Free Commonwealth (1659, 1660),2 presents a republican constitutional proposal to

recast the Rump Parliament into a perpetual standing senate with subordinate local

judicatures.

Milton's core theme which permeated his republican mode I is Christian liberty,

which denoted civil and religious institutional limitations in contrast to the slav ish and

tyrannical features of prelacy and monarchy. Milton committed his li fc to discerning the

jurisdiction between church and state to insure its restoration, and crafted a political

theology in its service to further England's reformation. This grand pursuit influenced

his scriptural search for constitutional principles for its protection and promotion,

shaping his hermeneutic of biblical republicanism.

It is not my intention to summarize Milton's political theory, or his \ iews on

church-state relations, but rather to target that neglected area of his biblical-political

reading in new-modelling England's government. My investigation into his political usc

of the Scriptures entailed an examination of his Interregnum prose and my method

involved an investigation of both his discrete statements of hermencuti cal procedure and

I Christopher Hill, Milton and the English Revolution (London: Boston: Faber and Faber. \917.

19(7), ~4)-~46, , "
] lor an excellent discussion differentiating between t,he two edit,'l)n~ pI th~" tr~~t "c~ ..,~obe~

Avers, "The Editions of Miltons Readie 8: l.asie \\ ~I: to Establish a Free lOll1ll1ol1\\t,l1th, RE. __ ,11,

(1'974): :280-:.?91. f\1\ references an: from the 1660 ~d, cd , ' .' ' .
.1 1 h.r, e not considered his post-restoration poetry, though I do mcorporatc brtL:l1: some political

, . ' , 'l ' C'~ '. B ' '\ - for hi" Divorce 1raL'h 1 rdy on theconclusions drawn trom hIS Puradis: L(I.\l): LurIl ro\\ n. ' S . •. ~
, .' .' ,', "\1'1 tl Bible." 1l1.1 Companton tu Milton. cdhermcneutic al insiuhts ot Reuina \1. Schwartz S . I ton on te I ,

. ~ ~ I blishi "'001 '100') ""'below1 homas Corns (f\ laldcn. 1\ LI~~.' Blackwel Pu IS 11l1g. _ ,_ .'" LL '
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his habitual resort to specific passages for constitutional design. In some instances this

entailed a study of his presentation of a commonly used text rather than just his

interpretation of it. Biblical quotations in his English prose are usually rendered in

italics. In some instances, he deliberately clipped and shortened them, but without

radically deviating from the AV. In this regard, Milton presents himself as both

translator and interpreter when explicating passages he thought bore political import. a

method attributable to his reliance upon his own linguistic scholarship. His

transcriptions are especially important for understanding what appears to be an original

political use of Matthew 20: 25-28.4

Like other commonwealthsmen seeking to settle a republic. and royalists to

restore the monarchy, Milton resorted to Jewish OT political structures and discrete OT

texts such as Deuteronomy 17:14-18 and 1 Samuel 8:10-19 in constitutional modelling.

I conclude that his political application of these can be distilled down to the essentials of

anti-monarchy and anti-lordship, the right of revolution coupled with liberty of civil

choice, and the divine status of the Jewish Commonwealth.

Milton also believed the Mosaic Judicials were no longer a relevant model for

crafting civil or ecclesiastical structures, as its institutional particulars of conjoined

authorities were voided by the Gospel model of liberty. Milton' s liberty paradigm of

limited government is also partly derived from Romans 13:1-4 and 1 Peter 2:13-15, two

commonly utilized texts considered to bear political import. But his civil reading of

Matthew 20:25-28, with its language of gentilism, bears the most unique application

among seventeenth-century Puritan political theory. This is perhaps the most distinct

feature of his political use of the Bible. Its political pre-eminence is evidenced in his

Tenure, First Defense, De Doctrina, with three prominent uses in the second edition of

Readie and Easie alone, one of which is part of that augmented section not found in his

first edition. The Matthew 20 passage provided him with conclusive political proof of

Christ's command against kingship and tyranny in government, and from which he

conclusively construed anti-lordship and inferred a perpetual senate of civil-servants: so

critical was his reading here that his royalist contenders attacked his political application

of it. Milton also frequently combines the Matthew text with Deuteronomy 17 and I

Samuel 8 for a forceful biblical argument against all remnants of royalism. vlilton was

-I Harris Fletcher explains this tendency of Milton's to "clip Biblical passagcs. in ?rd~r t~) make
. . . I d I .. TI' t h ique of his is evident in his Enulish andthem briefer and more pointed as he emp oye t rem. l1S ec ru e '. . :-

. .., f ., I tl er than one entirelv ncrt.unmu to hi-.Latin works, and "a peculiarity of his use 0 quotation in genera ra 1 I . ,I . ~., "

stvle." See his "Milton's Use of Biblical Quotations," JEc;r ~6 (1927): 148. He does not .1I1.d~1l: Ill ..

Matthew 20 text. For the various versions Milton used, sec 149-16:'.
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also consistent in his political use of each of these Old and \: e\\ Testament texts

throughout the successive Interregnum administrations, as all carried immutable

political authority with uniform civil application, and linked to his radical advocacy for

a commonwealth devoid of absolute human authority. He then institutionalized them

into a federal commonwealth model consisting of a unicameral perpetual senate. a

standing council, and subordinate local judicial bodies.

The existence of a distinct body of scholarship devoted exclusively to \ lilton s

employment and citation of the Scriptures throughout his works testifies to his

impressive and extensive biblical scholarship. Those which were consulted frequently

are A Concordance to the English Prose ofJohn Milton. edited by Laurence Sterne and

Harold H. Kollmeier (1985), Samuel Rogal's An Index to the Biblical References.

Parallels, and Allusions in the Poetry and Prose of John Milton (1994). i\lichael

Bauman's, A Scripture Index to De Doctrina Christiana (1989). and Harris Fletcher's

The Use ofthe Bible in Milton's Prose (1929).5

The chapter begins with a brief biography of Milton which also situates his

Interregnum tracts within their historical and historiographical contexts. This is followed

by a section which relates the historiography on Milton's republicanism and the early

modern historian's understanding of him both as a political theorist and as a classical

republican.

The third section discloses Milton's scholarly studies of the Scriptures and

incorporates a discussion of his De Doctrina Christiana to reveal his hermeneutical

method. I also briefly review his doctrine of man's nature and God's governance over

him, as well as his view of the Gospel's supremacy over the Mosaic Judicials and

Jewish Polity to reveal his core value of Christian liberty and its effect on his theory of

jurisdiction and a free commonwealth form. In this section, I also found it necessary to

demonstrate the nature of his Christian humanist scholarship by including a discussion

of his :1 rcopagitica.

The fourth section deals with Milton's political reading of the Scriptures by

highlighting his O'T and NT political authorities. I mention here my research on his use

5 Laurence Sterne and Harold H. Kollmeier. eds.. ,/ Concordance to the English Prose (If John

,\/illon (Binghamton. Nc\\ 'York: Medieval & Renaissance Te\ts & xtudics 3~. \9S:'): Sarnucl R')~.IL.'n
Index 10 the Biblical Rctcrcnccs. Parallels, and Allusions in the Poetry and Prose oj John .\f/~t()fl t '\1.:\\

York: ldwin r-. lellcn Press. 19(4); r-.l ichael Bauman. A S,.'I'//,(/II'e Index to De Doclrl1/u ( hristi.m.t,
, ' . &'-; j' '67 \9Sl)) Ihmsl-Ietcher The l.:«:(Binghamton. Nc« York: Medieval & Renaissance Texts " tu.nc-, . l '.' "

ot' the Bible ill Miltons Prose with An Index ot the Biblical UI/o!a!iolls and Citations ,Irrange,1 111 the
Chrollolol!.ica/ Order otthe Prose Works, Another Index o] All Quo!a!loll\ and Cit.uions in the Order (~I
the Book.~' ot' the Bible. And In Index of tlu: Quotations <llId ('U<I!iOIlS III Ihe De Doctrine (Urbana:

lJni\LTsi(\ of Illinois Press. \l)~l)), ~O,
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of the Matthew 20:25-28 text as incorporating the political language of gentilisni. and

hence civil warning against tyrannical rule, his most unique contribution to republican

modelling. This is followed by another short section which attempts to compare. by way

of a chart, the constitutional outlines of his very brief 1659 models found in .-1 Letter to

a Friend, Proposalls ofCertain Expedients, and The Present Xlecms. I included this in

an attempt to prove the constitutional consistency of Milton' s proposals.

The sixth section is the longest, and focuses directly upon Milton' s Readie and

Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth. After a brief discussion of the problem

of dating the two editions of this tract, I move into his political reading of kev biblical

texts, such as Deuteronomy 17, 1 Samuel 8 and Matthew 20 to show how he employed

them to derive a free commonwealth consisting of a unicameral legislature. or a

perpetual senate of servant leadership. I briefly discuss the possibility that he may han?

derived his local judicatures from Israel's pattern. This section also mentions the anti

Milton tracts which targeted him and his commonwealth model to demonstrate how

their polemic against him was hermeneutical in nature, as it turned on their recognition

of his political use of Matthew 20.

I close by briefly mentioning Milton' s exemption from the Bill of lndemnitv

which is accompanied by the chapter's conclusions.

Brief Biography and Historiographical Context of Milton's Interregnum Tracts

John Milton was born 9 December 1608 at his parent's home in Bread Street.

London. 6 Milton records the educational influence of his father. that he "destined me in

early childhood for the study of literature, for which I had so keen an appetite that from

my twelfth year scarcely ever did I leave my studies for my bed before the hour of

midnight"? Around 1620, at the age of twelve. the young Milton became a pupil at St,

Paul's School. founded in 1509 by the famous humanist scholar John Colet. He entered

Christ's College on 12 February 1625 where he remained for seven y~ars. receiving a

B.A. in March 1629. and an M.A. in July 1632. While matriculating at Christ's. \lilton

wrote an affectionate letter on 25 March to one Thomas Young. a Scottish Presbyterian.

h I am followinu the main autobiographical sources for Milton. such as David :'-.1<I""l)ll. The Lite
" ~ d d GI M' Peter Smith 196-;)' The Lite Records ot Johnoj John Milton, 6 \'015 .. Ilc\\' an rc\'. e . ( oucester, ass.. . ' . 1, .

lilillon. ed., John Milton French. 6 vols. (New Brunswick, New .lerscy: Rutgers l;niver"lt~ PrL·"". Iq~q l.
, Th L '/' I'J I \/'11 I Critic II Bio\!.r,lfJh\· revand the most recent biography by Barabara l.cwalski, 1, e Lttc 0 0111. I Ofl~, II '... '.

ed. (Malden. Mass.: Blackwell Publishing. 2003). SL'C Masson. vol, I. 1-"+0 tor an ovcrv le\\ ot \llItoll "
. . II H . F'I,t I The Intellc '111 II Development 0' John vlilton.carlv childhood and education, as \\C as arns L c leI', I. u: II ( 'J . . .

. . . .. ""'h I lrb ' II' 1I11l\ 'rs It\ p t
\01. I. the Institution 10 16::-" From the Begl1117111gs Through G, ammat L l 00 \.. r an,~. ". L..

Illinois Press. 1(56), There are other wortlr,' biographies to consider. SL'L' The Earlv Lives 0/ Millon. cd ,
Helen Darbishirc (London: Constable Co, LTD. 1l)~2). which includes the accounts of \lIhre~. Foland.

\\nod. ldw ard Phillips. John Philips. and Jon~than Richardson. , .. ' . " ,,' '""
7 Sf). C/'II', vol. ..+.612. i\ 1ilton explains that this led to hIS \ ision pruhk 111". and l.u. I' blindnc: '
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which revealed his formative academic influence prior to St. Paul's. \ lilton refers to

Young as "Preceptor," and states, "For I call God to witness how much in the light of a
'-'

Father I regard you, with what singular devotion I have alwavs followed YOU in. .
thought," and thanks him for his "truly most acceptable gift:' a Hebrew Bible.8 Aubrey

records that Milton "was an early riser (that is at 4 0 'clock in the morning i." and the

first book he would read, and later have read to him "was the Hebrew Bible, and that

was at half past four.,,9

Milton traveled to Italy and other parts of the continent from April 1638 to Julx

1639, and upon his return to England, began to employ his pen in the struggle for

religious liberty and church reformation. He published five anti-prelactical tracts. and

his Of Reformation (1641) is briefly mentioned to highlight his concern over poor

biblical hermeneutics, as well as his The Reason of Church Government (1642). Since

modem scholars tend to categorize Milton as a classical republican thinker. I abo

investigated his employment of pagan authors in Aeropagetica (1644). and found him to

be more of a Christian humanist.

The execution of Charles I and Milton' s publication of his first anti-monarchial

tract Tenure ofKings and Magistrates (1649) caught the eye of the new Council of State

and was instrumental in launching his literary career on behalf of the successive

Interregnum governments. On 15 March 1649, Milton accepted their offer to become

the Commonwealth's Secretary of Foreign Languages, a position he would retain with

greater and lesser intensity shortly past May 1659. The Council requested Milton to

direct his anti-monarchial literary talents against treatises defending Charles I and

royalism in general. Eikon Basilike. The Portrait ofHis Sacred Majcstie in His ..Solitude

and Sufferings, which claimed to contain Charles' musings written previous to his trial.

. I h .,JO I"was easily the most dangerous royalist polemic chal enge to t e new government. t

was published in the summer or fall of 1649. and probably written by the Presby terian

John Gauden. Milton responded in October with Eikonoklastcs. a powerfully crafted

polemic persuasively arguing chapter by chapter against the King's "idoloatrous image'

presented in Eikon Basilike. and penned as if the King himself had written it.
11

Ihe

s Masson, The Lii« ofJohn .\/iIIOIl. vol. I. 1'+7-1'+8. Sec also Lewalsk i. The Life (~Johl~ ,\11/1011.

5. Harris Fletcher explains that the Bible Young. sent to [\ 1i1ton was the Buxtorf Bible. published 111 B,l\L'1.
1618, 1619. See Milton's Rabbinical Readings (University of Illinois Press. 1930: .vrchon Books. Ill67).

70.
l) Aubrey. Brief Lin's, 209.
10 Le\\il·'ski, The iu; O(JO/111 slilton. 2'+7.
1\ Ibid.. 2'+8. I l'\\~llsk'i notes that Gauden (l1l1ksSL'd to writing the treatis.L' in a letter wnttcn III

, . . . '. . .ible th: t {'11 .... rles suppl icd hun With mater 1.11. "l ~<- larendon after the restoration. though It IS \ crv POSSI t: ,1 '- u

() 19, note 5'+.
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Council also requested Milton direct his polemic again III defense of the

Commonwealth, and this time, his opponent was Salmasius, professor of the Universitv

of Leyden, in his Defensio Regia Pro Carlo 1, published in November 1649. Milton

though was beginning to labor under serious vision problems, and his Latin defense Pro

Populo Anglicano Defensio was not released until February 1651.

Milton next published his Defensio Secunda (1654), written under the

Protectorate, and began work on his theological treatise De Doctrina Christiana (1655

1674),12 which I have investigated to grasp his view and use of the Scriptures generally.

His Defensio Secunda was a targeted response to The Cry ofthe Royal Blood to Heaven

Against the English Parricides, an anonymous counter attack to his Pro Populo. Milton

reveals his core value of liberty, and himself as a man of destiny in its service against

tyranny and slavery, and asks "What can tend more to the honor and glory of any

country than the restoration of liberty both to civil life and to divine worship?" Milton

claims that his writing was not "influenced by ambition, [46] gain, or glory, but solely

by considerations of duty, honor, and devotion to my country. I did my utmost not only

to free my country, but also to free the church." This duty he considered a divine call,

which his blindness would not detract him from,13 and only inspired him further to "risk

the greatest dangers for the sake of liberty.Y'" Upon his return from his continental

travels, he was impressed with Parliament's pursuit of the Bishops, and "perceived that

men were following the true path to liberty ... and making the most direct progress

towards the liberation of all human life from slavery." 15 This literary conflict, beginning

12 The dispute over Milton's authorship is still ongoing, though I am assuming De Doctrina to be
his. The scholarship regarding this issue is covered in Maurice Kelley's "Introduction" to De Doctrina in
vol. 6 of CPW, as well as William B. Hunter's, Visitation Unimplor'd: Milton and the Authorship of De
Doctrina Christiana (Pittsburgh: Duquesne UP, 1998). See also the extensive combined efforts of
Gordon Campbell, Thomas N. Corns, John K. Hale, David I. Holmes, and Fiona 1. Tweedie in "Province
of De Doctrina," MQ 31 no. 3 (1997): 67-117. Critical to consider of course is Charles R. Sumner's initial
work, A Treatise on Christian Doctrine, Compiled from the Holy Scriptures Alone; by John Milton. 2
vols. (London edition; Boston: Cummings, Hillyard, and Co., 1825).67-117.

13 SD, CPW, vol. 4, 550, 587-588.
14 Ibid., 591.
15 Ibid., 621-622. Milton classified liberty into civil, ecclesiastical, and personal, and. drew a

correspondence between character and external institutions. He also believed char~cter was 1.1~~ed to
liberty, stating, "For, my fellow countrymen. your own character is a mighty ~ac~or In the acq~I~ltlOn .or
retention of liberty." See 624 and 680, Milton seemed to suggest that a Christian form of Civil P?h~:
begins with internal self-government when he commented that if men ~re willing to b~ "slaves .wlthm
doors, no wonder that they strive so much to have the public State conformably go~ern d .to the. inward
vitious rule, by which they govern themselves," See Tenure. I. Blair Word~n r~cognIzed th.ls ..stanng that
"Milton's political thought may appear to us n.ever more distinctive than In. his re.peated Ins~stenc~ ~:~l~
reformation of the state beains with reformation of the soul and reformation of the household....
"Milton's Republicanism anod the Tyranny of Heaven," in slochiavelli and Republicanism,. cds ... (Jlse~a
Bock. Quentin Skinner and Maurizio Viroli (Cambridge University Press. 19?0), 22.9 .. Quentin ~kmncr m
his "John Milton and the Politics of Slavery:' separates Milton's biblicism trom hl~ Ideas ,o,n liberty an~
slavery. and instead, locates his views within classical and Roman law. Sec PrOSt' Studiv» _.'. no. 1 (April
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with the prelactical controversy and ending with the imminent return of th~ Stuarts.

engaged his attention and energies until his death. But it was the crises years of the

restored Rump which provoked him to write more frequently on civil and religious

liberty topics, themes systematically presented in his February 1659 Of ( 'il'if Power in

Ecclesiastical Causes, published during Richard's Protecrorate, and the Likeliest Xlean:

to Remove Hirelings released in August during the sitting of the restored Long

Parliament.

Milton's more systematic constitutional proposals of 1659/1660 must be

contextualized within the fast paced events of the Interregnum's finale. His first three. .i

Letter to a Friend (October 1659), Proposalls ofCertain Expedients (November 1(59).

and A Letter to Monck (March-April 1660), are considerably shorter than his Readie and

Easie, and represent distillations of his constitutional views devoid of scriptural texts. I

incorporated a chart for purposes of comparison, and to highlight the consistency of his

constitutional proposals more fully detailed in his second edition of his Readie inn!

Easie Way (April 1660), which represents his most complete republican model. His last

anti-monarchial tract Brief Notes upon a Late Sermon (April 1660) against :\l.uihcw

Griffith has also been explored.

I attempt to show that his expeditious technique in these final tracts should not

overshadow his consistency in political principles and purposes. In this regard. I argue

that Milton's political use of the Scriptures projects a biblical republicanism. and

displays methodological rigor and constitutional congruity through the successive

Interregnum administrations, indicating that his civil service did not fundamentally alter

his political views. This position contradicts the prevalent themes in the historiography

which marginalize Milton' s status as a constitutional theorist for his so-called political

inconsistencies and pressured political service. I conclude that he was predominantly

concerned that absolute lordship. the very threat to liberty. never be institutionalized.

and his political language of "gentilism," often linked with Israel's choice of a

tyrannical heathenish monarchial governor. conveyed this. A commonwealth devoid of

king and House of Lords. and replaced with a perpetual senate with a standing council

and local judicatures. would serve such liberty purposes. With this. the highlighting of

his kcv NT political text of Matthew 20. often neglected in the current historiography. is

of especial importance.

2(00): 1-21 ... \s indicated below, I\lilton formulated a theory of "Christian liberty" wholly connected t\1

the advent of the Gospel, and referred to Christ as our "I. iberator."
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Modern Historiography on Milton's Republicanism

Much of the scholarly debate surrounding Milton's political theory is in reuards. ~

to his use of classical sources, with little attention seriously paid to his biblical

republicanism. There is even disagreement as to what sort of classical republican \ lilton

was. Worden suggests that a pursuit of his religious views and "political radicalism"

should focus primarily upon "his unpublished writings, where he could express himself

more freely." As "the unpublished de Doctrina' exposes Milton's "religious heresies:'

any "clues to his political heresies lie in his private compositions.t" Worden is referring

to Milton's Commonplace Book (1631 - ) , whic h is replete with classical and non

biblical citations. John Aubrey remarks on the impressive extent of !\ lilton s classical

knowledge and his employment of it while instructing his own nephews. who in three

years "went through the best of Latin and Greek poets..·l ? Martin Dzelzainis disagrees

with Zera Fink's claim that Milton projected a "Polybian theory of the mixed state:'

whom Dzelzainis asserts "misrepresented the sources" and hence, "the nature of

Milton's classical republicanism.v'" He is convinced that Milton' s prominent

republican authorities were "Aristotle, Sallust and, above alL Cicero. ,,19 Peter

Lindenbaum, on the other hand, believes that Milton's Italian travels left him fascinated

with Paolo Sarpis Venetian model, and despite Milton's failure to mention "Sarpis

work" in his republican Interregnum tracts, his influence is in reference to "Venice ...

as a possible model - if only in his decision to call his commonwealth's main governing

body a Grand Council and to urge that its members sit for life.",20 Perez Zag()rin

observes an aristocratic element in Milton's political thought. which combined Platonic

and humanistic assumptions. His aristocracy of virtue as opposed to birth accounts for

his standing senate, where he pressed "his aristocratic principle to the limit by proposing

the lifetime rule of a council of oligarchs..,21 Noted Milton biographer Barbara

Lewalski also reads Milton's model as an "anstocratic commonwealth \\ ith a supreme

senate," and evidence of "the aristocratic republicanism of ancient Greece and Rome. ,,~2

Milton's supposed political fluctuations and truncated proposals hav c led some

to regard him as a second rate political theorist. charging his Readie and Easic as a

16 Blair Worden. "Milton's Republicanism and the Tyranny of Heaven." :231.
17 Aubrcv. BriefLives, 206-207.
18 f\lartil~ Dzelzainis. "Miltons Classical Republicanism:' in vtilton and Republicanism. 7-8.
Illlb'd '

I .. ~. d . I .. x
~o Peter Lindenbaum, "John Milton and the Republican \hlde of Literary Pro ucuon :'),-

I (J:'~:' vrs 21 (1991): 130.
~I la~orin ..'/ Hist orv ofPolitical Thought in the English Revolution. III. 11.8. . .. ) _
~~ Barbara I cwalski. "Milton: Political Beliefs and Polemical vlethods 16)9-1660. f .\f1.1 I

(19:'9): 198.
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rather weak, hastily thrown together, unoriginal constitutional proposal. Zagorin

complains that "the vast amount of writing that has appeared, ... about Milton, serves ..

. . to obscure the fact that as a political theorist and systematic thinker, he was not of the

fi d ,,23 L I ki I' "h I'irst or er. ewa SIC alms as t e revo ution teetered on the brink of collapse ...

Milton published in two versions a jerry-built utopia ... to try to stave off the

. ,,24 E . h bi h hRestoration. ven In er iograp y, s e states that "Milton's models of government

in these months are makeshift, provisional, temporary, and anything but utopian,"

though "desperate" given the impending Restoration." But Lewalski does recognize the

eminent place which Milton's assigns to liberty as a motivating factor in these political

shifts. He responded "to the maelstrom of contemporary politics," and by this

"conscious adaptation" to events, attempted "to preserve certain religious and civil

liberties from every danger but especially from the permanent destruction awaiting them

in a Stuart restoration.t''" Ernest Sirluck contends that Milton's political thought

followed a "tortuous course,,,27 while Jesse Mack believes "the changes in his thinking

are not due, however, to a systematic and logical development of principles previously

entertained," but "to the tum of events." Milton demonstrates "little maturing in his

political thought and still less the consistency that comes from a systematic development

of principles antecedently held.,,28 Robert Fallon follows Mack, claiming that "no

reader of these tracts will come away with the impression that Milton was particularly

original in his political thought." Milton "is clearly improvising as he goes along," and

"more indebted to the experience of ten years of public service than to any carefully

constructed corpus of political thought.,,29 Christopher Hill believes that "between

October 1659 and April 1660 Milton put forward no less than six variants of his plan for

averting a restoration of monarchy." As for his constitutional proposal in Readie and

Easie, "the perpetual oligarchy recommended ... was far from being Milton's ideal

solution: it was the only remedy he could think of to check the Gadarene rush to

monarchy.v'" William Riley Parker believes that Readie and Easie was hardly "a

23 Zagorin, A History ofPolitical Thought in the English Revolu~ion, 106.. " . .,
20t Barbara K. Lewalski, "Milton and the Hartlib Circle: Educational Projects an~ Epic :Clldew.

in Literary Milton; Text, Pretext, Context, eds. Diana Trevino Benet and Michael Lieb (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne University Press, 1994),214-215.

25 Lewalski, The Life ofJohn Milton, 359. "
26 Lewalski, "Milton: Political Beliefs and Polemical Methods. \92.
27 Ernest Sirluck, "Milton's Political Thought: The First Cycle," ,\lP 61, no. 3 (\:64): 209.
28 Jesse Mack "The Evolution of Milton's Political Thinking:' SR 30 (\922): 19.' .
29 Robert Thomas Fallon, Milton in GO\'l..'l"IIml.'nl (University Park, PA: Pennsy 1\ ania "';We

University Press, 1993), 187, 188.
30 Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, \99,200.
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statement of reasoned political theory. ,·31 Milton "was dealing, not with ultimate ideals.

but with desperate expedients;' explaining why he altered "his proposal each time he

uttered it from October of 1659 to April 1660." But. Parker also notes that the single

consistent political theme in Milton's proposals "was his plea for a perpetual senate.

without a king," which "he defended ... with the usual weapons of Scripture. history.

and human reason. ,,32

My analysis challenges these observations. which seem too resolute regarding

Milton's supposed political shifts, and negligent of his use of the Bible. one of his most

important texts. These comments are also laden with assumptions of what exactly

constitutes a constitutional proposal. Thomas Com points out that historians are too

inspired to denounce Milton for political deficiency after comparing his Readie and

Easie with the complex political accomplishments of Machiavelli and Harrington.

criticisms he qualifies by emphasizing Milton' s "other massive strengths." His "Rcadic

and Easie Way offers an image, rendered retrospectively poignant, of an English free

commonwealth founded on the service of the godly." As for his "Republicanism:' Corns

believes it is "more an attitude of mind than any particular governmental

configuration.v':' Cedric Brown addresses these evaluations of political expediency as

well, and remarks that regardless of the accusations that Milton offered a "pragmatic

solution," his "various writings of 1659/60 about the government have in them some

consistent characteristics:' which cannot "be construed as desperate. because thcv

accord with writings at other points in his career. .-3~

Milton's Scholarly Study of the Scriptures

Masson details the contents of Milton' s manuscript. the Poemata .\/iltoni

stunuscriptu, housed at Trinity College Library. Cambridge. which reveals not only his

desire to write a History of Britain. but to study biblical narrati vcs and history. Of the

seven pages which contain these divisions. Masson notes ninety-nine subjects of

interest. "sixty-one are Scriptural. and thirty-eight are from British History .'·35 Lewalski

records that Milton itemized this list sometime between late 1639 and mid 16.+ 136 during

the literary conflict with Bishops on church reformation. The OT list is larger than the

NT one. and though no political topics are mentioned. \.lilton did intend to pursue the

11 William Riley Parker. Milton. A Biography, \01. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1968),54.3.
"Ib'd --7 .. - I .. )).

1,' Corns. "Milton and the Characteristics ora Free Commonwealth.' 41
,~ Brown. "(ireat Senates and Godly I ducation. 51.
35 i\t~lsson. The I./k 0(./01111 Milton. \01. I. 105.
.'6 l.ewalsk i, The Lite ofJohn Milton. 1~.3,
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great biblical figures among the Judges, Kings, and Prophets, as well as John the Baptist

and the birth, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ"

Inspiration of the Scriptures and Hermeneutical Method in De Doctrina Christiana

Milton's represents one of the few lay Interregnum writers who, like Sir Henry

Vane, wrote an impressive theological treatise. De Doctrina not only relates \ tilton's

doctrine of the Scriptures, but reveals his hermeneutical approach. Milton writes that

during his early childhood he began an "earnest study of the Old and New Testaments in

their original languages," as a scholar would, with "a fresh start," and determined to

craft his own treatise "from the word of God and from that alone," and remain

"scrupulously faithful to the text.,,38 Milton claims that his pursuit of "Christian

Doctrine," was principally driven by his view that "nothing else can so effectively wipe

away the two repulsive afflictions tyranny and superstition from human life and human

mind.,,39 In his Readie and Easie, Milton rehearses their history towards liberty, and

characterizes England's civil and religious liberty as a "victory at once against two [ot]

the most prevailing usurpers over mankinde. superstition and tyrannic. ,,~o

One of the more remarkable examinations of Milton's use of the Scriptures is

Harris Fletcher's 1929 work, The Usc of the Bible In Miltons Prose. undertaken

because of the vacuum of such scholarship in his prose works." I Fletcher states that "any

understanding of the de doctrina for its own sake or for the sake of Mi lton' s other works

must begin with its enormous use of the Bible.',42 Fletcher compiled citation lists of

Milton's biblical references in his prose works, excluding De Doctrina. and investigated

the editions and texts he resorted to. He noted approximately "five hundred separate

quotations or citations, each of which is clearly recognizable" and cxclusive of

numerous allusions and phrases.v' Milton's pre-1651 prose works, inclusive of Pro

Populo, contain "approximately three hundred and fifty Biblical citations. of which

about two hundred fifty appear with quotation." His post-1651 prose \\ ork s. written

when he was blind, contain "one-hundred seventy-four citations ... , fifty-one of which

37 Ibid.. 106 -112 for Milton's complete list of biblical topics.
,x De Doctrine, CP 11". vol. 6. 120. Harris Fletcher notes that 1\ 1ilton \\<1S quite dhlc to read the

Scriptures in "Latin. in Greek. and in Hebrew, including the Targumim or Aramaic paraphra,ses l1! the Old
Testament. and the Svriac version of the New. together with the available commentaries of those Se\crul
versions." See Flctcl;er, "1\1ilton 's Use of Biblical Quotations," 149.

39 lbid., I 18.
40 Rcadie. 18. .
41 fletcher, The Use ofthe Bible in vtilton 's Prose, 10. Fletcher states that,"thl' only accounts l:l

" , . ~ d i hi I d . t his personal translation of De Doctrina, and hi-.consequence. arc Sumner s. toun In IS ntro ucuon 0 11 '

own, "Miltons Use of Biblical Quotations." 145-165, referred to above.
I' bid'. 1)1 .• I I.
,I; Ibid.. 14.
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are not quoted." 44 De Doctrina contains "over seven thousand chapter and verse

citations ... , more than three-fourths of which include quotations..·45 In his Latin prose

works, including De Doctrina. Milton quotes directly from the Latin version of Junius

Tremellius, though he also used the Vulgate in his attempt to follow Salmasius.,HI The

English version which Milton used generally was his own family Bible, an edition of the

1612 Authorized Version printed by Barker, and now in the British Museum.l

Similar concerns over this lacuna of biblical recognition in Milton s prose was

expressed by Theodore Long Huguelet in his 1959 dissertation "Milton' s Hermeneutics:

A Study of Scriptural Interpretation in the Divorce Tracts and in De Doctrina

Christiana." Huguelet's motive for pursuing Milton's exegetical techniques is similar to

Fletcher's.

In view of Milton's extensive use of the Bible and his repeated avowal of
dependence upon Scripture alone in theology, there is a need for ascertaining the
theory of interpretation implicit wherever Milton cites the Bible. The fact that
this theory has received little attention from Milton scholars is partly owing to
the predominating interest in Milton's poetry, and partly to the assumption that
Milton simply twisted the Scriptures to fit preconceptions and the needs 0 f
controversy. Critics who assume that Milton's exegesis is constrained or
insincere would naturally attach little value to his principles of hermeneutics, 4X

Regina Schwartz in her "Milton on the Bible," claims that "Milton is surely the

most biblical of all English poets," while "his prose is also saturated with biblical

citation." Not only was he such "an adept practitioner of biblical hermeneutics himself,"

but he went "so far as to craft consistency between two completely contradictory

biblical mandates about marriage in order to justify his doctrine of divorce.,,4l) Milton

was "so preoccupied with biblical hermeneutics" in his divorce tracts, that "his The

Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce could have been justifiably titled The Doctrine and

Discipline ofBiblical Exegesis ...so

In De Doctrina. Milton states quite categorically that ..the writings of the

prophets, the apostles and the evangelists, ... were divinely inspired:' and therefore the

44 Ibid.. 9:2, 9.3.
I' Ibid., 50. .
46 Ibid., ..l.3--l5. Fletcher explains that Milton tended to rely on Tremellius for 0 l quot.atton"" but

did resort to the Hebrew if he disputed the Latin, while he used Bezas Latin and Greek versions ot the

NT. See "Milton's Use of Biblical Quotations," 165.
47 Ibid., :2:2 . . h
48 Theodore Lonu Huzuelet, "i\lilton's Hermeneutics: :\ Study of Scriptural Il~terpret~tlon 111 t e

D' " . ~ b. CI··' .. {Ph D diss Univ .rsirv of xorth Carolina at Chapel 11111.ivorcc Iracts and m De Doctrina msuana, \ . . I., L.. . . .

1(59),~. Huguelet is somewhat indebted to the work of Gcoruc '\c\\ton Conklin's Biblical Criticism and

Hercsv in Milton (NY; King's Crown Press. \l)-l9). .
49 Rcuina 1\1. Schwartz, "l\lilton on the Bible." in A. Componion to vtilton cd. Thoma" ( oms,

(Malden, i\1'IS;.: Blackwell Publishing. 2001. 2003),38.
'(1 Ibid. 3l).
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Scriptures,
5

I which "were written for the use of the church throughout all succeeding

ages" are "both in themselves and through God' s illumination absolutely clear. ··52 His

interpretive view is that "each passage of Scripture has only a single sense. ··53 while his

clear emphasis upon the knowledge of Scripture' s original languages. the historical

context of its passages, the interpretive role of grammar and syntax. as well as special

figures, all indicate his commitment to the grammatical historical method. and indicative

of his Christian humanist scholarship.

The right method of interpreting the scriptures has been laid down bv
theologians. This is certainly useful, [390] but no very careful attention is paid to
it. The requisites are linguistic ability. knowledge of the original sources.
consideration of the overall intent, distinction between literal and figurative
language, examination of the causes and circumstances, and of what comes
before and after the passage in question. and comparison of one text with
another. It must always be asked, too, how far the interpretation is in agreement
with faith. Finally, one often has to take into account the anomalies of syntax...
. . Lastly, no inferences should be made from the text, unless they follow
necessarily from what is written. This precaution is necessary. otherwise \VC

may be forced to believe something which is not written instead of something
which is, and to accept human reasoning, generally fallacious. instead of divine
doctrine, thus mistaking the shadow for the substance.:"

An understanding of his hermeneutical approach is critical for discerning his

intense denunciations of the Bible's misappropriation by his royalist and Presbyterian

opponents. In his anti-prelatical tract Of Reformation, he reprimanded the Bishops

whose exegesis modelled that of their predecessors. and asks. "Who is ignorant of the

foul errors, the ridiculous wresting of Scripture. the Heresies. the vanities thick SO\\11

through the volumes of Justi Martyr, Clemens, Origen. Tcrtullian and others of eldest

timeT'S5 In Eikonoklastes he rebukes the writer of Eikon Basi/ike for adulterating "thos

Sacred words from the grace of God;,56 while in his Tenure of Kings and .\/ugistrates.

he denounced the Presbyterians as "dancing Divines, who ... , come with Scriptures in

thir mouthes, glossd and fitted for thir tumes with a double contradictory sensc,··57

Likewise in Brief Notes, Milton was appalled at Matthew Griffith's hermeneutics in

support of kingship in his royalist sermon The Fear of God and the King (1660). and

insisted that it represented nothing short of textual distortion. Regarding C,ri ffith s

exposition of I Samuel 8:7. Milton complained "how well you confirm one \\Te"tcd

51 De Doctrine. ('PH'. \'01. 6.57"+,
5~ lbid., 575. 578. I\lilton buttresses his claims with numerous scriptural citations.
5, Ibid., 581,
54 Ibid - l''''' - V ~1 " )0_-),),\.

55 Reformation. ~..+.
'<> Eik IIII 'on. "t,).

'7, Tenure, (i.
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Scripture with another." and "notorious abuse of Scripture.tv" \1ilton presented himself

as a serious exegete as opposed to a dabbler who simply treated the Scriptures as a

potpourri of interpretive possibilities or polemical window dressing.

Scripture's authority surpassed that of heathen writings as well. In his Reason ot

Church Government (1642), Milton claims that "all wisdome is infolded:' in the

Scriptures, which is "a better & more ancient authority, then any heathen writer hath to

give US.,,59 In his Treatise of Civil Power (1649), Milton argues for liberty of

conscience upon the absolute authority of Scripture, the only "divine rule or autoritie

from without us warrantable to one another as common ground ... , and no other within

us but the illumination of the Holy Spirit so interpreting that scripture. ,,(,1) Despite the

possibility of interpretive abuse, Milton argued in De Doctrina that "every believer is

entitled to interpret the scriptures," and that "no one should be forbidden to read" them.

"On the contrary, it is very proper that all sorts and conditions of men should read them

or hear them read regularly.t''" Milton believed that "under the gospel." there was "a

double scripture," consisting of the "external scripture of the written word" and "the

internal scripture of the Holy Spirit" which God promised, and "engraved upon the

hearts ofbelievers.',62 Don M. Wolfe, in his Milton in the Puritan Revolution. states that

his "conception of liberty:' was significantly influenced by that "Christian individualism

which filled his soul," indicating the "acceptance of truth by authority to an unaided

personal interpretation of the Bible,,,63

Milton's View of God's Universal Governance and Man's Nature

Milton's views of God's governance, man's nature, fall, and subsequent

regeneration and adoption, as well as Christian liberty, were essential to his formulation

of a political theology. Milton believed man was originally created "in the image of

God, and the whole law of nature [143] was so implanted and innate in him that he was

in need of no command.,,6-l The fall of man never eradicated all remnants of God's

image in him, evidenced "not only from the holiness and wisdom in both word and deed

ofmany of the heathens," but proved out of the Scriptures. Genesis chapter 9: 2, h states

<s !J'v, 6.
.;g ~- Reason, prelacc.
bO T . - 6

I reausc.'> .
61 De Doctrine, ('PI/', vel. 6, )83, )77. .,.. ., r ,'.

be lbid., 587. Milton's understanding of this double SCllSC ot Sl'flpture IS akin to .... 11' Henry \ aIH.: "

ill his N.\l Given the dating of Milton's De Doctrina. it is possible to conclude that vl ilton rc.id It. PI'

rather had.it read to him. . , '.. . . ..' , ...;) . v).

b.' Don 1\1. Wolfe, Milton in the Puritan Revolution ([\L'\\ 't ork: rhom.is :\L Ison and, oris. 1. ~ II.
, . ~. I Th I I '. t th ) BI'h/ ' lind the Ris . (,I thc vtodcrn "or/d.
_,~() SL'C also l lennina Grat Re\cnt UW. I, e ' ut JOn!., (i £; L ' l ,_

~.. d h 19S0 [ .ndon: "';C\ 1 Prc,," LtJ . IllS·t l. l:-lltrans, John Bowden (Gottingcn: \ andenhocck an Ruprec t. l. (I . ,

hi De Doctrine. ('PI/', \'01. (1. 3)3, SL'C Tenure, 8,
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that "every beast shall have fear ofyou," and "who sheds man's blood bee (' i. . . ause JO(

made man in his image:' prove that "traces" of his image "remain in our intellect."

While Romans 1:19-20 indicates that "which can be known about God ... the invisible

things are evident from the creation of the world. ,,65

Since man's fallen state was not so destitute of the divine image. he retained

volition and could still understand profound truths. explaining whv Milton made

political use of heathen writers. He conjectured that freedom of the will was either a

remnant of "his primitive state," or quality "restored to him as a result of the call of

grace. ,,66 But when a man undergoes a "supernatural renovation;' his "natural faculties

of faultless understanding and of free will" are renewed. and "more completely than

before," as God "infuses by divine means new and supernatural faculties into the minds

of those who are made new.,,67 Part of this regeneration leads to adoption, and "the first

result of adoption is liberty," which "has appeared in a much clearer light since the

coming of Christ. That is why it is called Christian liberty. ,,68

Gospel Supremacy over Mosaic Judicials and Jewish Polity

Milton dismissed the notion that the Mosaic Judicials were a politically viable

and civilly enforceable code for England, and construed them rather as peculiar

stipulations originally and exclusively directed to the Israelites. The Law's role is to

educate nations toward "THE ADULT STATURE OF A NEW CREATURE, AND TO

A MANLY FREEDOM UNDER THE GOSPEL," which is "MUCH MORE

EXCELLENT AND PERFECT THAN THE LAW:' and now "WRITTEN IN Til J-:

HEARTS OF BELIEVERS THROUGH THE HOLY SPIRIT...(1l) The Societal relcv .mce

of the Judicials rested in their timeless moral substance which was "grounded in nature,"

and testified to by the GospeL that superior covenant which "stands with her dignity

most:' and "lectures to us from her own authentick handwriting. and command.t'"

Neither did Milton consider the Mosaic Judicials relevant for ecclesiastical

government. considering it inconceivable to ground "Fvangelick government in the

Imitation of the Jewish Priesthood," and dismissing such application fur lack of

apostolic example and authority. He repudiated those Prelates who tried to "build their

Hierachv upon the sandy bottome of the law." and not the "autority of the Go-pcll.' and

"repulst as it were from the writings of the .xpostles. and driven to tuk c sancturarv

(,5 Ibid.. 396. I\lilton quotes numerous other passages to pro\l.~ his poir.lt. . . . ,
66 Ibid.. 3l)7. The use and understanding of the term "primitive" here IS ,11-;0 rcmmr-cent pI \ -Il1l'

67 Ibid.. of() I,
(,S It . ~ f l)(1\U .• "t ),

(0') Ibi i-I 7 -.., I!l.,.) ,)_.
70 Reason. II.
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among the Jewes:,71 He also completely dismissed the jurisdictional union of the civil

and religious offices under the Jewish Polity as an unworkable pattern for England b:

appealing to the primacy of the Gospel. The church, now in a "state of grace," had

shifted from the status of servant to son in the new Gospel covenant. which now

"belongs willingness and reason, not force." Under the Mosaic Code. "the law was ...

written on tables of stone, and to be performed according to the letter, willingly or

unwillingly," and with "no distinc government or governors of church and

commonwealth," since "the Priests and Levites judg'd in all causes not ecclesiastical

only, but civil." Since the NT never re-established such concentration of mixed

authority, man is "freed from the judgments of men, and especially from coercion and

legislation in religious matters."n Under the new Gospel covenant the Law is written

"upon the heart of every believer to be interpreted only by the sense of charitie and

inward perswasion.t':' Milton even equated the "Judaick law," with a "borrowd

manuscript of a subservient scrowl."N and was resolute in his revulsion for those

Prelates who derived ecclesiastical forms from it.

Though since some of our Brittish Prelates seeing themselves prest to produce
Scripture, try all their cunning, if the New Testament will not help them. to
frame of their own heads as it were with wax a kinde of Mimick Bishop Iimm d
out to the life of a dead Priesthood. 75

The Gospel's new jurisdictional requirements rested on the covenant of grace,

and resulted in the separation between the civil and spiritual swords for purposes of

liberty: the very distinction of which he praised Sir Henry Vane for recognizing in his

famous poem devoted to him. Nevertheless, Milton was not advocating the wholesale

dismissal of the Law, as its "substance ... love of God and of our neighbor, should not.

... be thought of as destroyed." Rather, "only the written surface has been changed." as

the "law is now inscribed on believers' hearts by the spirit," which is outside the

province of the magistrate.i'' The Gospel's preeminence only rendered the Judicial"

irrelevant as to the external enforcement of the "letter," while the internal enforcement

of its substance was now a matter of conscience, and liberty.

The law of slavcrv having been abrogated through the gl)Spel. the result is
Christian Liberty. It is' true that liberty is primarily the fruit PI' adoption, an~ was
consequently not unknown in the time of the law, .... Hl1\>e\·er. ou~ libcrt ,
could not be perfect or manifest before the advent of Christ. our liberator

71 Ibid., 18.
ti De Doctrina, l 'PH'. \01. 6. :'37-:']8.
73 Treatise, 48-49.
7.t Reason, I I.
i5 Ibid .. 19.
76 De Doctrina. CPIJ'. vo l. 6. :'_~~
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Therefore liberty is a matter relevant chiefly to the gospel. and is associated with
it.

CHRISTIAN LIBERTY means that CHRIST OUR LIBERATOR FREES
US FROM THE SLAVERY OF SIN AND THUS FROtvl THE Rl'LE OF THE
LAW AND OF MEN, AS IF WE WERE EMANCIPATED SLA \TS. 77

The primacy of the Gospel over the Judicials, with its political implications of

"Christian liberty," required the restriction of civil power in religious affairs, \ lilton

even linked fitness for governance with discernment of their jurisdictional differences. a

distinction vital for his cause of liberty, and reminiscent of his electoral conditions for

prospective electors and civil authorities which he reiterated repeatedly' in his later

political tracts.

That then both commonwealth and religion will at length. if ever. flourish in
Christendom, when either they who govern discern between civil and religious.
or they only who so discern shall be admitted to govern. Till then nothing but
troubles, persecutions. commotions can be expccted.f

According to Schwartz, the Law of Nature and Christ's Gospel commands

translate into hermeneutical principles identifiable in Milton's divorce tracts. These

interpretive principles of imprinted laws and charity she claims Milton extracted from

Moses' permission of divorce in Deuteronomy 24:1-2. and Christ's command against it.

except on the grounds of adultery, in Matthew 19:3-8. Milton claimed Christ intended

"'to preserve those his fundamental and superior laws of nature and charitie, to which all

other ordinances gil'e up their sea!s:··79 indicating he prioritizes these "higher divine

laws of nature and charity" to discern "the validity of biblical injunctions.T" As further

proof of these superior principles, she quotes Milton' s further claim that "God the Son

hath put all other things under his own feet: but his Commandments he hath left all

under the feet of charity.t''" Schwartz claims that "charity dictates not only Miltons

biblical hermeneutics, but also his revolutionary politics. his personal life and his

critique of church government. ..82 As for his principle of nature. Milton claims that

though "'God indeed in some wayes of his providence, is high and secret past finding

out: but in the delivery and execution of his Law ... hath plain anough reveald himself

and requires the observance therof not otherwise then to the law of nature and of equity

imprinted in us seems correspondent.Y''" Her analysis is born out by vliltons

~~

I lbid., 536-537.
7X Treatise. To the Parliament.
7 to ('PIr )\"l ~""l';; The italics') Schwartz. "Milton on the Bible." 39. 1\1ilton quote rom . H . - ..'- ..

represents her emphasis.
xn Ibid.
XI Ibid.. 40. 1\1ilton quote from CPJI'. \,)1. ~. 356.
S~ Ibid.
x; Ibid. 1\1ilton quote from CPIr. \01. 2. 297.
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prioritizing of the Gospel principle of liberty over the Mosaic Judicials. xlilton still

clung to the moral substance of the Law as binding, but as to its institutional relevance.

and lawful civil enforcement, he subjected it to the standard of charity and the

dispensation of grace, and concluded that Christian liberty was now the quintessence of

a civil model.

Milton's understanding of the Gospers liberty requirements represents a biblical

anchor from which he directs political contrasts between the liberty of commonwealths

and the tyranny and slavery of monarchies. His civil-liberty theme tarzeted civil-slaverv
b .

in Pro Populo Anglicano Defensio. Milton asks Salmasius whether "kings may do what

they list with Impunity," or if "God has exempted them from all humane Jurisdiction.

and reserved them to his own Tribunal only," and posits that "the Gospel ... that

Heavenly Promulgation, as it were, of Christian Liberty:' does not "reduce us to a

condition of Slavery to Kings and Tyrants.T" "Unlimited power." whether "in Temporal

things," or "Ecclesiastical" are equally subversive to liberty. God is just as concerned

for "civil affairs" as he is ecclesiastical ones. and therefore. "he would hav c the same

reformation made in the Commonwealth, that he would have made in the Church."

Moreover. "God has not so modelled the Government of the World" to require "any

Civil Community to submit to the Cruelties of Tyrants." while leaving the "Church at

liberty to free themselves from Slavery and Tyranny.Y" In Readie om/ Easic, Milton

contrasts the settlement of a "free Commonwealth" with the impending "bondage" of

restored monarchy. and nothing short of a return to "heathenish government," as "slaves

of a single person," requiring a "yoking ... to ... the natural adversarie and oppressor

of libertie.,,86 But "A free Commonwealth" is "the most agreeable to all due libertie and

proportioned equalitie, both human, civil. and Christian. ,·87

Milton's Christian Humanism

Milton employed classical texts politically, and his own education on the

classics, as well as travels to Italy most certainly influenced his political thought. In his

Chuructcr of the Long Parliament (1681 ). he compared the beneficial role of importing

"foreign writings:' with that of ripened "Wine and Oyl.' clarifying that the "Sun which

we want. ripens" these as well as "\Vits.'·sS Thomas Corns explains that there is little

evidence "in his vernacular writing of 16.+9 and almost nothing in his Latin defence- to

84 Pro Populo is part of Miltons LatiI! prose corpus. ~nd Ih.is quo_te is from t~e Ihl)S ,I ng.li,~h
translation:l Dcfcnc« ottlu: Pl'o/JIL' ofEngland. :<~. I am cmplovim; this trnnslation throuuhout the paper

X" Ibid .. 84-85.
Xl> Readic, 3-4. 6. 72. 74. 78. 104. 107.
S7 . '1 - ")Ibid.. _)-_6.
xs Chaructcr. II. This is also referred to as Digression.
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show that Milton actively sought to argue for the English republic in terms derived

either from classical models or from Machiavellian political theory. ,,89 \:owhere does

Milton suggest a wholesale acceptance of the political preeminence of heathen writers,

and his resort to classical authors is not inconsistent with his view of man's fallen state

and an imprinted law of nature. Milton believed that "even before .\loses· time the law

had to some extent already been given," though "not written down:,l)[! leading him to

conclude an "unwritten law of nature" and a "kind of gleam or glimmering of it still

remains in the hearts of all mankind." According to Rom. 1:19, 32, and 2:1'+-15. the

heathen have a sense of God's will, and "do by nature the things contained in the law.

for they are their own law: they show the work of the law written in their hearts."

Nevertheless, the transformative experience of the "regenerate" is distinct from the

heathen, as this law "is daily brought nearer to a renewal of its original perfection hy the

operation of the Holy Spirit.,,91 With this, instruction in the classics alongside the

Scriptures was an acceptable educational practice in the seventeenth-century. Reventlow

notes that "Milton's intellectual background" was fed by "humanism, which dominated

his days as a student in Cambridge; and Puritanism, to which he was introduced h: his

teacher. T. Young." He was unconvinced that these streams could be scvned.

Reventlow also draws attention to Barker's observation that the confidence in man and

human reason which emerges in Milton's Areopagetica was not without precedent in

pamphlets of contemporary Puritans."

Areopagitica is more instructive for provmg Milton a Christian humanist as

opposed to a classical one. Milton views reason as a mental faculty linked directly to

God's image bearing nature, and believed that he "who kills a Man kills a reasonable

creature, God's Image," but "hec who destroyes a good Booke, kills reason it selfe, kills

the Image of God, as it were in the eye.',93 Milton's statement is associated \\ ith

Christian and pagan writings. Though Areopagitica. a Christian ethic of reading,

abounds with classical allusions and historical examples, Milton invokes biblical giants

as models for his own scholarship to prove liberty of the press. ·';\/oses. Daniel. &

Paul," were all "skilfull in all learning of the AEgyptians, Caldeans, and Greeks, which

could not probably be without reading their Books of all sorts." Paul ..thought it no

defilement to insert into holy Scripture the sentences of three Greek Poets. and one t)f

S') Corns, "1\1iIton and the Characteristics of a Free Commonwealth." :26
»n De Doctrina. ( P//', \01. 6, .:' )(),
91 Ibid.
<)~ Revcntlow The .iuthoritv otthe Bible, l.:'h, . '

l); Areo!)(/gilit.u. 4,
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them a Tragedian.t''" Since prominent biblical figures were knowledgeable of their

contemporary pagan writers, why should the seventeenth-century readership be

prohibited in its literary privileges? Milton resorts to Acts 10:9-16 to further prove the

legitimate reading of pagan authors.

To the pure, all things are pure, not only meats and drinks, but all kinde of
knowledge whether of good or evill; the knowledge cannot defile. nor
consequently the books, if the will and conscience be not defild. For books are
as meats and viands are; some of good, some of evill substance; and yet God in
that unapocryphall vision, said without exception, Rise Peter, kill and eat,
leaving the choice to each mans discretion."

Milton's reference to Peter relates to his withdrawal to a housetop to pray where he

subsequently experienced a vision of unclean creatures presented on a sheet dropping

from heaven, followed by the Lord's admonition to "Arise, Peter, kill and eat." Peter

refused, because he had "never eaten anything unholy and unclean." Upon meeting

Cornelius, Peter realized the Lord was hardly referring to animals, but salvation coming

to the Gentiles. "God has shown me that I should not call any man unholy or unclean.t'"

Milton read this passage as endorsing the intellectual pursuit of pagan writings, then

currently considered "unclean," but rendered pure once strained through an undefiled

reader. Similarly, in Reason ofChurch Government (1642), Milton validates the practice

of resorting to extra biblical sources for crafting ideas on arts education because such

artistic "abilities, wheresoever they be found, are the inspired gift of God rarely

bestow'd.t''"

Virginia Ramey Mollenkott in her "The Bible, the Classics, and Milton,"

observed that Milton intimated the subordination of the classics to the Scriptures when

he suggested they were '''to be reduced in their nightward studies wherewith they close

the day's work, under the determinate sentence of David or Solomon, or the evangelists

and apostolic scriptures.Y" and concluded that Milton "is counseling that each night the

student must relate his classicalleaming to scriptural principles." His definition of "right

reason" meant "the powers ofa mind wholly dedicated to the service ofGod." and hence

"theological rather than secular." and further proof that his humanism was Christian and

not classical. 99 According to Mollenkott, pagan works "provided the Christian humanist

94 Ibid., 10.
95 Ibid., 10-11. d
96 Acts 10:1-48 NASV. This covers the entire passage depicting. both Peter's vrsion an

Cornelius' conversion.
97 R "'19eason, -' . , . - J
98 Virainia Rarnev Mollenkott, "The Bible. the Classics, and Milton," ( 7 9, no. (January

1965): 10-11. I:>She takes this quote from Milton's Of Education found in Frank A. Patterson. ed.. ti:

Student's Milton, rev. ed. (New York: F.S. Crofts & Co.), 729.
99 Ibid.
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with illustrations and objectifications of abstract theological truths and helped to create

experiences that make the reader more deeply aware of biblical meaning, ,,100 a method

Milton followed, while his "few heterodox viewpoints have sometimes been

overemphasized to the point of obscuring his devotion to scriptural authority.Y''"

Warren Chernaik in his "Biblical Republicanism," confirms Mollenkott' s observations,

noting that "in the polemical writings of Milton and his contemporaries," thier "secular

arguments appealing to nature and reason are again and again buttressed by citations

from Scripture and reformed theologians.,,102

Milton though was mindful of the sensitive Issue which the use of heathen

authors posed, especially for the Presbyterians. In Tenure, he explains that his proofs on

behalf of regicide will be by "autorities and reasons, not learnt in comers among Scisms

and Heresies, as our doubling Divines are ready to claumniat." rather such are "fetcht

out of the midst of choicest and most authentic learning, and no prohibited Authors, nor

many Heathen, but Mosaical, Christian, Orthodoxal, and which must needs be more

convincing to our Adversaries, Presbyterial.t'Y' Milton truncates his employment of

pagan authors, "lest it bee objected they were Heathen:,104 Elizabeth Tuttle in her

"Biblical Reference in the Political Pamphlets of the Levellers and Milton, 1638-16~-+,"

explains that Milton was not only "very much aware of the possible misuse of biblical

references," a concern which he frequently underscored, but increased his use of them

. d . h h' ,.\05"to sustain an ennc IS own arguments.

Milton's Political Reading of Scripture

Old Testament Political Authorities: Deuteronomy 17: "'-20 and I Samuel 8:1-22

Throughout his pamphlets, Milton employed discrete scriptural texts to

substantiate his commonwealth model consisting primarily of a standing senate without

king and House of Lords. From Deuteronomy 17:14-20 he read the multiple political

applications of limited government the right of revolution and popular sovereignty. and

M h ..lu6£-1
the "Commonwealth" as "a more perfect form of Government than a onarc y. e

100 lbid., \2.
101 Ibid \"I ., _L

10~ Chernaik, "Biblical Republicanism:' Abstract. I-n.
10,. Tenure, 8.
10·' \ b'd ')0 .
105 Iuttle. :'Biblical Reference in the Political Pamphlets of the Leveller- and vlilton. 1638-

I65-l:' 72.
1(1(, FD, \8.
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understood I Samuel 8:10-19 as evidence of Israel's rejection of her divinely ordained

commonwealth and God as her Lord and King. IO?

Limited Authority of Kings, Popular Sovereignty and Supremacv of
the Hebrew Commonwealth: Deuteronomy 17: 4-20 .

Milton's republican readings contradicted the standard royalist ones. \\'hcre he

inferred the limitation and legal accountability of kings from Deuteronomy 17, most

royalists reasoned a monarchy as responsible to God alone. and none assumed it

communicated any right of choice regarding government. In Tenure, Milton claims that

"these words confirme us that the right of choosing, yea of changing thir O\\TI

Government is by the grant of God himself in the People."!" He forcefully frames his

counter arguments against absolute kingship in favor of popular sovereignty in his Firs!

Defence. He attacks Salmasius' assertion that a king alone represents "the Supream

Power of the Kingdom," who is only "answerable to God," and "bound by no La11','·109

by confidently resting his case in Deuteronomy 17: 14. which bore tremendous political

weight because "God himself' spoke. Milton read the passage, ..When thou are conic

into the land, which the Lord thy God giveth thee, and shalt say, J will sci a King O\'L'l'

me, like as the Nations that are round about me." to mean "that all Nations are at liberty

to erect what form of Government they will amongst themselves, and to change it when.

and into what they will." And though directed to the Hebrews, Milton understood this as

a civil privilege for all nations. I10

Milton extended the political usefulness of Deuteronomy 17 beyond popular

choice of government to include the superiority of a commonwealth form generally.

claiming it also proves "that a Commonwealth is a more perfect form of Government

than a Monarchy, and more suitable to the condition of Mankind; and in the opinion of

God himself, better for his own people: for himself appointed it." God reluctantly

permitted the Hebrews to alter this divine form to a monarchy only after lie was

"prcvaild" upon, "and at their own importunate desire.' God' s response did not

translate into a prophetic certainty. but a political choice "to be Govern d b) a single

person. or by more," and should Israel "resolve upon a King," (jod "prescribes laws for

this King," requiring he "transcribe with his own hand all the Precepts of the I.aw, ...

. I ,,111
that his mind might not be lifted up above hIS Bret tren,

1117 f' \' 6), , ).

lOS Tenure. 15,
Ill') FI), 15.

110 Ibid .. 18,
III Ibid .. IS-19.
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Sir Robert Filmer, a prominent royalist, adhered to Salmasius reading of th'- e

Deuteronomy 17 passage, and attacked Milton's more popular understanding of it in
'-

Observations Concerning the Original and Various Forms ofGovernment (1696) in his

defense. Filmer claims Milton's reading of "Peoples Power," for ..the choosing of

kings" in Deuteronomy 17:14 is unwarranted, because the "foretelling or forewarning of

the Israelites of a wanton and wicked Desire of theirs, which God himself condemned:'

cannot "be made an Argument that God gave or granted them a Right to do such a

wicked thing." With this, such a right cannot stand because the passage itself fails to

prove "that God ... expresly saith, that there was always a Right in the People to use

what Form of Government they please."112

Salmasius' had also argued for absolute authority of kings through the example

of Christ, hermeneutical grounds Milton was too adept in. He responded that the

"Gospel" released man from "the old Law, that Mistress of Slavery,"1 13 The fact that

Christ was "born and lived and died under a Tyrannical Government," indicates he "has

thereby purchased Liberty for us," and though "he gives us his Grace to submit patiently

to a condition of Slavery," he "encourageth us" to seek our freedom. "St. Paul not only

of an Evangelical, but a Civil Liberty, says thus, .... Art thou called being a Se!TWII,

care not for it; but if thou maiest be made free, use it rather; you are bought with a

price, be not ye servants ofmen.,,114 Christ, as savior, "by submitting to such a condition

himself, has confirmed even our Civil Liberties," and has not "established and

strengthened a Tyrannical Government, and made a blind subjection the duty of all

Christians.,,115 In Eikonoklastes, Milton also resorted to the nature of Christ's authority

as proof of a popular choice of government, claiming that he "declares professedly his

judicature to be spiritual, abstract from Civil managements, and therefore leaves all

fG
,,116

Nations to thir own particular Lawes, and way 0 overnment.

112 Sir R. Filmer, Observations Concerning the Original and Various Forms 0/ Government

(London, 1696),184.
113D'/", 5'eJense, _.
114 lbid., 53, Milton is referring to I Corinthians 7:21.

115 Ibid. . brai .. · V .. (PI D
116 Eikon, 217. In his 1998 dissertation, "The Triumph of ''Christmn ~e. raism in...cr-,c. 1, .

di D k U' ity 1998) Matthew Biberman believes he located "ChristIan Hebraic e.lements 111ISS., U e mverSl, , . d t botl
Milton's poetry and prose, statina that his "mature work" was "a sustame attelllr~ to animate ~

I:> di fD t . \ \-t'\.; \ people-Christian and Jewish traditions." Biberman links Milton's rea mg 0 eu eronomy . ".,
.' . h J h Selden's natural law (or div me 1.1\\)

riaht of choosinu and chanuina their own ~overnment, WIt 0 n . . . . I'
I:> 0 0 0 ~ di 7\ n '. - 11 s olden here ">l'C ""

philosophy. But, Biberrnan does not develop his argument regar mg I I ton S USL l ~ L

Introduction and 356-357,
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Hebrew Commonwealth - A Divinely Ordained Model for a Reformed
Commonwealth: 1 Samuel 8: 1-22

In Tenure, Milton also read Israel's request for a King in I Samuel 8 as signaling

their abandonment of a divinely ordained commonwealth and rejection of God as their

supreme sovereign. By illustrating the disastrous civil choice of Israel, Milton claimed

God was summoning England "to liberty and the flourishing deeds of a reformed

Common-wealth," and would bless her if she rejected kinship and established him as her

"supreme governor" in the likeness of his "ancient government."!" In Defense, Milton

explained that the "Israelites, "prevail'd" upon God, who "at their own importunate

desire," allowed them to alter their commonwealth "into a Monarchy.v '!" The exemplar

political pattern which Israel offers England is not, as the royalists would contend, her

choice of a king; rather it is her pre-monarchic commonwealth devoid of any human

king. Milton warns England against repeating the civil mistakes of the Jews in

Eikonoklastes.

And who knows, if we make so slight of this incomparable deliverance. which
God hath bestowd upon us, but that we shall like those foolish Israelites. who
depos'd God and Samuel to set up a King, Cry out one day because ofour King,
which we have bin mad upon; and then God, as he foretold them, will no more
deliver US.

1l 9

Milton comments similarly in Brief Notes where he accuses Griffith of "grosly

misapplying" 1 Samuel 8:7, "which were not spoken to any who had resisted or rejected

a King, but to them who much against the will of God had fought a King, and rejected a

Commonwealth, wherein they might have lived happily under the Raign of God only.

thir King."l2o Griffith even understood Gideon's rule in Judges 7:20 "which couples the

sword of the Lord and Gideon," as a political model of kingship. Milton, irritated with

Griffith's use of 1 Samuel 8, because it is "abus'd and most impertinently cited," claims

he did not extend his interpretation far enough to cover verses 22 and 23. which clcarl y

states that neither Gideon nor his son would rule over Israel. Instead, Gideon \\as a

"worthy heroic deliverer of his Country" who "thought it best governd, if the Lord

117 Tenure, 40-41. , I'

118 FD, 18. Milton does not seem to imply that the Jews rejected the Sanhedrin or JetJHonl~1I1

courts, only God as their king.
119 E 'k '10ttcon, - . h S .. f I
120 BN 6. In his Commonplace Book. Milton notes in his section on "T e tate a rc ercn~e o

• .' "'I - di h "tl me of Kinas has alwavs been hateful IIISUIPICIUS Severus' Historv (Leyden. 16-,) regar 109 ow te na ~. ., ., . ..
. c. "'\ . t .chanse their treedom tor scrv itudea free peoples." Milton condemns the Hebrews lor cnoosmg 0 ex := ..
., . . I' I R' 8 S ('fir \01 I 440 In another placeThe editor states that Milton included 10 the margma ia cg e. ee . ..". . '.. .

. f b di t the law \\ ith a rclcrcncc IIIMilton notes that "The Kina of the Hebrews was not tree rom 0 e renee 0 L • .'

~ T I' R bbi .... Eru/II/11 \: l.uci (I( II/dfU/11William Schickhand and his JIISt Regium Hcbraeorum e t enc 11'/.\' a uncts (. . 'I
C • R bbi . I ('/ I" mel /Jro/ll!.ht t<I light Str~I"'''' 'll r~.(The Law of the Kings of the Hebrews Dug 011/ oj a II1ICtI.' uu l,\ c , _. .

1(25). See CPl/'. vol. I. 460.
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governd it in that form of a free Commonwealth, which they then enjoid without a
. I ,,121sing e person.

Filmer also objected to Milton's use of I Samuel 8, claiming the Israelites

already had a king, "God himself, and his Vice-roy Samuel," 122 Isreal's sin "did lye. not

in Desiring a King, but in desiring such a King like as the 1\ations round about had."

The people "distrusted God Almighty. that governed them by the \lonarchial Power of

Samuel.,,123 Filmer comments on the I Samuel passage in Patriarchia (1695). explaining

that "the Unlimited Jurisdiction of kings is so amply described by Samuel.' who "was to

teach the People a duitiful Obedience to their King, even in those things which

themselves did esteem Mischievous and Inconvenient." Samuel was merelv zuidinu..... ~

them as to "what a Subject must Suffer: yet not so that it is Right for Kings to do Injury.

but it is Right for Kings to go Unpunished by the People if they do it." In this regard. I

Samuel 8 provided "no Remedy ... against Tyrants, but in Crying and praying unto

God in that Day." 124

Milton's political reading of Deuteronomy 17:14-17 and 1 Samuel 8: 1-22

reveals how his proposal of a commonwealth model without king or House of Lords

may have been construed. He consistently understood the political implications of

Israel's choice of kingship as fatal to her divinely ordained commonwealth. and

interpreted Samuel's speech as an earnest warning against the potential tyrannical

procedure of the king. The prophet's itemized list of expected political consequences

indicated, in part, not only God's dismay at Israel's choice of an earthly head of state.

but his concession testified to their rejection of his direct rule and commonwealth and

consent to popular civil choice. Milton' s commonwealth model. devoid of human

lordship after the manner of a king and House of Lords, incorporates the as-annption that

the divinely ordained commonwealth delivered to the Jews. with God as supreme lord.

represents an exemplar civil pattern.

New Testament Political Authorities: Romans 13:1-7, 1 Peter 2: 13 and vlatthew

20:20-28

Romans 13:1-7 and 1 Peter 2:13-16 are commonly referenced '\ l political texts

II1 the seventeenth-century. and Milton' s reading seems to represent the standard

. . . I did I I itv tl t the 1)")' 1\'11 and nature of uovcrnmcnt isrepublican position. Not on y I t 1ey c an: ra l ~ ~

from God, but offered specific qualifications on subjection to gl)\erning authorities.

121 lbid., 4,
1" 11)--- Filmer. OhSL'I"\"U!WIIS. 0)

12.1 bid 191/9")
/ 1.. - -, ". d 16~(1) ~II ~I

121 Sir R. Filmer. Patriarchia. or tlu: Nuturol Power ot Kings, (Lon 011. , .' , .
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rather than commands of unconditional and categorical obedience. ,\ lilton though would

add to this scriptural political corpus his unique civil reading of \ latthew 20:20-28

which depicts Christ as admonishing his disciples against a rulership reminiscent of the

Gentiles, and often employed it alongside Deuteronomy 17 and I Samuel 8 to strengthen

his argument against kingship in favor of a commonwealth.

Limited Submission and Lawful Civil Ends: Romans 13:1-7 and l Peter
2:13

In Tenure, Milton augments his OT arguments against unlimited authority of

kings with his political readings of 1 Peter 2:13 and Romans 13:1-7. He insists that

Peter's command of submission to magistrates and human ordinances refers to those

whose governance demonstrates "the punishment of evil-doers, and the encouragement

of them that doe well." His reading of verse 16 qualifies such submission even further.

that it must be "as free men" only. He concedes that Paul's statement in Romans D: L

that "there is no power but God," seems to conflict with "Peter who calls the same

autority an Ordinance of man," but explains that such a power refers only to those who

are "Lawfull and just," and "not a terror to the good but to the evil." Any power which

"be not such, or the person execute not such power. neither the one nor the other is of

God, but of the Devil, and by consequence to bee resisted.'-125 Man is only obliged to

obey rulers if their power is divinely ordained, which is demonstrated primarily h~ their

punishment of wickedness and praise of righteousness. If kings or magistrates abuse that

trust, the people can "dispose of it by any alteration, as they' shall judge most conducing

to the public good."!" Milton even resorts to Jewish case histories to illustrate that "this

custom of tyrant killing was not unusual" to support civil dcthronemcnts.l'' God raised

up Ehud to deliver Israel from their foreign Moabite King. Eglon. \\ ho was their

sovereign and tyrant for eighteen years. The prophet and judge Samuel sle« -\gag. a

foreign enemy, and King Jehu assassinated Israel's King Jehoram "a succc-siv e and

hereditarie Tyrant," by an extraordinary commission from GOd.12~

Some of Milton' s most powerful uses of these passages are found in his Dt'/('JI\('.

where he employs the logic of the law of submission' s rational purpose to prove the

limited extent of a subject's obedience. "No La» that is grounded upon ,} reason,

expressly set down in the Law it self. obligeth further than the reason of it extends."

1\1 b . f' / L /' (' k B ausc ..... t· 1·I1P \· S ..... 110fticeru!}T)Olillt,dhr[\ en are to "S1/ nut or f 1£.' ore S ,)(/ ·c.... ec sc u r-, 2 . Ll J •

I~' Tenure. 17-18.
I~(, Ibid .. 19.
P7 It . ~ ""1/)• 11t.1.. _\ .

I~S Ibid.. ~()-~-'.
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God for the punishment ofevil doers and the praise otthem that do ,II t: . I
J II L' . r or so IS I It'

will of God." Therefore, "we should submit and yield Obedience to such as are here

described. There is not a word spoken of any other." But what "if Princes pervert the

design of Magistracy, .. , to the ruin and destruction of good men: and the praise and

encouragement of evil doers?" Milton asks "Must we all be condemn'd to perpetual

Slavery, not private persons only, but our Nobility, all our inferior Maaistrates: our vcrv
~ ,

Parliament it self?" Absolutely not. 129

So that the institution of Magistracy is Jure Divino, and the end of it is. that
Mankind might live under certain Laws, and be govern' d bv them: but what
particular form of Government each Nation would live under, 'and what Persons
should be entrusted with the Magistracy, without doubt was left to the choice of
each Nation. Hence St. Peter calls Kings and Deputies; Human Ordinances. DO

Such "subjection is not absolutely enjoined, but upon a particular Reason," which "must

be the rule of our Subjection; where that reason holds, we are Rebels if we submit not:

where it holds not, we are Cowards and Slaves if we do." 131

Though God providentially intervened in the civiI affairs of the Hebrew s. \ lilton

believes he left no such command requiring other nations to consider his counsel. nor

the expectation that he would involve himself in the formation of their civil institutions.

The Hebrews "could have access to God himself. and consult with him: they could not

chuse a King themselves by Law, but were to refer the matter to him." But "other

Nations have received no such Command:,132 God now ordains the nature of lawful

civil authority and power, and leaves the nations at liberty to decide their institutional

forms. But. Milton's views here should not be read as dismissive of the Jewish Polity 's

relevance for England as a commonwealth model. Rather. he is simply highlighting

God's unique political relationship with Israel. the liberty of civil choice. and the

connection between institutional forms and the moral capacities of nations.

For though God himself declared openly that it was better for his own peop~e to
be Governed by Judges than by Kings, yet he left it to them, to change that torm
of Government for a worse, if they would themselves... : for it is very certain
that the same form of Government is not equally convenient for all :\ations. nor
for the same Nation at all times: but sometimes one, sometimes another may be
more proper. according as the industry and valour of the peo~k m~~y increase or
decay. But if you deprive the people of this liberty o,t scttrng ~IP w~1at

Government thcv like best among themselves. you take that tram them. 111 which
the life of all Ci;'j I Liberty consists. 133

1'1) , I. I ")- De/elise. L) -(1-,

I'lllb-d I. I
- I .. LH. , /'\' _

1.,1 Ibid.. 69. Milton argues similarly for his reading of Romans and I Peter 111 ) .:"

n" Ibi i -.- Il .. (),

I,; lbid., 75-7()
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Milton makes a similar point regarding God's divine arbitration and intervention

in Israel's political life in A Treatise of Civil Power, Israel experienced God' s distinct

and discrete heavenly direction through rulers. but such divine activitv was profoundly

altered by the dispensation of the Gospel. Civil rulers are now defined as Gods

ministers to "countenance good and deterr evil" only.

To little purpose will they here instance A/uses. who did all bv immediate divine
direction, no nor yet Asa, Jeshosaphat, or Joshua. who both might when thev
pleasd receive answer from God, and had a commonwealth bv'-him delivered
them, incorporated with a national church exercisd more in" bodily then in
spiritual worship, so as that the church might be called a commonwealth and the
whole commonwealth a church: nothing which can be said of Christianitic,
delivered without the help of magistrates. yea in the midst of thir opposition:
how little then with any reference to them or mention of them, save only of our
obedience to thir civil laws, as they countenance good and deterr evil: ~vhich is
the proper work of the magistrate, ... wherin he is the minister of God. (1

revenger to execute wrath on him that doth e\·il.13~

Milton's distinctions between Paul's "jure divino" and Peter's "jure humane" are

subtle, but he consistently reads them as demonstrating limited submission, lawful

governance, and civil choice. Paul highlights the ultimate origin of civil power as

divinely ordained, whose operation must abide within God's established purpose for it.

and through which submission is defined. Peter, on the other hand, emphasized the

human role in choosing and constituting magistrates and civil forms. \Vith this, Israel's

singular status as God's unique recipient of divine civil instruction and intervention

through ordained civil and ecclesiastical rulers is no longer a relevant relationship lor

Christians under the Gospel.

The Political Language of Gentilism and Perpetual Senate: Matthew 2():2()
28

Milton's unique civil reading of Matthew 20:25-28 provided him with the

political language of gentilisni. or tvrannical heathenish rule. to reinforce his

denunciation of monarchy already inferred from the OT. Contextually. this passagc

relates Christ's response to the request of the mother of the sons of Zebedee that they he

seated with him in his kingdom, but which Milton read as excluding forever civil human

lordship, equating it with that domination, tyranny. and political slavery characteristic

among the Gentiles. Matthew 20:20-2X represents vliltons most forceful usc of a '\ l

, . d urti lati fn 11\\· .alth form embodying a st.mdinutext tor endorsing an articu atmg alee commo L l " ... ...

senate of servant leadership. His multiple \\arnings against the "gL'ntili/ing" crkd 01

kingship, stressed four tiIl1L'S in his second edition of Rcadic and rosie. is also gi\L'n

1;1 T. " ..., 7 ..., l)rcut isc. _ -- .
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prominent attention by his adversaries who charged him with rendering civilly J passage

they claimed was intended for faith alone, attesting to its political importance in his

constitutional proposals. Unfortunately. many modem historians fail to recognize the

political significance Milton attributed to the Matthew text. An examination of his prose

indicates that he consistently read from it a civil-servant motif and at times. combined it

with allusions to, and partial quotations from, Deuteronomy 17 and I Samuel 8. ~ Iilton s

reading of this passage also evidences some intentional deviations from the A V.

The Matthew text is first found in Tenure where Milton clarifies Christ's

perpetual proscription to his disciples against exercising Gentile-like lordship or

tyrannical rule.

Wee may pass therefore hence to Christian times. And first our Saviour
himself, how much he favoured Tyrants, and how much intended they should be
found or honoured among Christians, declares his mind not obscurely:
accounting thir absolute autority no better than Gentillim, yea though they
flourish'd it over with the splendid name of Benefactors; charging those that
would be his Disciples to usurp no such dominion; but that they who were to bee
of most autoritie among them, should esteem themselves Ministers and Servants
to the public. Matt. 20:25. The Princes of the Gentiles exercise Lordship on'l"
them, and Mark 10. 42. They that seem to rule. saith he. either slighting or
accounting them no lawful rulers. but yee shall not be so, but the greatest among
you shall be your Servant. 135

Milton's use of Matthew 20:25 here demonstrates some deviation from the A V in his

resort to the terms "Princes" as opposed to rulers, "Lordship" as opposed to dominion.

and "Servant" instead of "minister." indicating his personal translation from the Greek

Text. What is clear is that he read the text as a civil prescription, and not an

ecclesiastical one, the reasons for which he relates in Readie and Easie.

Milton resorts again to the Zebedee narrative in his Defense, where he extends

his analysis to include Christ's prescription of a "form of Civil Government" he desired

among his disciples. and categorically maintained that "absolute Lordship and

Christianity are inconsistent. ..136 Here. Milton combines Christ's admonition against

"gentilism" with the Israelites' settlement upon a king in I Samuel 8. a similar political

combination found in Readie and Easie.

Now. let us [s[orne at last to enquire what his Doctrine was .upon t~~s ~ubjel't..
The Sons of Zebedee were ambitious of Honour and Power 111 the. KlI1gdo.m ot
Christ which they persuaded themselves he would shortly set up 111 the \: o.~I~:
he re~roves them' so. as withal to let all Christians know wha.t I.orn~ ot (Iv:1
Government he desires they should settle amongst themselves. }e know. ~,l~ ~ he.
that the Princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion on.,. them: and thcv that art'

. '. I' b t '1 I 7/1 not he \0 (mlOIW \'CW, hUIgreat. cxcrcis:' authority upon / tent, u I s 1( . ,-" .

13~ Tenure. 2J-2-L
13(, Defense, 58. 59.
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w~osoeve~ will be great among you, let him be )~our -\/inister: and W!W\(}l'\'O'

....vill be chzefamong you, let him be your servant. L,."

The Matthew passage is also found in De Doctrina under xlilton's discussion

"Of Public Duties Towards Our Neighbor" and the nature and form of Christian

government. Again, Milton uses terms of authority other than the A V. and is strikingly

colloquial in his paraphrasing.

Matt. xx. 25, 27, 28: you know that heathen rulers lord it over their subiccts.
and their great men throw their weight about; but it shall not be so among vou.
Among you, whoever wants to be great shall be your Sen'WI! ' , . : similarlv
Mark x. 42 etc. and Luke xxii.25. 138

.

Milton understood Christ's warning as epitomizing the Jewish experience of "gentile"

like tyranny. "Our Saviour, lest Christians should desire a King. such a one at least as

might Rule as, he says, the Princes of the Gentiles did. prevents them with an Injunction

to the contrary; but it shall not be so among you." Milton concludes. "\\'hat can be said

plainer than this? That stately. imperious Sway and Dominion that Kings usc to

exercise, shall not be amongst you." In this regard, "Christians either must havc no King

at all, or if they have, that King must be the People' s Servant. ,.139 The sort of "genii lc"

king the Jews demanded was no different than the sort of gentile princes Christ

admonished against. Christ's directive against establishing a rule reminiscent of the

"Princes of the Gentiles" represents a condensed summary of Israel's destructive

experience in desiring a king. which God reluctantly consented to. The continuity of

commands regarding civil rule from the Father and the Son also seemed politically

authoritative to Milton. From 1649 to at least 1655. depending upon when Milton wrote

De Doctrina. he retained the same political interpretation of this text. Milton's reading

of Matthew 20: 25-28 militates against absolute authority in gO\ernment. the

institutional expression of which denies the legitimacy of an English king and House of

Lords.

Milton's Late Interregnum Political Tracts

Milton scholars have discerned constitutional differences between the two

editions of Rcadie and Easic with Milton' s three earl icr Interregnum tracts I propose

that these apparent structural contradictions are less relevant than the con-i <tcncy \\ ith

which Milton held to his political principles. These tracts are understandably short given

the intensity of the moment and it seemed more expedient to evidence their common

political features in a chart.

1.17 Ibid "8I ., _ l 0

I;S De Doctrina, ( 'P IV. \0 I. 6. 795.
I.;') Ibid., 58-59.
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Milton's wrote his Letter to a Friend on 20 October 1659. and shortly after the

Rump had been dissolved by the Army. He apparently entertained a conversation with a

"friend," who was also quite acquainted with the constitutional crises. only to write a

letter to him the next day containing a civil settlement to be submitted to the officers. 140

Milton recommends a unicameral model incorporating a senate to consist of either the

re-admitted Parliament, or, a Council of State. The language of a "senate" is significant

as Milton probably intended to speak in terms the Army could hear. and indirectlx

responding to their settlement proposal of October 5 or The Humble Representation:"

The Army requested that Parliament conclude their previous requests established in their

May 13 The Humble Petition and Address, the thirteenth provision of which called for a

civil settlement inclusive of "a select senate, co-ordinate in power. of able and faithful

persons eminent for godliness, and such as continue adhering to this cause:·14~ Milton

employed the language, though his form was unicameral, and even recommended a

limited franchise of electors with election conditional upon adherence to liberty of

conscience, and rejection of a "single person."

Further testimony to the significance of Milton's use of the term senate is found

in his contrasting address to Parliament in early to late 1659. In A Treatise OJ Civil

Power (February 1659), Milton referred to Parliament as the "Supream ('ouncel:,143 but

in Considerations of the Likeliest Means, published sometime in August and well alter

The Humble Representation, he refers to Parliament as the "Supream Senat.,,14-t It is

therefore possible to conclude that Milton adapted his language to serve the moment.

without violating his political principles.

It will be noticed upon reading through the chart that Milton remained largely

committed to fundamental constitutional forms and election qualifications \\ hile

adapting them to the prevailing crises and civil exigencies leading England back to

monarchy. It might be more correct to suggest that his method is one of immediate

application. not abandonment of political ideas or radical civil shifts. Human lordship is

found nowhere in his proposals. and the main features and larger outlines of his model

commonwealth are presented in each. The current civil or parliamentary configuration

140 Woolrvch notes in his Introduction to the Yale edition of this tract t~ ..u it .~\~ISrH1t unl:t1mn1l'11
'. h h d tbclic\cthe"tnend \ldtollrctcrrcdlllfor pamphleteers to write in this sort of genre. thoug e oes no '

was Vane. See CP 11'. vol. 7, 120. '. , ) ,1" ' I,
1-11 • . i P -titi ! the Otiicers 01 the ,Irm\'. to tlu: f .u uimcnt oj ( IlThe Humble Reprcscntatton am l I IOn 0 e .. . . - d I 'iq) ~ _

I I /1' I I' tl ' Fifth 0' Octob,»: 16~<) (Lon 011. h" .Cotnmonwcalth otEngland Presentee to t iem I e( 1/l'S( (~1 It 'J ,-
, L

:'.
1-12 Cobbett, PH, \01. ~. 15:'4.
1,11 Trcut isc. Preface,
1-1-1 Considerations. Preface.
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was to be re-crafted into a grand council. or senate, and in most instances. called to sit

perpetually as his first preference. Subordinate bodies and local councils were proposed

to deal with local judiciary matters and the electorate and electors were to adhere to

liberty of conscience, while denying a king and House of Lords as a constitutional

option.

Proposal!s ofCertain Expedients for
the Preventing ofa Civil! War Xml
Feard, and the Settling ofa Firme

Government
20 October - 26 December 1659

A Letter to a Friend Concerning the
Ruptures ofthe Commonwealth

20 October 1659

Comparison of Constitutional Proposals of Milton's Interregnum Political Tracts
The Present sleans. and Brie]

Delineation ofa Free
Commonwealth. Easy In he put in
Practice, and without Delay. In ,I

Letter to General Monk
\Iarch 1660

CPW, vol. 7, 324-333. CPW, vol. 7.336-339. CPIr. \01. -.392-3')5

Constitutional Crisis

Army dissolves Rump 13 Oct.

1659 and appears to wield civil

power

"But, because our evills are now
grow more dangerous & extreame,
than to be remedied by complaints, it
cOllcerns us now to finde out what
remedies may be likelyest to save us
from approaching ruine. Being now
in Anarchy without a counselling &
governing power." (329)

Rump Readmitted or Council

of State Chosen by Army to Sit

Perpetually

"the l" thing to be found out with
all speed, without which no
Common wealth can subsist, must
be a senate, or genera II Council of
State... 7l1is must be either the
Parlament readmitted to sitt, or a
Counccll of State. allowed of by the
:\rIllY since they on Iy now have the
power." If the Pari iament thought be
well dissolvd.... then must the
Armv forthwith choose a Council of
State, whereof as many to be of the
Parliament. as arc undoubtedly
affected to these two Conditions
proposd ... That is to say. that the
:\rIllY be kept up. and all these
Officers in thir places during life.
and so likewise the Parliament. or
Counsellors of Stare:..unkss an) be
found false to any of these t\\ 0

Principles."

Qua Iifica tion: ".\ nd whether the
civill i,'.o\ernl1lcnt be an annual
democrucv, or a !7l'1'petual

Army unsuccessful in settling

the constitutional crisis and

now retains the civil power.

The Rump Parliament Re

assem bles Dec. 26

"First to lay before them in power
the scorne we are to forcigne tuuions
by these our continuall changes and
the danger we are in. not only from
the common enemy at home, but
from two potent kingdoms abroad
Spain and France by most certaine
intelligence, designing with jO) I1t
forces a speedy invasion of this
lIand." (336)

Constitutional Proposal
Rump Newly Re-assembled

Should Sit Perpetually

"that no government is like to
continue unlesses founded upon the
publick autority and consent of the
people which is the parliament the
only probable way in all appearance
can be. and the only prevention of
this civill war now at point to ensue,
that the parlament be again treated
1I'1lh to sitt on these following
conditions, (336)

-' dly that a former Act of their
owne be reinforced, whereby they
sitt undissolubly, and that they ami
all henceforth to be chosen into the
puruuuent do retaine their places
during life, .. .the place of Senator
hath bin <11\\<1\5 during life both III

Rome. \'L'nlc~', and e1se\\ here: the
SL'nale being the basis and
t'oundaliol1 ~f i,'.O\ crnmcur." (:;.'h)

"5. it might be very at'-rL'e<lbk with
our t'reel10l1le to chang the name llt'
pd r liaml'l1 t ... into tli: name of a
Grand or Suprl'me Counsell Wl1l1SL'

General Monck readmitted the

purged MP's on Feb. 21; Long

Parliament dissolves 'larch 16
and new Parliarnentarv

elections are underway

Parliament to be elected cast

into a Perpetual Council

Grand or General Council

Locally Elected (:\JiIton inverts

the order between local

governments and Grand

Council)

"FIRST, all endeavors speedily to be
usd. that the ensuing Election be l\1

such as are already finn. llr inclinable III

to constitute a free
Commonwealth ... without single
Person or House of l.o rd s. lfthc-c '
be not such, but the contrary, which
rllrsL'L's not, that our l.ibcrtic- \\ ill be
uttcrlv lost in this I1l'\1 Parlumcnt.
\\ ithl;ut some powerful cour«: taken.
llr speL'diL'st prc\ cntion" I he

I speediest \\a:- will be to rail lip
forth\\ith the (hid c.cntlcmen nut
of e\ en County: to lay before
them .. .the Danger nnd (unfuviun
of readmitting h:ingship in till'

I.and: ..; but will put II h\ 11m hath"
iorthw lib thc pOS'oL''o'o11lI1l1! ,I If,'L'

LCOllll1wnwcalth: If the) ~~_Il-Ir~ __
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Aristocracy, is to nice a
consideracon for the extremeties
wherin we are, & the hazard of our
safety from a common enemie,
gapeng at present to devour us. That
it be not an Oligarchy, or the faction
of a few, may be easily prevented by
the numbers of their owne chusing,
who may be found infallibly
constant to those conditions afore
nam'd, Full liberty of conscience, &
the abjuracon of Monarchy
propos'd." (329)

power may be in a manner the same
with that ofpari aments." (337)

"7. that the number of those who are
to be of the grand counsell be so
many as shalbe judged sufficient to
carry on the great affaires committed
to them, and in regard they are to
sitt during life." (338)

"8. that the supreme councell chuse
out oftheir owne number and to
them, if it be thought fit, some
others also of eminent ability, to be
a councell of State, with the same
power, which it had under the
pariament, and to the same intents. "
(338)

"9. that both councells do deale as
little as may be with the execution of
lawes, but leave that to the severall
appointed Magistrates; and both
maintenance of Minister]ers] and all
matters Ecclesiasticall to the church
in her severall congregations." (338)

return immediately and elect them. l
by such at least of the People as are
rightly qualifi'd, a standing
Council in every City, and great
Town, .. ; to assume the judicial
Laws, either these that are. or such as
they themselves shall new make
severally. in each Commonality. and I

all JUdicatures, all \ Iagistracies. to
the Adminstration of all justice
between man and man. and all the
Ornaments of publick Civility.
Academies, and such like. in thir
own hands ... Next. That in every
such Capital Place. they will choose
them the usual number of ablest
Knights and Burgesses, engagd for a
Commonwealth. to make up the
Parliament. or .... the Grand or
General Council of the Nation."
(393-394)

"Though this grand Council be
perpetual (as in that Book I prov'd
would be best and most conformable
to best examples) yet they will then,
thus limited. have so little matter in
thir Hands, or Power to endanger
Liberty: and the People so much in
thirs, to prevent them, having all
Judicial Laws in thir own Choice.
and free Votes in all those \\ hich
concern generally the whole
Commonwealth that We shall have
little cause to fear the perpetuity of
our general Senat." (393-394)

Qualification: If this yet be not
thought enough, the known
Expedient may at length be us'd, of J.

partial Rotation.

Jurisdiction of Grand Council or Standing Senate

"Senate of general Councell of State
in whome must be the power 15t to
preserve the pub lick peace, next the
commerce with forraign nacions, &
lastly to raise moneys for the
rnanageing of these affairs." (329)

'The terms to be stood on are.
Liberty of Conscience to all
professing Scripture the Rule of
their faith & worship, and the
Abjuracon of a single person.
(330)

"Grand or Supreme Counsell: whose
power may be in a manner the same
with that ofparlaments, to make
lawes, peace, war, league, and
treaties, with forreigne nations to
raise taxes, coyne mony and the like
which have bin formerly called
regalities." (337)

Election Qualifications
"2. d1y that the main conditions of
their agreern.v» be full liberty of.
conscience to all who profess their
faith and worship by the scriptures
onlv, and against single govcrnment
bv anv one Jh.,.son in cheif and

"Grand or General Council of the
Nation: whose Office must be, \\ ith
due Caution, to dispose of Forces.
both by Sea and Land, under the
conduct of your Excellency. for the
preservation of Peace, both at home
and abroad. must raise and manage
the publick Revenue, but \\ ith
provided inspection of thir
Accompts; must adrninsister all
forein Affairs, make all General
Laws, Peace, or War, but not without
Assent of the standing Council in
each C itv or such other general
Assembly as may be calld Ill] such
occasion." (39-l)
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house of Lords. (336)

6. that the Elections of them who
shall here after sit in this supreme
councell may be of such as are
certainly known to have besides their
ability. the two qualifications above
named and to the persisting in them
shall take their oath, whither thcx be
nominated by the grand Councell,
and elected by the well affected
people, or nominated by those of the
people and elected by the grand
Councel\. The people also,
especially such as look to be
entrusted with offices or places of
advantage and elections in the
Common wealth, should be enjoyned
by oath to the same two principles."
(337-338)

Local Government
-----

Indicated Above
-----

"S: the well ordered committies of "10. that the administration of Civill
thir faithfullest adherents in every Justice may be in the City or cheif
county may give this government the towne of every county without
resemblance & the effects of a appeal, Judges and all such officers
perfect democracie." (332) by themselves chosen whereby they I, " I

shall have no cause to clamour
against the supreame Counce II. nor
can hope for more equall Justice in
any other place. As for those of
severall Countyes who have causes
and suites. there may be still a
common Judicature. as ther is here.
in the Capitall citty." (338)

---- -_._------

Milton's civil models presented here represent a dual form of government. or

federal arrangement, consisting of a unicameral legislative body checked by local

assemblies and judicatures, with a limited franchise. His most important political tract.

717(' Readie and Easie Way. endorses these same constitutional structures.

The Readie and Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth (1660):
Political Gentilism of Monarchy versus a Perpetual Senate of Servant Leadership

Dating the editions of The Readie and Easie Way

The second edition of Readie and Easic contains Milton s most extensive

treatment of "gentilism." Milton notes on the title page that this edition is both rev ised

and augmented, and in the text. "especially that part which argues for a perpetual

Senat."!" That augmentation includes a use of Matthew 20 not found in the firvt edition

The composition of both editions of Rcculic and Easie is sufficient l~ ditfcrcnt to

raise questions over the nature of Milton's revision. .vvcrs makes a stn)Jl~ C\-;l' tor

placing the publication of his first edition in Fcbruary 1660. after "he had become -;l)

II' R /. cue ie, ).
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disillusioned with a succession of parliaments since 16-+9.~~1-l6 and desired to affect the

reestablishment of the Rump dissolved by Lambert on 13 October. The decision on 18

February 1660 to perpetuate the Rump may have provided him with the surest political

context to secure the standing senate he outlined, despite General xloncks decision to

readmit the Secluded Members, implying Milton may have written his first edition bv

February 21. The second edition, written in response to Parliament's dissolution and call

for new writs, appeared "no later than the first week of April 1660..·1-l~

In describing Milton's biblical republicanism in Readie and Easie, \\ arren

Chernaik explains that his "arguments against monarchv and in favour of 'a free

commonwealth' are reinforced by a recurrent pattern of Biblical allusion. parallels

between the history of the Jews and the recent history of England..·148 Gary Hamilton in

his "Milton and the Anti-Rump Tracts: On Revising The Readic and Easie 1J -([y." saw

this as Milton's attempt, in part, to "combat both 'false' interpretations that supported

the enemy cause and 'false' applications to current events that resulted from such

. . ,,149 R l'interpretations, oya IStS were reading all the same passages Milton and the

republicans were but aiming at contrary civil applications. But Hamilton is also

convinced that Milton's redaction was not only "redefining how a free commonwealth

could best be constituted," but "was also instructing his readers - on the eve of the

Restoration - on how they should view him..·150 Hamilton sees an "apologetic element"

underscoring the second edition, and interprets Milton's motive as a challenge to the

proliferation of anti-Rump pamphlets in February 1660, which were "brief and often

crude writings that ridiculed the Rumpers and celebrated their fall from PO\\ cr." His

revision was more of a "self-justification," and less "an interventionary act," and Milton

himself "was about to take his place among the castigated .fanatics .... 151 In spite of their

sarcastic tone, these anti-Rump, and hence anti-republican tracts, are replete \\ ith

"biblical language."

Less remarkable for their political ideas than for their sarcasm and dcrisiv c tOOL'.
many of these satirical works featured an abundance of scat~logi(~l references.
But biblical language also abounded. Sometimes it was used tor praise: ' .. ' But
just as often scripture was wittily employed for purposes of blame: several \V~>r"S

'featured the fallen Rumpers in hell. or, as in the broadside entitled :\ Phanatique

Prayer, petitioning Lucifer in hell.

u« Avers, "The Editions of Miltons Rcadie 8.: Easic \\~lY." 281.
I·n It-· I '91)!l '. _ .

t rx Chcrnaik. "Biblical Republicanism:' 55, . . . _ ., ."
II" (Jan Hamilton. "1\1ilton and the Anri-Rump Tracts: ()11 Rcvismg The Rc!adft.' .nul East. 11,/\.

RP(1989): 110.
I~O Ibid., 10.2.
1'1 Ibid.
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. . In. a .large number of these tr~cts the term "fanatic" was frequently and
mdIscnmInatel? used as an expressI.\'e synonym for members and supporters of
the Rump. MIlton, of course, was included among them.... In the context of
the ridicule that these tracts displayed. the revised Readie and Easie 11 'en' looks
very much like another Miltonic answering of his detractors. one in which he
sought to position himself so that, in the face of a hostile new order. his career as
antiroyalist polemicist might be perceived in the most honorable - if not the most
pardonable - light. 152

Milton's response to such an intractable audience of rovalist and Presbyterian. "'

readers led him to augment his revision with a "renowned company of biblical writers

whose expanded presence in the revised edition served as a further answer to the charge

that his motives were those of an opportunistic parasite:'! 53 In this regard. his amplified

use of biblical references was an attempt to deal with biblical misinterpretations. and

"correct current 'misuses' of scripture," buttress his own previously stated political

arguments, and reassert himself as "not merely the Rump' s 'Goos-quil Champion': in

spite of the expected failure of his current pleas, he was God's champion toO:'(5~

Genii/ism of Monarchy and House of Lords versus Servant Leadership III a
Perpetual Senate

Milton's first instance of civil "gentilism" is found without any changes in both

editions. juxtaposed with England's impending return to kingship. and coupled \\ ith a

reminder of God's displeasure over Israel's rejection of her divine commonwealth. I lc

recalls to his readers that the "wisest men in all ages" have perceived "a tILL'

Commonwealth," as "the noblest, the manliest, the equallest, the justcst government. the

most agreeable to all due liberties and proportiond equalitie. both human. civil. and

Christian, most cherishing to vertue and true religion:' He qualifies these descriptiv cs

by claiming that a commonwealth, "with greatest probabilitie," \\ as "planely

commended, or rather enjoind by our Saviour himself. to all Christians:' and "not

without remarkable disallowance, and the brand of gentilism upon kingship." \liltnn

reiterates that "God in much displeasure gave a king to the Israelites. and imputed it a

sin to them that they sought one: but Christ apparently forbids his disciples to adrnitt or
any such heathenish government."! 55 Milton then alters the :\V translation of the

Matthew text to match his admonition against kingship,

The kings of the gentiles, saith he. exercise ll,>rdship on.,. them: and thc) ,that
exercise authorit ic lIpon them; ore callil bcnefauors: hUI ye shull not he so. hUI

I~~ Ibid., I O~-I 04,
1~.1 Ibid .. lOX.
1:',1 Ibid,. 110,
1~5 Rcadic. ~)_~(): "irst Edition. .rw. vol. 7, ~59,
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he that is greatest among you. let him be as the younger; and he 111 I " 'I' .. is
156 ' a 1,\ c III 1 a \

he that serveth" ,

It is only here that Milton inserts "kings" instead of rulers or princes of the gentiles. but

continues to use his preferred reading of "lordship" as opposed to the A\' rendering of

dominion. though he also adds "authoritie." He even renders the AV's "minister." not

with the noun "servant." but with the verb "serveth." Milton was probably motivated to

translate the Greek terms these ways to impress upon his readers the impending dangers

inherent in a return to monarchy, and it is only here that he explains how he reasoned his

civil-servant theme. That Christ is speaking "of civil government," states Milton. "is

manifest by the former part of the comparison. which infers the other part to be always

in the same kinde." In this regard, Milton seems to have meant that "the kings ofthe

gentiles," which "exercise lordship," represents the former civil part of the comparison

which directs the character of the latter part, and implies that "greatest" and "chief' are

also civil roles, but whose function it is to serve. Christ then delivered a civil maxim.

and that "government" which "comes nearer to this precept of Christ:' is a ..free

Commonwealth." Milton poignantly contrasts the nature of a commonwealth with a

monarchy by highlighting the characteristics of servant leadership found in the ~ latthcw

text, which only a commonwealth embraces, and which a monarchy. by its nature.

rejects. "They who are greatest, are perpetual servants and drudges to the public at thir

own cost and charges, neglect thir own affairs; yet are not elevated above their

brethren," qualities far removed from kings, who "must be adord like a Demigod."

Milton augments the nature of their service as "perpetual:' used only here. to endorse

his standing senate, while countering the common pleas for successive Parliaments. and

amplifies it further as self-less and sacrificial in contrast with the self-absorbed character

of kings with their idolatrous demands. Such service harmonizes well with the

injunction against kings in Deuteronomy 17 not to exalt themselves above the ruled. but

which these sons of Zebedee were attempting in Christ's kingdom.
157

Milton employs a

clipped version of the Deuteronomy passage to enforce his comparison of (il)d's

displeasure over Israel's desire for a king, or "heathenish government:' with Christ"s

proscription of such. He also refers to a commonwealth as a "sci f-gc)\'erning

democracie" embodying "the joint providence and counsel of many industrious

I~h Ibid.. '}.6-'}.7; First Edition CPl/'. \ 01. 7. _,~9, , "
1~7 lbid., 27-28, Worden comments here that "behind that rhetoric We would search 111 \ am tor a
, ,,, 1'1 '. bli anism W1" not entirclv 11Id!2L'd "1111111svstcmanc republican theorv. I would aurcc, as ~ 1 ton s repu IC. " .' , ,

" , . . ~ .. , ks th vlatth 'W IL'\I that launched vlilton into
this paragraph, though Worden dOL',s e\,c1ude an: rcrnar s "".' e ,,1, '~""--"")8
these words, SL'L' "Miltons Republicanism and the Tvranny ot Hea\LI1. -- -- ,
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equals,,,158 and most certainly in support of a senate body, \1ilton had previously

emphasized that bearing the burdens a king means he will "not be thir servant. but thir

I d ,,159 B Milton bi d ' "or , ut I ton s com me assessment of the prohibitions against this status of

civil exaltation, which he read from Deuteronomy 17 and Matthew 20. coupled with his

sense of their normative force, since both find their authority as divine commands.

seems to illumine his preference for a commonwealth without human lordship. and a

perpetual senate of civil servants,

Milton's second and third references to the Matthew text are found in both

editions, clipped, and related again to the Deuteronomy 17 text in regards to kingship.

Milton stands amazed as to "how any man who hath the true principles of justice and

religion in him, can presume or take upon him to be a king and lord over his brethren."

That a "Christian" king, "can assume such extraordinarie honour and worship to

himself," contradicts "the kingdom of Christ our common King and Lord" who "is hid

to this world, and such gentilish imitation forbid in express words by himself to all his

disciples.v'" Protestantism proclaims that Christ governs his church from heaven. and

since he left no instructions for a "viceregerent of his power," how, asks ~ lilton. is it

possible that a "Christian-man derive his kingship from Christ," who did not even leave

"the least shaddow of a command for any such viccgerence from him in the State,"

Rather, Christ "expressly declard, that such regal dominion is from the gentiles. not

from him, and hath strictly charg'd us, not to imitate them therin:'161 Only here does

Milton employ "regal" as opposed to the AV's term "dominion," in order to disassociate

monarchy from Christ. Not only does Christ declare against kingship. it is impossible to

equate a kingly government with his kingdom: he alone stands as both king and lord,

Perpetual Senate and Restricted Franchise

Milton extends his application of the Deuteronomy and Matthew passages to

election guidelines governing the choice of members to this new and free Parliament.

The people were to elect "Knights and Burgesses able men, and according to the just

and necessarie qualifications, , , men not addicted to a single person or house of lords,"

The language here of "men not addicted" is reminiscent of Paul's instruction to Timothy

I~S Ibid ., ~1 .• -' _ .
159 II. id ., ~

01 '. -'.'.

I(.ll Ibid .. 38-39; First Edition, ('PW .~6-l.

161 Ibid., 39-40,
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in L 3:8 regarding the qualifications of church Deacons, that they "not be addicted to

h
. ,,162

muc wine.

Milton explains that should the country proceed with such an election process.

"the work is don; at least the foundation firmly laid of a free Commonwealth. and good

part also erected of the main structure.Y'" This main foundation Milton refers to is a

"Grand Councel," or perpetual senate, where "the soverantie. not transferred. but

delegated only, and as it were deposited reside..·16~

And although it may seem strange at first hearing. by reason that mens mindcs
are prepossed with the notion of successive Parliaments, I affirme that the Grand
or General Councel being well chose, should be perpetual; for so thir business is
or may be, and oft time urgent; the opportunitie of affairs gained or lost in a
moment. 165

Milton's "grand Councel is both foundation and main pillar of the whole State.,,166 Its

jurisdiction encompasses the greater powers of national concern with the authority to

"elect, ... out of their own number and others, a Councel of State..·167 Unlike succcssiv c

Parliaments, a standing council would be prompt and swift to confront all occasions

with skillful consistency. Since "the ship of the Commonwealth is always under sail:

they sit at the stern; and if they stear well, what need is their to change them; it being

h d ,,168
rat er angerous.

Words are also directed against Harrington's proposal. Milton cannot understand

the benefits of "successive and transitory Parliaments," since they simply "unsettle ...

free governments." He reminds his readers that some have emphasized that "long

continuance of power may corrupt sincerest men," and proposed, "that annually (or if

the space be longer. so much perhaps the better) the third part of Senators mav go out

d h· I 11 . I . ,,169according to the precedence of thir election, ... an t IS t 1ey ca portia rotation.

Milton would prefer "that this wheel or partial wheel in the State, ... might be avoided:

as having too much affinitie with the wheel of fortune," and that such rotation \\ ill only

deplete the Senate of "the best and ablest" while filling the ranks with the "raw .md

"unexperienced." 170 To augment his discussion further on the necessity of a perpetual

senate, he reminds his readers of the stabilizing role senates play in commonwealths.

1(,2 Ibid., 43. But Milton's main qualifications for civil leadership n~entioned in his three
. ..' d H 'f L ds remain .d a parliamentur- statute SlnCCprevious tracts - rejectron of a single person an ousc 0 or - t.: •.

the Long Parliament had been returned in May, See Cl. \01. 7. 661.
~ 163 Ibid.. 43-44.

lid Ibid.. 44.
1(,5 Ibid.. 4)-46,
11,(, Ibid.. 46-47.
167 Ibid.. 44-45.
ItoS It . I I()Il " '-t "l .

lto
l

) Ibid.. 48-49.
I~ll Ibid.. 49-50.
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and then classifies his list of historical examples beginninc with the J~\\I' sh ",. I 'J"
~ '- ~ . ,l!1 1l. IIO

and Moses.

But a Commonwealth is held immortal: and therin firmest safest and most
above. fortune: for the death of a king, causeth oftimes many dangerous
alterations; but the death now and then of a Senator is not felt: the main bodie of
them still continuing permanent in greatest and noblest Commonwealths. and as
it were eternal. Therefor among the Jews, the supreme councel of scaventie,
call'd the Sanhedrim, f?unde~ by Moses, in Athens, that of the Areopagus. in
Sparta, that of the Ancients, In Rome, the Senat, consisted of members chosen
for term I~f life; .... In Venice ... So in the United Provinces. the States
General. 7

Milton, extracted the life tenure of members of the Sanhedrin as a viable

political principle, unlike Harrington, who considered it a defect and instead. employed

its power of proposition for Oceana. Milton warns that "this annual rotation of a Scnat

to consist of three hundred," and "another popular assembly upward of a thousand" \\ ill

be "unweildie with thir own bulk, unable in so great a number to mature thir

consultations as they ought," and when "they meet ... to sit a whole year licgcr in OIlL'

place only now and then to hold up a forrest of fingers, or to convey each man his bean

or ballot into the box...172 In contrast, Milton's proposal is "plane, easie and open before

us' without intricacies without the introducement of new or obsolete forms, or terms, or, ,

exotic models,',I73 Neither will his proposal require the "circumscription of mens lands

and properties," since in his "Commonwealth, temporal and spiritual lords rcmovd no

man or number of men can attain to such wealth or vast possession, as will need the

h d f A ' .,174
e ge 0 an granan.

Laura Knoppers reads the Readie and Easie 11'a.1' as a "jeremiad." or "a prophetic

lament over the apostasy of a chosen nation," His "central proposal of a perpetual

Senate is given in the jeremiad language of the good old way." and he "rewrites the call

for repentance as a call for a certain form of government." I75 Biberman emphasizes the

Hebraic elements of Milton's senate model by noting the prominent place 0 f the

Sanhedrin in his list of republics.V" as well as the designation of the more "profane

171 Ibid" 51-5~.

172 Ibid ~7-~8I ". . ,

171 Ibid r:«. 1,,0).
17~ ,

""i Ibid. 66, , "., ~ di , d lasie \\'a\ and the I 1l~ll"h Jeremiad." in
I;. Laura Lunaer Knoppers, ~1ilton s The Rea IL an " , . "' I "T" ,

e- ,." . '.).., d David l 0\\ l'llsleln and James ('l,llll 1,1111 urner
Politics, Poetics. and Hermeneutics 111 stilton .\ ! I O.\l. e ' .

(Cambridge University Press, 1(90), ~ 1.). ~ I:. . .... ", ' " ~()6- ~6 7
1"(. Bibcrman. "The Triumph of'Chnstmn IkbrJlsm 111 \ lll.. - .
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term" of a grand or general council In its place to maintain a separation of the

"common" office of the judge and "sacred" office of the priest.1T

Milton's final use of the Matthew text is instanced in combination with 1 Samuel

8 and framed prophetically after Samuel's warnings against monarchy, and only found

in the second edition. He seems to have even placed himself in a prophetic posture

modelled after Samuel, given his itemized list of disconcerting particulars the return of

kingship would entail.
178

He explains that England's retreat to Monarchy would be a

sign of rebellion against God, like "the gentilizing Israelites; who though they were

governd in a Commonwealth of God's own ordaining, he only thir king, they his

peculiar people, yet affecting rather to resemble heathen, . . . clamourd for a king.,,179

Just as Samuel warned of God's disregard for Israel's outcry against their chosen king,

so too England, once delivered, will return to the same impending slavery and captivity

previously experienced under the Stuarts, hence paralleling Israel's political tragedy.180

Lewalski downplays Milton's political use of the Scriptures, especially Matthew

20, though she attempts to argue that his political readings must be understood as

connected to the order of grace and nature, but seems to consider the Fifth Monarchist

approach of biblical political use as a model by which to judge Milton' s. Lcwalski

claims Milton "did not draw his model of government directly from the Scripture

pattern, though his many references to Israel's experience and to Christ's precepts as

favoring commonwealth government give some appearance of this.',181 She states

further that Milton's "scripture references did not constitute the only basis for

argument," as his references to Israel's rejection of her commonwealth as a pattern to

avoid must be interpreted in light of his view that God's law and the "law of nature"

were not always in agreement, as these "laws left the choice of a particular form of

government free to the nations of mankind, though both clearly pointed out the

superiority of a commonwealth form." She even views Milton's "argument making

Christ a good Commonwealthsman," as "tenuous.,,182 Besides, Milton's preference for a

"perpetual senate," was not only grounded in the "precedent of the Jewish Sanhedrirn.

but also the Areopagus of Athens, the Ancients of Sparta, and the Senate of Rome."

I77 Biberrnan, "The Triumph of "Christian Hebraism" in Verse," 367-3?8. Biberl11a~'s point, her~
is interesting in liaht of Milton's concern that the Mosaic Judicials not be applted to ecclesiastical ~omls
as indicated above. Harris Fletcher does not comment in his slilton 's Rabbincal Readings l \11 ~1lI.ton s lise

f S Id f hi liti I' for that matter Fletcher focuses instead on vlilton s lise 01o e en, or any 0 IS po I ica views '..
Rabbical commentaries on creation and their relationship to his Paradise Lost,

178 Readie, 67-84.
179 Ibid., 76-77.
180 Ibid., 76,
181 Lewalski, "Political Beliefs and Polemical Methods." 200.
182 Ibid" 200-20 I. See note 59.
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Even in regards to Christ's confirmation and co dati fmmen anon 0 a commonwealth.

Lewalski links it to his previous assertion that it was after all. considered the ...noblest.

the manliest, the equallest, the justest government. ,~. In this regard, Milton employed

the Scriptures to confirm "to Christians," a commonwealth which he "defended a:'

superior in terms of the natural order itself:' and did so to enforce hIS separation

between nature and grace. 183

Hamilton views Milton's biblical political readings somewhat differently. and

suggests that "in the added material of the revised work:' this use of I Samuel 8

represents "the most obvious example of using scripture to correct royalist

misinterpretation." The Samuel passage "had been central not only to Stuart assertions

of unlimited royal power but also to Milton' s refutation of that assertion in the Tenure of

Kings and Magistrates."

In revising The Readie and Easie Way Milton once again felt compelled to
emphasize the antiroyalist reading of the Israelites' cry for kingship. this time
handling the story in such a way as to expand on an argument central to his first
edition of the treatise - that monarchy was unchristlike gentilism. Here a
distinctive feature of Milton's use of this Old Testament text is in reference to
"the gentilizing Israelites," whose clamoring for a king involved their wanting
"to resemble heathen," and their "pretending the misgovernment of Samuel',
sons.',184

Hamilton explains that Milton's addition of this passage was a counter-claim to those

convinced that God had providentially dismantled the Rump to prepare the nation for

their king. Rather, his decision to concede "Israel's heathenish request" \\ as Instead. a

"testimonial to 'God's wrath:" and sign of "punishment for a nation's sins," rather than

"an indication that God prefers this form of g<.)\'ernment.,·185

Subordinate Judicatures

Milton augments his Commonwealth with local courts as institutional

replacements of the House of Lords, and it is difficult to determine if he derived these in

any way from the judicatures of Israel, which were authorized to solve local d.spurc

between men. His discussion of these local authorities is in the context 01 his uddrcs

over the potential "mistrust" of the permanent nature of this new Senate. In this regard.

Milton recommends that each county he transformed into a "subordinate ( ornmonaliti«

, ,,' desi d .. 'I . ef t 'Il)r more" and from "where theor Commonwealth. WIth one esignate c ue 0\\ <.

nobilitie and chief ucntrv ... , mav hear part in the gt)\'ernmcnt. make thir 0\\ n judicial
,-. .

. I I' iic t -, - and ]'udpL's without appeal. in alllaws. and execute them by thir 0\\'11 c ectel Juc lea 1lI L S .::- '

11D Ib' ~ '10 I(ll.. _ "

18-1 Hamilton. "Milton and the .vnti-Rump fLIers."' II (l

IS'; Ibid.
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things between man and man." Laws will be "executed fully and finally in thir O\\TI- .
counties and precincts," with "fewer laws to expect or fear from the supreme

autoritie.,,186 Milton's description of his civil model of a combined perpetual Senate and

local judicatures is federal in nature, or "many Commonwealths under one united and

entrusted Sovrantie."187

The text seems to indicate that Milton developed part of his local court system

from the "Athenian Commonwealth.v'P" suggesting that he is not arguing this

component of his civil treatise biblically. But, the forms are somewhat akin to the local

judgeships subordinate to the Jewish Sanhedrin, and his phrase "in all things betwccn

man and man" is reminiscent of Deuteronomy 1:16, where Moses commanded Israel's

judges to "judge righteously between a man and his fellow countryman, or the alien who

is with him.,,189 Biberman believes that Milton's Commonwealth was "designed to

divide power through the implementation of a state and federal government," \90 and

represents an English counterpart of the Hebrew model derived from Selden's De

SynedriisI" "in which each tribe ruled itself but submitted to the great Sanhedrin on

matters involving the nation or other tribes." 192

Cedric Brown believes he found a "shadowing of a polity in the educational

pilgrimage of the Hebrew people," in the twelfth chapter of Paradise LOSI,193 and God's

endorsement of a republican form modeled after the Sanhedrin.

This also shall they gain by their delay
In the wide wilderness, there they shall found
Their government and their great senate choose

, . \94
Through the twelve tribes, to rule by laws ordained:

Brown believes, like Biberman; that Milton extracted from the Jewish polity a "federal

kind of republicanism," with tribal representation lodged in the central council. His

assessment admits the difficulty of discerning just "how fully the political is figured" in

Milton's poem, realizing that "the reference to the Sanhedrin is short-handed..· and

"confined to a bare factuality in an unelaborated reference'"\95

186 Readie, 94-95.
187 Ibid., 100.

188 Ibid., 93-100. b d t rne (on the nl""\'" '-'l'l'
189 D 1 16 NAS Biberman notes this as welI lit ocs no men 1 t: I' .,::-leuteronomy :. '

190 . " . h f"Ch istian Hebraism"' in Verse.' 364.
Biberman, The Tnump 0 n d : III I t ip 0111.1 1641-4~). l lis English

191 lbid "6 - Bib tes from De Svne rus (: : n. . v. .
I .,,)). • erman quo . : the Civil C70\'l',.,llIIl'l/l (1/ th-: Hebrews (llll1dlll1

translation is from Moses Lowman's A Dissertauon on
1740),69.

I'l' . .,
- lbid., ,)66. . "' 46 4-

19.1 Brown, "Great Senates and GodIy Education, - I.

I')~ Ibid., 46,
I\)5 Ibid. 47-48
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Brown believes that this "episode in the wilderness" rna" bea I ti hi
J rare a Ions ip

with England's critical moment in accepting or rejecting a commonwealth and with the

option of returning to Egypt as did the Jews.

To have emerged from Egypt and come to the point at which a senate has been
adopted by God is to have taken the people to the threshold of liberty: to
contemplate monarchy again would be to behave like the ignoble waverers in the
~ilderness, th?se who thinking of return to the relative ease of Egypt wish
Idolatry and allen rule upon the nation.!"

Warren Chernaik also commented on Milton's highlighting of Israel's Egyptian

bondage as a metaphor for returning to monarchy.l'" Chernaik is referring to Milton's

comparison of the English with the Jews, who are placing their "necks again under

kingship, ...to returne back to Egypt and to the worship of thir idol queen.' or were

"now chusing them a captain back for Egypt.,,198 Gary Hamilton understood Milton's

use of the Egyptian bondage motif as an example of his "continuing warfare with

"enemy" polemicists," especially since he enlarges upon this metaphor in the second

edition, Hamilton notes that prior to Milton's publication of the first edition, royalists

employed "the Egyptian bondage motif' as a means to interpret "current political

developments," and began to regard General Monck as England's new liberator, and a

"Moses who had led his people out of bondage," Milton closing of this narrative with a

warning that England was "now chusing them a captain back for Egypt: meant that the

royalist "reading of events constituted a false application of the biblical narrative." and

inferred that Monck would shackle them to the slavery of kingship the Lord had

redeemed them from. 199

Contemporary Critiques of Milton's Commonwealth Model

Milton certainly had his literary contenders, but some actually understood his

use of Matthew 20:20-28 as the heart of his commonwealth proposal. It is worth

considering their arguments with Milton's political reading of this text. how they

counterattacked his commonwealth model, and critiqued the political weight he assigned

to it.

The anonymous author of The Censure of the Rota Upon .\/r Miltons Book

Entituled, The Ready and Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth (1660) is

replete with witty sarcasms and silly taunts wrapped up in non-stop ridicule. lhc author

charges Milton with quite "unmercifully" interpreting the \ Iatthev passa~L' as

196 Ibid -0
197 ChI,,) ik Bibli I Reoubli . ",,') See also --l Letter to u Frtl'lItl October 20. IlJ~q.ernal '." I Ica epu Icamsm, - - . '

\\here Milton reiterates this concern of returning to Egypt.
198 Readie. 104, 107,
199 Hamilton, "Milton and the Anti-Rump Tracts," Ill.
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presenting a "Brand of Gentilism, upon King-ship," in order to prove ..that though

Christ said, His Kingdome was not of this world, yet his Common-wealth is.··2110 He

also accuses Milton of confusing temporal authority with Christ's other-worldlv

kingdom.

For if, the Text which you quote, ... be understood of Civill Government. (and
to infer Common-wealth (as you will have it right or wrong) and not to be meant
of his spirituall Reigne, of which he was then speaking. and expressely calls so:
You must prove that he erected a Republique of his Apostles, and that
notwithstanding the Scripture, everywhere calls his Government the Kinzdomc

. b

of Heaven, It ought to be Corrected, and Rendred the Common-wealth of
Heaven, or rather the Common-wealth of this World; and yet the Text. does as
well prove Benefactors heathenish as Kings, for if our Saviour had meant to
brand Kingship with any evill Character, He would never have styld himselfe
King of the lewes, King of Heaven, King of Righteousness, &c. as he frequently
do's, but no where a State-holder, or Keeper of the Liberties. 201

The Royalist George Starkey in his Monarchy Triumphing Over Traiterous

Republicans (1661) also attacked Milton's use of the Matthew text. claiming he

seriously misinterpreted not only the desire of these two disciples, but the context of

Christ's response. According to Starkey, Christ was not denouncing kingship. but

commanding against "Kingly Authority among them," and the broader proscription

against their practice of any sort of "temporal! power" since Christs Kingdome wus not

of this World." Starkey sarcastically turns Milton's use of this passage on its head and

likened the Long Parliament as representative of Christ's warning to his disciples.

Upon the indignation of the other tenne, (when they heard this) follows this
discourse of Christ, in which he speaks not only of Kings that bear dominion. but
of those that are great and grandees. and are therefore called gracious Lords.
Not unlike to the Hoghen Moghen, Heers of Holland. What you insinuate of a
Free Commom-wealth. Comming nearest as you conceive. this Pal/ern, and
Precept: I would conceive you would have it understood of our blessed
Republique from 48 to 53. Wherein our humble Ser...ants, (as you term them)
who were also (if we be so mad as to believe them) the servants .of God, s~~~cd

both God and the Nation, whom they pretended equally to be serviceable to.

Starkey also claims that Christ's command here, as in other instances with his disciples.

"was but for a time, and suited to the present occasion," and hence specific and temporal

in nature. Christ was only establishing a "Precept" for his disciples, and concludes that

if Milton's interpretation is correct, then all temporal power is jeopardized,

200 [James Harrington] The Censure 0/ the Rota L'pon ,\I,. sliltons Book Enututv.t. The Ready

and Easic Wm' 10 Establish 0 Free Commonwealth (London, 1660). 10.
201 Ibid.. 10.
202 George Starkey. Monarchv Triumphing Over Traiterous Republicans. or, r}~e Transcendent

lxccllcnc, ofthat Divine Go\'t'1'/l1l1L'1l1 Fully Proved .1gainsl the ero/lion Chimera 's of .iur Ridiculous

( 'onnnon-wcalths-men (London. 1661), 88.
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He that expounds that precept of Christ, as given to all Christians, and to be
perpetually binding (which was by you cited) I dare promise him he shall not
stop at Kingly Government, but upon the same rule shall in fine, reject all
Authority. For at that time Mr. Milton, you know. many of the Gentil~s were
governed by Republiques, as to their own Formall constitution, although they
acknowledged and payd a Homage to the Roman Empire.i'" ~.

John Toland acknowledged in his The Life of John Xlilton (1699). vlilton'.s

political use of Matthew 20 in Readie and Easie, and its connection to his '"\lodel of a

Commonwealth," though only by way of quotation from his tract, as opposed to

commentary.204 But Toland's account was immediately denounced by the royalist

Roger L' Estrange in Remarks on the Life of Mr. Milton As Publishd by J T (1699),

While commenting upon Milton's reading of Matthew 20, L' Estrange accused him of

misunderstanding Christ's view of kingship.

This is plain from many Instances, but from none more than the Life of vlr.
Milton, lately, published by J.T. where he endeavors to turn the Gospel against
Kingly Government as a piece of Gentilism,jorbidden hy our Saviour.i'"

He then contends directly with Milton's political use of the Matthew tcx t. preferring

instead the interpretation of "Lording it over the Faith of Christians" rather than a civil

denouncement of kingship.

And thus J. T brings in Mr. Milton, . , . saying. That Christ forbad his Disciples
to admit of any such Heathenish Government as that of Kings; from that
Scripture, .... This Text hath been often and properly' urgd against Lording it
over the Faith of Christians, and domineering oyer God's Heritage, which the
Apostles themselves disclaim, 2 Cor. 1. 24, but there seems no reason (\\ ith
deference to Mr. Milton's Judgement) to apply it against Kingly Government,
any more than against that by States.i'"

Like Starkey, L' Estrange understood Milton's reading as "Anarchical," such that "at

this rate of arguing, no sort of Magistrate must be allowed at all." He chides Milton

further by stating "it is ridiculous to call Kingly Government Heathenish, when it \\ as

the Government of the Jews, and approved of by God himself. who gave a Iav, to direct

their Kings in their Administration, Deut.17. r. 14:.
207

Milton's contemporary critics chastized him for his civil use of Matthew 20:25

28. recognizing the weight he assigned to it for his commonwealth proposal. \\'herc

1\ lilton read constitutional relevance. his adversaries construed this text with more \)1 an

~03 Ibid., 90. . r .'

~04 John Toland, The Lit; ofJohn Milton, Containing Besides the History ot HIS /I orb~l')(~~1
E"traordinw')' Characters of i\len and Books, Sects. Parties and OPI11 ions (London, 1(99). L 0- 1__ .
loland still t~1t that Harrington's Oceana was superior to Miltons model. 0"

205 Roger L' Estrange, Remarks on the IAL' of.\/r slilton ,-Is Publish'd by 1.T /llIh iI ( liaractcr

(I! the Author and His Partv (London. 1699), Preface,
~(l(l Ibid '1 <. '1()I " ,

'(l7 Ib'd '1(- I " _ ),
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ecclesiastical emphasis. Where Milton saw a normative command against kingship in

general. and civil lordship in particular. others read a temporal and personal proscription

directed to his disciples, or a warning against domination over the faith of God' s

followers. Milton was also accused of misconstruing the true temporal nature of the

passage by making Christ's heavenly kingdom a civil one. Possiblv the most
.,I

challenging counter-argument against his civil reading was the consequential one.

claiming his interpretation justified civil anarchy.

Milton and the Restoration

Masson records with great detail the unexpected tum of events which kept

Milton from receiving that ignomious traitor's death on Tower Hill. He recites the

history of the Indemnity Bill, and the unnerving expectation that Milton' s name would

appear alongside those destined for death.208 But when the Bill passed on 29 August

1660, Milton's name was left out, to which Masson claims "there is no greater historical

puzzle than this complete escape of Milton after the Restoration. ":~09 Milton though had

been imprisoned for a short period in 1660, and his anti-royalist treatises Eikonoklastcs

and Defensio were both publically burnt.r'"

Apart from the anti-Milton tracts already mentioned, there was a barrage of

others which vented the invective almost as intensely as Milton did himself when

sparing with royalists. French records them for us in detail. including the Official

Proclamation against him2 11 and those mentioned by Hamilton suffice to show that he

was the recipient of an onslaught of satirical royalist outrage.

Milton died on 9 November 1674. and was buried In St. Giles Cripplcgatc.

where a small stone now marks his resting place. The complexities of Milton' s thought

and his cross-continental influence make him a difficult figure to draw to a close. John

Phillips' reminder of his literary greatness at his funeral might suffice. as he records that

"hee had his Elogy in common with the Patriarchs and Kings of Israel that he was

gatherd to his people; for hee happen'd to bee buryd in Cripplegate where about thirty

yeer before hee had by chance also interred his Father.,·212

Conclusion

The historiography surrounding Milton' s political thought has tended to stress

classical republican influences. though there is wide disagreement oyer the exact nature

zos Masson. The L(ft.' ofJohn Milton. \01. 6, 169. Discussion on the Indemnity Bill is from 167-

185.
~tll) lbid., 183-184.
~IO Lewalski, The Lik otJohn slilton. 398.
~II French, lilt' Lite Re~·o,.ds otJohn Milton. \01. -L 305-338.
~I~ John Phillips. ~'The Life at; Mr. Milton." in The Early Lin'S oivlilton. 34.
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of his dependence. Some historians point to a Polybian or Aristotelian influence. while

others have located Milton's republicanism in Sallust or Cicero Some "'\' 'n -" \...: .
. '- \.: ~U:.") .lrpl

and his Venetian model as providing him with the constitutional framework for his

Grand Council. Very few have investigated his biblical republicanism.

The historiography also suggests that Milton should not be construed as any sort

of first-rate political theorist, especially of the order of a Harrington or Hobbes. He

shifted significantly in his proposals, crafted his models quickly. and without

consistency. With this, his long-term position as Secretary of Foreign Languages

beginning with Cromwell's Protectorates, as well as the pressured political events of the

Interregnum, were a far greater influence than any sort of developed political theory.

What this study has revealed is that Milton resorted to the Scriptures when

developing his republican model, and reasoned political principles dependent upon

discrete passages he cultivated over the course of his Interregnum service. It also shows

that he does evidence constitutional consistency throughout his late 1659 and early 1660

tracts.

First, Milton' s self-identification as an advocate and defender of the cause of

Christian liberty, in steady opposition to slavish tyranny in its civil and religious

expressions, pervades his prose, represents his prominent core value, and lies at the

heart of his republican model. This indefatigable and all-consuming pursuit, which his

blindness hardly hindered, most certainly influenced his scriptural search for

constitutional principles and models which expressed and protected its dynamic. A free

commonwealth reflects this priority of Christian liberty.

Secondly, it has been shown that his theological treatise, De Doctrina, identifies

the Bible as the inspired and revelational authority for the whole of life, including the

political realm. It also reveals his hermeneutical method. Milton approached the

Scriptures as a serious grammatical historical exegete, an interpretive approach no doubt

instilled in him while schooled at home. but reinforced and developed further at St.

Paul's and Christs College.

It has also been demonstrated that Milton' s classical education influenced his lise

of non-biblical authors but without undermining his dependence upon the Scriptures as

the inspired text for life and faith. In this sense. he \\<1S a Christian humanist. Ikspite

man's falleness, Milton concluded that there remained within all men remnants or the

divine image, from which he reasoned that even the heathen could discern and declare

Gods truth. Nevertheless. their writings must be subjected to the authority or the

Scriptures. This, coupled with the Apostle Paul's knowledge of contemporary pagan
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writers and the Apostle Peter's divine vision. reinforced his point that Christians can

make legitimate use of all writings. In this regard. Grace can restore Nature to its God

ordained place.

Milton also prioritized the Gospel over the Mosaic ludicials and sought to

extend the benefits of church reformation to institutional limitations on the authoritv of

civil magistrates. The ludicials combined the ecclesiastical with the civil, which the

Gospel sundered, explaining why he never looked to the old priestly and Levitical

pattern for England's civil model. Nevertheless, the Gospel dispensation never removed

the prominence of the Law's moral authority, which still maintained jurisdiction over

men, but rather confirmed it as an internal regulator of conscience as opposed to a

legislative sword. With this, the Gospel dispensation elevated regenerate man' s faculties

to approximate God's more perfect pattern, transformed him from a slave to a son, and

sensitized him to the nature of true Christian liberty. Milton's proposal of restricted

elections and governing qualifications is more easily understood in light of this: those

most acquainted with Christian liberty are its best keepers!

It has also been revealed that Milton does evidence constitutional consistencv

relative to the significant political features of his model commonwealth, such as a

unicameral federated republic with a standing Senate, local judicatures, and electoral

qualifications. These features are linked to his political reading of discrete biblical texts

directing attention back to God's divinely ordained commonwealth and Christs

command against gentile lordship. Milton understood Deuteronomy 17: 14-18, I

Samuel 8: 10-19, and Matthew 20: 25-28 as divine civil commands and warnings

emanating from both the Father and the Son, and hence continuous and mutually

supportive. For lawful rule to proceed, and liberty to prevail, England's civil settlement

must be divested of any remnants of lordship or absolute human authority. Milton

remained loyal to these political readings through the successive Interregnum

administrations, contradicting common assertions that he was a second-rate political

theorist. or spun them out unreflectively in moments of civil crises.

Milton seems to have resorted to the larger constitutional outlines of the Hebrew

Polity, qualifying its use by his emphasis upon the supremacy of the Gospel. Hi- reading

of Romans 13: 1:5 and 1 Peter 13: 13-16 are important for understanding his \ iew of the

divine origin and purpose of civil government. as well as its lawful usc. and though he

never employs them textually in his model, they represent a pervasi \e undercurrent of

civil limitation. But his republican readings of Deuteronomy 17 and 1 \.UTlud 1S.

combined with his understanding of Gospel liberty. can be surnmarivcd ;1-- anti-
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monarchy and anti-lordship, popular sovereignty and the liberty of civil choice. and the

lordship of God as England's only governor and king. In this regard, he does not

construe contemporary civil exemplars from Jewish magistrates: rather. he extracted the

great divinely ordained framework of the Hebrew Commonwealth while embracing the

Gospel's jurisdictional distinctions between church and state. The exact nature of this

pattern might be inferred from his constant references to God ordaining a

commonwealth for the Jews, acting as her supreme magistrate and governor. and

without any human magistrate competing or acquiring a civil capacity equal to his 0\\11.

With this, the most relevant political principle to be institutionalized in England was

God's sovereignty and absolute lordship. Since the Hebrew Commonwealth also

contained the Jewish Sanhedrin which seemed to sit perpetually, Milton may have had

this in mind when considering the perpetual nature of his own Senate. It still remains to

be seen if the local dimension of his form was extracted at all from the Israel's court

system.

Given Milton's vehement denunciation of the political nature of the Judicials, it

would seem that any adoption of the Jewish model's great constitutional delineations as

relevant for England represents a political pick and mix approach to force a republican

reading. But it must be remembered that Milton never contended with the divine

establishment of this twinned jurisdictional system; he believed God delivered it as a

peculiar institution for the Jews, and them alone, leaving the nations to decide their civ il

fates. The Gospel message of liberty superseded it. and, coupled with regenerate man's

transformation from a slave to a son, qualified him as his own self-governor in matters

now given over to conscience. The Law was now an educator towards Christian liberty,

not a slave master.

It has also been demonstrated that Milton's unique civil reading of Matthew 20:

25-28 as a warning against the "gentilizing" effect of kingship, represents his most

prominent NT political text for establishing a free commonwealth form incorporating a

perpetual senate of servant leadership devoid of king and House of Lords. Milton

manipulated his translation of this passage in Readie and Easie to enforce the impending

threat of regal tyranny in contrast to the liberty-serving leadership of a perpetual senate

His powerful political combinations of the Matthew text with Deuteronomy 17 and 1

Samuel 8 enforced his emphasis on God's dissatisfaction of Israel's choice l)j'

"heathenish government," which embodied a king as lord and tyrant. Israel's ruinous

civil choice was an example Christ instructed his disciples to avoid. not imitate,

contradicting his royalist contenders in a politically charged atmosphere.
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Milton proclaims in Readie and Easie that England's "true and rightfull and to

be expected King" is "the Messiah, the Christ," who alone is the "universal Lord of all

mankinde.,,213 Human sovereignty and absolute lordship should rest nowhere in

government. Milton was indeed familiar with the theorists of antiquity. but Polybius'

mixed state theory, Cicero's De Officii, Sarpi's Venetian model. Platonic aristocracy

with its rule of oligarchs, all seem less significant models for Milton' s constitutional

proposals, especially his standing senate, than the Hebrew Commonwealth and the

Christian liberty of the Gospel.

~L\ Rcwlic, 64-65.
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CHAPTER IV

SIR HENRY VANE'S A HEALING QUESTIOAr PROPOF.YDED (1656):
A PRIMITIVE CONSTITUTION FOR A MILLEN~IAL CO~I:\IO~\YEALTH

OF SAINTLY RULE

From his ?erided theosophy, howev~r, Vane had derived certain practical principles. now of recognised
val.u~, wh~ch no states~an before .hlm had dreamt of, and which were not less potent when ba;ed on
religious Ideas strugglmg for articulate utterance, than when stated bv the masters of an elezant
vocabulary from which God and spirit were excluded. . :;,

Collected Works ofTH. Green, \01. 3. ed. Peter :\icholson l

Sir Henry Vane (1613-1662) persists as an enigmatic seventeenth-century

political figure whose cryptic religious writings have discouraged modern researchers

from investigating their relationship with his constitutional views. Apart from David

Parnhams notable endeavor to reconstruct Vane's theology, the historiography on his

political Biblicism is sparse? And despite a moderate surge of literature surrounding his

political ideas, there remains a vacuum of scholarship linking his biblical hermeneutics

with his new model republic. Unfortunately Vane's exegetical method is as difficult to

unravel as his theological musings are to fathom, explaining why most scholars

secularize his political principles, especially that of liberty of conscience. As Parnham

reminds us, "the lexicon of Vane's political writings of the 1650's" is "overwhelmingly

biblical," and "religion was invariably at the core of Vane's utterances concerning

politics.":' This chapter attempts to link the richness and uniqueness of his political

principles with his religious musings and biblical hermeneutics.

I have attempted to enhance Vane's political presence by arguing that his

allegorical hermeneutic, inspirited by his theology of covenantal union with Christ and

apocalyptic expectations of an imminent millennium, fundamentally shaped his political

scriptural readings and republican model crystallized in A Heeding Question. Contrary to

the comments of his critics, contemporary and modem, Vane's approach \vas not

haphazard or unreflective though it was enthusiastic and derived its energy from a

spiritual union with Christ that sensitized the interpreter to profound scriptural mysteries

concealed by the letter of the Word; a radical contrast with, and a reaction to, the

prevailing literal method. His meditations were freighted with the conviction that the

comprehension and interpretation of divine revelation proceeded through a spiritual

process of illumination which elevated a regenerated believer's mind beyond a rational

I Collected Works of TH. Green, \01. 3. ed. Peter Nicholson (Bristol: Thoemmes Press. 1997),

'. . . Th I' / SI lv " '\' '111(;)(;)1/rl1-( 'cnntrv Relieious an.!- Dax Id Parnham, SI1' Henrv I aile. I, eo ogian> ,« uav /11 .1l L • b~_

Po!irit'al Discoursv (Cranburv. NJ; London; Ontario. Canada: Associated lini\ersity Presses. 199 , ). ,:' l.
; David Pamham. "Politics Spun out of Theology and Prophecy: Sir Henry v'ane on the <pit itual

lnvironmcnt of Public Power." HPT 3~, no. I (Spring .2001): 58.

1.+2
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interaction with the text; a hermeneutic which Vane cultivated d I' .an popu anzed while
Governor of Massachusetts Bay in 1636.

My inquiry into Vane's political reading of the Scriptures focused upon his

Interregnum tracts, which he contributed to the constitutional debate." His civil ideals

are first expressed in Chapter 24 of his theological treatise The Retired Man's

Meditations (1655), written during his political disaffection and temporary retirement.

Vane wrote three other theological essays during his imprisonment under Charles II:

Two Treatises: Epistle General to the Mystical Body ofChrist and the Face ofthe Times

(1662), and A Pilgrimage in the Land ofPromise (1664), which elucidate his allegorical

approach and millennial themes presented in Meditations. His political reflections on

liberty of conscience are cogently expressed in his treatise Zeal Examined ( 1652).

Vane's most significant political tract containing his systematic constitutional proposal.

and the primary focus of this chapter, is A Healing Question Propounded (1656), the

civil principles of which are corroborated in A Needful Corrective (1659), his personal

letter to James Harrington.

My method of inquiry followed Vane's rising influence and maturity in religious

and political reformism so as to situate his ideas historically, and demonstrate their

continuity through his Interregnum tracts, parliamentary speeches, and later

commonwealth models. I begin with the historiography on Vane, and then launch into

his continental travels. This is followed by a discussion of his short tenure in

Massachusetts Bay, which includes Michael Winship's recent scholarship on the

Antinomian crisis in Making Heretics: Militant Protestantism and Free Grace in

Massachusetts, 1636-1641 (2002). This section will also include Vane's initial

4 I also examined Vane's published speeches delivered at the Guildhall and Common Hall, but
only his speech against Episcopacy on 11 June 1641 seemed relevant to my brief discussion on his
religious reform proposals. The Bodleian copy of a tract entitled A Letter from a True and Lawtull
Member of Parliament, and one Faithfully Engaged with it from the Beginning of the Warr to the End
(London, 1656) has "by Sir Henry Vane" inscribed on it, and was first owned by Bishop Barlow. See
Clarendon, CSP, vol. 3, 79. The pamphlet was written shortly after 31 October 1655 in response to.·j
Declaration ofHis Highnes, By the Advice ofHis Council; Shewing the Reasons of their Proceedingslor
Securing the Peace of the Common-wealth, Upon Occasion of the Late Insurrection and Rebellion,
October 31 (London, 1655). It is doubtful Vane was the author as this tract was written by someon~ who
employed numerous classical citations, and claimed to be a Member of Parliament with battle expenence,
and also "immoderately inclined to the Royall party." See 9, 17. Given the tract's royalist bent. \'~~~
would have likely referred to it in support of his trial defense. The People's Cas.e Stated (London, 16.:'1.')
1662) does not factor significantly in this chapter because of the uncertainty of Its publication and. he~ce
contribution to Interregnum politics. The tract is part of a corpus of items included in the 1662 ~ublication.
of Tryal. Margaret Judson in her The Political Thought of Sir Henry Van~ the Younger (UnJ~erslt~ «t
Pennsylvania Press, 1969) stated that Vane wrote it "in retrospect," and mainly as "an ex~lanatlon l:l the
earlier ideas which had influenced his behavior. See 5, 16. In a short review of Judson s \\ork, Glenn
Gray asserted that Judson's late dating of this tract betrays its internal evidence. which he claims indicates
an earlier 1653 publication in response to Cromwell's dissolution of ~arliame~~. See rev icvv. \ lar~are~
Judson, The Political Thought ofSir Hem)! rant' the Younger. IJ"j\lQ. _,d ser., _So no.... (October 1971).

683.
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reflections on the nature of a Christian Commonwealth published . h
..J in a response to t e

Bay's immigration controversy. The next segment covers his return to Encland in 16~ 7
'- -

and subsequent immersion in the Long Parliament. His leadership over the scttlernent

Bill is highlighted to reveal his first modelling attempts, as well as his political and

relational divorce from Cromwell.

I next address his allegorical approach and theory of spiritual union with Christ

as discussed in Meditations, which is then followed by the historiographical context of

his Zeal Examined, A Healing Question and Needful Corrective. The next section. which

is the lengthiest, topically highlights his numerous political principles to reveal thcir

relationship with his hermeneutical method, while simultaneously demonstrating how a. '-

few of his contemporaries, such as Richard Baxter. John Rogers, and James Harrington

engaged them.

Vane's political reflections reveal umque civil concepts unaddressed in the

current literature, and possibly because of their scriptural connections. In this regard. I

investigated his understanding of Moses' political utility as a foreshadowing of Christ's

governing authority and emphasize his principle restricting civil authority drawn from

David's prophecy in 2 Samuel 23 :3-7 and the Atonement of Christ. Even more novel is

his primitive pattern of magistracy and the restoration of righteous rule established

through a millennial reading drawn from Isaiah 1:26. which makes its political

appearance in two tracts.

It will also be demonstrated that Vane's apocalypticism shaped his republican

frame. His prominent Interregnum tracts are all underscored by Christ' s immanent

millennial reign through a godly republic of saintly rule; an eschatological model with

earthly application in the war against Antichrist whose beastly rule is established

through a conjoined civil and ecclesiastical magistracy. Vane's republican model

consists of a supreme judicature. which is over the executive and enfranchised by

adherents to the "good old cause," as well as a Standing Councilor select senate of the

godly. This represented a civil platform for Christ's millennial rule, and a unique

biblical republicanism which most of his fellow comrnonwealthsmcn distanced

themselves from.

The final section relates Vane' s role in Richard' s Parliament and the rc-tored

Long Parliament to deal adequately with his debates in the C01l11l10ih. which arc

extracted mainly from Burton' s Diary. as \\e11 as the political dynamics lIf the Army' s

petition with its demand for a select senate, His extraordinary political cnmmitments tll

liberty of conscience and the sovereignty of Parliament deli\cred durinu the rCS!llrl'd
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Rump, chronicled by contemporaries In diaries and correspondence. were abo

investigated to complete his political profile and illumine his biblical principles

Isolating this into a separate section seemed more favorable for featuring this rather

intriguing and revealing material which incorporates significant snippets of one of

Vane's radical June parliamentary speeches on new-modelling English government. as

well as his late November draft, neither of which are generally discussed in the

literature. I close the chapter with comments related to Vane' s trial and death.

Historiography

Reconstructions of Vane's Civil Ideals, Political Career and Theology

Margaret Judson's The Political Thought ofSir Hem)' r'ane the Younger (1(69)

represents the most comprehensive distillation of Vane's political philosophy but one

that rejects his use of the Scriptures. As Leo Solt noted. Judson' s work "clarified

several of Vane's political ideas," but "we need to know more about his millennialism,

which provided much of the framework of these ideas.") Judson alleged a connection

between Vane's religion and politics, and even remarked that "his political ideas have

been neglected" and "dismissed too casually or misunderstood. perhaps because Vane

buried some of his most fundamental political thought in a work concerned primarily

with his mystical religious views."? Christopher Hill questioned Judson's positive

appraisal of Vane's "'profound and original contribution to political philosophv.'" and

cautioned that even though "Vane's courageous attempt to retain his ideals \\ hilst

coping with a hopeless political situation," is admirable, "his thought will not hear

k h L 11 d \\ " 1,,7comparison with Hobbes, Harrington, Filmer. Par er. t e eve ers an 'v mstan cy.

According to Hill, Vane's writings are "contorted:' evidence a "fundamental lack of

rigour in his thought," and only of "considerable historical interest" because he "was <l

very good practical politician..,8 Hill himself seems to have avoided a substantive

investigation of Vane's ideas, stating in his Introduction to The Experience o] Detent

(19X4) that "Sir Henry Vane might have been added to my republicans. but I shrank

from the impenetrable thickets of his prose." L)

'i Leo SoIt, review of The Politico! Thought ofSir Hem)' 1'0llC the Younger. by \ lar~aret Judson.

./HR 75. no. 6 (October 1970): 1721. . . ...
6 Margaret Judson. The Political Thought of Sir Henry /'OIlL' (Philadelphia: Univcr-uv ot

PennsvInn ia Press, 1969). 5. .
. 7 Christopher Hill. review of The Political Thought ofSir Hcnrv "olle the }olmgcr. by \Lm,~<m.:t

Judson. EftR 88. no. 3-D (April. 1972): -l I6.
8 Ibid.

. . \/'! I\" If his CUIIIL'II1/ l oraries t ~l'\\
<) Christopher Hill. Thc Experience 0/ De/co(, ' / (Oil anc ~ omc r. . > ' •.

York. Viking Penguin Inc" 1984), 20. He was probably referring to \/L'c!"df/rI/lS, and l.uci theulogical

writing».
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Violet Rowe's Sir Henry Vane the Younger: A StWZI' in Political and

Administrative History (1970) also captured Hill's attention. He complained that Rowe

"tells us more about his attendance at Parliamentary committees than about his political

ideas," adding, "the reader gets no sense of his deep religious and political
., ,,10

convictions.

David Parnham's Sir Henry Vane, Theologian: A Study in Seventcenth-t 'enturv

Religious and Political Discourse (1997) represents the singular reconstruction of

Vane's theology. Unfortunately, Parnham's prose is almost as unfathomable as Vane's,

which is why John Morrill branded it with a rather scathing review. "The great snag,"

says Morrill, IS that having decoded what he terms ····Vane' s concocted

unintelligibility," Parnham proceeds to re-encode it into a concocted unintelligibility of

his own." Not only is his contribution difficult to negotiate, he failed to link Vane's life

with his thought. 11 Michael Finlayson applauded Parnham for remedying that scholarly

gap in understanding Vane's theology, adding that Vane's "political ideas and career

have been of only marginal interest to scholars, while his theology has been almost

totally ignored." But like Morrill, he stressed concern over Pamhams failure to "place

his writings firmly in their historical and historiographical context." and asked whether

"there is nothing to be said about a possible connection between his complex and

eccentric theology and contemporary politics.v':'

Nicholas Tyacke's concerns regarding Parnhams book are similar to Morrills,

Not only is Parnham not "an easy read," but he "omits one of the concerns for which

Vane is most famous - - namely religious toleration." Tyacke observes that \\ hat is

"lacking is any sustained analysis of Vane's political thought." and "with no attempt to

examine the processes by which Vane acquired his views:,13

These modern critiques of three fairly recent attempts to explicate Vane's

theology and political ideals identify the scholarly confusion surrounding his political

Biblicism.

, , 'h}" ,.j Studv in Political "1Ie1
10 Christopher Hill, review of SIr HCIlIY lane t e oZI11..,ger" . .

idministrative Historv, bv Violet Rowe. EHR 88, no. 3.+6 (January 197.'): 186, .. ,-. , . Tn I ' , .f Studv ill '\LTl'lIfl'Cllth-( CII/lIn'
II John Morrill. review of SIr Henrv lane, 1 j eo ogian. rt., .

. , , " . h JRH '1 ~ 0 1 (February 1991J l, 1.'4Religious and Political DIscourse, bv DaVId Pam am, _.. n ' -. I"
c , , - , • Tn I ' ',.j )tudl' ill \l'\'ClI/l'L'/JI H cnturv

I. Michael Finlavson, review of SIr Henry lane, 1, eo ogran., L • '... •

, , , ,: . HR 10.+ 1 (February 1L)L)L)): 2,LReligious and Political DIscourse, bv DaVId Parnham. A . no, -" I (' I "
L , • 'Tn I ' ,/ Studv 111 \LTl!lltCt.'n/l-en 1If\

I.' Nicholasl\ad.c. review of Sir Henry I anc, 1, eo ograll. ' . _ . ,
" " . , "d h EHR JI4(111nL'llJl)l)\.71~Religious and Political Discours«, by Dav I Pam am, . .
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Early Travels and Political Experiences (1629-1637)

Leyden and Geneva

Subsequent to Vane's short academic tenure at Westminster and then \lagdalen

College, Oxford his father, Sir Henry Sr., sent young Vane to Ferdinand II in Vielma

with the English Ambassador during the momentous period of the Thirty Year~ War.

and later in the year he ventured to Nuremburg. But his short, impressionable visits to

Geneva and Leyden may have conditioned his religious and theological perspectives. at

least according to Clarendon, who claimed he returned filled with "prejudice and

bitterness against the church, both against the form of government. and the Iiturzv.··I~
'-'.

Most of Vane's modem biographers mention his continental travels but disagree

over the influential nature of his experiences. IS James Hosmer speculates that \' ane

may have "spent a period at Geneva," where "he was much affected by the theological

atmosphere of Calvin's town.?'" while Willcock cautions against any "trace of an:

influence." Vane seemed "much more inclined towards mysticism than towards the type

of religion which Calvin represents.t'" Adamson and Folland conjectured that Vane

acquainted himself with some "Puritan congregations on the continent." and even

entertained the company of Hugh Peter, pastor at Rotterdam. whom he later labored

with in New England." But Charles Dalton in History of the Wrays o] Ghentworth

(1881) was more forceful in his assertion that Vane' s republicanism and "bitterness

against the Government and the liturgy of the Church of England:' was birthed out of

Geneva. 19

Massachusetts Bay

His Election will remain a blemish to their judgments who did elect him, while New-England remains a
nation; for he coming from Old-England, a young inexperienced gentleman, (and as young in judvmcn! as
he was in years) by the industry ofsome that could do much, and thought by him to play their OWIl gLlllle.
was presently elected governour; and before he )I'as scarce warm in his seat, began to broach new tenets.
and these were agitated with as much violence, as if the welfare of New-England must have been

11 Edward Earl of Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in Eng/LInd Together
with an Historical View of the Affairs of Ireland, vol. 1, book 3 (Oxford University Press, 1849),262.

Anthony Wood claims that "by the instigation of some Separatists of his Neighbourhood he went beyond
. . d dam,' S 10 I' '9'the Seas and spent much time In Nell' England an Amster am. ee , ,vo. -. - _. .

15 Interestingly, Sikes, Vane's contemporary biographer. does not comment on hIS travels 10

Leyden or Amsterdam. .
16 James K. Hosmer. The Life of Young Sir Henry Vane Governor c?1 st.issachuseus Bay. and

Leader of the Long Parliament with a Consideration of the Engli~h Common~\'ealth as a FO!'t!lO.I{ o]

America (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, Limited. 1888), t , ~. . , ")

I' John Willcock, Lilt: of Sir Hell/T Vane the Younger. >;(i.Jf,l'I:Il,1f1 & ;\/,nll,C, (/6! -'~/M~)
(London: The Saint Catherine Press, 1913). 1~. Willcock explains that It \ anc did r.e~ldl: In GCIlL\,\ t.r

,. . . I f tudv in the Univcr-uv there, as hisany length ot tune, It appears he never entered any I egu ar course 0 s . ' ... ' .., .
. ' I . P fcs r BUssellllcher s mv c-uuauon litname is not found in the student lists. In footnote-l ie mentions ro csso ..' . ~

. ".I' k b twc -n him and the L:nl\er~ll\Vane s presence at Leyden but which faded 10 uncover an: In s e l:l. ,.,-
III J.H. Adamson and H.F. Folland. Sir Harry I 'alit! (Boston: Gambit Inc., 197~'), J. ,
') . , . 'I I I)"P I\'~" Inl'!",!l1I1.! \h'IIlI,:n ('I th,

I Charles Dalton, History oj the 11 rays o] (, entwort 1. .r.:> L_.~' . ' '" l

'. _ .. . .. ., / . I ' (\l -rdeen. A Kuu; s: <. ll. 1ss 1). )bPrincipol Familics with /1 Inch They \I'ere Conncctcc . \ l) . _ .. 1L:! ' . -
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sacrificed than these not take place. But the wisdom ofthe state put a . d hi
h d he work ofthei perio to IS government necessitvcaused t em to un 0 t e work oftheir own hands, and leave us a cave t th II d " .:

t a , at a goo men are not tit j.»
governmen . -

Cotton \., Iather. ,\fCA. Book 2, i ~ 4-125" ~,

George Garrard wrote to Edward, Viscount Conway & Killultagh. on 18

September 1653, that "Sir Henry Vane also hath as good as lost his eldest son. who is

gone into New England for conscience' sake," and who disliked ..the discipline of the

Church of England." And though he "has more sons," they too \\erc "bred up at

Leyden.T" Vane disclosed his intention to depart for New England, but not his motive,

in a letter to his father crafted at Charring Cross, 7 July 1635. He confessed that he \\as

"compassed about w
th

many infirmitys," considered himself "too great a blemish to the

Religion I do professe," and qualified his decision to depart by his faith in God. who

was "all sufficient" "to protect ... direct . , . and reward" him,22

Antinomian Controversy and Union with the Spirit

On the 25 May 1636, Vane was elected Governor of Massachusetts Bay. which

John Winthrop interpreted as a direct result of his being the "son and heir to a privy

counsellor in England.,,23 This is consistent with Michael Winship's assertion that

Charles intended to install Ferdinando Gorges as governor-general with a \1l'W to

nullifying the Massachusetts Charter, thus associating Vane's governorship with an

electoral reaction to the Crown's potential threat to the Colony's self-governance."

Vane's short but radical tenure in the Colony seemed to have ignited the famous

Antinomian crisis, or free-grace controversy. which culminated in the trial of Anne

Hutchinson. Winship observed that "although Vane is almost entirely neglected hy

scholars, he may have been the single most important reason why the controv IT-';y

reached the pitch that it did." The failure of many of Vane' s contemporaries to include

damaging critiques of his influence and administration resulted from fear of reprisals

from Charles' Court.i Denouncements though were eventually publici/rd. and

especially critical were Thomas Shepards. who claimed that the "the opinions of

Familists, begun by Mistress Hutchinson," were "raised up to a great height h~ \ 1r.

20 Mather, AlC,I, book 2. 12-+ -125. Mather claims to have recovered this quote from an "(lId
've\l'-Ellglish manuscript," which contained Vane's Trvul and other speeches. .'

~I "Letter of Henry Vane," PRMH, /871-/8-] (Boston: published by the Sl)(lely. ISDl. 245-

246.

~~ Ibid. , I (' / .
)' . . I II' /6 'I) f /6-19 The (/(!\'l'l'Il,J/ir oj / /, (! om-' John Winthrop, The Hist orv 01 .\e\l' Eng am . rom J 0, . ..

, , .' .'. " . ,'I \ '" v 1\ 1 ed James Sa\a~l.' ll~,'l\ll1
01 the Masscu'husetts Bay from HIS Original AfallllsCl'Iflf.' Hill otcs, o r. " ,

Liulc. Brown and Company, 1853). text-fiche. LAC 22736. 222. G' \f ,. ~I -tts
'I· .' . . \/"/' P test fi','InandFree rucc tn ,j).\a<./II

I
t, ..- Micheal Winship, Making Heretics., I itant ro l.' all .

/(136-/6-1/ (Princeton University Press, 2002). 78.
~, Ibid., 7. 51.
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Vane too suddenly chosen governor, and maintained too obscurely by Mr C "~b_ _ . otton.

Similarly, Giles Firmin claimed that "when 1 returned to New-England' it vte If
, . " 1e. til to (

us, the Churches were on fire .... All the Discourse was about Justification. and the

Assurance of it, by the immediate Testimony of the Spirit, or an absolute promise

applyed by the Spirit. . .. Mr. Vaughan [who when Governor, lras the great Favourer

and Maintainer of these Errors, and did animate that Faction.j.··27 Even Roger

Williams, a recognized admirer of Vane and who shared his religious liberty views,

noted in an April 1638 letter to Winthrop that Hutchinson and her family were "longing

great after Mr. Vane," and his promised return, and that "the Eyes of some are so

earnestly fixt upon him that Mrs. Hutchinson professeth, if he come not to New she

must go to Old Engl.,,28 Governor William Coddington appealed to Vane to return in his

24 August 1640 letter from Newport, stating that "upon Earth ther is no man so much

desired Amoungest us as yo'self ... remember we besech you yof promise.v'"

Vane was so sensitive to the accusations of his singular association In the

controversy that he covertly used letters from friends in England he claimed demanded

his return to request the Council for permission to depart. But out of concern for the

Colony's stability, the Council induced Vane to divulge his real motive. which was ..the

inevitable danger he saw of God's judgments to come ... for these differences and

dissensions, ... and the scandalous imputation brought upon himself, as if he should be

the cause of all; and therefore he thought it best for him to give place for a time:·3o

The Antinomian controversy revealed Vane' s initial emphasis upon a

regenerate's personal union with the Holy Ghost, and the nature of that spiritual

transaction. Winthrop records:

The governour, Mr. Vane, a wise and godly gentleman, held. with .Mr.
Cotton and many others, the indwelling of the person of the Holy G~ost l~ a
believer, and went so far beyond the rest, as to maintain a personal uruon With
the Holy Ghost. 31

Winthrop explained that the dispute over the Spirit's indwelling turned on whether the

26 Thomas Shepard, God's Plot, Puritan Spirituality in Thomas Shepard's Cambridg«. ed.
Michael McGiffert, rev. ed (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Pre~s, 1994).67.,. . '.' .

'7 Gil F' . P , A B iet Review 0\1" A"r Davis's Vindication: Givins: no SU(I'/,ILl/(Jn- 1 es lrmm, anergIQ, rte} 'J tvi. • •

(London. 1693), To the Reader. h ns II" 't H\ "11
28 John Winthrop, Winthrop Papers, 1638-16../../. vol. 4 (Boston: The Massac use" I" l c :

Society, 1944). text-fiche, LAC 22360, 25. ," . - - - /-9-1 '(h ..... .lection
29 Extracts from the Itineraries and Other Miscellanies ot.Ezra Stiles. /1 )-'- , ~ III a.,

. di hD t (YleUnl\,'rslt\Press 1916). .)70,from his Correspondence, ed. Franklm Bow itc ex er are uruvvr>«: '.

3D Winthrop. The History ofNew England, 247. , . '. 0' , the "1\ or l)f Anne
31 Ibid" 246. A sermon delivered by John wheelwright. which gained ., ." J '''C1-

. h H' . r\' 'H' £nf.;land \ 01 I. _·t \-_·L.1ll _.
Hutchinson, initiated the controversy. See Wmt rop, IsIO!) q " ",,' I n' , ' II ... · !I''''''T

.' ,,,, /0'6-/0)\ 'I 0l1i1I1t11,,, ' .
~57, See also David Hall's The Antinomian Controv l'l.\,\. -' -'" ,

(Connecticut: Wesley and University Press, 1968), 153-172.
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Scriptures or the primitive church referred to him as a "person.' as opposed to

emphasizing his divine status, and "whether by his uifts and power onlv b ' . I
'- . ' or ~ an~ ot ler

manner of presence, seeing the scripture doth not declare it ,,~2 \"an" ~ .: '- I
. c S \ le\\ ~ on t ic

Spirit were radical. and Winship identifies the extent of their disruptive nature in

Shepard's 20 May 1637 letter to Winthrop. Shepard infers that \.ane authored that

"Apologie," which Winthrop apparently responded to, but gently chastises him for

extending too much "charity" to him who was "so notoriously known to be the prime

craftsman of forging all our late novelties, the Sheba of our distractions.' ' ~hepard

believed Vane had "cunningly and slyly layd down the principle and sown the seed of

the confusion of this in all states in the world," and "untill we see his repentance and

return why shall our charity cover his craft, and yet tell the woorld he may be an honest

man.,,33

Antinomian Controversy and the Immigration Issue

Unfortunately, the first order of Vane's governorship had not been concluded

during his term, for if it had, the records of Boston's General Court would have left the

first intimation of his views regarding the relevance of the Jewish Polity for the

Commonwealth's legal code. On 26 May the General Court ordered Vane, along with

other members of the Bay Government, "to make a draught of such lawc« agreeable to

the word of God, which may be the Fundamentalls of the commonwealth.",'4 John

Cotton's draft entitled "Moses his Judicials." was submitted in October, but taken up hy

the next General Court, and after Vane had been well out of office and back in l.ngland.

The Colony decided to adopt Nathaniel Ward's Body of Liberties in 1641 instead.

Unfortunately, little is known of Vane's attitude towards Cotton's original submission,

and given their rather intimate working relationship and living arrangements, it could be

safely assumed that they discussed that proposal. It would be a bit presumptuous to

suggest they collaborated, especially since Vane's view of the civil enforcement of the

Mosaic Judicials at this stage is unclear.

3~ Ibid., 246. John Wheelwriuhts tenacious holding to a personal indwellinu uf the "';pirlland
~.. ., f diti Boston adherents responded w ith ,Istance on the covenant of zrace resulted In his convrction 0 se I ion. '"?" ~

"Remonstrance or Petition~t)\ Members of Boston Church." in Favor of \\heehHIg.ht. vlarch, 16J7 "';el'
. . 'I d -mb of the Court submiucd ,I IlO\\Appendix. 481-482. Apparently Vane, With other disgrunt e rncm ers .. ",. .,

. " ' h \\" I ponded to -"ee \\ inship. vlakin-:disappeared Protestation," on behalf of Wheelright whic JIlt irop res ~ "
II 'r -ti '\' 1'17 I"'() , 'l l cv, - . .' , , ' I - 'II' ' . II " Ieietv"Ib'd I ~( I'" I P /63/ /6)7 \01 ~ (Boston: \LlS ... achusetts I'oll)r1l, l r:" I.,.' ): I11t /ro{7 apers, - _. ,- - "
1943). text-fiche, LAC 22_~:'9. 41:'-416.

B I , ICha\11'111ill. London: l'ni\l'r'oIl: 01
'4 The Corre.\'{lollc!eflCl' ofJohn Cotton, cd. Sargent us 1•. r. \

NOl1h Carolina Prl'SS. 200 I).400,
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Vane departed the Bay having left behind one document th t h· da mte at some of
his constitutional views, though born out of an immigration controv ' th .ersy at simmered

within the context of the Antinomian crisis. According to Winship th G I C ., e enera ourt s

attempt to prohibit the influx of theological malcontents and heretics like Vane from

reaching Massachusetts' shores may have been influenced by Thomas Shepard' s sermon

"Father of the Country." Among various points, he cautioned that should the Court "be

gentle and open the door to all comers," they "may cut our throats in time.":" Governor

Winthrop subsequently issued a very unpopular order intended to severely regulate the

influx and residence of newcomers and supported it with a "Defence of the Order of

Court Made in the Year May 1637." Vane responded with "A Brief Answer to a Certain

D I . ,,36 d . li d .ec aration, an capita ize upon the Issue of immigration to publicize his

understanding of "the relation of liberty of conscience to the governance of a Christian

commonwealth.t'V his hallmark political contribution. Winthrop asserted, with little

explanation in support, that "the essential forme of a common weale or body politic such

as this is," is characterized by "the consent of a certaine companie of people. to cohabite

together, under one government for their mutual safety and welfare." Vane argued

against each of Winthrop's points at great length, and claimed to the contrary that a

"christian commonwealth," must incorporate "a consent as is according to God; a

subjecting to such a government as is according unto Christ." This is the only place

Vane inserted biblical references in the marginalia, noting Proverbs 8:5 and Isaiah 6:7.

not as support for his idea of consent, but as a rebuke to Winthrop, accusing him of

being simple and foolish, in need of understanding, and having unclean lips which

needed atoning for. Vane considered Winthrip's definition as comprehending a

commonwealth's general characteristics only, which could refer to a "companye of

Turkish pirates as well as of Christian professors." For "unlesse the consent and

government be better limitted than it is in this definition," then "sure it is. all Pagans and

Infidels, even the Indians here amongst us, may come within this cornpasse.Y Vane

reasoned his response scripturally and legally. Limited consent meant that "members of

35 Winship, Making Heretics, 137, This sermon is found in Thomas Shepards. Parable 0/ the

Ten Virgins Opened and Applied, 2 vols. (London, 1695). . ' . I n
36 'H hi I C II t 'OIl i/ the cirivina rapvr«Both declarations are found In Thomas utc InSOn,:1 0 ec I ( c ,....

Relative to the History of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay (Boston, New England: ,fhomas ,and Joh,n
Fleet 1769) 67-83 includinz Winthrop's reply to Vane from 84-100. The complete title l1t Vv.lnt~Hllp ".

, , , I:> , d i "A D I ti of the Intent and Equuyc ot
defense from which Vane's title is almost wholly denve IS ec ara IOn c .' W' hi I
the Order Made at the Last Court. to this Effect, That None Should be Received to lnhabitc It In t liS
Jurisdiction but Such as Should be Allowed by Some of the Magistrates,"

37 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Valle. 104, " 'olonv I
38 Hutchinson A Collection ol the Original Papers Relative to the !~/,'((}~\' 0/ the ((I rim. (~,

, '" h hibiti notJn1l1lllJrant<>\\hlhC\Il:\\S

Massachusetts 72, Vane assumed the Court's objective was t e pro 11 I 10 "eo. 8') S I
. ' , issented d 'II . from the authoriucs "l'l' l -, .were either similar to Wheelwrights, or who dissente octnna ~
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a commonwealth may not seeke out all means that may conduce to the welltare of the

body," but only "all lawful and due means, according to the charter they hold by. either

from God or the King, or from both." He explained further "that our consent regulated

by the worde, and sutable to our patent ought to be required:' and not Winthrop s "vast

and illimitted consent." Vane based his notion of limited consent from 1 Cor. 6: 19-20.

which states, "Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit. who is in

you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; you were bought with

a price. Therefore honor God with your body,,,39 In this regard, "our consent is not our

owne, when rightly limited.,,4o This passage may have a double meaning for Vane. as he

probably intended to press the point of union with the Spirit as well. Deuteronomv 17
"'

also limits the civil magistrates in prescribing laws for a commonwealth. Vane hints at

their differences in jurisdictional understanding, categorizing this immigration law as

crossing over into God's realm of authority.

Because this law doth leave these weightye matters of the common-wealth. of
receiving or rejecting such as come over to the approbation of the magistrates.
and suspends these things upon the judgment of man, whereas the judgment is
Gods, Deut. 1. 17, This is made a ground worke of grosse popery. Priests and
magistrates are to judge, but it must be according to the law of God. Deut. 17.9.
10, 11. That law which gives that without limittation to man. which is proper to
God, cannot be just."

Vane departed for England on 3 August 1637, and to the relief of the leadership.

Winship believes that Thomas Shepard referred to Vane's negative influence in his

election-day sermon of 1638 by preaching against him as a figure of Abimelech, that

"young courtier," "bramble" and factious maker, who "advances another religion then

what they had under Gideon ... a god of a new covenant. ,.,12 Shepard' s view of Vane

radically contrasts with Sikes, who left readers with a more favorable rendition of his

New England experience, that "he ripened into more knowledge and experience of

Christ than the Churches there could bear the Testimony oC
B

What is certain is that,
., ind II' f the Holv Spirit \\ 'isVane's intense emphasis upon the personal, intimate In we Ing 0 . ' < '

initially cultivated in Massachusetts Bay as a companion doctrine of his covenantali-rn.

39 l Cori hi 6'19-20 NAS 'ormt lans , . h H' 'I II ' Colonv 01
40 Hutchinson, A Collection of the Original Papers Relative to / e tstory 0 It .'

Massachusetts. 73.

41 Ibid., 82-83, . c. d i th \EHCR")..J (Bo,,(on:
42 W' hi LI ki H ti 14"'-147 Shepard's sermon IS roun me, -'-

lOS rp, saa mg ere ICS, .J ',. " f d on ~61. ,IIlJ~h:'

Published by the Society, 1870),361-366. Winship modenuzes hIS quotes\',,,ouhn
l
·
p··

\1"\\ "11<.:nlrJ',,
. h f seem true to ms v v u, I '

Vane's name is of course nowhere mentioned. but t e re erences ion of hi ule 1...\ vbunch'ch in
, id d h t .herous usurpation 0 IS r I,; LJ.

sermon focuses upon the narrative of ~I eon an t e ,real, ., 'S ,<1 of a bramble !!.lHll'mour OLJa

Judzes chapter 9. Shepard states "here IS the last electio that ,111 the tlL.L. n . I ....:. ~ 'I..") ,1..-.1
::. , .' 't' t th rume of il peop l.' ,",ll .'1I_ .. v

them," and "that a Bramble gouernor will be the mischicte I no e
43 Sikes, LDV, 8.
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and would become a critical component of his allegorical method, The Bav c.-lony also

afforded him the opportunity to articulate his initial reflections and principles of a

Christian Commonwealth, despite its ignominious and grievous contex1. And

interestingly, Vane the "Abimelech" would eventually expose the "Achan" Cromwell.

Early Parliamentary Career (1641-1653)

Religious Reform: Bill for the Abolition of Episcopacy

Upon his return, Vane entered political life with an appointment as joint Treasurer of the

Navy by Charles I in 1639, and election to the Long Parliament on 3 November 1640 as

a representative of Kingston upon Hul1.
44

Algernon Sidney states that Vane "appeared a

vehement Asserter of the rights and liberties of his country..,4'i His religious reforms

began with the Root and Branch Petition of 11 December 1640 and his role on the new

Grand Committee on Religion on 27 May 164 L which delivered the Root and Branch

Bill, a collaborative effort between him, Hasilrig, St. John, and Cromwell." \\'ithin this

reform context, Vane presented his famous speech against Episcopacy on 11 June

1641,47 explaining that "the maine ends for which Church-government is set up, is to

advance and further the perfect reformation and growth of Religion:' which Episcopacy.

"doth contradict." Rather, "the very spirit of this order" elevates "it sclfe in the Temple

of God, over all that is called God," which entered "in by the back doore , , , by the

spirit of Antichrist.',48 This speech reveals. seemingly for the first time. Vane' s doctrine

of the Antichrist, or tyranny. in relationship to the abuse of authority hy equating

Episcopal government with ecclesiastical tyranny.

Liberty of Conscience

Robert Baillie noted in a 25 October 1644 letter to \\'illiam Spang that \' anc

while acting as an English Commissioner to the Westminster Assembly... twyce at our

table prolixlie. earnestlie, and passionatelie. had reasoned for a full libertic «f

. ..4l) \' 's appearance at theconscience to all religions, without any exceptions. .. ane

, . h f R Willi ms publication of Thi: Bloudvassembly took place within three mont s 0 oger 1 ia .

-1-1 For a comprehensive overview of Vane's political and administrative career. SL'e Ro« e..\,,-

Henry "([ilL' the Younger. .. ' " ,I" J ' )' • ,.
I" Algernon Sidney, "The Character of Sir Henry Vane. In Row c. .\11' Henry dill III 011/11.:<

Appendix F, 277,
-16 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harrv "WIL', 1~~-1~6, , I' I}' I' 0" \9'" For

, d hi h '-;" \11' HL'!I!T .mc tnv 0/1/ I..:l 0 -,

I" Rowe doubts Vane actually dclivere t IS speec , . LL , . ,I t" tor 111\ 0\\11

her discussion of Vane's "Religious Policy," sec 191-:01. 1 used Rowe as a tcmpt.i c l .

invcstig.uion. " , 0 I II' tlu: /JIll ,'h:,lI!1\1
-IS Sr. Henrv "olle his S/ll'ech ill the House 0/ Commons. <if <i ( ommllfll . I •

F/1/Sl'O/)£I/l-(;()n''''I!J~ellt (London. 1641). 2, ~, 6, I ~. b t
163--166:}. vol 2. cd. David Laing ( ulll urgn:

-I') The Letters ami Journals 0/ Robcn Bai/liL',
Bal1natyne Club. 1841), 23~,
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Tenent of Persecution (July 1644). Williams, a personal friend of Vane, and fellow

adherent of liberty of conscience, memorialized his contribution in securing Rhode

Island in 1636 while Governor of the Bay Colony. In a 25 August 1658 letter to the

General Court of Commissioners of Providence Plantations, Williams explained that "it

was not price nor Money" which purchased Rhode Island, but "by that Love and Favour

wch that honble (honorable) Gentleman Sir Hen. Vane and my selfe had with that great

Sachim Miantunnomu."so Williams explained that Vane "hath bene so great an Instrurnt

in the hand of God for procuring of this Hand from the Barbarians as also for the

procuring and confirming of the Charter.v'! the fruit of Williams' own lobbying efforts

as the Colony's Commissioner to England in 1643, and testimony to Vane's political

principles of consent and liberty of conscience. The Patent, among other provisions.

explicitly stated that Rhode Island's inhabitants had "full power and authority to govern

and rule themselves ... by such a form of civil government as by voluntary consent of

all, or the greater part of them, they should find most servicable in their estate and

condition."s2 Absent is any claim for civil government's role in religious affairs. Rowe

notes:

The charter made no mention of the civil government's connexion with religious
matters, an omission which in the circumstances of Rhode Island's quarrel with
Massachusetts, must have infuriated his old colony. Vane' s biographers have
failed to notice that his policy in relation to the charter is consistent with his
writings, in which he advocated that the State should refrain from concerning
itself at all with church matters. The Rhode Island charter was his first
victory.r'

Back in Massachusetts Bay, the plight of William Pynchon, a Bay Magistrate,

and the condemnation of his book, The Meritorious Price ofOur Redemption (1650) by

the authorities, caught the attention of Vane as a liberty of conscience issue. On 16

October 1650 the Court issued their formal declaration against Pynchon' s book as

"false, eronyous, & hereticall," and ordered it to be burned in Boston's marketplace.q

Some in England responded negatively to their judgment, including Vane, who sent his

own letter on 15 April 1652. The letter itself is not found among the Court's records. but

50 . . 6 4 1682 ') I ed Glenn W La Fantasic. n..'\ iseJThe Correspondence 01" Roger Williams, 1 5 - , - vo s.,. '..", h
'J , .. 1988) , 4X.... "<-Inrter erefrom an unpublished manuscript (Providence: Brown University Press, . _. ,... , .

P .. PR\/HS(Boston· Printedrefers to the 1644 Patent. See note 5, 491. See also "The Narraganset atent. .' .
for the Society, 1863),47.

~~ ~~~1~a Berdine Richman Rhode Island. Its Xlaking and ,\/L'aning, A ,";/IITl'l (1/ IlhL' ,,':."IlJ!\ "\..' I~'."~
, b ' Jr'If" \' JfJi()-J6\i 2 \(1S .. ('L'\\ r orx( ommonwealth from its Settlement to the Death of Roger I tams no: ...

London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, The Knickerbocker Press. 1902), I: 179.
53 Rowe. Sir Henrv Vane the Younger. 19:'-196. . . .. I J II J.J- J(,';' - <
5-1 Records 0" the' Governor and Company of the ,\/assachll,~l'IIS Bay 111 F-.lIg .tnu, I ., .

'J ., hi 18q) ~. ., 1.... -' 1()vols., ed. Nathaniel B. Shurtleff (Boston: WIlham W rte, - ...' .. - . - .
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their 20 October response reveals Vane's request that they "deal lightly with Mr.

Pynchon." In their defense, the Council claimed that "Mr. Pincheon might have kept his

judgment to himself, as it seems he did above thirty years," and though he was being

persuaded contrary to his original convictions, "received letters from England. which

encouraged him in his error to the great grief of us all." In reference to Vane. "touching

that which your honoured self doth advise us unto, viz, not to censure any person for

matters of a religious nature or concernment; ... Yet we conceive with submission still

to better light."sS Vane's concern for Pynchon, though matured and seasoned. was born

out of that same liberty of conscience doctrine displayed thirteen years earlier over the

Bay's judgment upon theological malcontents.

Political Reform: Bill for an Equal Representative

Though Vane and Cromwell seemed united on the Root and Branch Bill. among

other early measures of the Long Parliament, Vane became one of Cromwell's most

resolute political enemies. Their relationship would evolve and progress with spasms of

fondness and affection interrupted by verbal assaults and jabs of treachery. In a letter to

Oliver St. John in September 1648, Cromwell referred to Vane as "my dear brother.t"

and in another that November to Col. Hammond, as "my dear brother Heme whom I

love in the Lord."s7 In a letter of Vane, dated 2 August 1651. he not only speaks

protectively of their "ancient friendship," but their differences in regards to religious

perceptions and acuity, noting that even Cromwell "esteemed" his "principles too high

to fathom." It was Vane's expectation that Cromwell would experience an "increasing

55 The First Century of the History ofSpringfield, The Official Records from 1636-1736, vol. I.
ed. Henry M. Burt (Springfield, Mass.: Henry Burt, 1898), 124-125. For a complete account of these
circumstances, including a copy of Pynchon's book, see 79-118. I have not been .a?le to .recov~r the
contents of Vane's letter only that it was written and responded to by the Bay authorities. It IS not In the
Bay Records, nor Winthrop's Journals or History ofNew England. Neither is it in C.\/HS 3d. series. \ nl.
I (Boston: Phelps and Farnham, 1825), which only contains the response,.37.. For an exee."ent account ot.
Pynchon and his struggle with the Bay authorities, see Micheal Winship, _"Contestlng Control at
Orthodoxy Among the Godly: William Pynchon Reexamined," WMQ. 3d ser. )4 no. 4 ( klnber 19971

795-822. Winship though does not mention Vane's letter. .
56 The Letters and Speeches ofOliver Cromwell with Elucidations by Thomas ( arlvle. \ 01. I. ~d.

S.c. Lomas (London: Methuen & Co., 1904). 350. Footnote 1 indicates that Vane ha~ this letle.r 111 mind
when he delivered a personal letter to Cromwell during his second appearance betore the l ~Hlncll In

September 1656, which is in Proceeds. "The message which i~ former ti~es ~ o~ sent ~e I~, In my
memory still. It was immediately after the Lord had appeared With you against ~uke Hamilton h" .irrny.

. H (f then thouuht fit to call me). t at vouwhen you bid a friend of rrune tell your brother erne or so you ~. . . . '\ J
. . . d fferi . iples as he was WIth \our acuv e. .. nwere as much unsatisfied WIth his passive an su rermg pnnci .... ..

indeed 1 must crave leave to make you this reply at this time; that I am as little satisfied \\ ith ~ llll~ .1\.11\ c
h . d 'I'll ' 'show themselves as \PU arc or c.m

and s~lf-establishing principles, in th~ l.ivel~ col?urs ~v .er~n auy.: icy: and to beg ll': 'the 'I ord to judge
be With my passive ones, and am willing 111 this to Jam Issue \\ ith ~ ou .. . -
between us and to aive the decision according to truth and righteousel~ess. xcc 11. .' .

b -.', efer>ncesto\ane,I" 1~,lne.
57 Ibid.. vol. 3. 392. This particular letter mcorporates SIX r l:. .
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with the increasings of God which passes knowledge" as he had 58 S h ft' .. uc a ect!onate

brotherly language contrasts sharply with the rapid deterioration of their relationship.

initially discemable within the context of the Bill for an Equal Representative. but

unrecoverable after Cromwell's dissolution of Parliament in April 1653. Sidney explains

that despite a "long and particular Friendship contracted between Cromwell and him ..

Vane "broke it off as soon as he observ'd Cromwell to aim at the sole power. and

attempt it by Force."s9

Recruiter Scheme for Equal Representation

The new "Government" was "now settled in the way of a Commonwealth." and

The Act Abolishing the Office of King required the Commons to prepare a bill to

"dissolve" Parliament "as soon as may possibly stand with the safety of the people that

hath betrusted them. ,,60 Vane had absented himself from the king' s trial and execution.

though he would serve on the new Council of State beginning in late February 1649.61

and rapidly ascend to various governmental roles and administrative positions. As part

of his docket of duties, on May 15 Parliament delegated to Vane "special Care" for new

modelling the government, and charged him and Dr. Palmer with the oversight of the

Bill for establishing Parliament's dissolution and electoral guidelines for future ones.6~

Vane delivered his initial recommendations to the House on 9 January 1650

under four main heads, one of which proposed new representative allotments or

parliamentary re-apportionments which required that Members be elected "from time to

time," to fill vacancies to a capacity of 400. His scheme of redistribution of seats

acknowledged the membership depletion of Pride's Purge, but never intended for all

four hundred representatives to be seated through new elections, or the current members

replaced. Rather, the "qualifications ... for succeeding Parliaments," required that all

authorized voting locales "shall have their complete Number and Proportion, in that Act.

limited to sit and serve in this present Parliament; accounting those members now sitting

in Parliament." Current members were to remain. with vacancies filled through a

process of recruitment in keeping with the proportion of representatives recommended

58 John Nickolls, Original Letters and Papers Addre~sed to. C?/iver C.romwe//. (LOndo~. 17~3~:
78-79, quoted in George C. Rogers Jr, "Sir Henry Vane, Junior, Spirit Mystic and Fanatic [)1I110lrat.

(Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago), 1953,203.
59 Sidney "The Character of Sir Henry Vane," 279. .' I R

' '. R' luti /6 H-/660 ed '-"UTIue awson
60 The Constitutional Documents of the Puritan e\ 0 utton - - .'

Gardiner (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906). 386. " 'I F b '11"\"'~ thouuh
61 Rowe notes that Vane never actually sat as a member of the Counci unn e ru•. - " , .:=, .

d hi . Iuded without hi- consent an ",... ue icthe Council of State was established February 7. an 15 name inc '
raised at his trial. See Sir Henrv J'ane the Younger, l,W. note 5,

62 CJ, vol. 6, 210. .
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for each electoral region. Vane's plan even prohibited traditional sche th 11mes at a owed

the sitting of any member outside the electoral process, unless other wise stipulated by

an Act of Parliament. The House immediately adopted the representanv- limit suggested
'-'-

by Vane, with the remaining heads to be debated in Grand Committee." His recruiter

plan, and refinement of the rules of House membership, reinforced what would become

a long-term dedication to the civil right of representation and consent.64

Vane's motive behind his proposal is difficult to ascertain from the Journals."

though his political tracts and subsequent comments in House debates reveal an abiding

concern over the electorate's ability to choose wisely on behalf of that sort of liberty

afforded by a republican model, and critical to its maintenance. A very broad franchise

could fill the Commons with members hostile to the reform efforts, such as royalists or

Presbyterians, and jeopardize hard won civil and religious liberties, representing a

vexatious electoral dilemma he attempted to solve in A Healing Question and A Needful

Corrective.

Worden suggests that Vane's proposal was a response to "the re-emergence of

the Leveller unrest," and their demands for a "new representative, ..66 an observation

consistent with Parliament's own published Declaration of 27 September 1649, which

vindicated its proceedings, in part, against the Leveller agitation. Establishing "a sure

foundation," required "time to erect upon it the most happy structure of a just Liberty,

and setled Prosperity that may be expected in this world, under the direction and

Government of successive and equal Representatives in Parliament." The retention of

seasoned members was necessary to birth the expected commonwealth and stabilize it,

otherwise, it "might run into Tumultuary Confusions in the Infancy." and lack "any

63 Ibid., 345.
64 Vane's scheme is mentioned in a 13 November 1649 letter from John Moyley to Colonell

Robert Bennett. See The Manuscripts ofJ Eliot Hodgkin, Historical Manuscripts Commission, Fifteenth
Report, Appendix, Part II (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1897), 47. Wilbur Abbott notes that "Vane,
Marten, Sydney, Neville and the Republicans generally," endorsed the recruitment of members rather th~
a general election." See The Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, The Commonwealth 16./9-lt»)3.
vol. 2 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1939; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988~, 573.

65 The Journals indicate that this Committee sat almost every week, typically Wednes?a~ s. to
discuss the Bill, but unfortunately, the debates are not recorded. Like many others. I scanned the Sixth a~d
seventh volumes to aet a hint of commentary on the Bill itself, which is scanty. From 16 January 1649 ~()
to 19 June 1650, th: House adjourned into a Grand Committee to discuss the Bill \\e,ekl.y~ though ga~s
arise in the typical Wednesday sessions between June 19 and July 2-L with a rather slgnltlCa~t delay m
. . ft hi h h H did resolve aoam to meetdiSCUSSIOns between 14 August and 3 October 1650, a er w IC t e ouse. ') ~ . . 'i 1

every Wednesday. See CJ vol. 6 486. The House met the Wednesday deadline up to _6 vl.rrch 16,
. " ., b 1(-1 C'J \)1 7 '0 The Hou-e ",Itwhen It sat somewhat infrequently on this Issue up to 26 Septem er )~. . l. • - . . .

. h d f th . ar because ot presxurc tromquite regularly on this Bill from 14 October 1651 through teen 0 e ~ e .
Cromwell. "'I'

66 -.., (C brid Universuv Press 1(74). __ I "l,,'Blair Worden Rump Parliament 16-l8-16.:u am n ge ' .: ,. I P I
John Lilburne, England's' New Chains discovered: of the Serious Apprehl'l1Iiolls oj a Part "f I Ie l'Op e

0/1 Behalfofthe Commonwealth (London, March 1649).2.
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measure of strength and settlement, in the hands of those whom God hath owned and

used as Instruments to bring the work thus far." The Levellers agitated for "a

Dissolution of this Parliament," and called for a "new Representative. pretending the

People ought to have the liberty of new and frequent Elections," which the Declaration

viewed as willful ignorance of the political reality of the people's disposition. Rather.

"the violence of Faction, and activity of their secret Enemies:' rendered free elections

impossible and the loss of their liberty certain." The Declaration' s reasoned concern

over the electoral environment infers support for Vane' s recruiter scheme. and

evidences his hand in drafting it.

Many of Vane's biographers, as well as historians such as Gardiner and

Worden, record a royalist writer's comments in News From England, Feb 270.1arch 9.

1650, which claimed that Colonel Henry Marten considered Vane' s scheme too radical.

Martin supported his recommendations for retaining the current membership from the

biblical narrative of Moses' childhood development. Parliament, claimed l\ lartin,

"might find the best advice from the scripture what they were to do in this particular."

lust as the infant "Moses was found upon the river. and brought to Pharaoh' s daughter:'

who "took great care that the mother might be found out, to \\ hose care he might be

committed to be nursed; which succeeded very happily:' so too "their Commonwealth

was yet an infant of a weak growth and a very tender constitution; and therefore , , ,

nobody would be so fit to nurse it as the mother who brought it forth," Moses. as an

infant, was a type of fledging Commonwealth, which required the nurture of its mother.

the Rump Parliament, which "should not think of putting it under any other hands until

it had obtained more years and vigour.T" This rather loose analogy represents a \er:

interesting scriptural use of the growth of Moses to argue against Vane' s recruiter

scheme. even more intriguing since it was advanced by a very unpuritanical figure.

Parliament was under mounting pressure to settle the government. and further

delays strengthened accusations they intended to retain power at the expense of the

people's liberty.t" Policy rifts between Vane and Cromwell were mildly identifiable \.)(1

25 September 1650 when Cromwell returned from his military successes at \\'orcester

with the authority to provoke the House to action.7o Worden conjectured that h:

" " / d I t : I" f II their Procccdinv» and( . ..I Declaration of the Parliament oj Eng an, n I IIU lUI /(1/1 ( ~ 'J, ••

I " . , ' , I ." IT' 'f t/ ' PI' -sent (,O\'erllmcllf, and I l ,Il t. ')lsc(}\'L'rmg the Dangerous Practices o] Severa Intel ests. " ,1.:.<1111.1 It. l

the Connnonwealth uowsc», 16'+9), I6 . .2~" I' /' "1
(ox ' , 1619 -I) ted in Worden Rum!] ,11" i.uncnt, -- '

\ (:,\I'S From England. Feb .27/f\tarch 9. -t,.:'II. quo e '
69 PII I' l' -, - 1, \0 , .1. .1).1 -.:'I-t,

ill Ib'd I ~7,I " . _,
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September 26, Vane's proposal had been abandoncj" as Cromwell, with Mr. Scot. led

the Tellers for the yeas at 33 to 26 that a new bill should be brought in to establish

Parliament's dissolution, with both Vane and Cromwell added to a new committee to

craft it,72 On November 18 it was agreed that Parliament would dissolve 3 November

1654.73

Discussion on the Bill was sidelined for a time, but revived on 12 May 165~.

with the Grand Committee charged to sit every Wednesday for its consideration. The

Journals indicate that debates commenced on May 19 and 26, but mentions no other

deliberations until September 14.74
Vane's intense involvement in the cause of Scottish

union and English-Dutch relations absented him from both the Commons and the

Council from 1 July to 9 September 1652.75 Parliament made little progress on the

substance of the Bill from 14 September to 16 February 1653, as it passed through

Carew's committee." then Harrison's," after which it was discussed regularly again.

On 30 March 1653, Parliament extended the franchise to property owners." and on

April 13, added a religious test of leadership requiring "such as are persons of known

Integrity, fearing God, and not scandalous in their Conversation.t" should be admitted.

Adamson and Folland claim that Vane was apprehensive over this clause. and

considered it a "dangerously imprecise provision" which could place "all power in the

hands of whosever might interpret and apply it.,,8o Contrary to Worden, who is

convinced that Vane's original recruiter scheme was never incorporated into the sm."
they argue that Vane was still pressing for it, and demanding "that the present members

be given authority to decide on the godliness and virtue of those newly elected." Should

the amendment pass, Vane planned to request a six-month parliamentary adjournment

71 Worden, Rump Parliament, 266.
72 CJ, vol. 6, 20,
73 Ibid., 36, 37.
74 CJ, vol. 7, 131, 133, 136. . b d
75 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Vane. 305-310. They speculate tha~ this ~ay have een u,e

to Vane's tendency to dismiss himself from proceedings which he considered Imposslbl~ to ~Iter. It IS
. . A R . di t it I'S almost unimaainable thatpossible as well that Cromwell sent him to France. s owe 10 rca es, I ~.

. . h . It' Sh eculates he rnav have been SIC\...Vane would be absent from Parliament dunng sue a crucia nne. e sp :' .. '
. . . . t P' See Sir Henrv lone the }ounys:",protestmg Parliament's Dutch policy or on a secret mISSIOn 0 ans. . 'II
. '. . I' h I k f tt tion given to the settlement HI .147. HIS absence for such a lengthy penod might exp am t e ac 0 a en I ~ .

76 CJ, vol. 7, 178. 229,
77 Ibid., 244.
78 Ib'd ')7"I ., _ -"

79 Ibid., 277-278.
80 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Vane, 314, _' , 1 f\ \\CIOCIl."' rno... 1
81 Worden claims to have shown that Vane's 1649 proposal to nu parhahnH.:n

C
: \ ' "1'1 II lll\ l'J

. ..'. h lent VIC\\ t at romwe l '"likely never made it into this new Bill, undermmmg t e preva
Parliament in April 1653 as a radical move to stop his scheme.
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"to gain. .. - a little more time for the truth to carry its Own conviction into the hearts

of the honest people." 82

Though Vane had pressed for a recruiter method in the attempt to maintain the

seasoned membership of the Rump, Cromwell urgently called for a postponement of

elections entirely. He called a meeting of the leading members at Whitehall on April 19

to resolve the settlement issue, and the exchanges and tentative agreements illuminate

the verbal anger he vented at Sir Henry upon his dissolution of Parliament the next dav

Whitelocke remarked that some in attendance, including himself, considered it "a most

dangerous thing to dissolve the present Parliament, and to set up any other Government.

and that it would neither be warrantable in Conscience or Wisdom so to do." Apparently

Cromwell put forth his own proposal, which Whitelocke explained would consist of

"forty-Persons, or about that number of Parliament - men and Officers," to be

"nominated by the Parliament," and who would administer all Commonwealth affairs

until a new one met, while the present one was "to be forthwith dissolved. ·,83 The

meeting adjourned with Vane apparently representing one of those prominent members

who assured Cromwell that discussion on the Bill would be sidelined. Despite the

previous evening's agreement, it was debated the next day by an extraordinary number

of attendees, which "Cromwell learned of with shock and disbelief. ,,84

The details of the dissolution of the Long Parliament are recorded In a few

diaries of the time. 85 In the midst of Cromwell's emotional dismissal he and Vane

exchanged some intense verbal shots. Cromwell, angry at what he understood as

82 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Vane, 314-315. Unfortunately, they do not source their
comments.

83 Whitelocke, Memorials, 554.
84 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Vane, 315. See also Woolrych, Britain in Revolution. 52?

Woolrych notes that Cromwell most likely received a "pledge" from Va?e to halt the deb~,t.e on th~. Bill
and its proceedings, which squares with Cromwell's subsequent accusation that he was a Juggler. and
"might have prevented this extraordinary course." Nevertheless, Woolrych s~ates that ~romwell may have
been unduly unfair in his attack on Vane, "who for all he knew may have tried and failed to persuade the
House to give his proposals a hearing." See 530-531. .

85Whitelocke Memorials 554' Ludlow Memoirs, vol. 1,457; A Journal of the Earl of Leicester.
, ", . M 181 ';; ) \'9--l1and Original Letters 0/ Algernon Sydney, ed. R. W. Blencowe (London. John ur:ay. _.... j . .

Cromwell explained in his 4 July 1653 speech at the opening of the Barebones Parliament that t:' 0 or
three of the chief ones the very chiefest of them, did tell us that they would endeavor to suspend farther

. ' . . '1 h h d ~ rth conference" Abbott claimedproceedmgs about the BIll for a new representative unti t ey a a IU er ' .
. .,' . d it SI'r Arthur Heselriue who pressedthis reference to "chiefest" IS Vane, while Worden IS convmce I was e- ,

for final resolution on the Bill. See Abbott, The Writings and Speeches o/Cromwell. vol. 2. 6.~9. note 2~i
and Worden Rump Parliament 337. The Journals do not record the dissolution. but the entry on Jll .'.pr~

, , I' J 7 16';;9" Sec CJ \01 7,280. so:,
1653 states "This Entry was expunged, by Order of Par lament, an. -' ~. , '. I

' ::>.". " 'hi h eems to be an excerpt ot .\l'\ l ruCobbett records the nature of the dissolution from a Diary \\ IC S .' . .. I
, a: 'h' h ' to the dl<;so!utlon. repre~enlll

Proceedings in Parliament and other Intelligence and Affairs. \\ IC . pnor . .. di
, . d f h . and protectorate ,\lu)r 1l1~ III

the official paper of the Rump but which fell mto the han sot e army .' I . -
, , b d on fear ot recruiter ..: ecuon-

the text from 14 to .., 1 of April the Army dissolved the Parliament ase up , , "Th \
' -, . ~ h ht S " hIS chapter e· rmv

See PH, vol. 3, 1382-1390. Worden dismisses this as an atter-t oug , . II .

Apologias," in Rump Parliament, 345-363.
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Parliament's "prating," threatened them with dissolution, and after he summoned

elements of the Army, Sir Henry said, "This is not honest, yea it is against \lorality and

Common Honesty." Cromwell shouted in reply "0 Sir Henry Vane. Sir Henry Vane. the

Lord deliver me from Sir Henry Vane." He even extended his rage further. claiming

Vane "might have prevented this extraordinary course but that he was a juggler. and had

not so much as common honesty." 86

Cromwell confiscated the Bill from the clerk before departing the House. and its

subsequent disappearance renders it difficult to surmise its contents with certainty. and

hence explain his historic actions. Abbott notes that "yet with all the patient

investigation which has been lavished on the incident, .... No one now knows exactly

what was in the bill which the General thrust under his cloak and carried away with him

on that fateful day.,,87 Historians are divided on this unknown. Woolrych maintains the

Bill did not contain a proposal for a "a new representative, but for filling up the present

one by means of elections only to the vacant seats,,,88 implying Vane' s scheme was

debated that fateful morning. Worden's significant scholarship demonstrates the

contrary; that the final Bill never included Vane's proposal. and that both Cromwell's

and the Army's subsequent charge that the recruiter scheme was the issue. "was

inaccurate." Rather, Cromwell's dissolution of the Rump lay in the fact that the Bill

"provided for elections at all," which means it conspired against his secret Whitehall

proposal.89

One T. Robinson, in a letter to Mr. Stoneham of the Hague on 3 June 1653 wrote

that Vane declined an invitation by the new Council of State to sit in the Nominated

86 Ludlow, Memoirs, vol. 1, 457. Ludlow records the general thrust of some of Cromwell's
meetings with Parliament's leaders, and explains that the Army had no viable civil alternative should the
entire body be turned out. It was at this time that Parliament decided to dissolve themselves, but "leave '.IS

a Legacy to the People the Government of a Commonwealth by their Representatives, when as:em~led In

Parliament, and in the Intervals thereof by a Council of State chosen by them." See v~1. 1'.44), Richard
Baxter, who was hardly a friend of Vane and favored the Protectorate, highlighte? this episode be.t." een
Cromwell and Vane, summing up their relational rift around Vane's "F~natlck Democracie. and
Cromwell's prediliction "for Monarchy." See RQ, Book 1, 75. Baxter's appraisal seems to fall sh?rt of a
proper estimation of their positions in 1653, especially since critics of Cromwell's Barebones Parliament,
which Vane refused to participate in, viewed it as somewhat fanatical.

87 Abbott, The Writings and Speeches ofOliver Cromwell, vol. 2, 647.

88 Woolyrch, Britain in Revolution, 532. '.. ,
89 Worden Rump Parliament 288, 345. For his complete argument, see his ch~pter on Ihe

. ' '., "'6 t "'84 S I 0 his "The Bill for a \e\\Army Apologias," 345-363, as well as hIS Conclusion, -' o.t--' . ee as, , ~.
. .. . '116-'" EffR 86 no '40 (Jul. !l),1):l7,·RepresentatIve' The Dissolution of the Lonz Parliament. Apn ).), .' - .'.

• • • 1:> .. ~ tt tinu to prolong their cxixtcnce bv496. Worden exammes the Army's claim that the Rump \\ as a emp 111~ ::;0. • 'i' ..

legislative authority. See also C.H. Firth, "Cromw~1I and the Expul~ion o.f ~~e ~~)[1g P~rlIar~l,ent II~ l\:lill~"h
EHR 8 no. 3 I (July 1893), 526-534. Firth explams through a scncs of slgl1ltlcant source d.1L. .
. • har Cromw 'lI'"lCtlon" resulted Ir\\111mcludes Newsletters from the Clark and Clarendon papers. t at romw c .• h :~.I L. .h

. . I" > -ches "[1\ t e sUuuen nrc,«
pressure from the Army. and not, as Cromwell seemed to suggcst 111 us spee "" '. .., " ..

h fficcrs d the leadine parltamentanan" IIof a compromise which had been agreed upon between teo iccrs an L c-

527.
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Parliament "by a letter extracted out of that part of the Apocalyps ·h . h 0 ,. . \\ erem t e reign ot

the saints is mentioned," which "he believes will now beuin .. \0 •• 0 - illi
~. ane \\ as \\1 m~ to

defer his share in it until he came to Heaven.':" and left political lire for Lincolnshire to

"enjoy a retirednesse under the immediate teachings of God' s spirit. ..'1 I and from where

he wrote his The Retired Mans Meditations and A Healing Question. Close to the end

of 1655, Cromwell sent Vane a personal letter. which Vane responded to with some

affinity.

I desire not to be insensible of the civility intended mee in it 11\ the first hand.
which accordingly I desire you to represent in the fittest manner you please.
from one who upon those primitive grounds of publick-spiritedncs- and sincere
love to our country and the godly party in it. am still the same as ever. both in
true friendship to his person, and in unchangeable fidelitv to the cause so
solemnly engaged in by us. 92

•

Retired Mans Meditations (1655)

Contemporary and Modern Critiques of Vane's Hermeneutics

It is quite customary for those who have read Vane's Xlcditotions to either

characterize it as esoteric and enigmatic. or spiritually lofty and heaven inspired:

positions which reflect appreciation either of the literal or allegorical approaches. In this

regard, contemporaries criticized Meditations, in part. by screening Vane's allegorical

method through the conventional and more acceptable grammatical-historical approach.

Others compared his Meditations to his tight and forceful political arguments presented

in A Healing Question and Commons debates. The nineteenth-century historian Guivot

underscored Vane's seeming contradictions. claiming that he "was at once a politician

and a mystic. a clear-headed statesman and a dreamy theologian."·'l] But some simply

failed to understand him. Parnham isolates this dearth of scholarship in regards to

Vane's "unreadability."

Historiographical precedents for such a focus are neither ;.~b.undant nor
consolatory; the link between biblical interpretation and rcadabilitv has not
appeared an obvious one in the received scholarly wisdom about \r~me. It has
seemed indeed that Vane's works manifest a sony spectacle ol exegetical
anarch;. providing as emphatic a rcinforc~ment ofq~is unreudability as any

hermeneutic-ignoring plunge into his dogmatIC depths.

Richard Baxter, noteworthy for his publicized contempt of \' anc ' s the. )lo~ilOal and

political views, claimed that his "doctrines were so chnniily formed and expressed, th.u

90 Birch. SP. \01. I. ~6:'-.266.
91 • bl \ f n --Stu )e .. · a Ice, )).
')~ 1'1 I 'P I 4 ' '9iur oe, ,\ .. \0. "-'- 0 • C! I ll.v: Ill· \ ndrcw R.
93 1\ 1. Guizot. Historv 01Richard Crnmwcll and the Rcstorauon (~/ iur C\ • • ...

Scobie, \01. I (London: Rich~rdBentkyo 18:'6).18:'
'II Parnham. Sir 1It.!11I:r I"a II l'. Tht.!ologian. 1(}4
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few could understanding them:,95 Thomas Hall labeled .\fec/itations a "vain peece of

Learned Nonesense," while his millennial projections demonstrate how he "wack-, and

wrests" Scripture "to prove his thousand years reign.,,96 \lartin Finch. the only

contemporary to direct a pamphlet against Vane's Meditations. wrote in Animadversions

(1656) that he "hath waded into the deeps ofDivinity, possibly so far sometimes as {hat

he cannot feel the ground ofScriptureT" The Earl of Clarendon spoke of Vane as "a

perfect enthusiast" who believed himself "the person deputed to reign over the saints

upon earth for a thousand years.,,98 Even Vane's preaching and praying, according to

Bishop Burnet, was with such "peculiar a darkness," that he was unable to "find out his

meaning in his words," despite his focused efforts." In his references to Vane in

Magnalia Christiana, Cotton Mather incorporates the attitude of some eminent persons,

such as "Dr. Manton" who sought "the censure of a wicked book:' of "the Xlvstical

Divinity," which was "the book of this knight."loO

A few sympathetic contemporaries countered these criticisms, the most

noteworthy being George Sikes, Vane's biographer, who described him as "a partaker of

the Divine Nature, (2 Pet. 1.4.)," and hence "past the skill of humane nature to interpret

him," reasoning that Meditations produced "most groundless calumnies of his Person,

and gross mistakes of his Doctrine and Principles.t'?' Henry Stubbe. a contemporary

admirer and disciple, explained that Vane wrote Meditations "not in the perswasi vc

words of human wisdom, ... but ... in the evidence and demonstration of the Spirit...
102

An anonymous author of the Epistle to the Reader of Vane's TH'u Treatises believed

God had imparted to him the "spiritual view ... of the heavenly and eternal things

themselves," and had "taken him up in the Holy Mount with Himself. where he saw

what he is made to testifie.',103 Algernon Sidney, his friend and revolutionary

parliamentary colleague, stated that Vane "was not a little conversant in human

Learning, but th'roly versd and skilld in the Sacred Writings:,lo4

95 Baxter, RB, 75, , , , h.Eivl /
96 Thomas HaIL All Exposition bv lj'uy ofSupplement, on the Fourth. Filth, Sixth. Scvent , ~Ig II I

and Ninth Chapters ofthe Prophecy of..J.1l10S (London, 1661).58:2-583, ,
97 " , ', L' S' H /', 's Book Entilliled lilt! Retired ,\I,IIISMartin Fmch, Animadversions Upon II' enry uru: , , '

,l/cdilutio!7s (London, 1656). To the Reader. Finch does not discuss Vane's political readings
98 CI d Th H' st th R b II' all I CI"'1'1 Wars in Eneland \ pi (1 book 6. 1h 7.aren on, 1, e tstorv OJ e e e IOn ( vtr rr b' ' .

99 ' ,,', '/h T' 'TI) R toration ot' Charles II. To Jill' Trcatv l,1Bishop Burnet s HlsI(I!:\' oj HIS VII'II nne, u. estorauort u '

Pt!(/CC At Utrecht, in the Reign olrJuc('// Anne, I1C\\ ed. (London, 1838). 108,
100Mather..I/C,l,book:2.I:2-l, , .. 1'1 I'
101 Sike, LDJ', 3, Anthon- Wood claims that Sikes was a "thorough-pac'd "''-·L~,Ir1,It. \\ 11 C l~S

bi - ,.., " d littl H' torv relatinc to the man "L'e Ii J. \01. -,uographv ot Vane "contains much cantmg Divimty an I e IS. c-

296,
102 Stubbe. ,\l.tlicc, 7-'1),
10; 7' I' , I I R d' rcuttscs, pist c to t ic ea er.
lo.l Sidney. "The Character of Sir Henry Vane," :279.
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Modem biographers and commentators have also tended to indict \ tedit .. ie 1 attons as

bewildering, though some have recognized clear connections between Vane' s religious

views and political ideas. Ireland noted that "in reading Vane' s theological \\ritings.

one grasps at the meaning, believes there is meaning, yet it escapes.Y'" \\illcoch.

asserted that "the singularity of the book consists in the fact that Vane. who could be so

perfectly clear and definite in argument, should write in such dark and strange terms."

Meditations is "baffling to even the most sympathetic reader who opens the volume.'

and though "it might seem a hopeless task to enunciate the main features of \' ane s

theosophy; ... there was a definite spiritual foundation on which his whole political life

was based."lo6 FJ.C. Hearnshaw claimed similarly, that "the whole of Vane's system of

thought is based on religion." Nevertheless, he was quite guarded in his appreciation of

Vane's hermeneutical method, claiming he "wrenched text from context. obliterated

time, and place, and circumstances of writing." The Holy Spirit was "the discoverer of

that mystical and allegorical meaning of the passage of Scripture which \\as

incomparably more important than any meaning that was discernable by the eye of

human reason."I07 Adamson and Folland suggest that those "first readers of Vane's

book, who must have been looking with sharp eyes for sedition, were disappointed, for

their first problem was to understand what in the world Vane was trying to say."II)X

Michael Fixler, while disagreeing with Barker's assertion that Meditations demonstrated

similarities between Milton's and Vane's thought. claimed "the l\/edilalio!l\ are

primarily speculative, and constitute an incredible melange of mysticism, prophetic

I . fulmi , ,,\09 R 1", Jexegesis, political theorising, and veiled apoca yptic u mmauons. UIUS ones

lamented similarly. maintaining that Vane "had no sound principle of Scripture
, 'I 1.' I 1()

interpretation, but allowed his untrained and unformed imagination to run \\ 1 (

Violet Rowe even conjectured that Vane's "ecstatic prophecies of Christ's th. .usand

year Kingdom," reveal a "certain hysteria, indicating some mental unbalance' She

continues, suggesting that his "fall from power in 1653 must have been a cruel blow tll

his pride," and therefore. "the millenarian views then becoming widely current had a

105 William Ireland, The Life ofSir Henrv Vane the Younger With a H.istOlY otthc Events "f fill

Time (London: E. Nash. 1905).447. I must confess that this has been my experience.
106 John Willcock. Lif« otSir Helin' I'ane the Younger. ~55-~56, , '
107 F.J.C. Hearnsh~w, The Lite oj Sir Henrv Vane the Younger, Puritan ldeulis! m

r » • 1/1' I' c' '"'(L' d' C oatl'onaIUnl·onot·EIl(Jland&\\~lks.lnc .. 19101.<ongregauona ort lies »crtes. no,.!. on on: ongreg " :=-. " .. 1\ I' l
75. 56, See also Roger Howell, "Henry Vane the Younger and the Politics ot Religion, H. ',IW'

(April 1963): ~80,

108 Adamson and Folland, Sir Harry Vane. 3~5. l I) I) 1"0 I'
109 "f: I (L d n: Faber and Fa 1\?r l b't ", no I.:Michael Fixler. Milton and the f...lJ1gt!oll/s 0/ vo, on 0 ' .,

110 Rufus 1\1. Jones. Spiritual Rctonncrs in the 16th (e I-Ih Centimes (London \ 1.1I.111I11an and

c«. Limited. 191-lL ~75,
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. fI hi "Ill W K J dnew attraction or im. . . or an, best known for his work on the history of

religious toleration in England, commented that though Vane's "reli lI'OU itit- s \\TI lJ1t;~ are

difficult to understand and are hazy in their texture," his ..treatment of the subject of

religious toleration, ... is clear, precise, and carefully ordered.,,112

Judson bemoans that "neither the seventeenth - or twcntieth-cemcr, historian

seems to have been aware of the close connection between Vane's religious and political

views," concluding that "their integral relationship should not be iunored by a future
~ .

b· h ,,113 Bl . W d 'b . f h .iograp er. air or en so servanon 0 t e eighteenth century's failure to include

Vane in its "pantheon of seventeenth-century patriots," substantiates Judson's concerns.

Vane represented the Rump's "presiding spirit." and Ludlow, Sidney. and \ tilton each

looked to him as "the single hero of their time." But Vane's "religion" had propelled

him "beyond reclamation" by eighteenth-century historians, as his religious tracts are

"opaque, cloudy speculations on the inner life of the spirit and on the Book of

Revelation," and "would have defied even Toland's ingenuity." Hence. "no non

religious substance could have been extracted from them...Il-l

The distinguished nineteenth-century philosopher Thomas Hill Green belicvcd

that Vane's "ideas are worth stud ying, for they are the best expression of the spirit

which struggled into brief and imperfect realization during the commonwealth." His

hermeneutics contained "a most involved phraseology and an allegorizing interpretation

of scripture." If Vane's "secondary gifts had been those of a poet instead of a

politician," they "might have made him the rival of Milton."I 15

Allegorical Method

Vane confirms in Meditations that his hermeneutical approach to the Scriptures

is allegorical in nature and encourages readers to consider the full scope of his "leisurely

Survey." He admits that some of the initial chapters are more "theoretical.' "knotty and

abstruse," while others "are more practical and speak directb.. to the works of God in the

consciences of men . . . found very easie and familiar."116 His method diverges

significantly from the humanist exegesis of the historical and grammatical approach,

and was possibly a concerted reaction against it.

111 Rowe, Sir Henry /'olle the Younger. :20:2, ,
II~ W.K. Jordan, The Development ofReligious Toleration in England: .tttainmcnt ot the Theory

I d " (16 10 1660) (L mdon: (' 'O["C \Ilen s: Unw In L I D.
W/( Accommodations in Thought an Institutions -t - onuou. Il ~ .

1(40),55.
II~Judson, The Political Thought o(~\"·i,. Henry /'OIlC. 71-7.2, . . .) ... ,
Il,j • • ' 'I E I' I CO, ,'III .' an I ,hl' PWSIOII.\ 01 ! ostcrn:Blair \\ orden. Roundhead Reputations. Toe ng IS 1 1\ I til \ ( . '

(London: Allen Lane. The Penguin Press. .200 I). 197-198, SCC also ~3S-.2-lI.

115 ColIL'c1L'd Works (17TH GrL'L'II, \01. 3. 2 l )1.
116 R.\I, To the Reader.
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George Sikes devoted considerable space in his biograph\' t ' I " ,
'-' • 0 an exp anation ot

the allegorical method, even equating aspersions against Vane for e I .: . , h
11 mp 0: mg It Wit

those Origen labored under, "that famous Allegorizer ,,117 SI'k'" . I" d I
. t:-, exp arne t 1<1t

allegorists, like Vane, endured accusations of dislocating the Scriptures from "their

native significancy and intendment," while "wresting and forcing all to their Oll'n

purpose and conceit, and so frame Divinity Romances, what Conclusions. and Bodies o!

discourse they please. I 18

According to Sikes, the allegorical method rests on the signification of types.

which represent a "more excellent" concept or person, and "pitching singly and

expressly on the spiritual and mystical substance. the more excellent person or thing that

is to be understood." Consequently. "Christ is typified and represented by other persons.

who when they are spoken of in the capacity and intendment. some of the expressions

outpace the shadow, and are not all applicable. save meerly and singly to the yay

person of the Messiah.,,119

The method also denies that human reason. in its degerenate sinful state. has the

capacity to interpret the Scriptures properly. Sikes states that ..the whole Scripture" is

"an Allegory, in case it be presumed to speak intelligbilv to humane undcrtanding" In

this regard. the allegorical nature of the text is testified to by its own message. that

"things spiritual and eternal, things not seen, (2 Cor. 4,18. Heb. 11.1. ):. are "not at all

immediately and in themselves discemable to meer humane understanding," .\s I Cor.

2: 14 indicates, "The natural man receiveth not the things of the spirit oj God: they are

foolishness to him; neither can he know them, because they UI"I.' spiritually discerned.'

"Spiritual things" themselves cannot be adequately conveyed through words, \\ hich.

even "in the original language:' can only communicate "natural things." God then "must

condescend to gratifie the capacities and understandings of men by presenting spiritual

and heavenly things through such natural, earthly Mediums, as are suitable and adequate

objects to humane understanding.Y'<" Words are but "signifiers of natural. first creation

things," which in turn, "are but the types. letters. shadows, resemblances. rhetorical

figures, and significant expressions of spiritual, heavenly. new-creation things." ~ikes

exclaims that "if this be true, what can the main bulk of SLfipture be. but an

\11 ,)..I~I: egory. -

117 S 'k LDI' -..., 7~. I 'es. . )_- .'.
118 1b'd "' II ' .. ,
II'J It . j - ...,11l", )_.

I~() Ibid "' ~I ' ••..
1'1 It ' i-I~ 11l .. )'·t.
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Allegorical interpretation moves from "history, then \lystery ..·122 The Gospel

message contains "spiritual things," which are "discernable onely to the eye of faith. the

spiritual discerning, the hearing ear.·,123 Sikes' comments on the nature of the method

enlarges upon Vane's own antipathy towards reason in the service of interpretation. and

the literal method's replacement of the Spirit's direct illuminations via a personal union

with Christ. As Parnham explained, what Vane found "objectionable. , bJ ' • a out

prevailing literalism was its Spirit-suppressing attachment to the mere letter. In calling

upon the Spirit, Vane was presenting himself as a righteous opponent of an entrenched

but unrighteous theocracy."

The clerical monopolization of biblical exegesis was doubly pernicious. In the
first place, spiritual revelation and not clerical ordination qualified the interpreter
to pursue the exegetical task.... In the second place. the powerful backing that
clerical exegetes received from the civil magistrate would have dire
consequences for the soteriological health of the nation. The magistrate. here.
found use for the clergy in ousting Christ from his rightful rule over Christian

. 124consciences.

Vane articulated a hermeneutic in antipathy of clerical literalism for interpretive liberty.

as well as liberty of conscience.

Spiritual Union with Christ

Winship expressed concern that Meditations "has been ignored in studies of the

free grace controversy," though "it is the only surviving document of any length from a

Boston lay voice explicating. on its own terms," the doctrine of "union with Christ."I:::i

Vane's understanding of this intimate spiritual union resulting in the indwelling of

Christ is a formative component of his hermeneutical method. 126

Meditations takes the reader through various doctrinal dichotomies dualities and

divisions such as the first and second creations and covenants, and Christ"s first and,

second appearances; types which stand for the covenant of works and the CO\ enant of

grace. Parnham believes Vane "constructed the full body of his theological \\ ritinus on

the basis of this kind of progressivist hermeneutic - so suitable an interprctiv c

Icc lbid., 61.
Ie] Ibid., 68. 72. I' I \' I
I'ol . 117 118 1'0 Parnham be icv es that -tI1C \\,"- Parnham, Sir Hem)' /'ulle. Theologian, - . -" " , .. ' .. I

, d hi" .re attack in: a t\ pc ot cler rcainfluenced bv the excucsis of John Saltmarsh. an toget er. t le;. \\ er e « ::-'. b
, . ~ I t I' b ndoninc the letter ot the text, ut
literalism. See 25. Parnham did not state that Vane was camp e e ;. a a :::-., , > ,

h . f .xtremc literalism and extreme
thought he was pursuing "a middle ground bctwccu t e aims a L\ .

spiritualism." See 104.
us Winship, ,\lukillg IIL'n:IICs. 87. ..' I I ('1"L' J L"II 11/ II If),
I' ,.' 1SSln" ennt Cl )f 0\ t' an (
_6 It has been assumed that \ ane wrote one tract. now m:::-. 'j .... I ..

~ J d I > • ')1" 101"ltcd element" 01 It mil) 1I~
God. It is possible that he \\ rote this in New Englan an ater me. r ' , IJ b I ' 1'1 ..., ... ',' tine where II CPU e oc.ucc II

steditutions. Wood did not seem to know anvthing about Its pnn In:::- or

AO. \l11. 2. 295.
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groundwork for rumination on the consummative relation of the covena t f I
" n 0 uracc to t ic

t f k ,,127 Th ~

covenan 0 wor s. ese two covenants also incorporate the h ' Iermeneuuca

differences between the literal (letter) and natural (outward) methods with the

allegorical and spiritual (inward).

Vane read Isaiah 42 and 49 as signifying Christ as ..the Covenant:' who enters

"any soul," "by becoming the received Lord and Christ in that heart," The resulting

consummation is a "participation and fellowship with him in spirit by the power and

presence of himself there," intimacy the Israelites never experienced since they were

"according to the first Covenant.v':" and "received Christ thus in part only:' as

"perfection through him" comes through "his grave and resurrection.t':" These are.

according to Isaiah 59:21 "the true spiritual seed and chosen ones of God:' who "receive

Christ not in part only, . .. but in whole," and acquire "over and above, that which

excels, possessing and enjoying the riches of both covenants."

As for me, this is my covenant with them saith the Lord, A~r spirit that is upon
thee, and my words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out ot thy
mouth, nor out ofthe mouth of thy seed, nor out of that mouth of thy seeds seed
saith the Lord, from henceforthandfor e\'er. 130

This second covenant, or covenant of grace, is an "everlasting covenant

whereby "Christ is given and received in whole," resulting in a "unity of mind" with the

Father, and a righteousness "in all his operations after the tenor of the law."

accomplished "through his indwelling spirit and presence." Christ" S "entire giIt of

himself," allows "the mind of man to be of one heart and one \\ay with him

throughout," just as Christ is one with the Father. 131 Vane is not suggesting "that the

Saints by this union with Christ" are "deifyed" or "Christed, but have the place only of

his Bride and Spouse:,132 and become "one seed with Christ," affecting his "inhabitation

and abode" in the soul.',( 33

Christ also transforms those under the second covenant by "renewing them in

their minds, through the putting on of the nell' man, to the exercising as well their

spiritua! senses.,,13-l Pamham explains that "the covenant of grace was the realm of the

greatest efficacy of the Spirit," and "where spiritual gifts, among them higher l'l)gnitinl1.

, bili t ..th cred writinu- \\ '1" a bene titwere conveyed to the saint." The a I rty to interpre e sa 2' "

1~7 Parnharn, Sir HL'IllT /'(/IIL', Theologian. 118,
128 R,\!. 117-118, '
I'll It'd 110- 1)" _ ,

110 Ibid,

111 Ibid" 120, I~l.
11~, ')') y'Ibid" 1 L .•
11, Ibid ')Y,) ,,--..

"'It'd 1')~-1"l411 " _. _,
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of regeneration," and only "the true saints were fullv qualified to' t S" ,.I~';
. In erpret cnpture. --

Vane had "differentiated the cognitive capacitv of the natural man f th f I. rom at 0 the true

saint," who partook of a "further revelation via the Spirit - the "inward' and " , . . ..
n unwritten

Word or "indwelling" Christ. Only the saint. among Vane' s various types of Christian.

could bring the Spirit to the letter."!"

Vane reveals this nexus between spiritual union and authoritative allegorical

exegesis in his Pilgrimage into the Land of Promise. He posited the existence of

"inward and spiritual senses," through which a "man of God sees. heares. tasts, savours

and handles the word of God." Since "words themselves are divine. even words of spirit

and life," they can only be "perceaved then by sense suited to their nature. spiritual!

senses." These Vane "distinguished from those of the animalish, outward man of the

soule, which is not at all skilled in that manner of knowing and discerning." From the

activation of these senses "proceeds the spirituall tast, savour and approbation of those

divine words, that are the significations of Gods will and law to us." Only "experienced

men, skilled in the words of truth," can reveal "the true and full significancy of divine

oracles." Such an approach "is the much more excellent way of understanding the

Scriptures," and even acknowledged by the Apostle Paul, \\ ho desired "that your love

may abound in knowledge and in all judgment, or in every spirituall sense.',U7

Inward and Spiritual Meaning versus Letter of Human Reason

Vane's object in Meditations was to extract out of those "mystical and dark

prophesies," their "inward and spiritual meaning.' without intending "to cxcludc

thereby their literal and historical sense, but to shew how well both may stand together."

His "essays," Vane explains, "deserve to be born with, considering how much of the one

I, I f h h ,,138sort is made extant by many pens already, and how Itt e 0 t e ot er.

Vane believed that the divine nature of Scripture dictated its meaning. and hence

required a divine process of interpretation which progressed beyond the mere human

inspection of its words, grammar. and history. Scripture was not. "of any private

interpretation," but demanded "the inspiration of the living \\'ORD, to open and declare

the true and full meaning of them.',139 Since regenerate believers internalized the

inspiring presence of the spirit of Christ. the indwelling \\'0[(.1. the; alone were

spiritually sensitized to enter into that process.

11) Parnharn, .....'11" Hcnrv Van: Theologian. 103, 105. 119,
13C>ll'd 109 '11" . ,

In Pilgrimage, 49. Vane quotes part of Philippians 1:9 and reference- It.
I;X Rs], To the Reader.
13'> lbid., 17,
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That then which doeth enable to the work of the \11'nl'st 'th ' .id. hi fi . .vurustrv, us '..\)0:--1 ered.
IS the s tntng orth of the Truth In the face oiflesus Christ bv hi ind ' 1.. .... .: IS m \\ c line
presence In the heart, companng It self In the mind and und t di , h-., . .., ers an m~ ot t e
Saint, with the testimony which IS given of it self in the Outward \\' d'- -\ db,
discern~ng the perfect Analogie and Harmony that springs up be~:t:e;1 I~l)t~.
answenng one another as face answers face the believer receivc-, . It'

• ". ' c:-' ~llC 1 cer amtv
and satlsfact~on In the mind of God made known. as warrants him in the delix cr~
and declar~tlOn thereof unto others. This, as the safest and best rule. in jud~in~
and declanng truth from the Scriptures.V''' - ...

This process of illumination is dependent upon Christ s internal presence and therefore

union with him, producing an understanding testified to hy the external word. or

Scripture. Truth results from a correspondence or congruity between the "faces." of the

internal Spirit of Christ and the external word.

John 5:39 may have augmented Vane's Christ-centered hermeneutic. "The

Scriptures," he explains, "are not properly the inward and living \\"ORD. hut have a

testimony and expression peculiarly their own." We are to "search the scriptures, they

are they which testifie ofme, saith Christ ... either as a servant and preparcr ofthe ll'ay

unto the living WORD. as those that literally testifie of it, pointing at Christ, the Ii fc and

spirit of them; or else they are to be considered as one and the same with the living

WORD, in perfect analogie and harmony.' Christ himself. "as breathing into them.

becomes their life, and is made use of as the key to open them: so that both together

make up one and the same divine oracle." To read the "Scriptures in the letter only:'

results in "a meer private interpretation and humane sense put upon them," and a type

"of prophecying that hath its rise out of the divination ofmans own heart. or the single

ability of the natural mind, exercised in them.' Such an approach represents man

following "his own spirit and not Gods, Ezek. 13.2,3. &C .. ·\·H

The very method of inspiration, which resulted in inscripturation. was essential

for interpretation.l ':' Vane' s "key" to explicating the Scriptures is the appropriation of

the "unwritten Word" or Spirit of Christ, who inspires the text with the life of truth,

Christ is the risen word. and "if the body of the Scriptures deserve the name (as they do)

of the word of God, their spirit and Original deserves it much more. and is much more

eminently of authority and use, for the effecting of all that is or can be done by them.'

J '()RD j' I' r' ' .., Ii "rller (11 theFrom Hebrews .f: 12, with its description of the "1~ (~VOl as ,1 atvee
.. It'

thoughts and intents ofthe heart:' Vane understood the Holy Spirit to be a "pcrSl)l1,

140 Ibid .. 18,
141 Ibid .. 19.
1·1' n 'lvr! ( 7- [ I gnl11agc. )- ,
II; II'd "l()1( .• _ .
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In Zeal Examined, Vane also explains that the interpretatio f'th Bibl hrn 0 e let ouch
"natural Reason" will only yield "the Letter of Scripture or Pr f .,1-l4

, , I ecept, 0 men.

Rather. "knowing ofthings according to the Principle and not according t tl i' a ie outwore

appearance" is what "makes the true measure ofall righteous judgement." He typifies

the differences in these two approaches by signifying "Mans Day" as a judgment "in the

Light of thy naturall understanding ofthe Letter ofthe Scriptures;' and the" Lords Da\ ..'
"

as a judgment by the "light of his Spirit, which being the true Originall of Scripture"

proceeds to "a right understanding thereof, and of all other Spirituall Truth." v'ane

claims that Christ himself emphasized the superiority of principle and inward substance

"by his precept" as well as "practice ... when he spake of John the Baptist, as of llias

that was to come, because he acted in the same Spirit and Principle."!" Vanes method

moves from "the Type to the Substancer't" and by mining Scripture \\ ith this

interpretive approach, he attempted to extract the "spirituallunderstanding o/things:,1-l7

The famous natural philosopher Robert Boyle was not so generous as SIkes in

his comments on Vane's allegorizing tendencies. According to Sir Peter Pett, Boyle

attended one of Vane's home preaching sessions while he was "in the height of his

authority in the state." and listened to his allegorical exposition of Daniel I ~:~: "And

many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake. some to everlasting lilt',

and some to shame and everlasting contempt." Vane, finding greater substance reflected

in the resurrection than simply bodies, inferred "that many false doctrines being then

likewise revived, should, by the power of truth, be then doomed to shame and

everlasting contempt:-l-l8 Boyle apparently stood and criticized Vane's allcuorizing

technique like a reformed humanist predisposed to grammatical-historical c.\cgesis.

Since Daniel's passage was "the clearest one in all the old testament for the prool of the

resurrection, we ought not to suffer the meaning of it to evaporate into allegory." I'ctt

records that Boyle was ready to demonstrate that "the plain and genuine meaning of

those words in the Prophets is to assert the resurrection of dead bodies, ... both out or

the words of the text and context in the original language, and from the best l'\p~)"itl)rs

both Christian and Jewish:,I-ll) Boyle sought clarification from Vane as tl) \\ hcthcr his

interpretation was "designed by him only in the \vay of occasional meditations from

144 ZE, :23-:2-l.
145 Ibid. To the Reader.
146 lbid., 8.

147 lbid., To The Reader. \1"11' 17441 'H),,_ ~lj(1
lIS Ihornas Birch. ed. Li/L' otthe Honourublc Robert Boyle (London:.\ 1,~r.I,[) 11.)'-11 1l)~-

Sec ~t1so Flora Masson. Robert Bovle. A Biography (London: Constable & Cl)mpan~. .
196.

1~9 It'J 'HV)1 ., _ IJ.
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those words in Daniel:' and therefore, not intended "to enervate th I' I. _e Hera sense a~ their

genuine one." Vane apparently responded that his was indeed of ". .h '<uc occasional

meditations, which he thought edifying to the people: and declared. that he agreed, that

the literal sense of the words was the resurrection of dead bodies, ..1so

Contexts of Vane's Political Contributions to Interregnum Politics

Zeal Examined (1652)

As already indicated, Vane would return from New England to become a highlv

respected Parliamentarian, and the fact that the duty of settling the Bill for an Equal

Representative devolved to him speaks to his fast maturing authority, His pursuit of a

policy of liberty of conscience would take more formal form in his Zeal Examined

(1652), written in the context of the toleration debates church reform.l "

John Owen, along with Thomas Goodwin, Philip Nyc and Sidrach Simpson,

among others, put forth a short petition to be debated in the Committee for Propagating

the Gospel on February 11. 152 Their request was nothing short of ecclesiastical reform.

which included the prevention of the publication and propagation of heresies and

blasphemies during church assemblies. The Proposals sparked numerous petitions and

tracts of protest, one of which was The Fourth Paper (1652) written by Rl)gl'r Williams.

which would be followed by his The Bloody Tenent ret More Bloody (1 (52). The

Hireling Ministry None of Christs (1652) and The Examiner Defended (1 h52l, I ~3

Carolyn Polizzotto notes in her The Campaign Against The Humble Proposals o! 165~"

(1987) that "the Independent divines made it clear. once for all. that their more extreme

brethren, the sects. could no longer look to them for support," In submitting their

petition, they had "allied themselves finally and irrevocably with the Cromwellian

regime."!" Zeal Examined was part of the corpus of tracts written to engage the Humble

Proposals. It confronted head on the assumption that the Magistrate is empowered h~

God to punish heresy and idolotary. and responded to all those "arguments from

150 Ibid., 297. f I
151 Vane did not sian his name to this traet to apparently prevent potential readers rom l'lt ier

, . b .. . id HI' that "\1" I,., apt to rl.'Cll\ e /I"heine III-motivated in their examination of It or avo: ance. e exp ams l (l ,

. b . . .,' M j' ,I II' ' come" and thl'll'll1rl'. kept hi"reject things as H'i! have a zood or III opnuon of the an rom w 10m Il,\' ,
L'b h." S T tl Rader For an evccllcnt aruuuicntname anonymous for the reader's sake, and "the Truth. L ee 0 te e ' . \' .

, , . .. "The C '-l 1 'I The II1Ill1 ble Pr.)11(1,>,1 ~ ollavoring Vane's authorship, see Carolyn Poltzzotto s T. e (ampargn . gatn:

1652," .IE!! 3~, no. -+ (~ktober 1987~: .572.-581. ,'" evi.ucd short title j" l.!.I\l'11
L_ Since the title of the pennon IS cxtrcmelv lenuthv. only a \l!: abbre \/ - TJ

herc. x«: ., ibli " :",' H N' pro/Jowl,' (,1 ,\/,., Uwcn. vir w.ere. With a more substantial one III the bi iograp iv: J nc 11m l " I' I
, , " ~, -, 'l Pres ,I tl ) Petition t(l tlu: Par tamcnt. .1

11,

(I()Odll'lII, Xlr ,\I'l', str. Svmpson. and Other ,\/IIII,'lL'!','. II 1(1 Il,\lIl/l1 1(; _ '.", J
" , , "I \1' '! 16' J tor th.: rllrthll,m'l ,117,

Other Persons. Febr. II. l 'nder Debate by a ( O""III!f('l' this J ' (11. arc I, • -,

rrOf!agati(!" otthe (;wpcl in this Nation (London, 1652), . .". I ,_

15" Polizvotto. "The Campaign ,I,\!,11insl The Humble PIl)P0,>~i1~. ~() l. ' ,I,
I",l It'J - 9. 11., ~() .
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, -'
Scripture and reason which had been voiced against liberty of " ,

. conscience ever smce

1644." Polizzotto explains that Milton's memorable Sonnet to Van . '
e \\ as In response tl.)

"something sufficiently outstanding" he had written, which was this tract. ISS

A Healing Question Propounded (1656)

On 13 March 1656, the Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell issued a Proclamation

calling for a national day of fasting and prayer "that the Lord would pardon the

iniquities both of Magistrate and the people in these Lands, wherein the \ lagistrate

desires first to take shame to himself and find out his provocations..·1S6 His appeal was

triggered by the catastrophe of his campaign at Hispaniola in July 1655. which also

testified to his tendency to measure God's favor and providential presence in military

successes. IS? Cromwell would have interpreted this disastrous military campaign as

essentially a failure of England's godly armies to conquer Spanish America. a sign of

God's wrath. His defeat was a shameful portrayal of "an ill-prepared, ill-disciplined

force," the likes of which found no parallel in his military career. \\'hcn news of defeat

reached him, he locked himself in his room. 158 In the Proclamation, Cromwell explained

that the abortive West Indies endeavor may have been a result of a failure in the

"manner wherewith this business hath been undertaken, or that the Lord sees some

abomination, or accursed thing, by which he is provoked to appear against Us."

Cromwell seemed to typify himself as the "Joshua" commander, leading l.nglands

army into God's battle, which might explain his decision to frame his appeal around the

sin of Achan. He also entreated the Lord to "hasten the time of the pulling down \.1['

Antichrist, and expelling out of these Lands the unclean Spirit.,,159 Though Cromwell

called for fasting and prayer, Henry Vane would respond with a pamphlet. which

identified the "accursed thing," and offered a new commonwealth model as the means

by which the "Antichrist" could be dispelled,

Sir Henry Vane responded anonymously to the Protector's Proclamation on \by

12 with his A Healing Ques'fion,I60 offering an articulate answer to Cromwclls

155 Ibid" 578. . ! F
1'( , , h f) ! ! E I 11d to / Dav (I! .... (1 emn llsfllll!

, 1 .: / Declaration of His Highness, Inviting t e . CO!) l' 0 ng a , . '. "
ti P t F ,th h . Oliver During the ~ eonand Humiliation (London, 1656), in Proclamations and Ore inances u (}/.I .

/653, -I. 5, 6" no, 1:2:2. section II. . I' d G' ttr '\ B '~(
157 Blair Worden "Oliver Cromwell and the Sin of Achan." III Derek Sea e: an . IU)r l. l,

, . '. ... ., CJ lwick (l .unbriduc Unix ~r"'lt~eds. fI/s/on', Societv, and the Churches: Essays 111 HOI/Of (i! (III en iac lIlL -

Press. 1985\ 1:25. 129.
'5s lb'd I~-

I " .'). _ I D' 1 .... )/ rmn Fast II,.,
" • • ),. 7 ) 1 (n () .' l - b

I. ) A Declaration o! His Highness, Im'lIl11?, the f l'O!J/l (I! !-1l,1.:,!'/I/( t, ( .

Lind lhnniliation, no. 122. section VII. "1' . th: t th '\'p" vanc
160 . hi' , d finitelv hiS ,\bbl.)( l alll1~ 1,1 c \. .

Vane docs not attach his name. t oug 1 It IS e .' . I . _I \' Ill' Inl'llenth- d 'tl t COI11I11~l\b \\ III 1 , \., t' .tlrst sent to Crol11WC II \' ia General Fleetwood was rcturne \\ I lOU ' ,
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insistence that the godly seek out the provocations of the Lord' h
In t e commonwealth

camp, and an unexpected civil model which addressed the b droa er context of the
constitutional crises itself, including the Protector's O\\TI I d '. , 161rna a mInIstratIon.
Cromwell's distinct executive feature of dissolving parliaments conflicted with Vanes

esteem for them as the supreme representative body and protector of civil and religious

liberties, explaining possibly his refusal to refer to Cromwell as Protector, or Richard for

that matter. He would accuse Cromwell of indulging in the pervasive and persecuting

spirit of the Antichrist to the detriment of the saints, and promoting the work of the devil

through a civil throne transformed to the service of the beast. He was the Achan in the

camp, and Vane's subtle accusations of treachery and subversion woven into his .I

Healing Question, energized in part by his dismay over the Rump Parliament' s

dissolution, would eventually land him in prison. 162

A Healing Question represented Vane's systematic republican political tract.

which unnerved the Protectorate. Cromwell's intelligence chief, John Thurloe, conveyed

concerns over its initial popularity and Vane's apparent determination to see it realized

in a 16 June 1656 letter to Cromwell:

Sir Henry Vane hath lately put forth a new form of government, plainly laying
aside thereby that which now is. I suppose somebody might have sent it to your
lordship. At the first coming out of it, it was applauded, but now upon second
thoughts it is rejected, as being impracticable, and coming in truth at the setting
up the long parliament again. But all men judge, that he hath some very good
hopes, that he shows so much courage. His name is not to it, but he doth
acknowledge it to be his. It is certain, it doth behove us to have a watchful eye
upon that interest. I do not desire to have this part of my letter seen.163

understood as tacit approval to print. See The Writings and Speeches ofOliver Cromwell, vol. -L 23I, See
also Ludlowe, Memoirs, vol. 2, 577. Vane explains similarly in Proceeds, claiming that the Council had
actually received the book which in turn was printed in the usual way, See 4, Vane's anonymous
publication may have had little to do with fear of reprisals since Cromwell had already been ap~rised of
his authorship through official channels. It might be possible to assume then that Vane ~as motivated to
write A Healing Question anonymously for the same reasons he wrote Zeal E.wmi~e~, HIS ,tract had been
reprinted in 1660, with "the stationers advertisement to the reader, upon his reprintmg this discourse ~t

this time," explaining "but the main substance of it may be found very seasonable and of much use at this
day: Its therefore offered to they perusal." See Collection of Scarce and "alliable tracts. In the most
Interesting and Entertaining Subjects, by that ofthe Late Lord Somers, ed. Walter Scott. 2 nd ed. \ 01. 6
(London, 1811).315. .

161 For a discussion regarding the relationship between Vane's proposal and Cromw ell s a_pp_eal.
f '" HJ ''; (199') "4"see David Armitage. "The Cromwellian Protectorate and the Languages 0 Empire. .', - ", "

16' , ,., ian resid t i E land for the Doue and Senate.- According to FranCISCO Giavarina, the Venetian rest en in ng ::-,
C ., d b II d lib rh' of'conscience evcept tor theromwell "expressed hIS personal WIsh that men shoul e a owe I ell.' ' ,

.il f S [H nrv] \ anc and theRoman Catholic faith Knowinz that the members oreatly resented the ext eo, Ir e "
. , '0, ,0 h ' sed his intention to 1\?11 themImprIsonment of other older parliamentanans considered suspect, e expres ' , . . > •

, im to take thi " B t su .h explanation h~I'" \ Ll beenanother time of the motive which had led him to take t IS step, u ,no c. " I
c. I . I C' llc '11011\' I" J t'I/IL'l' all, IIItound. See CSPM, Relating to English Affairs, Existing in the Arc uvcs an, o (l . , " ')'1 >

II B H' ds (London 19,()1 _(l(l ie
Other Libraries of Northern Italy 1655-1656. vol. 30, ed. A en ' in s .' 1'1 1 .1 '

, . I E I d William Bn\ \ 0, ( onuon:nature of Vane's imprisonment is found in The Diary oj Jo 111 \'e yl1. eo. I ' ..

J,M, Dent & Sons Ltd., 1907), 320.
163 Thurloe. SP, vol. 5,121-122,
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The Council, which summoned Vane over the t fcon ents 0 his tract, indicted it as

"seditious" and "tending to the disturbance of the present governm t d h .en an t e peace ot
lth ,,164

the commonwea .

Henry Cromwell sarcastically contrasted the civil aspirations of Vane. whose

"purpose was a republic," and that "every Englishman should be a Kinz," with
'-

Cromwell's intention "that there should be but one King in England:'165 Sikes choose to

summarize Vane's arguments by highlighting his trademark political principle. "that the

Magistrate ought to keep within the proper sphere of Civil Jurisdiction. and not

intermeddle with mens Consciences by way of Imposition and Force, in matters of

Religion and divine Worship.,,166 John Rogers in his Diapoliteia saw heavens hand in

its composition, that it contained "such a Healing Spirit and Frame," that "indeed 1do

think there is in this little Treatise, such Apples of Gold, if well considered. as were

taken from the Lord Jesus, that Tree of Life, Provo 3. 18. whose Leaves are for the

Healing ofthe Nations Rev. 22.1.2.,,167

Most modern historians comment positively on Vane's tract. Charles Wentworth

Upham considered it "one of the most remarkable political papers, ever written:' which

"contrasts the great principles of civil and religious liberty, in a complete exposition:'

and "develops and illustrates, . . . the idea of a written constitution or body of

fundamental laws by which the government itself is to be controlled, restrained. and

limited."168 John Hughes considered it "a mystical millenarian tract.,,169 Zagorin

believed that Harrington's Oceana and Vane's A Healing Question were the most

critical pamphlets which supplied "some solid alternative around which the opponents

of kingship and protectorate might, perhaps, be able to unite." But he cautions that

though Vane "was one of the revolution's great political leaders, ... he ought not.

perhaps, to be called a republican, though this is how he is usually characterized."

Zagorin mentions Vane's principles of "the supremacy of Parliament;' "allegiance to

liberty of conscience, and a contractual theory of govemment,'·170 but nothing of his

political theology in deriving them.

164
Proceeds, 5. I (. I

165Quoted in Charles Wentworth Upham, Life of Sir Henry Va 11 t.', Fourt I J(}\'trn~:;'

d d bv / d ~.!) Irks \01 -l ('\~\\ I Of",Massachusetts in The Library of American Biography: Con ucte .l Jare . ( , .
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1856). 281.

166 Sikes, LD V, 98.
167 R D' I" 41ogers, tapo tteta, .
168 Upham, Life ofSir Henry Vane. 250-251. .' II ' \. \11 ' '\11 j the
169 John H F Hushes "The Commonwealth Divided: Edmund Ludlowl:. SIr l:11,! ' \., \ . I

.. 0 ' _ .- . '_ II /' -hardlv "l:\.'I11~ 111\'0111.,\
Good Old Cause 1653-1659," Sc. 5, no. 1 (Spring 1990): )8. )). \ ane. ~ ea {II,'.; • . .

orSUbstantially millenarian in comparison to his Meditations. or later wntmus _.,
170 Zagorin, .: / History ofPolitical Thought in the English RemllitlOn. 1:'-
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Vane's approach in A Healing Question IS als' .
o quite systematic and

straightforward, lacking the more circuitous and "leisurelv surv ." f h \f Ii .. rvey 0 t e . tee ttutions

But this is a strictly political piece, and the Postscript reveals that hi . , , .IS prirnarv monve tor
writing was to address the Proclamation as to the conviction and pro ' . . thvocanon ot e
Lord!71 He clarifies further in The Proceeds of the Protector that the' it .

. mVI alton to a

"free and open profession of a ready subjection of mind" was the "chief motive" which

. . d hi t d 172InSpIre tm 0 respon .

A Needful Corrective or Ballance in Popular Government (1659)

Vane responded to Harrington's Prerogative of June, 1658. with a Secdtiil

Corrective, a personal rejoinder to its open invitation as to "holt' the commonwealth or
Oceana may be examined or answered by divers sorts ofmen:' such as a scholar, uodlv

'- -

man, learned commonwealthsman, or rational man. 173 Vane again writes anonymouslv,

and without dating the letter, referring to himself only as the "advocate for the godly

Man.,,174 Pocock identified in this tract "a difference in outlook already visible in any

comparison between Oceana and The Healing Question," which he probably wrote in

May 1659.175 Had Vane directed his response earlier in the year. Baxter would have

most certainly employed it as literary fodder against him in A Key for Catholicks.

published 1 February 1659. Baxter's 22 June 1659 publication of ,./ Holy

Commonwealth confirms the more favorable early May date of Vane' s letter. as Baxter

explains in his "Addition to the Preface" that he had recently acquired a copy of it, along

with Harrington's A Discourse Upon This Saying, dated 16 May 1659. which wax

directed to the Army and their Humble Petition of May 13.176 Given these benchmark

publication dates, and the contents of Vane's letter. he probably wrote Xcedtul

Corrective in response to Harrington's Discourse, but via the open-ended invitation of

Prerogative.

Despite the highly inflammatory public pamphlets penned against Oceana, and

Prerogative, accompanied by Harrington's own impassioned responses. \' ane

171 HQ, Postscript. Ruth Mayer's understanding of the Postcript led her to conclude that vane ...
I· , I th "S "Real and Practicable nottract represented a "political polemic" as opposed to "po inca eory. ee ."',

Imaginary and Notional: Sir Henry Vane, A Healing Question, and the Problems ot the Protectorate.

Albion28, no. 1 (Spring 1996): 43. 'II
172 Proceeds 4. C. Firth examined the authenticity of Ludlowe s acc~sa~lOn that Crornwc .

, . I I' inst his forest \\ Jib ncar hi'"attempted to secure Vane's political allegiance by threatenmg ega acnon agal,~ ,'," t.HR "h

estate in Raby Castle after his release from Carisbrook. See "Cromwell and Sir Henry \ anc. - . - .

no. 104 (October 1911): 751-754,
17J P . 496rerogative, .
174 NC, 2.

175 See Pocock, Works, 96 and 109. I
176 W h d . 'TI G J Old Cause and the I,dl pI t H.'oolrych comments on t e atmg issue m " le l)t) , .

Protectorate," CHJ 13 (1957): 154 n. 112,
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approached him personally. and humbly. perceived him as an 11, d c ' "
a :. an \.:\pre"'i..'\.j hl!..:t1

regard for his work. He even claimed to "conntenance the es- .ntia! f h (', ~ .,
"L sot e Ill\ ernmem

Harrington proposed, embracing with him "those principles of , ' I
common ng 11 and

freedome." But Vane's goal, in contrast to Harrington's was to "perfect tl "I
. 1e pnnc1r L"

of true freedom, which are taught by ancient Prudence, to the rendring us a holv a~ well
f 1 ,,177 H' .

as a ree peop e. IS response represents a gentle though clever adm iti..... om ion.

qualifying their political differences with subtle correctives and counterbalance- with

Harrington's own political language.

Vane's Biblical Principles of Government

Apocalypticism and Millennial Expectations: Eschatological Reading of the 01'

Vane devotes his final chapter of Meditations to the inauguration and nature of

Christ's thousand-year reign, though the entire treatise rings with rnillcnnial

expectations. Saints, according to Vane, will rule "as KINGS and PRIL\'7\' reigning

with Christ a thousand years" in a creation restored ,·to its Primitive purity, ,·178 ~~Itan'~

thousand-year imprisonment will end his unremitting attempts to lure men J\\ ay lrorn

the lordship of Christ, including "publick persons in their t\linistry of Rule and

Government over one another,,,179 and with it, the pervasive spirit of the .vntichrist. lhc

second beast of Revelation 13: 11 was of the same unrighteous substance as "the 1i1l1L'

horne" of Daniel 7:8. This beast impersonates "visible Saintship." by cmplo, ing ..the

power of his Rule and Government in the Magistracy:' to craft "Ll\\ cs and Rules in

Gods worship under colour of warrant from the Scriptures. making himself Umpire PI'

all controversies in matters of Religion, and declarer of Heresies, Blasphemies. and the

lik ..180ixe.

Vane's scriptural reading of antichristian tyranny rests on his hermeneutical

pillar of extracting inner principles as precursors to outward expressions. In leal

Exumined, Vane states that "this principle of Force in matters a] RELCi!()\:' or the

private or collective capacity of men "to impose their Determinations 011 others in

mailers ofnicer Religious concernment" represents the "hitter Root of .vntichrisnan

Persecution," and "Principle of Antichrist" which "makes the great \\'hore which j,

I ' I 'S' I j /I that \\('l'(, slain 011 tlu:c wrged with the bloud of Prophets one oj '- aints, om (I a '

PI" D . I' .. f f' b ' 1 t ~l· 7 '1-; four monarchic- embodiedC(/I'I1. ante s description 0 our easts in Clap t: l, \. l '

"tl '., 1 d P " the " nc b .ast of Rex clat ion I~. \\ hichie same Antichristian Ru e an ower as e 0 L t:c.

I "
1\(',.2-3.

I'X R,\!, 403.
17') Ibid --I ...<.,6.
180 Ibid .. 368-369.
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represents the throne of the Dragon himself, and the epitom f I b I, '
e 0 goa t\ranm(al

governance. The dynamics of antichristian tyranny are revealed in 't
I S essence, and most

"grosse Form" by the Holy Spirit through Daniel and Revelation as "th C bi ,e om matron 0/
its Ecclesiasticall and Civil Jurisdiction," to provoke men to "hate he '. d [i d I'

1, an . 111 out ier

Principles," and "to discover her afterward in any other Form wherein she shall (/d.,.ISI

The pervasiveness and expansiveness of such power. "was signified unto

Nebuchadnezzar" in Daniel 4, "under the similitude of a great tree, . , , whose height

reached to the heavens, and the sight thereof to all the earth," Though Antichrist may

take on a "variety of formes and administrations," they emanate from the "same evil

spirit and corrupt interest," personified in "this universal Rule and Dominion throuzhout
e

the whole earth," and evidenced "by the meanes of civil Rule and Government.

domineering over the Saints in the world, and alwayes making warre with them:,IS~

Vane respectfully qualified his reading of these passages, as he did not want to be

understood "to exclude the literal or historical sense, and common acceptance of the

four Monarchies," but which he assumed corresponded with his interpretation. But

Christ will rule "in the Kingdomes of men, (and not the Prince of darknessc.) giving

them to whomsoever he will, in a subserviency unto himselfe, as restored to their

Primitive constitution and perfection."183 This climactic event culminates in the

"triumphing Church of the NEW JERUSALEM, and universal worldly Government or

Magisterial Dominion in this true COMMON-WEALTH OF ISRAEL.··184

Vane exhorted Cromwell to settle England's government after the heavenly

pattern in A Healing Question, and even challenged his negligence of this civil calling,

as well as the lawful institution of his magisterial authority. and placed his

administration within the forces of Antichrist. Vane's republican model would prevent

earthly civil rulers from acquiring authority reserved for Christ and his end time saints.

but which nevertheless was an earthly type of the heavenly primitive polity to comc.!"

Towards the close of Needful Corrective, Vane returns Harrington's challenge of

Prerogative's queries, claiming that the sort of government he proposed could possibly

lead "to the setting up of Christ as King throughout the whole Earth, and causing the

\8\
ZE, To the Reader.

\82 RM, 357-359.

\83 Ibid., 359. . f V ,'. 'lknllTln \ ie-vs, and his
\8-1 Ibid., -l l,'. For a more comprehensive understandmg 0 anc S 1111,' ,J h m.l ' I

d. '" .. /}'"., \' '/'1/1011" Exposiuvi» f 1/ (I . ,rea mg of the BIble 111 this reaard see Jane Sir Henrv tnc OIlIl,~L1., l . ,
0' • . ,-- F -t8 [) 41

Letter ofS. H: J": to H. ( ': r·. Margaret J'anc her Book Began JIII.\ /6,. . l.

\85 Ri\!, 395.
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\ations and Kingdomes of this World to become the Kingdome f L d ' .
s 0 our or. and ot his

Christ, in a visible manner here below, for the space of a thousand: carl'~""186

Primitive Magistracy and the Government of Christ

In chapter 24 of Meditations, Vane articulated a political theorv j" "
: l) ma~htra('\

~ .
which incorporates distinct terminology, such as "the constitution of civil magi-;tr~lC\"'"

'- .

"the primitive pattern of government," and the "restoration of righteous J'ud ' .,'- . grnent.

These represent political languages with apocalyptic, millennial. and eschatologic.il

emphases wrapped within the historical paradigm of war between the forces of the lord

and Antichrist.

Vane described his doctrine of civil magistracy as a "primitive constitution and

right exercise," which is part of "the Reign and government of Christ over men. in this

world,,,187 and bears a millennial description of a godly republic of regenerated saints

This primitive pattern of magistracy serves the "holy designes and glorious interest of

Christ and his people," in anticipation of the "restitution that all things are to be brought
'-- '--

forth in at last.,,188 This restorative apocalyptic event of restitution is depicted in

Revelation 19:15 when Christ establishes "his earthly Throne. whcrin he will sit and

rule the Nations as with a rod of iron:' and Daniel 7: 14. 26-27. which dc-cribc-: the

destruction of all dominion contrary to his kingdom service. and the establishment of

'I I 189saint y ru e,

Limited Civil Jurisdiction: King David's Prophecy - 2 Samuel 23: 3-7

Vane believed that Moses' forecast of a successor prophet in Deuteronomy

18:15,19 referred to Christ, while Isaiah 32:1-2 designated him as a "I\ing" w!lll"shall

reigne in righteousness, and Princes shall Rule in .flle/gelllenl.·· Therefore, as Vane

explains. it is by "faith" that one "sees or may see an image and Rule in Christ. by \1'/1IIm

I\ings Rule and Princes decree justice. Magistracy then. in its primitive institution and

right exercise, is to model Christ s pattern of just rule, Vane qualifies the nature of such

rule further through David's prophecy in 2 Samuel 23:3-7: "He that rilles over men /JIlI.\1

he just, ruling in the [care of God," In this regard. primitive magistracy rcl.uc-. l\ 1

I ' I ' I ' , hi d ci t ces alone David s adrnini-u.u ionaut ionty \V HC 1 IS over man 111 IS outwar circums an L...·

did deni he f 1 f " I' R I I . I "' l'n him 'lS in the t\ pe .. but rather.I not epict t e ru 1nature 0 "t lIS U e \\" llC 1 was .. . .'
.·190 Ihi ... ·ht

"he foresaw it and accordingly prophesied of it as a thing to come. l1S n~

ISb\( '. 10-11.
lSi R\I ,8' .
188 I • - -'. "..., . 1/"/ 1,11 . Kin.»! 111/\ (;1 (It1J 1q I.

Ibid. Sec lixlers summation of Chapter _-+ 111. I ron am l ,-- ,

189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.. 3S6.
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exercise" of magistracy is defined as "he that rules over men 1 t b ) JL"C'T . .nus L .s t , rutinv 111

the fear of God," or "a rule over men which is Gods Ordinanc" he :
e. or t e outward

concerns of men, in their bodily converse in this world " Christ has rese . d hi I .
. f\ e to mse t a

"distinct jurisdiction from the outward exercise of Rule by man."'"'

For when the Scripture saith that the Rule of Magistracy is ove. r men. we are
to understand by this terme, the proper sphere, bounds, and limits of th t ffic .
~hich is not to intrude itsel~ into the o~fice and proper concerns o~ ~hr\~~~
Inward Government and rule In the conscience ... but is to content it self with
the outward man, and to intermeddle with the concernes thereof in reference to
the converse which man ought to have with man, upon the grounds of natural
just and right, in things appertaining to this life; wherein the Magistrate or
higher power is not only the proper Judge, but hath the right of coercion
thereunto, if not obeyed. In

Vane's theory of just rule, defined as limited jurisdiction over man's external

acts, was not extracted from David's administration, but his prophetic pronouncement.

Green remarks that Vane's "doctrine of natural right and government by consent. . , .

was the result of the recognition of the 'rule of Christ in the natural conscience,' in the

elemental reason, in virtue of which man is properly a law to himself:' It is from this

"the principle of universal toleration" was concluded. 193 Vane's unique political reading

of David's prophecy contradicted the standard use of him as the model of righteous civil

rule, a common alternate reading among his political opponents. As Parnham observes:

David was useful to Vane not for his exemplary historical rulership, but for his
offering a vision for the future. Vane's David was not Hobbes' sovereign. the
possessor of 'full Power, both temporal! and spirituall': .... Although Vane
shared friendship and theological ideas with John Cotton, he did not sympathize
with Cotton's insistence that David and other Old Testament magistrates
functioned as 'patternes and examples to Christian Magistrates' in maintaining
the'care of the welfare both of Church and Commonwealth'. 19-1

But neither was Vane's political employment of King David an attempt to reinstate the

"magisterial 'primordium' delivered in the Old Testament." Rather. "Vane's David

adverts to a future that is severed from the ways of the past - an apocalyptic grasping of

the new rather than a primitivist reinstalling of the 0Id.,,195 Vane's focus upon "Old

191 Ibid" 387-388.
192 Ibid.

193 Collected Works ofThomas Green, vol. 3. 296, " "") X..,
194 Pamham "Politics Spun out of Theology & Prophecy, 79-80. SLL alsl • l ". ., ..

, ~" • ',1 t Prirmuve \ll"I,tr.ll\
195 Ibid 80 In note 110 Parnham differentiates between Vane s iuea 0 , ':-, ",'., ., . .. .' d riuht 1:\l:r(hl' l\

from that of Primitivism, "Vane can appeal to the 'pnmltl\c constitutIOn an \.:- • thcr than
, , .. . 'hi I he reters I"; qua 11.111\1;: ra cmagIstracy; but it becomes clear that the pnrmnvrsm to \\ IC 1 ." " h .

" . . ,. , ,. _ Chnst'..; ktn~J()111 at t e p.irousra
chronologIcal. and that It IS to be manifested in the apocaly ptic tuture "\. " ~ ,IS til' "1111\ Ill'! .111

h ' IdT'-' t past ane~lll\ c . •
(t e second coming) - rather than reinstalled from the 0 ol.llllen. ' if prilllltl\ 1~1l1 and Its
end h ' b ' . ., F ' . -llent study ot the nature l, not t e reversion to a eamnmu. or an C\CL. r L'"' 111'/ 'III 11\"t'~
identification with the reading of the Scriptures, sec Thcndore 0\\ ight Bl1Zl:lllan. (1 1\ l, ,l . • ,
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Testament rulers" related to the "content of their prophecy n t th d '1' - .
. ' 0 e etai ~ ot their

,,196 I h' d hi " .governance. n trus regar, s pnrmtrve magistracy countered a . .... .pnrnrnvIsm. which
sought to reestablish the civil structures and laws of the Jewish Polity.

Right Establishment of Primitive Magistracy: Romans 13:1, 1 Peter 2:13 and Acts
17:26

Vane incorporated two of the most commonly cited NT texts among re blic ,pu icans.

royalists, and Presbyterians into his constitutional theory. Romans 13: 1 revealed that

civil authorities are "ordained of God," while 1 Peter 2:13-14 described them as "the

ordinance ofman." Their combination supplied the necessary political "ingredients ...

requisite to the setting up of Magistracy amongst men in its right constitution and
. ,,197exercise,

Acts 17:26 established a universal equality of condition among men. Because

God created all mankind "of one blood," therefore, by "Gods ordinance" alone. he has

"distinguished and fixed in such different conditions and capacities of Rulers and

subjects," to "serve some holy and glorious end of his:-198 Since "magistracy,"

represents "the good Creature and Ordinance of God" for just rule,I99 subjection must be

"rational and voluntary," with subjects "perswaded by the sense of their common good

and benefit thereby." This sort of political participation differentiates "just and righteous

Rule and Government over men, from a Tyranny and subjection unto private will and

lust, which is none of Gods Ordinance, but the abuse of it." Vane cautions that when

"lust thus creeps into Magistracie, . . , it knows how to engender to bondage and

tyranny," and represents "no part of the Primitive institution of a right Magistracie.Y'"

In Needful Corrective, Vane understood government as a "power" instituted as

"supreme" and "exercised over Nations or people" to ensure ..the good of the whole

Body," regardless of the people's status, resorting to Harrington's categories of

"servants, Subjects, or Citizens." Civil authorities find their "rise and being" not simply

as a result of man's choice, as Harrington would believe, but through "Gods Ordinance

and Institution" since "there is no Power but is of God, and the Powers that are" result,

either directly "from his Authority and Commission, or from his Tolkration and

Permission." Vane's interpretation of Romans 13 and 1 Peter 2 indicated that

"II NC Ihe L1ni\l?rsil: of :\orth CarolinaThe Primitivist Dimension in Puritanism (London; Chapel HI. :
Press. 1988). 12-49.

1% Ibid.. 80. 81.
197 RM, 384.
198 Ibid.
1'1'1 RAt. 384-385
zoo lbid., 385.
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government is "so limited and ordered" by God "whether it res t h f '., pec t e orm ot their

constitution, the force of their operation, or the time of their continu . IIance. as we as the

use and end which they serve unto." In the final analysis "Power onlv biG d.'. _ e ongs to 10 •

though, as to "right" and "exercise" does depend upon man who institutes it "under

God.,,201 For Vane, government was divinely ordained, but established through man.

leaving him somewhat unimpressed with Harrington's ballot and rotation.

Restoration of Primitive Magistracy or Righteous Rule: Isaiah 1:26 and 60:17-18

From David's prophecy, Vane understood the nature of righteous government to

be over man and restricted to his external converse alone. But he also understood the

advent of this "primitive institution of a right Magistracie.·· as a prophetic promise from

Isaiah 1:26, which was "to be set up as part of Christ Kingdome. as reduced to its

original patterne." God claims he "will restore thy Judges as at the first, and thy

Counsellors as at the beginning, afterwards thou shalt be called the CITY OF

RIGHTEOUSNESSE.,,202 Here, Vane's "original patterne" seems to look backward to a

time of righteous rule, but also forward in anticipation of a future restoration, the nature

of which he believed Isaiah 60:17-18 described.

For brasse (says he) I will bring gold, and for yron I will bring silver. and for
wood brasse, and for stones yron; I will also make thy officers peace, and thine
exactors righteousness. Violence shall be heard no more in thy Land. wasting
nor destruction within thy borders, but thou shalt call thy wall salvation, and
h ' 203t Y gates pratse.

The political importance which Vane attributed to Isaiah 1:26 is indicated by his

further use of it in Meditations as proof of a "primitive patterne and Rule" which

predates the Mosaic Judicials?04 He also employs this text with its principles of

righteous rule at the conclusion of Needful Corrective. He asks Harrington whether or

not his proposal is "that righteous and faithful City spoken of, Isai. I. 26. to whom her

Judges are restored, as at the first, and her Counsellors as at the beginning:' and \\ hether

it "be not the most exact platforme of the purest kind of popular Government. and that

which hath its foundation and first pattern in the Word of God, in the practice of lsraels

Commonwealth, and so plainly of Divine Creation and Institution..·
205

In this rcg.rrd. it

would seem that Vane's model commonwealth was a copy or imitation or that divine

Jewish pattern of righteous rule which David foresaw as to its right exercise. and Isaiah

prophesied as to its impending restoration.

~Ol NC, 3
~n~ R\f 384- '8-I. _,).

~o.\ Ib'd "'8"I ., -' ..

~n4 Ibid.. 386.
~n~ NC, 10.
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Christ is Superior to Moses: The Mosaic Jud' 'I dicra s an the Original Priminve
Pattern

That Vane focused upon the substance of the divinelv ordat d J .: h P .- me ewIS olity d~

opposed to its institutional form is supported by his political use of the \ I . J d' .. osaic u icials.

which he identified as a "shadow and type" of that original primitive pattern "as through

which did shine forth a Magistracie yet in promise, in the man Christ Jesus: which

Moses beheld as the true Original in the Mount." God admonished Moses to make "all

things according to the patterne shewed in the Mount," the revelation of which was a

symbolic representation of Christ's rule, the "Original." In this regard. the prophecy of

Isaiah 1:26 does not refer to a restoration of the Judicials.i'" but rather Christ's rule and

government.

Vane linked the unique authority of Israel's "lawes of Civil Government" with

her peculiar and distinguished status.
207

The Jews were under the jurisdiction of the first

covenant, that of works, and "this earthly Jerusalem, in the times of the Law. had

judicial Laws, for the heightening of a civil Magistracy into a sutableness unto the

divine service of this worldly sanctuary." Only "the spirituality of this very temple" is

"to be continued under the Gospel.,,208 His hermeneutical key of extracting the inner

substance or principle is relevant for understanding his caution against the strict. literal

application of Jewish Law.

In Zeal Examined, Vane acknowledged the prevailing view that the ",\/agislrates

cognizance" comprehended the Decalogue, and confessed to "the Moralitie of the ten

Commandments," but he "desire[d] that the first Table (at least) may rather be taken

according to the spirit and principle then the letter of it." Civil authority then should be

prohibited from sanctioning the first table because "in matters of Religion," or duties

owed directly to God, he is nothing "but a fellow-Servant with us." On the other hand,
.. 2oq

"in matters concerning our neighbor, he is appointed a Judge and Ruler between us.

Vane explains that "the spirit and original patterne of those very Judicials is set up h~

Christ in men, through his resurrection from the dead." implying that earthly rulers are

capable of a "righteous ruling over men, in the fear of the Lord, by the pouring out 01

his Spirit upon all flesh; ... qualifying them unto that office. as well as to all other

Chri d I ,.2\0 Though "man\' attemptsistian duties; performable by the renewe natura man. • . .

h . . . .' nformit- to the judicial- ofave been made, ... to revive a hke Magistracy agam. m co . .

206 RAt. 386.
207 Ibid., 389. See also ZE. 31.
208 Ibid., 154. 198.
209 ZE. 9. 11.
210 RM. 389. See also ZE. 31.
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Hoses, in the very letter of them, there hath seldo b c
lV11 m een found any considerable

f h' ,,211 Thiprogress 0 success erem. IS was Baxter's objective, as he considered the

"Decalogue" as "the VitalI part of the Jews Political La\\'s" and' ... SInce everv

Commandment of the first Table was seconded with a Penall Sanction: th t" h. erelore t e~e

things belong to the Magistrate.,,212 His support for magisterial authority in religious

affairs was argued particularly from OT rulers and Kings who prohibited the public

practice of "false Worship" and the propagation of a "false Faith:·213 Vane viewed the

Jewish polity as a mixture of the civil and ecclesiastical spheres, but understood ~ loses

as a type of Christ as opposed to an enduring example of earthly civil authority. the

Judicials peculiar ordinances for the Jews and their Monarchs, and the spirit of the

Gospel as superior to the Law.214

Vane conceded to his royalist and Presbyterian opponents that civil rulers under

the Judicials were authorized to sanction religious behavior and enforce religious duties.

But the Gospel dispensation established Christ as better than Moses, and his internal

rule superior to the Jewish Polity; the substance surpassing the letter, his significant

hermeneutical principle. That "original patterne" which Moses received on the Mount.

though reflected externally in the Judicials, was Christ's ruling principle in all men. To

accept the civil application of the Judicials implied a retreat to a pattern which Moses

claimed Christ had superseded. According to Acts 7, Moses foresaw Christ as his

prophetic replacement, obliging the people to "hear in all that he shall say unto you."

including "the right discharge of Magistratical duties." The original pattern revealed to

Moses is now set up in men as an internal spiritual rule leading to individual self

governance, and a righteous ruling "over" other men, with limitations, and in the "fear

of the Lord.,,215 And since "Moses Judicials are thus to be left behind, as they that have

lost their force and obligation," human legislation is even less permanent. and hardly

"exempt from change and removal." The Judicials are as "old garments." which must

"make way for the new heaven and new earth that Christ is bringing into their room:'

and whose removal "is their improvement. perfection. and establishment. according l\)

the Primitive and best Constitution of Government. ,,216

211 Ibid.. 154.
~I~ B t H(~' 26ax er. . .
2IJ Ibid " ,'" ,11 " --. _-'-_'-to I ., "i bb r!7"\,-
~14 See also Sikes, LDJ', 49-50. According to Sikes. Vane disclaimed the ", ('lI/S I . \1, a .'

-t - . , . S f h ) was l.ord of the \.lhhath
~ ermOniUS and Temporary. ending upon the coming of the on 0 man. \\ l .

day, Matt. 12.8."

~15 RAI. 389-390. . ..... so xl.
.16 Ibid. See also Parnharn, "Politics Spun out ot Theology and Prophecy. ' .'
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Supreme Law for Civil Modelling: Liberty of Conscience

Vane's new-model government represented in i Healing U .' .
. _ue"rlOn was In

service of civil and religious liberty, twin imperatives of the "uood old ,,21- .
t: cause ~ ct to

be realized under Cromwell, which he institutionalized through ," 1'- con~tltutlona

constraints. Vane considered "natural right" in "matters of Religion." as more

distinguished in its origin and purpose than civil riuhts b '
E ecause "It respects a more

heavenly and excellent object.,,218

Vane reasoned a religious liberty principle from the Atonement, which "the

Nations of the World have right and title, by the purchase of Christ"s blood.' and

enumerated it as a "supreme Law," in his civil model. Christ's "death and resurrection"

authorized him as "sole Lord and Ruler in and over the conscience," and therefore to

God and Christ alone are men obligated to render "an account ... in all matters of God's

worship," and "unto whom they stand or fall in judgement, and are not in these things it)

be oppressed, or brought before the Judgment-seats of men." Vane was unyielding in his

assertion that neither the governed nor governors can judge one's "faith and

conscience," or reliably "intrude into the proper office of Christ.' who alone is capable

of rendering judgment with certainty.i'" Judson refers to this "right principle of

governing" as Vane's claim that "the line between the spiritual and civ il must be an

absolute one.,,220 The magistrate's authority was bounded by God's mandate in Romans

13: 1-4 to punish wickedness and praise righteousness alone.

By vertue then of this Supreme Law, sealed and confirmed in the blood of
Christ unto all men . . . it is that all Magistrates are to fear and forebear
intermeddling with giving rule or imposing in those matters. They are to content
themselves with what is plain in their commission. as ordained of God to be his
Minister unto men for good, whilest they approve themselves the doers of that
which is good in the sight of men, and whereof earthly and worldly Judicature
are capable to make a clear and perfect judgement: In which case the :\l,a~istrate.
is to be for praise and protection to them. In like manner he is to be J :\ 1Ill1ste~ 01
terrour and revenge to those that doe cvill in matters of outward pr~lctlce.

converse, and dealings in the things of this life between man and man. lor the
cause whereof the judicatures of men are appointed ~nd se\~p. But to exceed

the limits, as it is not safe nor warrantable for the Magistrate.

Liberty of conscience was to be implemented as the supreme law of the land. and the

. . . I' .. f . hi' I 1t for it coupled with hislO!lstItutlOna implications 0 Vane s t eo ogrca argumet l . .

political usc Romans 13:1--+. restricted civil jurisdiction to external matters alone,

mHO, 3,
218 11":""d )( ,• .:'1.
21t) • _

lbid.. .:'1-6.
220 Judson. The Political Thought ofSir Hcnrv J 'unc, ~2,
221 !H). ().
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Fundamental Constitution: Restraint of Supreme Power

Vane's supreme law of Christ translated into fi d
a ixe and unalterabk

constitutional component of his civil edifice to be confirmed and all!' > > i t b f' }
~ l:l:l 0 e are t1C

establishment of the "supreme Power." He referred to this restraint as a "f' d I' un amenta

constitution," one of his most rudimentary essentials of civil polity.222 Once secured and

established as a political non-negotiable, the people could freely consent to erect "the

exercise of Supreme Authority over them, and on their behalf." To confirm its crucial

constitutional place, Vane required legislators to "acknowledge" that by this provision

"herein they are bound up, and judge it their duty so to be:' to "God the Institutor of

Magistracy, and the whole Body by whom they are entrusted."'22-' Not only will liberty. .

of conscience be realized, but "the outward exercise of Antichristian Tyranny and

bondage will be plucked up by the very roots.',22-l The supreme law of liberty of

conscience, resting upon the Atonement of Christ, generated the constitutional principle

of limited magisterial jurisdiction,

Contemporary Controversy Regarding Vane's Religious Libert)' Principle

Two anonymous authors took exception to Vane's political application of the

Atonement. The first, A Letter from a Person in the Countrcv to His Friend in the ( 'ltv.

Giving His Judgement upon a Book Entitled ,,1 Healing Question (1656) stated. in a hi~h

Calvinist response, that apart from a special relationship with Christ. "non have right

thereunto, which do not own him, by whom only they can have that right.,,22:i Vane had

enlarged upon the religious liberty implications of the Atonement to incIudc all men, not

simply Christians. The other is a neglected foreign political tract. .1 l lculins; .\/o/ion

lrtnn Abroad to the Parliament of the Common-wealth 0/ t'.\'CiLI.\D, Sct )! I. IS/),

:LV/) IRELAND, &c. (1656), which is armed with a proposal claiming to rcprc-cnt ..the

hearty desire of true Protestants abroad," stressed three times at the outset. no I he

author seems to be English, refers to himself as a "good Patriot" devoted to his "nati \ c

Country.t':" and claims that he, and others, were amazed at the settlement rror l )~l>d "by

~~~ lbid.. 6. 7.
~~, Ibid., 7.
"·1 •

-- Ibid. G'.,· II' I de -m 'III upon
n'i ' " . F r.. I' Ill' Cltl' 1\'lfI~ 1\, /I ....l l--- A Letter from a Person 111 the Countrey 10 HIS rtc nc III ( , . ,

dBookEfllillcd,1 H~alin~Qllcslion(London,I6~C))'~" . III (F\(il/\{>,
n(, c. P '1' 'nt ot the (ommon-IIl'O I' J , •
-- ,-/ f{ealing .\IU( ion .11'0/11 .A broad 10 I he 1lI uuncn (

S( 'OTLI\'f)..,1.\0 IREL-1.\'D. ((c. A Letter. (No Date)
~~7 Ibid .. 40.
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a man of parts," which contained "a new design as it were m d . h .,, a e In t e ayre, and
offered "so wilde and uncertain a foundation of Government. ,,228

For in the whole discours there's no cornmon ground of unitv ffi d
. . 0 ere , nor anv

rule or character of true hght suggested, whereby their aims sho ld b fix d .
h . C I d . di u e ixe . or

t err o~nse s an . actions irected to a publick good; but the meer notion of a
popular hberty which hath no bounds?29

Richard Baxter confessed in Reliquiae Baxterianae that that those "two

Courses," where Vane "had most Success, and spake most plainly were. His earnest

Plea for universal Liberty of Conscience, and against the Magistrates intermedling with

Religion.,,23o Baxter though would direct his most forceful attack against Vane's

religious liberty doctrine in his A Holy Commonwealth (1659),231 published when

Vane's political reemergence converged with the establishment of Richard's

Protectorate Parliament. He underscored his belief, consistent with Vane's, that the

"consciences of men are out of the reach of the Magistrates judgment." Since

Magistrates are unable to read hidden thoughts they should not be inquisitorial. But the

real controversy for Baxter was not "whether men should have liberty for True Religion,

true Faith, and true Worship of God," but "whether, there should be Liberty for false

Religion, false Faith, and false Worship." His contention with Vane was over the

magistrate's authority to "restrain them from publique practicing false Worship, and

propagating a false Faith or Infidelity, and from drawing others to their mind and

way.,,232 Not only was Vane's identification of Parliament's cause with liberty of

conscience "not the Old Cause," but "not a Good Cause" either.

It contradicteth the expresse revelation of the will of God, in the holy
Scriptures. Moses had to do in matters of Religion as a Magistrate: and so had
the Ruling Elders of Israel that assisted him: And so had the Kings of Israel a~d

Juda, as is well known. Insomuch that in Asa's daies they covenanted to put him
to death that would not seek the Lord God of Israel. ,.233

m Ibid., 40-41. Given Vane's rather inglorious experience in Massachusetts, .it seems likely the
pamphlet originated from there. The Bay authorities may have been attempting to distance thernselvc
from him,

129 Ibid- 1,,42.
230 Baxter, RB, Book I, 75. See also Sikes, LDV, 97-98. . . . but i j j
111 ., . J H' atons mvitanon. lit intcnuc._. Baxter explained on his title page that he wrote at ames arrIne " ' '

t ' ,,, S 1 I RQ Baxter states "l conks, 111\ \\ rrtuu;o supply a "Sounder Answer to the Healinz Question. ee. n , . . , .
. e . f 'h C' ,>/1 (that better knew h11111was a means to lessen his Reputation, and make men take him or \\ at rom» t ,

., B h h I Land ran" hIS\Il\'l'r and 111\called him a Jugler: and I wish I had done so much m time: ut t e woe e':.-,,'
. . I hi th t I 'IS not about Rccantmu (,.,Danger' and all expected mv present Ruine by hun. But to s lew trn a \\\'. . b' ~

. ... , - . . H I' 0 ti 111 a Prcl.icc (!I'll mv
his Agents would have perswaded me) I wrote also agamst his ca II1g _lies IOn,. . ' I) . '.

h h H .' aton S (h'l,<III,1 \\ ,l~ l,l\!ll ~
Ho~\' Commonwealth." See Book I. 76. William Lamont notes, t oug arnngton > bertv , I I '. . ,. s" "Puritan Ism L I ertv. .1I1L ! II
"target," his "real enemy was Sir Henry Vane's A healing question. . LL I I . 'FII- ,In;' "."f.Jh', cd
Putney Debates," in The Putnev Debates of 16-17, The Army. the Levellers am f Il "\.:'

Michael Mendle (Cambridge University Press, 2001).250.
~J2 _., '1 .., ..,Baxter, He. _0. _.1,

~,1.' Ibid ')"I ,,_ ..
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Baxter inferred that should Vane's religious liberty principle ' '1 E Iprev au. ng and would
duplicate Israel's wretched experiences, as when they "suffered greatl . f f I _ .

~ rom a "C forms

of worship," such as God's anger at the worship of "Aaron' s Calf and b . hi - 1..' h
' ~ is ,,,ons. t at

offered strange fire which the Lord commanded not Levit 10" Oth ., '. er narrative,

exposed the idolatrous impact of free and false worship, such as "the Calves at Dan and

Bethel" as well as "the High places." Baxter's point is that "law and Providence are

quite changed," if "toleration of false Worship" and "other abuses of Religion" should
....

not lead to "the mine of the Commonwealth.t'P" reminiscent of Israel's experience.

John Rogers came to Vane's defense against Baxter's publication in his

Diapoliteia in the following September, and their disagreements are highlighted by their

opposing political readings of the Scriptures. Rogers, who had been imprisoned with

Vane at Carisbrook, claimed to have heard him preach there, "and elsewhere:' and

referred to him as that ''prudent and most pious Asserter of our Liberties..·~~5 He

addressed Baxter's attack in his section "The Healing Q, clear'dfrom Mr. B's Clouds (~l

Vapours,,,236 and may have clarified further Vane's political reading of Isaiah 1:26.

Rogers responded with his own scriptural proofs of Vane's religious liberty

principle through a reading of disputed OT political texts which Vane would have well

agreed with, and, possibly preached on. He accused Baxter of "flying for proof to

Moses and them that were Types of Christ, under the Law; who did in extraordinary

cases, and for extraordinary ends, exercise both swords sometimes." Likewise. "the

Kings ofIsrael did meddle with the external matters ofworship," and "even Priests and

Prophets did sometimes execute in civil matters too; as Phinehas and Zimri and Cozbi.

Numb. 25. Eliah upon the 400. I King. 18. and Samuel on Agag, I Sam. 15." But despite

these OT examples restricting liberty, they do not supply "a Rule for Alagistra!L'.\ in

these days." He chided Baxter for resting his case too heavily "in the Old Testament (I f

he keeps us all to THAT, for he must never come at New Testament." He also disputed

Baxter's analysis of the religious authority wielded by magistrates. claiming "that

Powers over any, in the worship and service of God, (or Eccles. Powers so called) were

ordinarily distinquished (all along) from the Civil. or Magistratical Power. as .\/O\l'\

and Aaron, rulers and Priests, &c. kept in their vistina Orbs and Places ."~-; - Rouer-

ak h· indi B t f "all those Scripture\ that callm es IS case from the NT as well, rermn ing ax er 0 ' .

~'.j Ibid.
11'i

... Rogers, Diapoliteia, 58-59. . . _. _ V t'" understanding of
1,(0 Ibid.. 22. Rogers would dispute each of Baxter's propositIons ag.II11"t .1111. '

the nature of cause. See "'2-70.
~.17 lbid., 50.
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for willing obedience, faith and perswasions of a \Vill1'ng Peopl t tl L i" de a ie ore. an "all

those that limite the Magistrates Civil Power to Civil Obiects (as ta .'. tel
J gn l' a war. r It!

things that are Cesars, &c.) and Ram. 13.3.4. Psal. 83.11. 12. 13:'

Most interesting and relevant for Vane's political reading is Ro .' tiuers men iorunc
~ ~

of two of his key political texts. He states that 2 Samuel 23: 3--+ refers to a rule "over

MEN in external and humane matters," which is followed by 2 Pet. 2: 13_14..2.; :-; to

buttress his case for limited magistracy. More significantly. is Rogers' use of Isaiah

1:26 as an antithetical civil option to Baxter's preference for I Samuel 8. which mav

have enlarged upon Vane's understanding of the Isaiah passage as a prophetic

restoration of primitive magistracy, indeed, he probably learned it from Vane. Rogers

claimed at the outset of his tract that he favored "a Christian Commonwealth. in a

Theocratick constitution," and later confessed that "the truth is. I am from my heart.

with thousand more, (as well as Mr. B. saith he is in matter.s for a Theocratick or a

godly COMMONWEALTH.,,239 But Rogers contended with Baxter over the scriptural

nature of theocracy, questioning that "a Single Person should exercise the power of a

human Soveeraign over us! Seeing I Sam. 8. 6, 7 the thing displeased the lord. and \\a~

a great evil in Samuels eyes." But in the marginalia, he briefly elaborated on that sort of

theocracy he advocated, and referenced it in Isaiah 1.26. as a type "not so well with a

Single Persons exercise of the Power of Soveraignty, us with Judges as at first. and

Counserlours as at the beginning, Isai. 1.26 in Israel. ..2.
w By examining Vane's usc of

this passage through Rogers' contrast of it with I Samuel 8. it seems clear he rejected the

royalist reading of a divine establishment of monarchy. But it might be possible to

assume that he looked to God's original ordination of the Sanhedrin with its body of

elders, and the Judges of Israel first established through Jethro' s advice to \ lo~es as

those divinely ordained civil institutions. But as will be indicated from his ,\'eel(tld

Corrective, Vane never attempted to incorporate the civil particulars of these institutions

into his republican model, or construct it upon an institutional primiti vism as to their

letter. He seems to stress rather the applicability of their character of just rule: that

righteous civil substance or inner principle of just judgment which God intended for

Israel's Elders and Judges to wield. which represents that original pattern. and

foreshado\vs Christ's rule.

""q~ . - -_. lbid., )0-) I.
2.1') Ibid.. To the Council. 75,
2-10 Ibid 'I .• (U.
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The Civil Right of Representation

In A Healing Question, Vane claims that the people retained their civil right of

representation, "ratified, . . . in the blood of the last King." but lacked the power to

implement Parliament's victory because of "a great interruption" or ..the private and

fi h . f . I ,,241 .
sel IS interest 0 a particu ar part. He was refernng to the Protector' s interference:

the Achan in the camp. Representation and consent of the governed were the essential

"substance" of the cause, though lately unsecured by the Lord Protector' s private scl f sh

interest, resulting in the very division and disunity the Proclamation sought to remedy.

The "offence" inquired into by Cromwell rested with the intentional withholding or

continued delayed access of establishing the people's freedoms, with the jealousies and

divisions in direct proportion to that delay. It is in this context of perceived subversive

dealings, private gain, and selfish interest, that Vane typologically employs the or
narrative of the Sin of Achan, also invoked by the Protector's Proclamation. to infer

comparable particulars between God's pattern ofjudgment against "tyrannical principles

and Antichristian reliques," and England's troubles. 2
.
n

Achan's sin was his theft of the bootied Canaanite garment destined to

destruction and devotion to God, but which he used selfishly upon himself. Just as

Achans personal selfishness roused the Lord against the entire nation of lsruc]. \0 too

will he move against England if some selfish act has transpired, such as the intentional

and self-interested suppression of the people's civil and spiritual rights. Like Cromwell.

Vane subtly infers that the failed West Indies venture bears a direct corrcvpondcncc to

Israel's implication in Achan's sin. But unlike him, identified his administration as the

sinful source; as Israel was rendered weak against her enemies because of Achan, so too

would England be because of its Achan, the Lord Protector.

Vane of course regarded this event as historical. but it also had a s~ mbolic
significance: Achan, instead of bringing the fruit and gain of conquest into t~e
Lord's treasury, had converted it to his own use and so brought trouble to this
whole people. Vane needed to say no more:. the ~~,rrespondence \\ as clear.
Oliver himself was the Achan of these troubled times.

. I .., '11

The sin of Achan was "self-interest, lodged by implication in Cromwell himsc t -

Cromwell. like his Achan type, kept what was "de\oted" to God by refusing to

. f h C' , .t .. Inst -ad he "l'l)\ dOllS"acknowledge him with "the fruit and gam 0 t e onquls, . tc • ' .

211 uo. 2-3.
~,12 :-

, . lbid., 14, . ~ h h believe that v'ane'. lllfll"I)lllllknce
.1, Adamson and Folland, ,\'/1' Harry I anc. ,'41. T e aut ors . l : . j't' ll' and sc .lcd his

b . ., ". obablv con-true. ,l" "Ll 1 10 .,. 'etween ..vchan, Oliver, and the Antichristian spirtt \\ as pr. .

Illlprisonment. ." .... " II
'II . d til> I 'lI1"lll"L'., ll! mpire. .'. Armitage. "The Cromwellian Protectorate an l:.,::-' ::-
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went about to convert it to his own proper use." Just as Achans SI' I h Ln angere, t e ord
and rendered Israel "unable to stand before their enemies ":~-l5 So too did r: II'

, 1 '- romwc s
covetousness, the sin behind the failed West Indies campaign.

In his 9 February 1659 speech against the Bill of Recognition. Vane clearlv

elucidated his antipathy towards Cromwell's Protectorate. accusing him of acting

"contrary to his oath of fidelity to the Parliament, contrary to his duty to the PC) I
~ l P e.

contrary to the respect he owed to that venerable body from whom he received his

authority," and therefore, "he usurped the government."!"

In Meditations, Vane equated self-interest and tyranny in civil government with

the rule of Antichrist and hence Satan himself. He devoted considerable space to

contrasting the "primitive magistracy" with that corrupt "throne and seat of the beast."

which advances the Devil's interest through "the Government that .vntichrist kccpcs

Up.,,247 Antichristian rule is characterized by tyrannical power, and hy implication.

Cromwell's administration.

The springing up of this spirit in man at first, aspiring herein to be as (,nd,
was that that cast him down from his excellency. and gave him his Fall: setting
up in him that greatest Idol, SELF-INTEREST... , that bv its influence, the
whole world seems to be governed, as well in Religion as Civil policy':"

Pamham believed that for Vane, ..the conflicts of the age became intelligible

hermeneutically," explaining why he "overlaid the Cromwellian regime with a template

of apocalyptic codes." "Antichrist. we discover. was at large in Cromwellian l.ugland."

and "Cromwell. playing the part of godly magistrate, was trampling upon the children of

the Spirit.,,2-l9 The accusations Vane hurled at Cromwell in his Proceeds. personalized

his warning in Meditations against a magistracy which "frames mischiefbv 0 L({H', ..~:;II

You lift up your heel. and harden yourself everyday more than another. in a
fixed Resolution not to become subject as is your duty, nor to hold and keep
yourself in your due station allotted to you in the Body: but ~re aiming ~t the.
Throne in spiriituals as well temporals; and. to se~ yourself up 111 }}~e capacitv l)!

not holding your head either in the one consideration or the other.

At his trial Vane stressed that Cromwell's Administration represented an ".\rhitrary,

Regal Power. under the name of Protector," which he "opposed from the heginning to

~~5 HQ, 14-15. . r'" q'1 'H)'
~~(IBiographiaBritannica, 3993. See also Upham. Lite (it .'1'1' Henry 'anI!, - --- .'
2n R.\! ., 8'". ..) -' ,

'~l\ '- Ibid. To the Reader.
'~') , , -Th I . d P rphecy.' ':;7 64- Parnham. "PolItICS Spun out ot eo og~ an rc .""

~5() R.\!. "To the Reader." . I C ·'1 in \(':;1 )(1 thl'

251 Proceeds. X. .vccordinu to Ludlow, when vane appeared before t ie ounct I I L R' l

.. , , . - , llsov: I and another Paper. Clllll.lllllll:c. t 1L' e,l... lllheve of hIS irnpnsonment he "delivered unto (1'0/11\1'(.' .1 0\\ 11 1 . I'
, . ' . -' dl' \d '., to him to return to his Dutv, \\111 ...orne

of his disapproving the present Usurpation, and a fncn ~: \ ILL .' . I ' :77
Justification of his-l)\\1l Conduct with relation to the Publick," ~l>l' Ludlow. ,\f,lIll .u v, \ l' . _.) .
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the end," though it almost cost him his "very Life. if he might have had his will. which a

higher than he hindred. ,,252

The Supreme Judicature: Representative Assembly to Direct Rightcou-,
Application of Force

In A Healing Question, Vane proposed the "sword" be used only for "promoting

and upholding the publicke safety and welfare of the whole body:' and not for religious

purposes. Force is the most powerful magisterial tool wielded by civil government, and

Vane's goal was to ensure an "equal and impartial administration" of its use to secure

that "delightfull harmony, welfare, and correspondency." of "the whole Body."~53 He

proposed that the "Supream Judicature:' or representative assembly. acquire from the

ruling power, the authority "for the directing and applying the use of the rule of power

or sword.,,2s4 In this regard, the current ruling power, embodied in Cromwell's

administration, would be required to relinquish its authority to wield the sword

exclusive of the legislature. This provision, coupled with his fundamental constitution of

magisterial restraint in legislative affairs, and supreme law of liberty of conscience,

would establish religious liberty and prevent the encroachment of antichristian tyranny.

The electoral franchise of the representative assembly would be limited to the faithful

adherents of the cause itself,255 as antagonists of religious liberty would seek to employ

force in matters of conscience, and thus resurrect the spirit of antichrist in govcmmcnt.

Baxter contended with Vane's claim that the people had a right ..to choose a

House of Commons," which "should have the whole Sovcraignty, or the whole

Legislative Power:' asserting it was never a significant goal of the "good old cause."

He considered Vane's proposal nothing more than a "Sectarian Democractical

Model.,,256

In Meditations, Vane explained that the "ordinance and institution of (lad. m~IY

become also the ordinance and statute of man:' by the "free and natural \\<1Y of common

consent.v " He remarked to Harrington in Needful Corrective that consent "i~ the right

door to enter into the exercise of the supreme power:' Vane considered this principle of

consent to be "genuine, natural, righteous:' and "consonant to those purl' principles ()!

, d " d ti hi . "partakin o of the spirit ofman s nature, wherein he was first create , an res mg on s e- .

'I,,'"_. - Tn'ol, '+2.
~5-, HO. 15.
m Ibid., 16.
~5<; Ibid.. 17.
~5(, B H(~ ") I I I8axter, ,_, .
~., 7 I) \ I .., l) "

\. 'I -' ~.
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right reason, common to them as men made in the image of God ,,2~:s I f U I'
'-' . n ,"1 I lea mg

Question, Vane conceded the reasonableness of the lonc-standino obi ti h= c Jec IOn to t ~

people's ability to place the legislative power in the hands of wise. ~odly, and

discerning leaders, as such could devolve to inept and unfit individuals "and hereby lose

the cause instead of upholding and maintaining iC,259 But he reminds his readers of

God's providential preparation of "a choice and selected number of the people unto this

work," who are already "tried and refined by their inward and outward experience- in

this great quarrell," and identifiable "if due care be but taken in the choice of them."

Vane is also convinced that God's providential outpouring of his spirit will direct the

electorate in their choice of "persons bearing his Image into the \lagistracy:' which

might result in "the setting up of the Lord himselfe as chiefe Judge and Ll\\gi\"l.'r

t
,,260

amongs us.

To establish godly leadership, Vane proposed the creation of a "General ('ouncil.

or Convention of faithful, honest, and discerning men, . , . by the free consent of the

whole Body of adherents to this Cause" to act as advisors, Their guidance must insure

this advice is "by way of fundamental Constitutions:' which "shall be laid and

inviolably observed," and operate "as the conditions upon which the whole body so

represented, doth consent to cast it selfe into a Civil and Politique Incorporation ..·261

Vane once again reiterates that his model rests on certain inviolable civil principles.

such as liberty of conscience and limited civil authority. which must be established as

unconditional constitutional requirements before the government is erected.

Fundamental Constitution: Separation of Executive and Legislative Po" er

Vane's final constitutional recommendations in A Healing Question arc

delivered by way of entreaty and appeal. matching the method he mentioned at the

outset of his treatise. but without further scriptural support except for one more allusion

to Romans 13, He inquires whether a "standing Council of State setled for life.. \\ hose

primary function would entail the security of the common\\~alth, the management of

foreign policy. as well as international commerce, under the "inspection and oversight

of tl S J di t be dI'slI'ked'r 2b2 This Council would be limited tole upreme u Ica ure , . , .

~' d ' . h h .. ttl d Lawc of the Conunon-wcalth while ··thercnuenng or ers consistent wit t e se e LS '-

'·\nd. as another "IundamcntalSupreme National Assemblies" were III recess. .

c"X .\'( " 3--l.
c.",) uo. 19.
x.o Ibid.
chi Ibid.. ~()_~ I. See also Judson. The Politil'al Thought (If ,\',1' fIL'IIIT I one. 4('
'1{\' •

- - Ibid.. 18.
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constitution," the executive authority would be separated from botl tl C 'I
1 re ounci and the

Legislature, though "subordinate" to the later. and dependent upon I't f it ..or 1 s composiuon

and erection, "as the experience of the future good or evil of it shall require.' It"

authority would be limited to the enforcement of "lawes and Orders.' and hence "bear

the Image or Representation, subordinate to the Legislative Power,,'2('~ Reca dl > ' , I'
e- l' t:~~ 0

the number of executive rulers, if it is "founded upon this righteous bottome. that such a

Lieftenancy of the peoples sovereignty in these three Nations. may alway" reside in

some one or more persons, in whose administration, that which is reward and

punishment may shine forth,,,264once again invoking Romans 13.

Vane's Constitution of Primitive Magistracy versus Harrington's .Iethrnnian
Commonwealth

Vane's esteem for Moses' political revelation conflicted with Harrington's

emphasis upon Jethro's judicial advice. Vane endorsed Harrington's veneration of

"humane Prudence," commenting that the "more ancient the date" which he resorted to.

"doubtless the better, as most partaking of its primitive purity.' But he contested

Harrington's political use of Jethro in constructing Israel's commonwealth "10 the

derogation and prejudice of that pattern for Magistracy it self. which wus shewnIL)

Moses in the Mount. ,,265 Harrington' s primary political text lacked the pinnae le of

antiquity, or the direct revelation of God, as Moses. not Jethro. received the primitiv e

and pure pattern of magistracy while communing with God on the mount for "fortv

dayes," "face to face." and "receiving the lively Oracles," Moses then "\\a", much better

qualified to lay down the rules of a perfect Common-wealth Government then Jethro

was." who being a "very knowing and able Politician," could not "stand in competiti. In

with Afose,\· ..·2(16 Vane' s reading of Moses' divinely recei ved revelation reaffirms his

hermeneutical emphasis upon the spiritual "inward" substance of the Scriptures, and tile

time-bound limitations of the Jewish Polity.

In the wisdom of which Word he was then taught to see the most excellent
platforme of Civil Government as having its root and in~\a~d principles. ~IS \\l'll,
as its outward administration flowing from Divine Instituuon & revelation: 01
which we may well suppose that the abilities in Jethro a Heathen (that appeared
., hi h t T d order to be l)bsen cd lor till'111 the advice he uave touc mg t e ou war .
administration of J~stice in the Common-\\ealth of Israel) did LI!I \'~ry ",IWlt

although there be nothing contained in the one, which may not have \\ unc « and

2(,.> Ibid.
2h-l lb ' l 19-'10Il,. _.

2(,5 S(~, \.

2hb \1.. 1 '1Oil" _,
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justification given unto it by the other h
267 ' as was t e case between Jethro and

Moses,

Jethro only perceived Israel's judicial administration while \1 .... _ '
, 1 • ,)::--C::-- received the

entire civil platform consisting of "inward principles" as well s ·t· I fa e:'\ erna orm: the

primitive pattern of civil government as to all its essentials Harrin t ' ~ d f, g on s regar or

ancient prudence was commendable, but his model lacked the principled ,>-:::--elh:e of the

divine form because he prioritized an external pattern bound to earthly Jewish JuJgl.'::--:

the "letter" of the word over its inner substance, representing a critical fundamental

difference between them in regards to their civil reading of the Scriptures,

Vane's Heavenly Spiritual Balance versus Harrington's Agrarian Property
Balance: Good Men versus Good Laws

This issue of corruption in the people versus corruption in the form represents a

clear political difference between Harrington and Vane, though both were against sclfish

private interest in favor of the general welfare, Harrington looked to the form and

orders of a commonwealth to solve the problem of private interest while Vane stressed

the need for a godly regenerate leadership and electorate,

Vane confessed his uneasiness over Harrington's proposal 0 f "an equal

Common-wealth" balanced with "an Agrarian and Law for equal interesting the People

in the Soyl." as well as a "universal liberty unto the election of the l\ lagi~traks" hy

rotation and ballot. He judged Harrington's model as deficient in "holiness in principles,

by way of spiritual birth," a necessary and "chief Ingredient to qualifie" one for ·'the

exercise of the right of free Citizen," and secure "good affection and faithfulness to

common Right and publick Freedome.',268 Harrington's agrarian balance and orders tell

short of addressing man's moral corruption, which Vane linked to his electoral fitness.

Harrington never asserted Vane's view of man's depravity when creating his

commonwealth, claiming rather, "good orders make good men.' Vane, on the other

hand, disputed the moral efficacy of civil institutions and his property-based model and
. '69 '

proposed another "bottom" to balance man's unrighteous tendencies:" a corrccuvc

balance to "compleat the motion of mans will, in the exercise of its O\\TI frccdomc."

which was the Spirit of God, The Scriptures indicate that "it is not in man 10 ordvr hi:

own steps," and "at his best stands in need of the ballancing and ruling motion otGods

S ' , , " U I hi t b I11ad" 'IS it \\'IS 'it first holv and
l pmt to keep him stedfast. ness" IS na ure e aue. c. ,.' ., •

. h " II b d db' til' I 'lW ,)1' (ind unto which 11l.' didfIg teous, when hIS will was mora y Olin e ", : L:~, '

~b7 Ibid.
~bX \'(' 8

' , .
~b() Ibid.. 6. See Hughes. "The ('Oll/ll/Ol1l1'l'£llth Di\"dl'd." ()~
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bear a naturall and willing conformity in the spirit of hI'S mi d d.
In , an was under the

dictates of a pure enlightened reason,,·270 man needs this spiritual b I \.a ance. anc equated

Harrington's description of man's enlightened disposition with th t f - _ .a irst :-.ta~L' ot

creation when his reason remained unaffected by" sin. But since man no longer behaves

according to his originally created nature. a heavenly balance or spiritual remedy l~

essential to the construction and administrative maintenance of a commonwealth.

And how much therefore more does his nature and will want this rulinc and
moving influence now. from the Spirit of God, when it is at its worst. not 0~1\' to
heal and restore what is lost, but to add, by way of supply. that more grace m.iv
preserve from the danger of future relapse.27 l .

Vane is reluctant to rest prematurely in the possibility that God will direct his

providence in an extraordinary way to heal the nation so that it be "born at once" and

restored to its original nature. Rather, "until the times of refreshing and healing shall

come, from the presence of the Lord. upon the Nations of the World, as is promised in

the last dayes," the franchise must be limited so as to regulate and direct man's will. Bv

adopting Harrington's language, whose first series of "orders" erected the

commonwealth and directed the settling of the various divisions of the people. Vane

explained that to establish government, the people must "order" themselves in a manner

which best contributes to the election "of meet and fit persons into either of the two

Assemblies."

But the great difficulty remains yet to receive its solution, which is to shc«

how the depraved, corrupted. and self-interested will of man. in the great Body,
which we call the People, being once left to its own free motion. shall he
prevailed with to espouse their true publiick interest. and closely adhere to it.
under the many tryals and discouragements they must be sure to meet with.
before they obtain what they pursue.

272

Vane argued his position by utilizing Harrington' s political discourse. and even

endorsed a senate body as an institutional element of the commonwealth. But until (iod

pours forth his healing presence. care must be taken in those "ordinary meancs. daily

afforded by God's providence, that are most conducing to guide and regulate the will of
"I ~ ~

the People, unto their making a good choice of the Senate and their 0\\ n I )Lplltie~.·· -'

Such regard must depend upon "one Rule" to be applied while the umlllwl1\\ealth is

b . ." d' ff t' i int .r ~st about their 0\\ nemg settled "in a Nation much divide 1Il a ec Ion am. c e. c

Government." This rule is that "the right and prix ilcdgc of a free Citi/L'n for a "C~I"l\Il,

should be uranted to those who are "free-born, in respect of their holy and righlL'l)u,,;
b

270 .Ibid. 6-7.
271 Ibid. See also Z£, ..l..l.
'7'- - .\'('. 6.
'71 bi i- . I ru, 7.
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principles, flowing from the birth of the Spirit of God In them. (restoring man in

measure and degree, as at the first by Creation) unto the right of Rule and Dominion).'

If this rule is applied, then "the first great wheel of the Common-wealth" will be ":-l't

upon its right hinges," and "all the other inferior wheeles would quickly be ~l't to keep

motion and harmony with that, to the bringing in, with great facility. a well composed

order of Government throughout the whole State, ·,27.t Vane challenged fIarrington to

consider the establishment of a godly electorate, which would result in a godlv

magistracy, But nevertheless, Vane would be willing to extend the franchise to include

those who demonstrated "their tryed good affection and faithfulness to common richt
eo

and publick freedome," and who have "deserved to be trusted with the keeping or

bearing their own Armes in the publick defence," This select number of free citizens

would have "the liberty of exercising the choice of Magistrates for the whole Body:' but

whose electoral privilege was only to "be for a season restrained. ,,275

Harrington never approved of the rule of the saints, whether in an electoral or

governing capacity, Not only would such a governing power "reduce the commonwealth

unto a party," but also such "pretenses are against Scripture, where the saints are

commanded to submit unto the higher powers, and be subject unto the ordinance of

man.,,276 Harrington inferred the test of "saintship of a people as to govcrnrncnt" Irom

Exodus 18 which indicates that the threshold concerns should only involve "the election, .

of magistrates fearing God and hating covetousness.,,277 Romans 1) and vlatthew 20

supply relevant characteristics of saintly rulers as well.

The surest testimony of saintship in rulers is when they are willing to admit ~f

such orders in government as restrain the power to do wickedly. or of lordinu It

h ' b hr 278over t cir ret en,

In his A Discourse Upon This Saying, written in response to the .\rm~ . s \ Lt~

Petition, Harrington explained that "they who dare trust men do not understand men:

and they that dare not trust laws or orders do not understand a commonwealth.' \Vith

this, it is "safer" to be governed under "evil men that can do no other than make ju-t

laws" than under "good men that must either make unjust laws or ruin themselyes.,,2N

'" . . .. I H . t t t d that if ..the sccuritv is in theSllllIlariy. in Aphorisms Political. arnng on s a e (l '.

d ' ·'1 .. b t ,. 'll~r ~ the sccuritv is in the Iorm.persons. the government maketh goo men L\ 1. U \\ \.- e ' .

~'I lbid., 7-8.
~75 lbid., 8. See Hughes, The e'ommonwealth Dil'ided. :'6
'76
~ (h't'UIIU, :204.
'77 Ibid '))-- 1 .• _l ). .
~7S PEe', 731. Harrinuton does not cite his biblical relL'rl'l1(eS

~") Dl. ',\',744. 753. ~
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the government maketh evil men good,,,28o The rule of the saints was nothing more than

I, h ,,281 hil id liba "narrow 0 igarc y, w I e a WI er I eral franchise or "popular election." was more

faithful to the precept of Moses, as when he commanded Israel to "take ye wist.' men.

and understanding, and known among your tribes, and J will make them rulers (}\'l'!'

you;,,282 this is the electoral rule of Scripture. Vane's model was dependent upon an

administration of godly seasoned rulers to protect civil and religious liberty. while

Harrington's rested in the security of "stated laws or orders: so the trust is not in the

spirit of the people," who "can have no other motion than according unto the orders of

h ' lth ,,283t elf commonwea .

Or if you mean to make the people judges. without which it is impossible there
should be any well-ordered commonwealth. whether \OU can uivc them anv. '- .
other rule than according unto Moses: Take ye \rise men, and understandins; and

, 284 ~
known among your tribes.

Harrington thought it more in keeping with the Scriptures to "leave the people according

unto the rule of Moses, unto their judgment in these cases:,2X5 a text from which Vane

would have never located a political principle since it represented the letter of the

Jewish Polity.

Toward the end of Needful Corrective. Vane congratulated Harrington for his

recognition of the place of the Scriptures politically. "that the foundations of

Government shall be laid so firm and deep as in the Word of God.' But if government is

more particularly "bottomed upon that Corner-stone the Lord Jesus." as opposed to

Israel's Commonwealth, Jethro's advice. or an agrarian 13\\'. then ..there is a I lcavcnly

Ballance to be met with. which keeps all even.' Harrington placed too much political
286

weight in Jethro and Israel's external pattern of a commonwealth.

The Restored Long Parliament and Final Years of the Commonwealth

Rump Parliament of 27 January - 22 April 1659

Vane re-entered Parliament in January 1659 after six yc.us of legislati\'e

retirement. He regularly held republican pre-election strategy meetings at his

rcsidence.i'" and continually pressed "towards establishing and maintaining Commons

280 .1 n 7'" ..... [. I..L).

28\ Dl. ',')',74-1. -74::;.
282 In 76")

.'1 [, ) •.

28.1 Dl'S, 737, 738,
281 Ibid 7.... 9I " .' ,
285 Ibid.
vo
."h .\'( " l).

28 .... Woolrych. Britain in Revolution. 711.
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as the source of all power," refusing "any proposal that even bv . li . _. Imp ication ::,urrendered
power to the Protector or the other House. ,,288

The Petition and Advice (1657) through which Oliver establish. d th P . ' ,e e rotcl.tllr ~

authority over the military, chose his son as successor. and appointed the -ccond

chamber, governed the context of the debates of Richard's first Protectorate Parliament.

Vane spoke out forcefully against the negative power of the chief magistrate tl'- ,le

legitimate existence and jurisdiction of the "other house" and the destructi \ c tcndcncie-,

of the Declaration of Fasting and Publick Humiliation to liberty of conscience. These

debates, recorded principally in Burton's Diary, afford a tremendous vantage point for

discerning the consistency of Vane's adherence to limited govemment. lawful

representative institutions and liberty of conscience. It is necessary therefore to isolate

the significance of his contribution in their support from the opening of the Protectorate

on 27 January 1659 to its dissolution on 22 April 1659 in a separate section, despite the

fact that he and his fellow republicans were virtually defeated in each debate.

Bill of Recognition and the Authority of the Other House

Richard opened his first Protectorate Parliament with a speech commemorating

his father's administration and asserting his authority as his "successor," "hy the

Providence of God, and the Disposition of the Law."~X') Parliament's first order of

business on 1 February 1659. brought in by Secretary Thurloe, wa« the ,\ct of

Recognition to confirm Richard Cromwell as Lord Protector. and legitimize the "other

house.,,29() Vane delivered a powerful speech against the Act on February 9. and

commenced by establishing that the English "zeal for ... liberty," had "drawn ~l\\ a: the

hereditary tyranny of the house of Stuart, at the expense of much blood and treasure, in

hopes of enjoying hereditary liberty, after having shaken off the yoke of kingship," But

with some rather clever Roman metaphors of tyranny mixed \\ ith England's recent

experience of ridding herself of Cromwell, he commented that some "are fallen into the

error of those. who poisoned the Emperor Titus to make room for Dornition." and "\\ Ill)

made away Augustus; that they might have Tiberius, and changed Claudius for \erll,"

Vane was referring to the House's urgency to legitimize Richard's rule at a time when

England was, "renowned, all over the world. for their great virtue and discipline," It

288 Adamson and Folland Sir flLI!'!T I 'aile. 356, I II "
" J L I Pr tc '/ Jr \ I ide /,' Bot 1 , '1/ \ t" 0

~Rl) Richard Cromwell The ,c...;/'l'el-l/ 0/ His Highness /IC or, 10 II ( , ' , ,

, ,,', - , ," - J /0 / . , 16 'S LIS als« the Spl cch (~: tlu: Right
Parliament at Their First ;\lee/lllg, 011 Thursdav the -" / 0 "III/{(U.1 -. ' .nvl I I IoiL' "1/11 . Grca: \,'al r" Ens; lJII, ( .on, on,
lionorobte Xuthaniel Lord FIl'IlIlL'S, 01lL' 0/ tlu: Lor. S [\.L'L'pel,' (! l ' 0

1(1)~) 3 " I '
. , ' ' 'II' .. \ \ 'I f R 'C )l'nllll)n l11 IllS III:': 1I1l"'l"

_1)0 C I \01 7 ~l)() The complete tulc 01 the 81 ' : n ' L II I.: l"", i 00 \- I I
, '., , -' , ,_' I> ' wealth \)1 l'n:,:lanl, ">lll{ ,lIll .•lIh

RIght and Title to be Protector and Chief \ lag.lstrate of t 11.: comrnon -
Ireland. and the Dominions and lerritorjcs Thereunto Be!l)ng.in:,;··
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astounded him that they were now about to "suffer an idiot without ith. courage. WI out

sense, nay without ambition, to have dominion in a countrv of libertv .. ",' I'" .
~ .' .'d)t on: \\,1:-

Richard no Oliver, whom Vane stated could be born with "a little:' but his Protec.orate

was tantamount to kingship, and incompatible with a free representative Parliament.

But as for Richard Cromwell. his son, who is he? What are his titles? \\'c have
seen that he has a sword by his side, but did he ever draw it? And. what is of
more importance in this case. is he fit to get obedience from a mighty nation.
who could never make a footman obey him? Yet. we must recocnize this man as
our king, under the style of Protector! - a man without birth. without courauc,
without conduct. For my part, I declare. Sir. it shall never be said that I made
such a man my master.i'"

Vane launched his verbal deathblow at Richard's authority to direct the l louscs

attention to the critical issue of "a Protector in the office of Chief l\ lagistratc. " I lc

insisted that "the office of right" was in them to "have the honour of gi\ing or not

giving," matching the political rule he proposed in A Healing Question that the people's

representative had the authority to create the executive power. Though the Commons

could "confer it," Vane advised against giving "by wholesale, so as to beg hy retail.,,2'l2

To argue his case, he reviewed the legacy of "slavery," and "oppression and tyranny:'

under Charles I. Since Parliament retained the "legislative power." says Vane, ,.( loll

saw it good that we change the Government." Though the King wielded the "power of

the militia," "the right of the militia lay: ... in ourselves,,,293 The "delinquency of the

King," was met by "the taking away of kingship," as "the original of all just power \\as

in the people, and was reserved wholly to them, the representativex. ,,2
1

!l Vane e\ en

explained that his six-week absence from the King's trial and Parliament \\ as due tll

"tenderness of blood," though he resumed his seat because "all power' \\ as "in the

people originally." That "little remnant" then sitting was the "reprcseruati \ l' l)f the

nation" and the "supreme judicature, to comprehend all government in itself." lhe next

step was their establishment of "a free state; to bring the people out of bondage from all

pretence of superiority over them."·295 And "though this free state wax shipw I cckcd."

Vane pressed the point that Parliament had "a liberty left to say it is nov. ag.un 111 : our

• ,,'J9()
possession. -

. . l' II . I' II' 'H) 'J ...q ~
'Ill. .., I 7 '99"' d Lipham LI/ > ot ..<tr cnrv (/ c, - - -
- Biographia Britannica. \0, ,.) -" an , . l ()'I"" I Ri .hur J tromwell
~()~. if 'h B' E' \ I -mbcr ill the Purliumcnts (It 1\ U ani c ( (

DUllY 0 T. omas 1111011, sq., . l , d J I "T" . 'II Rutt t l ond.»: IklH\
f' - -' .G'b r : II ,I vo I ,c 0 111 0\\ l \ - .. 1'011/ 16)6 10 16) 9: tram /he Journal 0/ ut 011 u o( ( .n a. \ . " . .

Colburn, 18.2g). 171-17.2.
'I), It'd 17'. 11 " _.

~9.J Ib'd 7'I ., I _) .
~I)~ Ibid" 174. 176,
'''I>' 179. Ibid, 177. '
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A letter from the Protector on February 17 prompted the Commons to debate the

nature and extent of his powers over the armed forces 297 and Vane had ~t II. L.., ac ua : ocen

appointed to a committee authorized to consider national security in light of their

supervision and regulation. But also critical was the issue of the Protector's negative

Power. Vane argued that the "essential" nature of the office of Chief \ 1'I P I' strat ' I' , "f. L::-. L l ~ or

the necessary preservation of the good of the whole. and the administration of justice:' a

function which prohibited him from having a negative authority over legislation, The. ~

magistrate should only "possess all things needful to his acting for the people: all the

power to draw in the public spirits of the nation to a public interest. but not the power tl.)

do them or you any hurt." In this regard, he must be bound in his authority so that "he

may grow up in the public interest." 298

The Commons continued to debate the issue of the Protector's neuative voice
~

again on February 18,299 with comments interspersed regarding the need to deal with the

power of the other House first. As the debate vacillated between them. 30o Vane pressed a

point of order, and accused the Commons of actually granting "an affirmative voice.'

while claiming to debate the negative voice, and stressed it was tantamount to nullifying

everything passed thus far. With this, if the other House was recognized as a "co

ordinate power" for purposes of legislation, then the Commons already lacked the

authority to pass any laws notwithstanding "their concurrence:' and "at one time. and at

one breath," would "void" all of its acts.30 1 On March 7. Vane a~ain stressed the need to

limit the Chief Magistrate. If the Commons were to "pass in the negative.' that implied

that "all the power is here," but to affirm his negative power is to effectively "P~IS\

all...302

Declaration of Fasting and Public Humiliation

During the first week of April, the Parliament debated a Declaration calling for

"a day of fasting and public humiliation," scheduled for \lay 18. and drafted by a

Committee Vane sat on.303 Parliament intended for the Declaration to rccogruzc

'. .... f:f: . .. that Vane obicctcd to on urounds ofmagisterial authonty In relIgIOUS a laIrS, prOVISIOns , ~

lib 1 f . Th D I ti blamed the ucneral prevalence tlf "abominations"1 el y 0 conscience, e ec ara Ion c- L

. f h .: ·'1 \1, .isuat '" (to whom bclonu-.on "the too much remissnesse and conmvance 0 t e CI\ 1 . Llt.!S L c: ~

c'i7 Ibid.. 307. ('.1. vol. 7. 604 - 5.
''IX Ibid .., 18 ""70- 1 .•.1 • .) _ .

c'i
l

) CJ. \01.. 7. 605.
,00 '.. 'I .B' 'I," 1-" 7DUll \ o] T iomus 111 ton. \ 0 ' - • - . . - '. l I' I I)' -I' I' Pr \t . .tor II".' b 19\ ·t"1)!"l"llllrl" lLL , ....
.,01 Ibid ,')7 '44 The Commons voted on Fe r.uary \) L" c tl < I II .

.. .. . - ' '1 I"'S t ,.' )"I1I/L' lC l)t leI' \)1I"t.:
-o: Ibid.. \01. 4.70-71. The Commons voted on ,\ arc 1 _l \1 ILU ~ ")'';

.10, ('I ' I 7 (Yl (1, Til' Declaration is recorded III thL'.Ioul'/lul, 011 ('-'. o.:.. \\1 .• ) __.)__ . l
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the care of maintaining Gods publique worship honour and purity of d tri 11' . oc nne as We as

of punishing all sins against the second Table) " Magistrates were "s f~ .. u lenng persons

under the abuse of Liberty of Conscience to disturbe the publick Ordinances. and to

publish their corrupt principles and practices, to the seducing and infecting of others.T'"

Vane argued that the "fast will not answer" Parliament's objectives. that he was against

it "upon the grounds adopted," considered it "hypocritical," and an "imposition upon

consciences." Since Parliament was establishing the fast as a law. it was tantamount to

abandoning their "cause," and therefore "a coercing the conscicnce.Y'" Vane explained

that should Parliament pass the Declaration to include the authority of the Protector and

the other house, they would "admit a power both in them (the other house) and the Chief

Magistrate," but which resided in the Commons "under a possessory right." and

consequently by default virtually paralyze their authority since both could act against

them. He exclaimed, "You put all out of your hands," and warned that "in every step

you have yet gone, you give away all. Do something that may make you appear to be

trustees indeed; and not in one moment give away all that you have fought for...30b

Burton records that Vane spoke against the Declaration, "principally because of the

clause touching toleration,,,307 but which was endorsed by the Commons on April 5. and

consequently secured the legislative authority of the Protector and the other House in

f 1· · lib 308matters 0 re igrous 1 erty.

On 20 April 1659, Henry Stubbe, a disciple and devotee of Vane, delivered a

timely advocacy on behalf of his character and principle of religious liberty by directing

a formal attack against Richard Baxter's 1658 A Key for Catholicks. which Baxter had

dedicated to Richard Cromwell.309 Stubbe's A Vindication of the Prudent and

Honourable Knight, Sir Henry Vane, respectfully addressed him as ..the Honourable and

True-hearted lover of his Countrey.Y'" whom Baxter had unjustly derided. Vane's

destructive influence, wrote Baxter, began in New England, where "the whole game" of

304 A Declaration of the Lord Protector And Both Houses of Parliament. For a D(~\' o! .~o/emn
Fasting and Humiliation, to be Observed in all Places within the C_ommonwealth 0/ England. SLOt/and
and Ireland upon the Eighteenth Day ofMay, 1659 (London, 1659), )-6, "

30S'Diary of Thomas Burton, vol. 3, 329. See notes, 328-329, Haselrig agreed \\ ith Vane. See

336-337. . ,,'
306 Ibid., 339. Vane states that "it was not so much sin in the Chief Magistrate to omit this, as for

us to insert it." See 343.
307 Ibid
308 1. H d A'I 8/18 that "Sir Harry Vane \\as called to the bar of the

One P. Church wrote to y e on pn, ~,' . he resolution ttl

House of Commons, and with difficulty escaped being sent to the Tow er for questionmg t .
transact with the Other House." See Clarendon. CSP. vol. 3, 173.

~09 Baxter, Key. Dedicatory. .bl . K ',J Sir Henrv 1(11](' From
J 10 Henry Stubbe .-l tindication ol the Prudent and Honour» l WI!. II . • , r ., J '

, . . 1"11 ..( .. /11 '\/(1/1/(, " \ l., ttc r III I h:
the Lyes and Calumnies of Xtr. Richard Baxter, Minister 0/ I'd( ( crmtns cr ( .
said Mr. Baxter (London, 1659), Epistle Dedicatory.
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"the Vani' "was first plaid," and that Parliament should "have caret' 11 " h h
c u ) scare t ow

much of his doctrine and design were from heaven, and how much of them he brouuht

with him from Italy.,,311 Stubbe indicted Baxter's Kev as a "railinc Book" and d ~ .d
. c' emt:

Vane's involvement in the Kings's death, or that he traveled to Italy brinuinc back. ~ ~

" t . k ddt .. ,,312 M .mos wzc e an corrup opinions. ore Importantly. he addressed Baxter's

prominent contention with Vane, claiming that he was again squabbling 0\ cr "an

universall Liberty and Toleration in matters of Religion," and accused him of failing "to
....

answer those Scriptures, arguments, and reasons of State. which are allcdued' on ih
.... '

behalf.313

Rump Returns: 7 May -13 October 1659

Richard dissolved Parliament on 22 April 1659. but Vane began entertaininu..... ....

republican Parliamentarians in his home at Charing Cross. Edmund Ludlow records that

members of the Wallingford Party, which included Major General Lambert and Colonel

Kelsey, met with them at Vane's residence on two separate occasions in the first week

of May.314 The Army's determination to reinstate the Long Parliament was conditioned

upon four main heads, which they presented to the Charing Cross group on 1\ lay 5. One

in particular is of critical importance for the study of Vane civil principles: "that the

Government of the Nation should be by a representative of the People. and by ,I select

Senate:'] 15 According to Ludlow, this new-model request was received with "<\ greater

Difficulty." and that not all present were "of the same Opinion with respect to that part

of it relating to the Senate." Nevertheless, to part company with the Officer- without

some prospects for its possibility would jeopardize Parliament's chances of

reconvening, so Ludlow and the other Members present agreed to "a genera! Silence

about that Matter, to give them hopes of our Compliance.Y'"

On May 7, the Long Parliament resumed their seats. and \L.l]lH S<\IU\\ey.

Whitelocke, Scot, Haselrig, and Vane were ordered to stand on a Committee of Sakt: to

"prepare a declaration, according to the Substance of the present Debate. upon the

D Th Declaratl'on \\'l'lS' endorsed and reflected \' anc ~cclaration of the Army." e .

influence. "Parliament," it stated, "resolved ... to endea\our the Settlement of this

'''B t : "''''1axter, ['\.LTS,.U .

11~ Stubbe, "';/(!icaliol1. 6-7. ,
'I.' Ibid.. 1~. Stubbe itemizes his 0\\11 biblical arguments tor such II.blTt:. . J)' I

.,1-1 Ludlow, Memoirs, \01. 2. 64,:\. Sec also the Clark.: Parer>. :<"d~'l::(l11\ .II" 1111 :ht I~(\lf'~.r;,_'-;'
William Clarke. ed., C.H. Firth. vol. 4 (New Yor\...: Bomba:. I.l)(1gndlallll~·. (,In;l:I.l.. ~~l.d .Cj~ " -r till' l.on:

H j b tl Vane an 1-;\ n: plt: ......ll \ .:--
i\ccl\rdil1~ to a l\ b\ ~ letter from 1. Cooper to ;. uc. 0 1 c ' :--

~. . '19' 194Parliament to be restored. Sec Clarendon. esp. \ ol. .'. .'- .
,I:' Ibid.. 64,:\.
'Ill II id t o11 .. h-to.
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Commonwealth upon such a Foundation as rnav assert establish d - th' . . . an ~ccurc e

property and the Liberties of the People. in reference unto alL both as \1 d-. en. an <1"

Christians," and to do so "without a single Person, Kingship, or House of Peers.'

Parliament would "vigorously endeavor the Carrying on of Reformation . to II J.... o 1e en

there may be a godly and faithful Magistracy and ministry upheld and maintained in

these Nations, to the Glory and Praise of our Lord Jesus Christ. and to the reviving and

making glad the Hearts of the Upright in the Land ."317

The Council would address the settlement issue by considering the .\rm) "s \lay

13 The Humble Petition and Address of the Officers of the Army. which contained the

essence of those same proposals presented by the Officers to the Charing Cwss group

and the basis for Parliament's reinstatemcnt.t'" The thirteenth provision \\as the most

contentious.

That, in order to the establishing and securing the peace. welfare. and freedom of
the people of these nations, for the ends before expressed. the lcgislativc pOWLT
thereof may be in a Representative of the people. consisting of a house,
successively chosen, by the people in such a way and manner as this parliament
shall judge meet. and of a select senate, co-ordinate in power. of able and faithful
persons eminent for godliness. and such as continue adhering to this cause,Jlll

The Army also requested a "Council of State" be formed to continue the

authority of the executive branch.32o On May 13 Vane wa« one of thirty-one members

chosen to sit on this Council, which consisted of Parliamentarians and Army officers.

including Lord Wariston,321 who entertained contentious discussions \\ ith Valll'

regarding liberty of conscience. The French Ambassador M. De Bordeaux wrote to

Cardinal Mazarin, the chief minister of France on 15 l\ lay. that "of the most

distinguished Republicans," "Sir Harry Vane is reputed to be the chieC·
322

On \ la~ 21.

the House took up the Army's Petition again and resolved to protect the liberty and

property "of all the Free People of these Nations, .. , according to Law: under the

Government of a Free State and Commonwealth; without a Single Person or l lou«: of

Lords.'·323 The House also resolved this day the issue of religious liberty as requested

by the Army, and in language reminiscent of Vanes principle of liberty of conscience,

Resolved, That all Persons who profess Faith in God the Father. and in .Ie~lls
Christ his Eternal Son. the true God. and in the Holy ~I'irit. (it)d cocqua] with
the Father and the Son. One blessed for ever: and do acknowlcduc the Illlly

JI7 ('.1, vol. 7.6'+5-6'+6,
JI8 Woolrvch, Britain in Revolution, 7-;'9,
J 19 PH ',~ 1- -.+, \'0 ,_'. .") ,

3~O Ibid,
,~I Cl, \01. 7.653-65'+: Ludlow . .\/t'lI/oirs, \01. -;., 6511-657,
'~2 Guivot. "'S{IIIT otRichard Cromwell. vol. I. 3S I,
3~.' ( 'J, \01. 7. 66 I.
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Scriptures of the Old and New Testament to be the revealed . W d. or \\T1ttenor or
WIll of God; shall not be restrained from their Profession. but have due
Encouragement, and equal Protection, in the Profession of the' F ith d
E . f R li . hi ir at . an

xercise 0 . e igion; w ilst the.y ab~se not this Liberty to the Civil Injury of
others, or DIsturbance of others In their Way of Worship: so that this Liberty be
n~t ex~ended to Popery or Prelacy; nor to such as shall practice or hold-t=arth
Licentiousness or Pro.faneness, under the Profession of Religion: And that all
Laws, Statutes, Ordinances, and all Clauses in any Laws. Statutes. or
Ordinances, to the contrary, shall be declared null and void.324 .

Also settled were provisions for elected office. In this regard, "no godly or other good

Interest can be preserved or maintained, unless the Persons who are chieny entrusted

with the Management and Exercise of the Government, be of suitable Spirits to those

Interests." Only "those who are or shall be intrusted therein, be such Persons as shall be

found to be the most eminent for Godliness, Faithfulness, and Constancy to the Good

Cause and Interest of these Nations.,,325 Again, these provisions seem to testify to

Vane's influence in declaring the need for godly leadership.

Ludlow notes that "the Opinions of Men were much divided concerning a Form

of Government to be established among us," and reiterated the demands of the Officers

for a select Senate coordinate with the House.326 Woolrych considered this request for a

select senate "the most interesting" and reminiscent of Vane's model in .I Healing

Question, noting "something very like his 'select senate' had been advocated by Vane

three years earlier ... though he called it a 'standing council. ,.. Woolrych posits that

Vane "may well have been the source of its revival now, for he was drawing closer to

Lambert and further apart from Haselrig, Scot, and the majority of republican Rumpers,

who would brook no check upon the supreme authority of the people' s representati vcs."

The fact that "the Council of Officers kept up their advocacy of a senate through the

summer and reiterated it when their relations with the Rump were coming to another,

crisis in October its intended role is a matter of interest." Unfortunately, "evidence is,

scarce as to its intended size, and how it was to be chosen, and just what powers it was

to wield." 327

The Army's request for a select senate seems to have been addressed by Vane in

his mid-May A Needful Corrective, and not wholly reminiscent of his A Healing

. . I I . I t o'th a Standing Council for lifeQuestion, which proposed a umcamera egis a ure \\ 1

subordinate to it and authorized to establish orders in particular ndministrativ L' attair-,
only, and consistent with the laws of the reprcsentativv assembly. The Army was

3~.j Ibid.. 662.
325 Ibid.
326 Ludlow. Memoirs. vol. ~. 674.
327 Woolrych, Britain in Revolution. 729-730.
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demanding a bicameral legislature, which included this coordinate t I \' i . ,sena e. n . ccdtu

Corrective, Vane addressed the Army's settlement demand seriouslv, argued for hi". '- -

senate biblically, and quite cleverly by employing Harrington's own political language

at a time when he too was bombarding Parliament with revisions of his O\\TI model.

Harrington had responded quickly to the Army's Petition with his A Discourse Upon

This Saying, dated 16 May, and as was already suggested, Vane was probably directing

his polemic against this tract via a response to his Prerogative to speak to the Army's

Petition. He even employed his political reading of Isaiah 1:26 and succinctly revealed

the full nature of his primitive model of right magistracy. The Needful Corrective may

also help clarify Vane's often-neglected June speech, which. according to

correspondence, and Wariston's Diary, included a godly senate.

Vane presents his model in Harringtonian political language at the end of his

tract. In contrast to Harrington's civil model, Vane claimed that his was "bottomed upon

that Comer-stone the Lord Jesus." "God ... gives forth, according to that pattern. the

order and constitution of Magistracy, in its primitive purity and perfection," not Jethro.

or any other source. The "authority and proposing Power," which secures "the will of

the People in its right course of obedience. is first originally in God and Christ himself:'

who is "their Political King and Civil Legislator." While "under Christ," such

propositions proceed through "the Ruling Senate, whose Office it is; . . ; from the

excellency of their debate and deliberation," to "providentially and faithfully" deliver

this rule of obedience "to the People." The senate' s function was ..to move and keep the

will of the People in its right course of obedience," and hence stands "in the place and

power of God. ,,328

Vane asks Harrington whether or not the promise of ..the restitution of all things"

means that "man himself shall not be restored to the gift and exercise of Righteousness

in natural judgement and will," similar to that "perfection, ... wherein he was at first

created." He submits to Harrington that Nebuchadnezzer. in Daniel ·t~6. might

represent a "type, in a good degree," of this possibility of restored perfection. and ..to

the enabling of whole Nations, ... in such manner to obey Gods Voycc and keep his

. d hi' N ti ··-'29 Vane takesCovenant" and "render them unto God a Kmgdome an 0 : a IOn. .,
for granted its possibility. and then basically leads Harrington into his own allegorical

reading of Isaiah 1:26. This "restored people" represent "Gods peculiar treasure." like

Israel once did. with him as "their chief Magistrate" and "Head.' lie will guide them.

328 NC, 9-10.
329 Ibid.. 9.
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and they, "in the best capacity they can" listen to what he "hath t ho propose to t em. as
the rule of their obedience to him," and "exercise that which th . b he: agree to ear t e

stamp and authority of the Wisdom of the Nation," in regards to the "oversight of the

whole Body." Such authority should be lodged "in the hands of a Senate or Council of

Elders," who are equipped with the "executive" power, as well as that of proposition to

the people who in tum, grant their "assent or dissent" through "their own chosen

Deputies and Representative Body." By granting the Senate body the power of

enforcement, Vane would ensure against the abuse of conscience. since a godly senate

sensitized to matters of religious liberty would never wield the sword unjustly. Vane

equates this civil correspondence and responsiveness to "that righteous and faithful City

spoken of' in Isaiah 1.26, "to whom her Judges are restored, as at the first. and her

Counsellors as at the beginning, by whose Decrees that Law goes forth. wherein Christ

himself shall appear judging amongst the Nations.,,33o This is the prophesied primitive

pattern he previously mentioned, linked directly to Isaiah 1:26, and corresponded civilly

with a senate body of elders empowered with executive authority. He does not entertain

here a distinct executive office to be filled by one person.

Vane expands upon this model to include a civil coordination among the various

parts of government in his third query to Harrington. His "ruling Senate" not only

represents the "heads of the People," freely elected, and charged with "executing the

supreme Power," but the legislative as well, "in association with the Representative

Body of the People." The senate would "propose" laws in the gathered "assembly,"

which would pass laws consented to by the people. Vane asks Harrington if this is not

the "most exact platforme of the purest kind of popular Government. and that which

hath its foundation and first pattern in the Word of God, in the practice of Israels

Commonwealth, and so plainly of Divine Creation and Institution'?" He then establishes

the connection between his primitive pattern, prophesied by Isaiah 1:26. with the

substance of Israel's divine Commonwealth as a restored civil and millennial institution.

and through a civil harmony and symmetry between God, the ruling senate. and the

people's representatives. Such a model Vane thought. infused with ..the might: pouring

out of the Spirit upon all flesh," would "grow and increase:' and evcntually lead "lll the

setting up of Christ as King throughout the whole Earth. and causing the Nation» and

Kingdomes of this World to become the Kingdomes of our Lord. and of his ( 'hrist. in a
.. , , I

visible manner here below. for the space of a thousand ycarcs...

.1.10 Ibid., 10.

.1.11 Ibid .. II.
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Vane seems to propose a civil model which accommodates H' ., arrmgton sown

political language and civil categories, as well as the Army" s demand for a select senate

coordinate in power with a representative assembly. but which also moves heyond both

by introducing a senate eldership of godly rulers. Vane' s senate would have executive

authority, and share legislative functions with the representative assembly bv wa , of.. .

their proposition and the wisdom of their debate. Vane defines their propositioning

power as being directly under God and Christ to insure that the "will of the people" is

"maintained in its right course of obedience:' and delivered by \\ay of "debate and

deliberation" to the representatives.F" By proposing this sort of senate. \' nne is not

subverting his own principles of liberty of conscience, or limited civil jurisdiction:

rather, by the "will of the people," he means the legislative authority of her

representative assembly. Vane has cleverly modelled a \vay to ensure that liberty of

conscience and limited legislative authority is secured. reasoning that if his senate is

fitted out with godly figures committed to the "good old cause," they would surely not

propose any law which violates liberty of conscience. or enforce a law which attempts

such. Given this, it might be possible to conclude that the senate proposed here. though

not quite the equivalent of his Standing Council proposed in 0'/ Healing Question. may

model more closely that primitive form of magistracy of judges ruling rightcullsly,

justly, and over man first explicated in Meditations. Both proposals arc bused upon his

supreme law of liberty of conscience, and fundamental constitution of limited legislati \ L'

authority.

There are other references to Vane' s further musings on the nature and

composition of this senate, which might clarify his biblical political reflections. and

extracted primarily from Waristons Dian'. and correspondence. some of \\ hich is

between De Bordeaux and Mazarin.

Vane's June Model

Vane apparently delivered a rather controversial speech on ne\v-modclling to the

C t lik lv i id June but which is not mentioned in the .toumuls.:"ommons, mos 1 e y 111 mi ,

. . . h b .c d to i letter \\. \ I ilcs wrote on 1i JuneConfirmation of this speech mig t e rererre 0 111 a .,'

1659 to Sir Edward Nicholas, Secretary' of State to both Charles I and 11. regarding

Vane's preference to establish godly rule.

. ., R bli ~ ~)lll' of the cr.mdcc- .rrc tor ,IWee are here still buildinge \'P a epu iquc. . l L .~ " ..

. - 11 f ll~l'(lions'but~lrllenn\~I\nLlsgenerall cornprehensiue state of a men 0 a re l~ ..' -'

3<2 Ibid., 9. I IHltl.:S on JUIll: 21 and 22 til it
3.11 Whitlockc does not record the speech either but mere Y

Parliament heard SI.:\I.:LJI SPl'I.:C!lI.:S. ~I.:I.: .\/l'II/(Ir/u!s, 681.
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sdtiffe for Y:3~uifted men allone, and those only such as his owne holine« shall
eeme soe.

Another letter echoing similar comments on Vane's rule of the saints was sent by \\'.

Greene on June 24 to Nicholas.

Sir Hen. Vayne lookes vpon the nation as vnacquainted with its owne good and
vnfitt to be trusted with power, least they abuse it to theire owne and his ruinc.
and therefore he would haue some few refyned spiritts (and those of his O\\11e
nominatio?! sitt .att helme o~ State togeather with the Councell till the people be
made familiar with a Repubhque and in loue with it. that is till he cea~cs to be.3.; '

Rowe believes these comments are more likely reminiscent of Vane' s Xccdtu!

Corrective, as opposed to any Parliamentary spcech.l" Broderick supplies further

insight into what seems to be Vane's settlement proposal delivered in Parliament in a

letter to Lord Chancellor Hyde on June 24, which confirms the comments made bv

Miles and Greene. Rowe does not discuss this letter. which would make the case

stronger for assuming that all three relate to a Commons speech.

Sir H. Vane as I lately told you, hath unriddled to the House and the Nation the
long concealed mystery of the kingdom of Christ, which is, it seems. a
coordinate power put into the hands of a few men truly religious. that shall
restrain the carnal force of the present and future Parliaments, and command that
arm of flesh the Soldiery. "Two props," he saith, support this government.
religion and liberty; of the former. ought our principle care to be, and those SelTS
of Israel ought in all things to have the pre-eminence. They must not be many.
nor ought the charge to be imported to any in whom there lays a known guilt.
Too great is the burden for a single person, because liable to temptation, if not
supported by Omnipotence. but a few, a very few.

337

This letter seems to suggest that Vane's speech was delivered with his .\'ccdlllI

Corrective in mind. This "coordinate power" lodged in the hands of a few godly men to

"restrain" Parliaments, is most certainly reminiscent of his senate. He also reiterates his

republican pillars of civil and religious liberty. His reference to ..those Seers of Israel"

having "pre-eminence" in the religious "prop" is difficult to ascertain, though this ma,

be a metaphor for his senate, and an allusion back to the divine establishment l 'f the

Sanhedrin with its principled quality of just rulership and righteous judges The

following letter by Mr. Mordaunt to Hyde would place Vane's speech earlier th~1I1 June

7.

- " S' E / / \h)/ J\' \ -crctarv 0/ Stat«, vo] I
"~ The Nicholas Papers. ('Ol'I'CSPOlldCIICL' (if /1' aware . t; ( ( ... l ._' .. f h " . '(

1657-1660, Camden. Third Series. H)1 .~I. cd. Sir George F. \\·amcr (London. OtlICL''' n t e lllll~.

1920). 157.
33S Ibid.. 161.
J3(, Rowe. Sir Henrv /'(/IIt..' the rOIiI/KCf'. ~~4.

3.17 Clarendon. SF, '\01. 3. 505-5()(1: clarcndon, est: \01. 3. ~4S
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My judgement is, Sir H. Vanes Religion is to make a Part d I I .. . y, an so e v Interest
leads him, which I c~nclude from ~ speech of his lately. in which he desired the
trust to seven, of which number he IS one, might be confirmed for life.33s

The staunch Presbyterian Scotsman who opposed Vane's views on go .vernment given

their tolerationist bent, was Sir Archibald Johnston of Wariston, whose Diary covers the

events of the Rump Parliament. He records on 14 June 1659. that he "had a conference

with Sir Hery Vane about publick busines," and "found him for the Senate in the

government." Then, on June 17, he claims that he "heard Sir H. Vayne debayted for the

Senate from Scripture and Henry Nevil against it without Scripture.··339

Comments that Vane was urging for "ye guifted men alone," "refyned spirits

who sitt att helme of State," and power to be placed in the "hands of a few men truly

religious," coupled with Wariston's record that he heard Vane debate "for a Senate from

Scripture," all suggest that he may have been urging for that primitive model mentioned

in Needful Corrective, whose publication was close to his June speech.

Mention is made of Vane's speech by de Bordeaux in a 10 July 1659 letter to

Mazarin. De Bordeaux reported that in regards to his "form of government" Vane said

"that the people were mad, and that the authority of the State ought not to be entrusted

to them, but to pious and holy persons, under which name he is understood to mean the

Sectaries of the Fifth Monarchy, to whom he preaches very regularly.Y" In Needful

Corrective, as well as A Healing Question. Vane addressed the difficulty of ..the

practicableness of introducing and settling the exercise of the supreme power by the free

and common consent of the Citizens.,,341 He clearly regarded the people unfit to wield

the electoral authority needed to place this ruling eldership in office. Bordeaux

mentioned Vane again in another letter to Mazarin dated July 17.

The authority of the Parliament gains strength, though it is still greatly divided
on the subject of the form of government; the true Republicans are op~osed. to
Sir H. Vane, who wishes to establish a sort of oligarchy composed of Sectan.es
of the Fifth Monarchy; Lambert and some other officers of the army agree With

h· hi . 342im on t IS point.

Thurloes's State Papers include one intercepted letter written on this date as well, which

indicates that some sort of vote was taken in Parliament related to Vane' s proposal.

Sir Hen. Vane and major Salway are disserted by many in their part~. not having.
more than sixteen or seventeen. that can give concurrent votes. It IS sa: d. they

338 Ibid., 484. , - - 1660 ed. JaI11l" [) (IC:lhll',
339Diary of Sir Archibald Johnston of lJ"aris/on. \01. .' 16))- .

(Edinburgh: University Press by T. and A. Constable Ltd, 1940). 119. 120.
340 Guizot, History ofOliver CronlH't'II. \01. l , -L~4.

311 NC. 5. See HQ, 17.
3-12 Guizot, History ofOliver Cromwell. \01. 1.426.
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desire the adjournment of the house, that the whole range of affairs might pass
by the councel, where they believe themselves more prevalent.3-l3 '-

Bordeaux mentions Vane again in a September 29 letter to Mazarin. The context is the

aftermath of Booth's uprising.

Sir H. Vane, and the Millenarians, otherwise called Saints, who expect the reiun
of Jesus Christ, daily increases; that they have procured the abandonment of a
proposed pledge against the government of a single person; and that some of
them, on the day before yesterday, presented a sort of petition to Parliament.
which tends to deprive of all authority those persons who have held office under
the Protector, and to form a Commonwealth of which the true elect of God shall
have the sole administration. Sir H. Vane is said to have got up this address. and
the leaders of the army are believed to have joined with him, and all are resolved
to form a Council of forty persons of their own way of thinking. who shall have
the entire authority in the State, and a veto on the resolutions of the Parliament.
under the pretext that if the people were at full liberty. they would restore the
King. The faction of true Republicans will strongly oppose this establishment.
which would be capable of producing division even in the army.r"

What this letter reveals is that not only are the Millenarians, and in particular the Fifth

Monarchists, piggy-backing Vane's proposal, and his party. but this "Council of forty:'

which would wield executive authority and a negative power over Parliament, is

c. hi 345probably a rererence to IS senate.

Vane's Late 1659 Model

Wariston notes in his Diary on October 3, that S[ir] A.H[azelrigs] party is mor

for ordinances and against Quakers, but less for godly men," while Vane "more for

godly men but less for ordinances.Y'? Vane is now opposed by his fellow republicans

Neville and Harrington, the Presbyterians as led by Baxter, and the Scottish Covenanters

represented by Wariston. The Parliament was dissolved on 13 October 1659, and on

October 28 a new "Council of Ten" was appointed by the Army out of the Council of,

343 Thurloe SP vol. 7, 704. , d f
344 Guizot' Hi;tory of Oliver Cromwell, vol. 1, 474-475. See also their corresponHenllce 0

, . f T R ss to Colonel Gervase 0 es at
September 29 478 One rather interestmg letter comes rom ' 0 , H 'I' The
Rotterdam 27' July i659 claiming that Vane was virtually assaulted by an of~cer, posslb'~~h' . e~1 r~~, . ~

" . h di I t' n of Parliament as t e toot were
letter mentions the divisions in the Army regardmg t e ISS? u 10 . d oe furious some of them
"against the horse; these for a Republique, and the other for a S~~glebPe;~o~h~~at sand told him that unk""
are that an officer [Hesilrige] meeting Sir Henry Vane, tooke

h
irn )Id e tt his t'hroat Since which Vane

. hi h h heads ee wou cu s <"
hee did desist from driving that faction W ,1,C ee no~ , I Manuscri ts Commission, Calendar 01 the
hath absented himselfe from the House. See Hlstonca. . S I! Oft-Ic' 1907) 13"

, I ! (D bli . His Majesty statIOnary 1.:, . ' ,
Manuscripts ofthe Marquis ofBath, vo . - u .m. h Fifth Monarchv men into his party . John

345 Vane seems to have successfully I~cluded t e ,I, t d close to'thirt\-thousand armed I ifth
Hopebetter [Maj. Wood] wrote to Hyde on June -' thaththerde etxSls esex around th~ first nf June. clairninu
M · fi h d f them had oat ere a us . . 'onarchists, and some ive-t ousan 0 . b hrist." II' tates that "Harrison is their \ l.qor-
" h . d d the cornmg of C nst, r c S
t ey must WIth fire an swor prepare b, k d ted June 21. he reports Il' lIyJI.:

General and Vane their Cou~sellor." In another letter :~?~~ B~:\;~~r.'.. ~l:l: Clarendon. ( ·SI'. \ 01. ~. 220.
that the "Republicans and FIfth Monarchy men are driv 1l1~ tobe

244. . " . I ~ 1~9 \\aristl)ll claims that \',1111.: al1d 11.\,111 i:.:
346 Diary of Sir Archibald II ariston. \ 0, -. -,' >' lsd-Chamber.

disputed quite heatedly over the settling of the go\~rnment 111 the lour.
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State with Vane as one of the nominees. The Army then appointed a Committee of

Safety (on the same day) of twenty-three persons which included Vane. but out of which

a sub-committee was formed. Vane was on this sub-committee as well. and he was

requested to "consider of a Form of Government for the three Nations. as a

Commonwealth." They were then to submit their proposal to the Committee of Safety.

Whitelocke was on this committee and nominated as "Keeper of the Great Seal.··3-l7 The

army dispatched letters to the members as to the creation and purpose of this Committee

of Safety, and Whitelocke records he was approached by Desborough and other Officers

of the Army with the concern that "some ofthis Committee," Vane, among others. "had

a Design to overthrow Magistracy, Ministry, and Law; and that to be a Balance: to them.

they had chosen" him.348

On October 27, Wariston records that he, Vane, and Salloway were discussing

the nature of "the present dispensation," which Vane perceived as "an introduction to

the glorious appearance of the Kingdom of God, and so calling much for faith and

expectation of its aproch." Wariston stated that he looked "to the ordinary reules in the

Word, aprehending it looked judgmentlyk to the nation for their provocations.v" He

wrote again on November 1, that he saw Vane's "draught of the gouvernment and

dislyked the fundation of it and toleration in it." Then on November 8, he recorded, "I

fand whyle I was out that S[ir] H. V[ayne] and Major Salloway had drawen up the

busines of toleration. . . . I saw their designe to overturne the ministry and the

ordinances of Jesus Christ." On November 9, he wrote that he had been "keeping in

continual debaytes with S[ir] H. V[ayne] and Major Salloway about the business of vast

toleration and magistrats seclusion from medling in religious matters," and that there

were further debates on a new draft of Vane's "anent liberty of conscience." Finally. on

November 10 Wariston wrote that the Committee "had a debayte upon a draught of,

S[ir] H. V[ayne] anent liberty of conscience.,,35o

The date of Vane's final settlement model, which Lord Wariston seems to be

referring to, is somewhat difficult to establish, but remnants of it are found in \\·uod·s

Athenae Oxonienses, as well as The Tryal ofSir Henry Vane:. K
t
.. where it is mentioned

as part of his indictment. The trial papers state that one Thomas Pury claimed that he

was present at the "debating of the two last of these Propositions'" stating ..the. were

proposed to the Chairman Whitlock, by Sir Henry Vane. but affirms confidently. that Sir

3-17 Whitelocke, Memorials, 687.688: PH. vol. 3. 1569-1570.
348 lbid., 685. _
:;-Il) Diary ofSir Archibald IJ"ariston. vol. 3. 149-1)0.
350 Ibid.. 150. 151-152.
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Hen. Vane gave Reasons to maintain them.'·35l This was also the model Baxter referred

to as a "Draught of a (not Free but) Fanatick Common-wealth.,·]52

That the supreme Power, delegated by the People to their Trustees. ouuht to be
in some fundamentals not dispensed with: That it is destructive to the ~Peo I .s
Liberties (to which by God's blessing they are fully restored) to admit~~.
earthly King, or single Person to the legislative or executive Power over thi-:
Nation: That the supreme Power. delegated, is not entrusted to the People s
Trustees'3to erect matters of Faith and Worship. so as to exercise compulsion
therein.35

Vane's proposal is on the eve of an expected restoration, and gone are the radical

millenarian tones. This is a simple stripped down proposal, which salvages the essentials

of his hard fought principles of liberty of conscience. that supreme law of civil

modelling, and limited magistracy, a fundamental civil constitution. He maintains his

political ideals that the origin and composition of the legislative power originates in the

people, is supreme and a delegated trust, exempt from control by a king or person. and

limited in its authority over the people in religious matters. Noteworthy as well is his

recommendation that the executive not be lodged in any single person, King or

otherwise, from which one could infer that he still held out for a ruling magisterial

senate. Either way, this short model proposed that the supreme power be lodged in the

legislature, not in a king ruling in the office of an executive magistracy.

In a July 16 letter to Hyde, Broderick states that "Vane now believes the King

(for so he calls him) will at one time or other obtain the Crow n. the nation being

dissatisfied with any other government.Y" Whitelocke recorded that on November 26.

"the Committee proceeded in preparing a Form of Government, wherein Vane was hard

to be satisfied but did much stick to his own apprehensions." A new Pariiamcnt had,

been called for January, but Vane was "discharged" from his membership on 9 January

1660.355

Trial and Execution of Vane

The Long Parliament was dissolved on 16 March 1660, with tIll' Convention

P I· . A'I I ~ 356 This Parliament contained an clement thatar lament commencing on pn --'

proceeded to direct "unsatiated vengeance" against both "Vane and Lambert ,. who \\LTC

351 Trvul . 29-30.
352 B' RB 707 . .
. axter. ,- , _, ' I ' 'l)" T., I ,0 wrllcock includes III

3)3 . ,I' B" " "'99" In [II' \\ood, AU. \0. _. - -t , J1.\(/, - . ,Biographia ruanmca:» .Y, . - , . di . \'. "bumed c ccrt 1111
c" . . d - m .nt III icatmu .mc u '- •

his biography "Morland's Narrative," which IIlcorp~rates a dO l
.
l1

. If del )f a IlC\\ ~ll ...crnrnent. \\ ith
I ' l wri . h" I'" , hands (\\Inch was a ratt 0 a mo to: ( -Sleet ot paper al wntten WIt l1S 0\\ 11 1. h ' Id I '1\' , been crcat evidence-

I the papers W llC \\lHI 1. l ~'- - ,severe reflections all monarchy) as also sevcta 0 icr < ,

against hil~l." Sec L[le otSir Henry I'(/IIL: the }'(illllgt:r.. ,-'79. .., ..., "
3'1 Clarendon, SP, \01. 3, )~7; Clarendon. (~\I . \ 01. ,', _~L,' 'l

1~, . C)" 1'1' don \"1' \ ()I ,.6.' >.... Whitclocke. ,\lemar/ai.\', 690, 6 -t , \. .lren C ," ' .

.1~(lPH I' 1';;84, \' 0 ..',. .
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"the most formidable surviving foes of the Royalists ,,357 On )- S b 6. eptem er 1 60. the

Parliament petitioned the King to spare the lives of both Vane and Lambert. and the

king responded positively with the requested mercy.358

Like many republicans after the Restoration, Vane suffered from the pen of

political satirists, most of who wrote anonymously. One sarcastically referred to him as

a "hocus-pocus juggling knight,,,359 another associated him with the "Fifth-Monarchy

men," or that "black and cloudy Sect" which sought to establish Vane as "their Earthly

Chi f ,,360 W d' t . h "Ie . 00 s commen s are quite c aractenstic of the prevailing attitude regarding

Vane among royalists, and who referred to him as "Sir Humerous Vanity:'

He was the Proteus of the times, a meer Hotch-potch of religion, chief Rine
leader of all the frantick sectarians, of a turbulent spirit and working brain. ofa
strong composition of choler and melancholy, an Inventor not only of Whimseys
in religion, but also of Crotchets in the State. (as his several Models testifv) and
composed only of treason, ingratitude and baseness''" -

A most interesting satire written to mock Vane's reading of the Scriptures is Don Juan

Lamberto (1661), authored by Thomas Flatman, and who depicts a mythical "High

Priest" anointing "Sir Vane, Knight of the Order of the most mysterious Allegories..,3(>2

Though Charles II granted Vane his life, given the alarm "that was had of his

parts and capacity to embroil matters again," the Court determined "to put him out of

the way." The Cavalier Parliament, unlike their predecessors, demanded his exemption

from the Act of Indemnity. Burnet complained that "this breach of faith needs no

comment; it is sufficient to remember that it was done by a Stuart, and our surprise will

357 Life and Administration ofEdward, First Earl of Clarendon with Original Correspondence,
and Authentic Papers Never before Published, T.H. Lister, Esq., vol. 2 (London: Longman, Onne, Brown,
Green, and Longmans, Patemoster-Row, 1838), 117.

358 PH, vol. 4, 119.
359 Vanity of Vanities or Sir Harry Vane's Picture To the Tune of the Jews Corant (London,

1660), 1.
360 A New King Anointed: With the Manner ofthe Solemnity at H.is InaugurationAnd the Several

Speeches and Addresses (London, 1659), Communicated by Letter to a Fnend.
361 Wood, AO, vol. 2,292,294. . '
362 Thomas Flatman, Don Juan Lamberto: or, a Comical History oj the Late Times. The ~/rst

Part. By Montelion Knight of the Oracle, &c. 1637-1688 (London, 1661). The pamph.let lacks ordinal")
pagination, but the satire on Vane runs from Chapters 3-7, with the quote above taken trom the HI") end.
Most of the other satires are anonymous broadsheets. See Any /'ersy: or, the Sec~/1(i ,\Iartp(,!! 111// I! the
Rump, To the Tune of, The Blind Beggar of Bednall-green (London, 1660):,'~ '\1.'\1' }L'ars (JI!f lor ,tht'
Rump (London, 1660); The Rump Roughly but Righteously Handled. .111. ". .\ 1.'\1' Ballad. ': I the T/I~~t 0./

Cook Lorrel (London, 1660); A Phanatique Prayer, by Sir H,Y, DIVinity-Professor III Rab~ ~'l"lle
(London, 1660); Sir Harry Vane's Last Sigh for The Committe ofSa!l'lL Breathe~.lo"lh 111 DL\' 1IIIf'I, , ('n,~
Conferences with the Right Honorable VICE ADMIRAL LA /ISO;\' (London, 16)9): The l r.tv i. ~l ",f""
or The Martyrdome ofthe Late King Charles wherein Oliver's Late Fa/seho,od. with the Rest ,'f) 15 (/,lIIg

are Described in their Several Actions and Stations (London, 1660): Phantlck P!'~\' TIl~ Ft'f : t t ~~ It

was Presented before and bv the Lord Fleetwood, Sir Arthur Hasilrig. Sir Henry / ~1IIl', f I,' ,.(11" ',am c:; t

and Others Last Night with Master Jester and Master Pudding (London, 1(60); hll.IIl.,\" ,I I anui. , or ;'JJ!,
., L d 1660)' Til, Rump ( nI"JIf 11/( or, " I(

Harry Vane 's Picture. To the Tune of the JL'\I'S Corant ( on on. ' t, 'II', , B .. , / ,
, d P t' tl J R 'f) -ntanc« (If ,'ill l 'lI as ([\ ( (til. ,III, 0

Rumps Proverbs and Lamentations Publishe to romo e It ct n: d I ( ( ())
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cease.,,363 Vane was formally charged at the Court of King's Bench on -+ June 1662 "for

compassing and imagining" the death of Charles I, and "keeping him out of the exercise

of his rightful power," as well as "attempting to subvert the ancient form of government.

instanced by acts committed in May and December. 1659," But his guilt also

encompassed "a series of acts of high treason, from after January 30. 1648...~64 Charles

took personal offense at Vane's regard for the legislative supremacy of Parliament.

Vane's bearing in court, and, still more, his uncompromising denial that the
King, while in exile, was King de facto, and his assertion. that the supreme
power then rested incontestably in the Houses of Parliament, incensed Charles
against the prisoner, and induced him to write a letter, which now rebounds to
his eternal shame.365

Charles' letter, sent to Clarendon, ordered Vane's execution.

The relation that has been made to me of sir Henry Vane' s carnage
yesterday in the hall is the occasion of this letter, which, if I am rightly
informed, was so insolent as to justify all he had done; acknowledging no
supreme power in England but a parliament, and many things to that purpose.
You have had a true account of all; and if he has given new occasion to be
hanged, certainly he is too dangerous a man to let live, if we can honestly put
him out of the way. Think of this, and give me some account of it to-morrow;
till when, I have no more to say to you. C.366

Woolrych states as well that Charles pursued Vane's death "with an animus that can

only be called vindictive, simply because he had been such a persistent and principled

opponent of monarchy.Y'" Sidney, in his "Third Court Maxim" refers to Vane in his

Fourth Dialogue where Philalethes and Eunomius debated the scriptural grounds of

"absolute and hereditary monarchy." After Eunomius expounded upon the nature of I

Samuel 8, understood as a warning "from God to the people" of "threatenings of what

would be, and not rules of what lawfully might be done." he ended his argument by

relating Vane's courage and death. 368 Sidney makes the following comment about Vane

in the "Fourteenth Dialogue."

He must be made a sacrifice, as solicitor Finch well said. for the good of the
nation which had not another man equal to him in virtue. pruden~e. courage.
industry, reputation, and godliness.... Nor can it be imagined ou~ k~ng had any
other desire when he cut off Vane's head, than to destroy. as In Its root. all

363 Bishop Burnet's History ofHis Own Time, 108 in notes. IIKSl'

364 Life and Administration of Edward, First Earl of Clarendon, \ 01. ~. 119, 1~~
represent the editor's comments, and a quotation from State Trials. vol. .-L 128.

365 Ibid., 122. These are the editor's comments, not Claren~on s. "II" 1'11'<1 thv

366 Henry Hallam, The Constitutional History ofEngla::lr~':\/:~soj~~';:";:~~'~~rl'nt~:'~~th Upham,
D~ath ofGeorge II: vol. ..,2, 8 ed. (Lond?n: Joh~ MU

I
rry. 18t6~\:Life ~~/(I ..ulministrauon (It" DIU',/!'.!. Fir»!

Life ofSir Henry lane, ,.,36. Part of this letter IS a so quo e .
Earl ofClarendon, vol. 2. 122.

367 Woolrych, Britain in Revoluti?n, 381. W BI 1 Eco Haitsrna vtulicr and ROIl.lId Jan-e
368 Algernon Sidney, Court Maxims, eds. Hans . on.

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996).38. 48.49.
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virtue, wisdom, and godliness since those who were em' t i f h. . . ' , men m any 0 t ose
qualities, looked .on him as their master, and seemed to have learnt all the\ knc~\
or practised by hIS precepts or example."? .

Charles signed Vane's death warrant on 12 June 1662, and sentenced him to be

beheaded at Tower Hill on the 14 for high treason."? Vane's own parting words on the

scaffold relate that the cause he fought for was "the CAUSE OF GOD, and for the

Kingdom of his dear son JESUS CHRIST, wherein it is comprehended our Liberties

and Duties, both as Men and as Christiansr'i' Sikes records that Vane was a "truly

Christian Common-Wealths-Man," one "who was indeed, for what others talked of. the

Liberty of Men as Men, and Christians as Christians,,,372 and "a dangerous Name to the

Peace and the Interest of Tyranny." It was even claimed "the King could not be sali:

while VANE was alive." His "insight in the Politie of the true Common-wealth of Israel.

the Holy Jerusalem that will shortly come down from God out of Heaven. Rev, 21."

gave "him no small aime at what he ought to be doing in the Common-wealth of

England as preparatory thereunto. ,,373

Vane finally bowed his head to the block under Charles II for his religious and

political principles, and even in his death, considered himself one of the two witnesses

of Revelation destined to inaugurate Christ's Second Advent. Nathanial Hawthorne,

paying tribute to Vane in his "Howes Masquerade," stated that he "laid down the wisest

head in England upon the block for the principles of liberty.Y'"

Conclusion

The historiography on Vane has concluded that his theological prose, especially

his Meditations, is simply too indecipherable, and that his hermeneutical approach to

biblical interpretation makes it virtually impossible to understand his politics. Vane is a

difficult commonwealthsman to pigeon whole, as his political readings reveal complex

religious structures and unique republican reasoning. Though his political theology

seems convoluted and his allegorical method confusing, what this study of his religious

political writings has revealed is that his hermeneutical method is not random. and that

there is a political theory at the end of it all. From his eschatological reading of the 0 L

his view of the battle over men's consciences being waged between the dominions or

369 Ibid., 185-186. I '") I'")'
370 Life and Administration ofEdward. First Earl ofClarendon, vo . -. --'. . .' '. "
m The Substance ofWhat Sr. Henry Vane lntende~ to Have ~poken upon the .~l·(//I( I/J ,'II t:IlIl'-

Hill, at the Time ofExecution, being the li ll ofJune, 1662, In Tryal. _,,6.
372 Sikes, LD I', 113,

373 Ibid., 93. 112. 107. . IT' ds Puritanism: IIi" \'il'\~ of \11
J7-t Rozer Howell "A Note on Hawthorne's Arnbiva ence owarus <.,

Henry Vane th:Younger:: The Nathaniel Hawthorne Journal ( 1972), 146.
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heaven and hell, and his allegorical understanding of a restored . itiv . ,pnmi 1\ e mazistracv ot
.... .

Christ's righteous rule from the shadows of the Commonwealth f I I ho srae. e asserted
clear inviolable civil principles upon which he modelled his republic.

First, Vane's doctrine of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit a theological

counterpart to his covenantalism, influenced his reading of the Scriptures. The Spirit" s

union with a believer regenerated his mind, resurrected his spiritual senses, and so

profoundly transformed his capacity to understand the Scriptures, that he could engage

God's textual truths at a deeper more mystical level. It is highly probable that his trips to

Leyden and Geneva influenced his radical Protestantism, but the particulars are difficult

to precisely ascertain. And though his entanglement in the Antinomian controversy

eclipsed his short tenure as Governor of Massachusetts Bay. it revealed this critical

doctrine of his which John Cotton may have played a part in cultivating.

With this, we also know from Meditations that Vane was no scriptural literalist.

His allegorical method also countered clerical literalism, but whether this was by design

or by default is difficult to tell, though he viewed the literal method as too pervasive,

and the clerics too close to civil power. The accusations that he "wrenched" his texts out

of context, or failed to consider any context for that matter. would have seemed absurd

to him, since meaning could not be isolated to texts alone, but determined from the more

intimate illuminations of the Holy Spirit who enlivens them. Biblical truth, for Vane.

was a correspondence between text and Spirit, and his response to Robert Boyle reveals

that his antipathy to the literal method was due to its isolation to and dependence upon

corrupt human reasoning. Since degenerate man was only capable of locking on to the

letter, he would always fail to detect the superior spiritual substance of Scripture' s

allegories and symbolic types that were only in its service, and thus miss the inner

principles of its passages. Discerning saints, transformed and renewed. were spiritually

equipped to investigate and determine the substance behind the letter. eminently

qualifying them not only for ministry, but for magistracy as well.

h V · h t I annot be divorced from hisIt was also shown t at ane s esc a 0 ogy c

republicanism. He read the OT as an eschatological text which, not only contained the

fundamental elements of his model commonwealth as to its primitive conxtitution. hut

the certainty of its appearance as the prophesied millennial model to come. This

. " d If' th N 'J rusalem or Holv Cornmonwc.ilth \)1' Israelpnmitrve mo e 0 magistracy was e e\\ e .

d h f lfill t fthose NT prophccic-. \)1'coming down from heaven, which represente t e u 1 men 0 j •

Christ's end-time reign.
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It is also clear that Vane's fundamental doctrine of . °1 . .
CIVI maaistracv IS a

'-' .
"primitive constitution and right exercise" of government which h d d fr' e un erstoo om

David in 2 Samuel 23 :3-7 as a just rule over men, or a civil authority limited to external

matters alone. This represented the rule of Christ over men. This pattern predates the

Mosaic Judicials, which Vane identified as a "shadow and type" of this original

primitive pattern, and through which this superior magistracy in Christ. that "true

Original in the Mount," was displayed.

The Isaiah 1:26 passage represents a prophetic promise of the restoration of this

primitive pattern with righteous judges and magistrates, which David foresaw. This is a

significant political text for Vane, as it incorporates the establishment of Christ"s "ruling

principle in all men," as distinguished from the rule of the Antichrist. Christ"s

resurrection and outpouring of his Spirit internalized the Judicials in men, and qualified

earthly rulers to a righteous ruling over them in the fear of the Lord. Vane is not

advocating a primitivist return to the institutional structure of the Jewish Polity, but

emphasizing the restoration of Christ's righteous rule in that pristine and rudimentary

quality of rule that God expected of Israel's magistrates and judges.

It has also been determined that Vane's republican model was structured to

guard against the encroachment of antichristian tyranny. He labored to ensure that

government contains no antichristian remnants. The eschatological context of his

political readings assumes an ongoing struggle between the forces of Antichrist,

characterized by ecclesiastical or civil tyranny, and Christ with his saints, whose

dominion is defined as absolute and everlasting, and inaugurated on earth in the

millennial kingdom. Vane's all-consuming concern with antichristian tyranny relates to

its destructive dominance; once seated in an earthly throne, it will forbid liberty of

conscience by force, even under the guise of religion.

Vane identified the activity of this spirit through Daniel chapter 7 as having

operated through four historical monarchies and whose influence reached to the beast of

Revelation 13 with its throne of the dragon. But these passages bore a meaning bey ond

mere historical instances; they represented significant types of antichristian rule, which

revealed an evolving principle of tyranny capable of manifesting itself in other forms.

like Cromwell's Protectorate. In this regard, Vane identified this spirit with any power

attempting to force matters of conscience, or that persecuting rule of the .xnticbri-t.

It has also been demonstrated that Vane's protracted concern over the

. .,. ., I . I" . his n .i .t 'nee that his model restadvancement of this spmt Into the CIvIl rea m exp JlI1S IS ISS L

on that supreme law of liberty of conscience and fundamental constitutions of k~i"lati\t~
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restrictions and power separations. This law comprehends this ruli " I f Ch .. ng pnnclp e 0 nst

in all men which he secured by his death and resurrection and transf d . . h. rorme Into a nz t
~

of religious liberty for all, not just the saints. Christ is lord over men's consciences. and

to whom all men must now render account. The civil corollary of this supreme law is the

constitutional principle of limited magisterial jurisdiction already confirmed in Ro ''. mans

13, which relegates the role of civil authorities to punishing evil and praising

righteousness alone. Nevertheless, Antichristian rule denies the legitimacy of Christ' s

peculiar and singular jurisdiction over man. If magistrates interpose laws restricting

matters of conscience, and overstep their ordinance as servants of God they function in, .

the service of the Antichrist. Vane is driven in his attempts to craft a model which would

serve as an institutional force against this spirit, but which is also squared after the

heavenly pattern to come, and intended to advance it. Primitive magistracy was that

heavenly polity which seated Christ as lord and advanced his interests, but which

contrasted with that corrupt beastly throne of the Antichrist that drives the interests of

the Devil. Vane's supreme law of liberty of conscience, and fundamental constitution of

retrained magisterial power, were to be secured as binding and irrevocable civil

components of his model to establish Christ's righteous rule among men, This sort of

biblical reading, radical as it may strike modem readers, cannot be conveniently

bracketed from his republicanism.

It has also been shown that Vane perceived the body of the people as unsteady in

their resolve upon liberty and therefore incapable of choosing wisely in regards to their

true interests. His first attempt at new-modelling the government evidenced this with its

essential element of maintaining seasoned Parliamentary members to birth the

commonwealth, and limiting elections to fill only vacant seats, Broadening the franchise

would have eroded the Commons constituency and endangered the cause of civil and

religious liberty. A restricted franchise would secure a godly leadership faithful to the

civil and religious liberty imperatives of the cause itself.

We also know that Vane demanded that the will of the people be restricted. not

only through the franchise. but even in their representative assemblies. With the

pressured issues of settlement still occupying the restored Long Parliament. his model in

A Needful Corrective argued for a senate of godly rulers in Harringtonian langl1a~e. I le

. f . 'I h b t ."en God the rulinu senate. and the
even referred to hIS model 0 CIVI armony e \\ t . e- .

hi h Isai h hesied which would lead to
assembly, as that primitive pattern w IC sara prop s .

Christ's rule among the nations. This is somewhat ingenious. as Vane found a way to

larit f l-larrl'nllton's model the demands l)f an Arrnv
address the increasing popu an yo' c- •
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wielding considerable power, while crafting a republican model which incorporates his

fundamental civil principles. All the while, a monarchy was waiting in the wings.

Finally, Vane's last models, though extremely short, testify to the political

importance of his fundamental constitutions in establishing a commonwealth. The June

model, which is difficult to completely assess given the scanty information relayed in

correspondence and diaries from royalists and Presbyterians, proposed a similar senate

as that in A Needful Corrective, and incorporated his twin pillars of civil and religious

liberty. His late 1659 model anticipates a restored monarchy, and though Vane empties

it of its radical millenarian tones, he preserves his supreme law of civil-modelling and

fundamental civil constitution of limited magistracy, the essentials of that primitive

pattern.

Vane's model of magistracy was, in the final analysis, in service of a kingdom

destined to come. As Sikes stated in regards to Vane, his "insight in the Politie of the

true Common-wealth of Israel, the Holy Jerusalem that will shortly come down from

God out ofHeaven, Rev. 21," gave "him no small aime at what he ought to be doing in

the Common-wealth of England as preparatory thereunto.v'"

.7:\ Sikes, LD/". 107.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has attempted to provide an understandl'ng of th liti I f 1e po 1 rca use 0 t ie

Scriptures in James Harrington's Oceana (1656) Sir Henry Vane's 1 U I' 0 '
, .'1 LLea mg _ uestion

(1656) and John Milton's Readie and Easie Way to Establish a Free-Commonwealth

(1660). Each of these commonwealthsmen proposed to new-model Enalands
eo

constitutional crises differently, and this study reveals how they employed the Bible in

their attempts, as well as the differences and similarities in their understanding of it as a

political text.

I chose to investigate these particular commonwealthsmen not only because thcv

presented radical proposals to replace England's ancient constitution. but because they

employed an arsenal of biblical principles and texts in their modelling quite differently

from each other. They were also familiar with each others tracts, and conducted part of

their political disagreements within the context of the use of the Scriptures.

This thesis has taken issue with a historiography that regularly neglects the

biblical dimension of early modern political thought. Minimal attention has been given

to Milton's attempts at new-modelling, Vane's prose has been charged as too confusing

to wade through, and Harrington has been touted as the model classical republican

political theorist with virtually no acknowledgment of his use of the Hebrew Polity.

With this, the historiography's disregard for the biblical aspects of political thought arc

demonstrated either in their tendency to separate scriptural references and readings from

civil models, to interpret early modem political theorists as exclusively devoted to

classical and Renaissance texts, or to allege that they used the Scriptures to popularize

political theories, These judgments undermine attempts to seriously investigate the

Bible's political role and result in a vacuum of scholarship in early modem biblical

political thought. I attempted to argue that Harrington. Vane and Milton each presented

constitutional arguments intrinsic to their theological assumptions, and hence. were

biblical Republicans. Their religious arguments cannot be secularized or separated from

their political models to make them more accessible to a modem audience and still

retain the essence of their proposals. These authors also present sophisticated. measured.

and methodical approaches to the Scriptures consistent with those of the pre-critical era

of exegesis,

This study was based on an inductive analysis of each author- -; principal

political tract as well as their wider Interregnum writings. and in a few ca--l'-';. pre-I ().fl)

221
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and post-restoration tracts to determine a pattern of hermeneutical and exeuctical

method. The larger historiographical context of their politic 1 ." . Ia wntmg , was a so

investigated to determine what prompted the writer to assert his .r., h I" I
\ le\\ ". or t e po inca

and literary circumstances governing a tract. I also attempted to resolve the relationships

between their hermeneutical methods and constitutional models bv askinu a set of kcv
~ .

questions as presented in the Introduction.

Comparison and Contrast of Hermeneutical .\Iethods

Diversity of Backgrounds: Biographical, Educational and Professional

The biographical and educational backgrounds of Harrington. \' ane and l\ lilton

were sufficiently different to result in diverse political uses of the Scriptures

Interestingly, each traveled abroad, was anti-Cromwellian to some degree. and \\a-

stalked by the restored monarchy for various levels of treason and subversion given their

writings and political involvement. Though Harrington was spared the scaffold. he \\as

imprisoned and eventually lost his sanity. Milton was exempted from royal punishment.

for reasons still somewhat vague, though his blindness may have been a factor. lie

would continue to write poetry well into the restoration. Vane was less fortunate. hut his

courageous death matched his intense commitment to liberty of conscience. l lis

outspokenness during a lengthy and productive parliarncntarv career was filled \\ ith LIl'

too many anti-monarchial activities and radical pronouncements for Charlc-: II to t'Llllt

him exemption, and his charismatic presence was simply too dangerous to allo« to run

rampant among the radical sects. especially the Fifth Monarchists. But it must he

remembered as well that the political legacy and heritage of each would survive up into

the modern era.

Harrington was the non-Puritan of the three. an Oxford man. and a scholar of the

classics and their languages. Milton was a Puritan. though his classical education began

at an extremely early age. and his blindness would become a testimony to the sort of

scholarly rhythm he maintained, even throughout his li tc. His education at St. Paul's and

Christ's College, Cambridge reveals a Christian humanist and scholastic hackgruul1d

which seemed to shape his eclectic reading. But. his first Il)\C \\as poctrv. Vane. like

Milton. was a Puritan. but unlike him and Harrington. never seemed to have acquired

. . d hi t Wcst 1'11st~r'1I1(.i\la(ldalen Ox lord dov-that sort of classical education, an IS time a es m ,e. ' :::-. .

. . .iblv 'j\ from the cstahlished churchnot loom vcrv large as an influence, except POSSI : a\\,. .. '-

All three traveled to the continent. The civil institution> of Venice. Icily

Harri visited Italy. hut "1..'1..'111\ Il)cspcciallv enamored Harrington. i\lilton. like arrington.

, I bv his trip- tll 11..') den and
have been inspired bv Geneva. Vane \\as most 1Illprl..'SSI..'l
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Geneva, which most likely influenced his radical ProtestantI'sm b t h, u e never traveled to

Italy. His departure for New England should be understood 1· 1· ht f hi "n ig 0 IS continental

travels, and possibly undertaken to settle himself in hI·S faith d t .:Ii an 0 \\ itness a new

commonwealth claiming a biblical foundation first hand.

Each would return to England inspired to transition into a defining career.

Harrington claims he was driven to consider the study of government as the most

significant pursuit for promoting the welfare of mankind. He would establish himself as

a courtier of the King, but his respect for his majesty, displayed even on the scaffold. did

not diminish his republicanism. He never held a seat in the commons, despite his

attempts early on in the Civil War, and he seems to have been largely a historian.

political scholar, and philosopher. Milton, on the other hand, immediately engaged the

controversy over ecclesiastical reform, and his early polemic is clearly anticlerical. as

Harrington's would become, especially in his post-Oceana treatises and tracts. Milton's

publication of Tenure would launch him into the post of Secretary of Foreign

Languages, first under the Long Parliament, and then up through the Protectorates and

the restored Rump. His vision was to promote Christian liberty by driving out tyranny in

its ecclesiastical and civil forms, as well as superstition, and hence free man from

slavery, both within and without. His political theology was in service to England's

complete reformation, which in turn, affected the sort of republican readings he derived

from the Scriptures. As for Vane, though his short tenure in Massachusetts Bay proved

somewhat controversial, it reveals those key theological doctrines he would develop

further in his Retired Mans Meditations. Upon concluding his civil service as a

Governor in the New World, Vane returned to England where he quickly progressed up

the civil ranks as a career politician. He was launched into civil life as joint Treasurer of

the Navy, and then into a seat in the Long Parliament in 1640. Excepting his retirement

during Cromwell's Protectorate Parliaments, Vane was one of the most outspoken and

energetic parliamentary republicans until his dismissal in December 1660.

All three exhibited varying levels of anti-Cromwellianism. If Toland's account

of Harrington bears any affinity with his attitude towards the Protectorate as a "horid

Usurpation." and Cromwell as a tyrant, Oceana was written in reaction to it. as its

confiscation by the Protectorate also testifies, and to promote a common\\(alth form of

popular government which corresponded with England's popular balance ol land. If this

balance was neglected. the commonwealth would be lost. Vane tlH) shared an antipathy

towards the Protectorate, and when his atTectionate relationship and collegia!

partnership with Cromwell turned disaffectionate. it became p(rSl)nal. not just politic,d.
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Vane was driven in his quest to secure liberty of conscience d hi f H li .. an IS .'1 ea Ill,'!. (j1ll's/lOn

was written to address the Protectorate's usurpation of it ad' II . C ., n cspcciauy rornwcll ~

plundering of the people's civil and religious liberties.

Unlike Harrington and Vane, Milton was a retrospective anti-Cromwellian

writer. He had worked for Cromwell even penning a sonnet to hi d hi I' irn. an IS c.ir \'

Interregnum writings were conducted under the authority of the government and on its

behalf. It was not until the intense political developments of the end of the Interregnum

that he reveals his commonwealth model, and his attitudes toward Cromwell and the

Protectorate. In the Preface to his Considerations (1659), he rejoices over the

establishment of the Long Parliament and the Nation's release from a "double bondage

under prelactical and regal tyrannic," and freedom from that "slavish dejection. wherin

from father to son we were bred up and taught." England was now liberated from that

"short scandalous night of interruption." These comments represent sharp negative

assessments of the Protectorates, which may have antagonized him throughout his civil

service,

Hermeneutical Method: Grammatical Historical versus Allegorical

Harrington and Milton approached the Scriptures largely as Christian humanists.

The linguistic tools of interpretation and textual analysis codified during the

Renaissance to study the classic texts. and redeployed during the Reformation to engag\..·

the Scriptures, largely summarize their approach. Their writings abound \\ ith classical

citations and an eclectic use of authors. Vane, on the other hand. never resorts to non

biblical writers, Harrington and Milton also seem to employ their language training to

the Scriptural text like they would to a pagan one, and held it as a critical hermeneutical

rule to learn its original languages, Both were exasperated with interpretations of the

Scriptures that ignored linguistic, contextual and historical essentials,

We learn of Harrington's hermeneutical approach in Oceana' s orders. and

Milton's in his theological treatise De Doctrina Christiana. But Harrington and ~ 1ilton

differed somewhat on the role of the Holy Spirit in the interpretive process. and the need

for a new birth to sensitize man to its truths. Harrington never elucidates any role tor the

Spirit to illuminate the Scriptures, or the need for a transformed life and a renewal (Jf the

senses to establish their meaning, Harrington found no contradiction in using human

" Thi I It" lain whv he never "tr\..,,,,\..·d mansreason alone to mvcstrgutc the text. IS 1e ps 0 L:Xp L. .

, .. ' I ibit d i I' .it trust in lc.rvin: the pel)pk'sdepravitv as an issue tor CIvIl modelling. ex 11 I e imp rc . '::-

. . .' b d I t' . 11 'hi" . lhi- miuht cvplain toolibertv up to them, and granted a \ l'l) roa popu ar ra c . I.. ~

O l ·. l _~ 11aSS<.lg\..' a~ ~l biblical tcvt tor popular\\hy he focused upon the ,euteronomy -
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prerogative. But Milton approached the text as if its rneaninc requi d thansi I
~ Ire more an simp y

exegetical tools. He read it like a liberated man, newly created in Christ. and with his

reason renewed. In this regard, he is slightly closer to Vane, but without adoptinu his

allegorical approach.

Milton reveals in De Doctrina Christiana that the proper method for engauing

the Scriptures required linguistic skills and syntactical expertise. respect for context.

knowledge of the original languages and texts. a respect for authorial intent. and a sense

of the clear differences between literal and figurative passages. He also assumed an

analogy of faith, whereby Scripture must be compared to Scripture to establish doctrine.

Vane mentions none of these investigative particulars, and never demonstrates their

need to be utilized in biblical study. He was an allegorist, and perceived the letter of the

text as consisting of types through which the substance of meaning was established.

Milton's more grammatical historical approach seems to flatly contradict the allcuoricul

method of Vane. But where they do compare. is their mutual understanding of the role

of the Holy Spirit to quicken and enliven the text's meaning. that man was fallen and his

reason was corrupt, and therefore in need of a renewed mind. They also utilized their

methods to ensure that the "shadow" of the text was never confused for its "substance."

And even though Milton believed that all fallen men retained part of (Iod's image

bearing nature, and therefore their writings could reveal truth, he docs not seem to

suggest that this alone qualified them to understand the Scriptures. Milton even held to

the view that under the Gospel there was now a "double scripture" which consisted of

the external word and the "internal scripture of the Holy Spirit:' which God "engraved

upon the hearts of believers." This is extremely close to Vane's language, and \lilton

may have had his Retired Man's Meditations read to him. But, he did not articulate

Vane's radical doctrine of the indwelling presence of the Spirit. which presents a

dimension of difference between their hermeneutical approaches.

Biblical Texts and Constitutional Models

Harrington, Vane and Milton were 111 dialogue, and their constitutional

differences are revealed in their direct and indirect responses to each other', proposals.

H · f . t th heart of this debate since Vane and \ Iiltou have him inarnngton 0 course IS a e .c •

. . -onsid th --m '1"; proponenh of 01 ic.rrchicITImd in their later tracts. and Harrmgton consi ers e l. .

councils that he explained were of the same spirit as a monarchy, But some ()f their

J I' liti ..11 r -adinu of the -.::, riprurc-. andconstitutional differences can be traced to t ieir po I ic: L e- -

aspects of til" Bible tl) support their Ilwdcl, \\ h.u is
hO\\· thcv looked to different ...-' ...
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common to each is a radical restructuring of England's constitution devoid of king and
...

House of Lords, and a concern for securing liberty of conscience.

Harrington's discrete political texts for civil modelling, apart from his overall

use of the Hebrew Polity, seem to be Exodus 18: 19-27 and Deuteronomy 1: 13 which

supplied him with his theory of popular government. He derived a double emphasis

from the Exodus passage. Not only did he read it as scriptural proof in support of

"human prudence," and specifically as to political advice in heathen histories and

commonwealths, but as evidence of the original popular basis of the Hebrew

Commonwealth through her Jethronian courts. The choice of rulers of thousands.

hundreds, fifties and tens represented the elevation and advancement of the

commonwealth into the superstructures. With this, Deuteronomy 1: 9-16 represented

that original electoral basis of popular suffrage for the Jewish Sanhedrin. as well as the

lower courts which would come to sit in Israel's cities, and even the popular election of

magistrates in general. He referred to Deuteronomy 1: 13 as the "rule of Moses" and

employs it as proof that Israel incorporated proposition and resolution in her

commonwealth. Moses proposed to the people that they choose wise and discerning

leaders, and upon rendering their consent and choice. he constituted their governors or

rulers. The strength of the Deuteronomy text for popular government is also in its divine

command to Moses to propose this to the people, and confirmation that they could be

trusted to judge properly in civil and religious matters. His use of this text three times

alone in his 1659 Discourse Upon this Saying also evidences the strength of his

understanding of it as scriptural proof for popular suffrage.

Harrington did resort to Deuteronomy 17:14-20 and 1 Samuel 8: 6-7. but to

demonstrate the disintegration of Israel's orders, and not to model his commonwcalth.

The Deuteronomy passage proved that God intended Israel's kings to be limited and

under law, and 1 Samuel 8:6-7 demonstrated that God was rejected as Israel's original

divine king, two political inferences which Milton would have agreed with. But

Harrington kept Israel's disobedience within the context of her rejection and neglect of

her original orders, language not employed by Milton who considered Israel's choice of

a king as an example of slavish tyranny and genitilism. Harrington though did

emphasize through the 1 Samuel text that in spite of such profound rejection of Gods

rule. and at the expense of her divine commonwealth. God respected Israel's prcrl'~atiVl'

. . hi h Mil red to have nurccd with him onand choice of government, a pOSItIOn w IC I ton seen ' e-

along with the understanding that God had originally ordained tor lsrucl a

commonwealth as opposed to a monarchy.
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Vane and Milton do not resort to Harrington's Exodus and Dcuteronomv texts

when crafting their models, and Harrington's trust in the collective wisdom of the

people's judgment, even in the maintenance of their liberty, contrasts with Vane who

thought the people were mad, and Milton, who considered them nothing but rabble.

Their models incorporate a restricted franchise, and in part to insure liberty. and prevent

the restoration of monarchy and complete loss of the original cause. Vane advocated the

rule of godly leaders who were faithful to liberty of conscience and parliamentary

representation, and Milton's criteria for electoral candidacy stood on the unqualified

acceptance and adherence to the principle of liberty of conscience for those who profess

the Scriptures as the rule of their faith, and the repudiation of a single person established

as head of the government, as well as the House of Lords. Given the nature of Oceana' s

orders, and the balance of interest between the senate and assembly. Harrington viewed

such electoral qualifications as wholly unnecessary to preserve liberty of conscience. As

long as the people were under their legislative orders of proposition and resolution.

wisdom and interest, liberty of conscience and civil liberty were secure, even if

Parliament was filled with Presbyterians, royalists, or independents for that matter. It

would be impossible to introduce monarchy under these circumstances, and therefore

suffer a loss of civil liberty because the very form and orders of a free commonwealth

are contrary to the civil nature of a monarchy. If the people are secure in their civil

liberties, they are also secure in matters of conscience.

In his Needful Corrective, Vane respectfully denies the constitutional relevance

of Exodus 18. Jethro only perceived the external pattern of Israel's system of justice. the

letter and not the substance of civil polity. Harrington was far too literal in his political

reading, and focused too intensely upon good political advice as opposed to the divine

revelation of primitive magistracy. Moses was better than Jethro because he received a

divine civil platform of "inward principles," or the substance of righteous polity. as well

as the form of its primitive original pattern. This sort of mystical dismissal of the

political advice of Jethro represents a subtle denunciation of Harrington's entire model.

His prudence was too "human," and not sufficiently ancient and therefore not divine.

Vane's allegorical approach led him to locate political utility in other biblical

., H' d Milt n too He does not detect a popularpassages quite different from arrington, an I O. .

prerogative, or emphasize the importance of popular choice in the political process as

H · d b h dl I Vane stresses limited jurisdiction and limitedarnngton oes, ut rat er go y ru e. .
. ' . d lays dO\\11 political principles forprerogative in the service of liberty of conscience. an .

a polity to come by focusing upon OT prophecies and NT apocalyptic passa~es. I lc
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derived limited magistracy from David's prophecy of a right 1 .eous ru e oyer man In .2

Samuel 23: 3-7, which he further supported by Romans 13. God had ordained and

established government to punish evil, and praise righteousness. One of his most

significant passages is Isaiah's prophecy in 1:26 of a restoration of primitive righteous

rule of godly saints in a millennial republic.

Milton's model rested primarily upon Deuteronomy 17:14-18.1 Samuel 8:10

19, and Matthew 20:20-28, from which he established the liberty of choice. the right of

the people to alter their government, as well as anti-lordship in any form. In Readie and

Easie, he combined all three to prove that God and Christ both commanded a

commonwealth and warned against heathenish tyranny in government.

Deuteronomy 17:14-20 represented Milton's scriptural text for popular choice.

unlike Harrington who focused upon 1:13. God's recognition of the possibility that the

people would request a king like those of the nations indicated to Milton their liberty to

create whatever form they desired, and proceeded to establish it as a general rule for all

nations. This was their prerogative. But should Israel indeed decide upon a king. not that

she was destined to, Deuteronomy 17 limited his authority under law. In this regard,

Milton, like Harrington, perceived God's respect for popular choice, even though such a

decision would destroy the commonwealth, the best form of government since he

established one for his people.

Like Harrington, Milton understood 1 Samuel 8:1-22 as Israel's abandonment of

her divine commonwealth and a rejection of God as their sovereign king. And though

both seemed to stress the role of consent in regards to choice of government from this

passage, they would employ different languages. Harrington saw it as a rejection of

orders, and a sign of the commonwealth's disintegration, with God' s response an

indication of his preference for his authority over his power. Milton never employed

such language, but resorted to his categories of slavery. tyranny and liberty. and

developed God's displeasure into a perpetual warning against kingly tyranny. and

lordship in general, which Christ confirmed in Matthew 20:28. This t\latthew text,

which is normally read ecclesiastically, Milton read civilly. and represents his unique

political contribution to England's settlement debates. In his arguments against the

royalists and Presbyterians, Milton explained that Christ warned against the same sort lIt'

heathenish tyranny and "gentilizing? effect of kingship, which Israel disastn)llsly

d
d i h "1 . Milton equated Christ's model of just macistcrialrepro uce m er CIVI expenence. I '. ~

.' . h If f he 1 ern ed and quite Cl -ntrarv to therule with self-sacrificial service on be a 0 t l: hove e . .

. . 1 . b ethr .n which also repre,ented the
procedure of Gentile kings who lorded It oyer t ieir r en, .
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practice of Israel's kings. He would extend this civil doctrine f 1 d hio servant ea ers ip by

new-modelling England's Parliament in a perpetual senate of ' "lidservant CI\ 1 ea ers as
opposed to successive parliaments.

The Jewish Polity and the Mosaic Judicials

Harrington employed the Hebrew Commonwealth quite extensively when

developing the orders of Oceana, and where the bulk of his biblical republicanism rests.

Oceana was written out of Israel paradigmatically by which is meant that Harrington

extended her authority over his model as a divine republican exemplar. In this regard,

Israel's electoral method, her political constitution of the agrarian law, the legislative

function of the senate and the congregation, including the congregation's method of

rotation, as well as her local judgeships, were all incorporated into Oceana as civiI

parallels. Even Oceana's educational system was modelled somewhat upon his

understanding of Moses temple-court university and the erudition of the Levites.

Harrington considered Israel's model as the divine authoritative republican

exemplar. This was God's original commonwealth pattern, which he imprinted in

Nature for all to investigate and from which the pagan models seem to be copies. In this

regard, the Scriptures, or Grace, confirms what Nature declares. God created mankind

with the same basic nature, and instilled within his created natural order political

principles discoverable by all. Only Israel's Commonwealth was divinely delivered. But

to prove the legitimacy of the political connections between the scriptural model and

those of ancient prudence naturally derived, and affirm the practice of mining the

ancient commonwealths for political principles, Harrington redeployed Jethro's

acceptable advice to Moses in Exodus 18 to legitimize his inquiry into the heathen

counsel of ancient prudence.

Harrington carved out of Israel two fundamental political constitutions, or

foundational laws for Oceana, which contrast with Vane's political pillars. The first was

her agrarian, or Jubilee land law, which was instituted by God to preserve the popular

balance or dominion in Canaan. Since Canaan's land allocations were divinely

established as a popular distribution and therefore balance, God desired popular

government for Israel, which he confirmed further through his order of the Jubilee Law

Harrington paralleled the effectual nature of Israel's popular agrarian in (keana

. ., . d Enaland's popular balance, .vs for hisas a political constitution to sustain an secure b' . .

. . 1 f . h d' t d Oceana's method with the IlhHlthl: tribalpnnclp e 0 rotation, e coor ma e .

revolutions of Israel's congregation by rotating the superstructures throuuh th, most

1 11 1 f t t . ure that the common interest \\'~IS maint.uncd. \\ith thi-.
oca eve 0 governmen 0 ins
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the legislative aspects and the electoral methods of his model \ 11 d j 1\ ere para e 111 t ie

Hebrew senate and congregation. Law could only be established through the debate of

300 senators and the resolution of 1500 representatives, one third of which would be

rotated out annually.

Milton refers to Harrington's model in his Readie and Easie as a bulkx and

transitory legislative apparatus with an overly complex electoral method, The liberty

and security of the people was best retained through seasoned and stable servant leaders

who sat for life, as opposed to a successive Parliament that consisted of such a rotation

as Harrington proposed. Apart from his use of the Matthew text to promote his perpetual

senate of servant leaders, Milton attacks Harrington's model in its practicality, and

preference for popular prerogative. But Milton also utilized the Hebrew Commonwealth

in his model, but as to his divine outlines only. He refers to the Jewish Sanhedrin as an

example of a stable Senate, and seems to have had it mind for his model. but dUl's not

consider her manner of elections or legislative role as critical. His suggestion of local

subordinate judicatures to replace the House of Lords may have also rested UPl)I1 the

local courts of Israel first established by Jethro.

Vane never resorted to the institutional particulars of the Hebrew Pol it \ for his

commonwealth model, though it did playa profound political role, \\'hile Harrington

seemed to craft a polity for an earthly kingdom, Vane's was modelled after a kingdom

to come. His eschatological reading of the OT lead him to sec the culmination o l the

battle waged between the forces of the Lord and the Antichrist in the victory of ( hrist'«

millennial kingdom rule. Israel's earthly institutions did not represent the original

pattern, but the representation or type, which foreshadowed the civil antity pc, Of the true

original primitive magistracy in Christ. God had promised a righteous magistracy to

come that Moses saw on the mount as Christ's rule over men, and its complete

restoration as a primitive constitution of magistracy with just and riuhtcous j Udgl'S as

foretold by Isaiah. According to Vane, this prophecy found its fulfillment in Revelation

21 as that New Jerusalem coming down from heaven.

Vane contrasts his and Harrington's political reading of the Scri ptures in ,\ cc.ltu!

Corrective by highlighting, in some regards, their differences over human dcpr.r- it;,

Both understood the necessity to restrain private interest for the sake of the gel1l'ral

It' b 1. d thi e differentlv l larrinaton> solution \\as more external towe are, ut reso vc IS ISSU _' 11(,1 b

1 1 " tthe 'lPrarian and rotatilllL as well ~IS a
man with a focus upon the fundamenta a\\ s 0 It: L e- (.

. , 1 d .ith a very e\.tensivl' franchise, In this
series of C0111plex constitutional orders coup e \\ I c i >: •

. 1:>' -rst ctures were cnouuh to re-, train the
regard. good laws, opcratmg through t It: SUpLl ~ ru, ....
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private will and ensure the general welfare. These were sufficient constitutional

mechanisms that operated as institutional impediments to re t . I ' .s ram rampant se t-interest.

Vane and Milton considered the people as deserving of libertv b t 'h II· fi ~ .
_. U \\ 0 : un It tor Its

maintenance and care, lacking in an understanding and c hensi f .ompre ension 0 It. and

therefore called for godly and steady seasoned magistrates in standing councils and

senates to secure it on their behalf until they were educated in its value. This was also

the only way to stave off an impending restored monarchy. as a Parliament consisting of
....

parties opposed to a commonwealth would reestablish the king. Vane also countered

Harrington by asserting the need to balance and check man's will, even in his

representative capacity, by a godly senate which would propose God's will to the people

through their representatives. Harrington's model would never check interest and moral

corruption because it failed to incorporate the necessity for spiritual regeneration. Man

was fundamentally degenerate and unrighteous, and needed to be checked bv the

corrective balance of God's Spirit.

Jurisdiction: Liberty of Conscience

Vane regarded religious liberty and the freedom of worship apart from coercion

as an excellent and heavenly right secured for all men through Christ's atoning sacrifice

and resurrection. Government was ordained by God to have limited authority over man

in service of such liberty, while the forces of the Antichrist worked through the civil and

ecclesiastical institutions to rob men of it.

Like Harrington, Vane articulated fundamental laws and constitutions for his

commonwealth model, but in the service of liberty of conscience to check antichristian

tyranny and self-interest in civil rule, and not to establish a popular prerogative.

Harrington never articulated the apocalyptic language of Vane, and neither did Milton

for that matter. But for Vane, this antichristian spirit was the epitomy of selfish private

interest masquerading itself under the guise of religion in public service. This was to be

checked and balanced by recognizing and acknowledging, before government was even

institutionalized, that pre-existing and supreme law of liberty of conscience. Only (rod

and Christ had the authority to hold men accountable for their religious convictions, and

therefore civil authority was excluded from its province. Once the heavenly origin of

thi I' . d the most fundamental political constitution which mustIS supreme aw IS recognize ,

be consented to before the erection of government is a magistracy limited to ruling over

man, and in keeping with God's ordinance in Romans 1~ ,

Milton and Vane both shared a vision of liberty that shaped their politic.il

d I 1, l' 11 > 'If Christiun liberty to confront
readings. Milton frequently employe t 1C anguage l' .
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slavery and tyranny in both the church and state and envisioned himself in his country' s

service to further its realization by reforming England's institutions, Though Vane

would locate tyranny in the long history of that usurping spirit of the Antichrist as it

dominated the civil and ecclesiastical thrones, Milton detected it directly in the attempt

to force conscience civilly by resurrecting the Mosaic Judicials within the liberating

dispensation of the Gospel. Though the Judicials retained their moral force. their

external administration was no longer necessary under the Gospel precisely because the

Spirit inscribed them on the hearts of believers. In this regard, the Gospel abolished the

Jewish Polity's institutional incorporation of the ecclesiastical and civil authorities: now

willingness of heart, reason, and not force, were to prevail.

Whereas Vane and Milton held to a disestablished church to promote liberty of

conscience, Harrington supported a civil religion as a non-coercive institution to lead the

people into worship and the things of faith. He understood Isaiah 49:23 as a clear

command to civil magistrates "to be nursing fathers and nursing rna/hers unto the

church." Persons could be equipped for the ministry through the universities. which

would be sufficiently financed with public benefactions. The state's commitment to

insuring an adequately trained ministry through the university would guard against bias,

promote the instruction in Scripture's original languages to protect against corrupt

translation and ensure that Christ's command in John 5:39 "to search the Scriptures" is,

obeyed.

Biblical Politics and English Republicanism

Biblical Politics

This study reveals how careful research into the political use of the Bible among

important seventeenth-century figures can yield a fresh understanding of their political

contributions and models, as well as highlight some of their distinctive features in

contrast to others.

For example, Harrington's Oceana is an extremely complex model filled with

classical history and ideas, but his response to Rogers that he had written out of Israel is

a significant benchmark against which to investigate his use of the Hebrew Polity. .\

1 1 · f 0 Is that Harrington' s fundamental law« and superstructuresc ose ana YSIS 0 ceana revea

find their civil parallels in Israel, which he highlights and explains further in his

- .' With thO Deuteronomy 1:1~ became his standardPrerogative, and Art of Lawgiving. 1 IS,. 0 0

, t d " iilarlv for Israel It is criticu!biblical text of popular prerogative. because It opera e ,,10 , . .

. f H . t n's political works. as much of it rcprc-cnt-,to consider the full extent 0 arnng 0

supportive commentary on OC('(/I1(/.
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Milton's commonwealth model makes more sense if his repeated use of the

Matthew 20:20-28 text is taken into consideration His language of" tili ,.' . I. gen 1 Ism IS vita

for understanding his proposal of a perpetual senate or standing council of aodlv
.... .

leaders. His use of this passage, coupled with Deuteronomy 17 and 1 Samuel 8. assist

us in grasping his emphasis upon a model emptied of human lordship. Together. these

texts represent sufficient proof that both God and Christ condemned heathenish tyranny.

and therefore slavery, and commanded a commonwealth, and therefore liberty.

Vane's millennialism must be taken into account in order to understand his

model of a primitive polity of just and righteous rule to come, which David foresaw the

substance of, and Isaiah its institution. This was the New Jerusalem. and Holv

Commonwealth of Israel. Civil magistrates were limited in their authority by God and in

service to a divine religious right of liberty of conscience secured for all through the

Atonement. Government must now be structured according to this supreme law. and

fundamental constitution of limited civil jurisdiction, which in turn, would prevent

Antichrist from establishing his civil throne. Godly men, faithful to the cause. should sit

in government to prevent legislation against liberty of conscience and balance the will of

the people on behalf of their liberty.

This study also demonstrates the inadequacy of secular interpretations that

attempt to isolate biblical use from political principles and civil-modelling, Our

understanding of the development of the constitutional models of Harrington. Milton

and Vane is enhanced if their biblical arguments are taken into consideration in light of

their interpretive approaches. But their use of pre-critical methodologies does not mean

they lacked intellectual rigor or scholarly sophistication. On the contrary, each used the

Bible in a more systematic and sophisticated manner than is generally acknowledged.

even by Professor Hill, who contributed a book of his own on this topic, These three

case studies simply do not evidence a random approach to the Scriptures. and historians

should reconsider the assumption that they merely represent some sort of a "rag-bag of

quotations which could justify whatever a given individual or group wanted to do." and

reflect how other critical early modem figures might be recast in the light of their 0\\11

political use of the Scriptures.

English Republicanism

F
· hi' f this studv is Harrington. the non-Puritan politicalirst, t e rea surpnse 0 •

. I d d 'upon the Ilcbrcw
thinker. whose model demonstrates substantIa epen encc

. . t d on his lise of thi- model. and
Commonwealth. Though a few histonans have commen e .'

most recently Adam Sutcliffe. the extent of its interconneetednc~s \\ ith ( )l~'al1a as a



parallel authority has not been previously investigated. Harrington's engagement with

the biblical text should challenge the widespread assumption that he was simply a

secular theorist who modelled Oceana exclusively out of classical sources. and resorted

to Scripture merely to gain adherents.

This study also reveals that there was no standard republican approach to reading

the Bible politically. Harrington, Vane and Milton read the Bible differently. Their

reading of the text had a symbiotic relationship with their political thought. since it both

reflected and shaped their distinctive style of republicanism. Harrington explored the

structures of the Hebrew Polity; Vane focused on prophecies of the millennial

restoration of primitive magistracy; and Milton emphasized texts that dovetailed with

his ideal of republican liberty. This underscores the diverse nature of English

republicanism, and reinforces the contrast between Harrington' s emphasis on structures.

and Milton's stress on values. However, the fact that each theorist approached the Bible

with equal seriousness confirms that the 1650s was an age of biblical. as well as

classical, republicanism.
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